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Abstract: 

 

The thesis is composed of two parts:  

 

One) a creative component: Paradise City, a literary crime novel.  

Two) a critical component: Representations of the city in the work of David Peace – 

‘anti-crime’, transnational writing, and the city voice. 

 

The creative component explores the impact on São Paulo of three recent historical 

events: construction projects for the 2014 World Cup; the Mensalão political 

corruption trial; Operação Saturação, a Military Police operation in Paraisópolis, the 

largest favela in central São Paulo. Research involves experimentation with narrative 

forms to create a fictional world that mirrors the experience of contemporary life 

from a variety of social backgrounds in a thriving and economically and culturally 

rich urban setting. Brazilian and ex-pat characters feature. I explore the differences in 

interacting with a city-space from these foreign and familiar perspectives and the 

extent to which the city itself defines the place and status of character. 

 

The critical component is a study of the fiction of David Peace, specifically: his use of 

urban settings, the creation of a city voice, and the perspectives of place from 

authorial and character viewpoints. Peace examines in his fiction why particular 

crimes happen in particular places at particular times. On a stylistic level, I am 

drawn to Peace’s work for its immersive intensity and the blending of voices and 

forms; the predominantly fracturing narratives are an effective means of 

communicating and writing the city. A key contribution to knowledge is the concept 

of a city voice and how it is achieved in contemporary fiction, alongside deepening 

understanding of the importance of urban space and culture on literary works. The 

idea of the emigrating writer and questions raised by transnational ideas were a spur 

in investigating how we understand place as practitioners.  
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Part One:  

Creative component – a novel 

 

Title: 

Paradise City 
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Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs, 

which indeed appear beautiful outwardly, but inside are full of dead men’s bones and 

of all uncleanness. So you also outwardly appear righteous to men, but inside you are 

full of hypocrisy and iniquity. 

Matthew: 23:27, 23:28 

 

 

 

Transformam o país inteiro num puteiro 

Pois assim se ganha mais dinheiro 

 

They turn a whole country into a whorehouse 

Because that way it makes more money 

Cazuza, O tempo não para 
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Part One: 
Pai rico, filho nobre, neto pobre 

Traditional saying 
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Every man for himself and God for all 

 

Favela Chic – 

São Paulo, 2012. Operação Saturação – 

500 Military police from Batalhão de Choque and from 16º Batalhão de Polícia 

Militar Metropolitano (BPM/M) installed in favela Paraisópolis – Paradise City – in 

response to escalating violence in the city. 

Result: 

In one month – 

107 detained. 

67 caught in the act. 

24 traficantes on the wanted list sought out and captured. 

16 teenagers apprehended. 

Result: 

In one month – 

18 weapons, 407 rounds of ammunition, 1 grenade. 

Result: 

In one month – 

59 kilos of Cocaine, 344.3 kilos of Cannabis, 783 grams of Crack. 

Result: 

In one month – 

Homicides fall threefold, incidents of theft drop, no cases of rape. 

Fucking result, they say. 

Stray bullet collateral: a consequence, know what I mean – 

Não tem problema nenhum. 

Absolute fucking result – 

Happy fucking days, amigo. 
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Paraisópolis, Paradise City, the largest favela in central São Paulo – 

November 2011 

 

 

The streets pounded with Baile funk, and flip-flopped men in dark glasses stood 

around the car, watching the five dirt roads that joined at the junction. The sun slipped 

down out of sight of the favela crater, below the line of the city. Naked bulbs were 

scattered about the rooftops of the surrounding houses, each illuminating a few 

circular feet. Rusted tin doors squeaked, opened into the gloom and faint rectangles 

spilled onto the street, were still for a moment and then vanished. 

Renata left her legal aid office an hour later than normal. She’d been helping a 

man with a dispute over land. He was expecting another child and wanted to extend 

the rough house his family lived in. But a bar owner and a tyre shop were unhappy 

with the plans. Renata had slipped easily into the space of the disagreement, fluid, 

empathic, and negotiated a compromise. The man had just visited her office to bless 

her and offer his respects. He’d talked for a long time.  

She didn’t like leaving after dark. 

She scanned the street. A cockroach zipped out from the back of the por kilo 

restaurant where she ate her lunch every day. The owner – a large woman – stepped 

out from behind the counter and in three steps had crunched it under her plastic 

sandals. She smiled at Renata, who waved and dug her keys out of her bag. 

Fireworks spat and crackled, and the men standing by the car turned, 

recognising the warning from the top end of the favela. Police. Renata tensed, 

struggled with the padlock to her office, dropped it. She glanced nervously at the 

restaurant owner who stood with her arms crossed, shaking her head, clicking and 

sucking her teeth, before stepping back behind the counter and pulling down the metal 

grille. Renata looked over her shoulder, watched as the men skirted around the cars 

across the road, crouched. Someone was shouting instructions to one of the younger 

boys. The Military Police would be here soon. These invasions were becoming 
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commonplace, but this one was earlier in the evening than normal. Should she go 

back inside or try to get to her car? She told herself not to panic, that she had a little 

more time. The door was locked now. But better to get back inside, she thought. 

Surprised by a single siren-wail and blue-red flash she fumbled her key, watched it 

fall into the gutter and bounce towards the uncovered drain. The men drinking at the 

bar flinched then ducked under the tables.  

She pulled at the padlock.  

The maids and nannies walking home carrying their céstas of rice and beans 

started and scattered down the side roads. 

The heat pulsed like a heartbeat, the clouds thickened and cracked. More shouts. 

Running. Renata froze. She looked across the road. The Military Police were 

advancing. Men in flip-flops ran from shadow to shadow. One was carrying a pistol, 

arm lowered.  

Then, an unholy rattle. Renata took a step towards her car, limbs pushing 

though water. This is happening.  

Gunfire. Strobing light. 

And Renata glimpsed him – the last thing she ever saw. A teenager with gold 

teeth grinning, his rifle too powerful for him to control, police moving towards him 

from all sides. 
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One year later 

 

Leme sat in his car on the edge of Paraisópolis, sweating in the fattening sun. Workers 

gathered by the bus stop, forming a queue that stretched up beyond the tyre shops and 

burnt-out cars, sipping at coffee they’d bought from the usual woman. Leme watched 

her drag the table up the hill from her home every day.  

He traced the dust in the car window with his fingertip. He drew a heart and 

then smudged it, glanced in the wing mirror. His sunglasses hid his hollowed eyes. He 

stared at the street and shut everything else down. He’d sat here, or close, almost 

every morning for a year. No one knew. It was his own routine, part of his own 

struggle: automatic now, a way of not forgetting, not giving up. Anything he had got 

in life was in part down to his persistence, his wife, Renata, included.  

And so here he was.  

Again. 

The stink of rubbish drifted up the road, but he left his windows open at the top. 

Slum-happy dogs nosed about in the mess, pulling out scraps. This was Morumbi, 

only a five-minute drive to Leme’s own apartment block, with its swimming pool and 

tennis court, its sauna and its restaurant. Renata’s apartment.  

He’d moved in with her and now it was his, alone. 

Across Avenida Giovanni Gronchi, the school gates opened and security shifts 

changed over. Cars crawled up the hill from the other side, turning left towards the 

city. Morumbi was empty once. São Paulo crept out from its centre like a stain. 

Trucks rattled past. On the forecourt of a garage on the corner to Leme’s left, a 

temporary Military Police post was manned by two officers standing next to 

motorbikes, lights flashing, hands on the guns at their sides. He hadn’t told them he’d 

be there. This was theirs, the favela, not his. It was foreign, frightening. He did not 

belong. He did not want to be there. He had no choice. 

The queue thickened. Men and women greeted each other, slapped hands, 

shuffled forwards, chatting. Leme only half-listened; he’d heard the conversations 
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time and again. ‘Another day, ne? Fazer o que?’ they said, laughing about the night 

before. ‘Porra, meu. Que bacana, eh?’  

Once, Leme had pitied them, knowing that they would travel hours to a menial 

job to earn a laughable wage.  

Now he envied the sense of community that he didn’t feel at home. 

He blamed the favela for what happened to Renata, killed by a bala perdida one 

year before. ‘It’s just bricks and mortar,’ his partner Lisboa always said. ‘It’s people 

who are to blame, not the place they’re from.’ Leme disagreed with that. He went 

silent whenever Lisboa brought it up. Lisboa, Leme knew, thought his silence meant 

he agreed, would do nothing more and try to move on. But for Leme, Paraisópolis was 

alive. Toothed brick walls and jagged roofs: uneven, unregulated shapes diced, 

chopped and left where they fell. Most people who lived there were honest and 

diligent and Renata had worked hard to protect them. But not all.  

A group of young men walked past the car, flip-flops slapping on the road. 

Leme raised his hand to his face, but the boys didn’t notice. They looked harmless 

enough, none of the posture and entitlement of the dealers who worked the bocas de 

fuma. They laughed and one of them kicked at a rubbish bag.  

Leme looked straight ahead as the cars zipped past, lines of grey and black. 

There were shouts coming from behind him.  

The noise of a car backfiring.  

Leme swivelled in his seat, looked over his shoulder but saw nothing. Another 

bang. Fireworks? No, too early. And then again, this time three cracks in succession.  

Gunfire. He knew. 

More shouting. The queue for the bus rippled with fear and a number of 

people walked quickly away towards the main road. Leme stuck his head out of his 

window and sensed the tension. He made to start his car. He should leave. It didn’t 

start first time. 

Another engine growled. Leme looked again in the mirror: the boys scattered 

and swore, waved their arms, middle fingers. ‘Vai tomar uma, eh!’ A black SUV 

careened up the road in a drunk stagger. Leme flinched and pulled at the door. It 

powered past, taking his wing mirror with it, and shot across the junction, into the 

traffic. Moments later a Military Police vehicle followed. An arm hung from the 

passenger window, gripping a revolver. This was the sound Leme had heard. He’d 

been to the firing range enough times to know.  
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Leme saw the two Militars by the motorbikes exchange a look. The SUV 

veered left, the wheels locked, there was a screech and it hit something on the road. It 

flipped and slid, crashed hard into the wall on the other side, buckling on impact. A 

group from the queue ran past Leme, shouting. The two Military Police were next, 

radios out. Traffic slowed and commuters climbed out of their cars and looked on 

from behind the open doors. Shaking of heads, looking at watches. ‘Babaca. Driving 

like that? Filho da puta.’ In moments, a widening bottleneck. The three Military 

Police in the vehicle jumped out, hands on their weapons, surrounding the SUV. 

Leme stayed where he was. A couple of cars swerved around the SUV and 

drove off quickly. One of the officers blocked the traffic and the other tried to open 

the vehicle, rattling the door handles. More shouting. Questions. ‘Who was inside?’ 

‘What were they doing in the favela?’ ‘An SUV, porra.’ 

Leme waited. When he heard the sound of sirens – police and ambulance – he 

climbed slowly from his car and walked over. He nodded at the Militars, the hint of a 

smile the pretence he belonged there. He flashed his badge: detective, Polícia Civil.  

They examined the car as the engine steamed. The windows were blacked out 

and bulletproof, the doors securely locked. People paid well for this impregnability. 

They couldn’t get inside. 

Leme hung back. The fire brigade arrived. They cut into the side of the car with 

a circular saw. He edged closer. When the door came off, he flashed his badge again, 

and leaned in as close as he could.  

The young man in the car was dead.  

Two spreading bloodstains, one on his right shoulder, one his left thigh. 

One of the Militars pushed Leme back, eyed him, noted him, it felt, and threw a 

blanket across the man’s body. 

He looked at Leme again. ‘Nasty crash,’ he said. 

Leme nodded slowly and backed away. He wasn’t supposed to be there. 

The driver wasn’t killed in the collision, he was sure of that.  

There was a dark nucleus at the centre of each bloodstain. Whatever the Militar 

wanted him to believe, he’d investigated enough murders to know gunshot wounds 

when he saw them.  
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Mid-morning. Leme sat at his desk, distracted. He didn’t want to have to answer any 

questions as to why he’d been in the favela, why he’d left the moment the body was 

recovered. He could explain it as a shortcut on his way to work if need be, but he 

didn’t know if anyone had seen him sitting stationary in his car in the half-hour or so 

before the incident. Or any other morning, in fact. News of the young man’s death 

would come through soon enough. He’d have to think about how he’d play that. 

He struggled to put it out of his mind. He didn’t have a capacity for distraction 

when something bothered him. ‘Batendo na mesma tecla,’ Renata always said. ‘The 

same question again and again and again.’ He envied those friends of his who could 

compartmentalise, let the hours tick by immersed in work without the angst.  

He logged into the secure archive and clicked the link to the case he was 

working on: The Gabriel Murder. Time to look over the transcripts of his interviews 

with the two suspects he had brought in. Two low-lifes. Real pieces of work. Not a 

great deal of contrition – they’d shrugged, smiled even: what were we supposed to 

do? they seemed to be saying.  

The story was: robbery gone wrong. Familiar enough. The victim was Sergio 

Moreira, a man in his late fifties who lived alone in a smart, low-rise house on Rua 

Gabriel Monteiro. No security, no alarms – it was a smart neighbourhood with little 

history of crime. It wasn’t late at night and the house had appeared empty, according 

to the statements from the accused. They’d broken in through a side door and were 

stripping the place of valuables when Moreira had surprised them in the living room. 

They struck him over the head with a heavy table lamp and he died later that night in 

hospital. The suspects called the ambulance themselves, after they had fled. They 

claimed self-defence – Moreira was, they said, carrying a baseball bat. The guy was 

almost seventy. It was his house.  

Fucking self-defence –  

It hadn’t been too hard to pick them up. There were fingerprints all over the 

place and the two had a history of robbery. Leme brought them in and they confessed. 
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Straightforward. Not something a detective of his experience needed to agonise over, 

perhaps. But he lingered.  

Where the fuck was Lisboa? 

They’d been partners for fifteen years and school friends before that. They 

joined up and were promoted together. Lisboa’s father had been a detective in the 

Polícia Civil, and it was his influence that led to their recruitment. ‘It’s a worthy and 

rewarding profession,’ he always told them as they were growing up. ‘You use your 

head, you think, but you’re out and about, doing. Not many careers offer that 

combination. Solving other people’s problems is a fine way to live.’ Both Leme and 

Lisboa were sold. Neither had designs to go to college and neither of them wanted to 

spend their days behind a desk. And the Polícia Civil didn’t have the danger of the 

Military Police. They wouldn’t be fighting battles with traficantes in the favela and 

they wouldn’t be spat at in the street. They’d worked hard and had built up a 

reputation as both competent and fair. What they had discovered, though, after their 

last promotion, was that competence and fairness meant there was a ceiling on how 

far you could rise.  

It was this realisation that left Lisboa disillusioned. He had a family now, two 

children, and the job had been shunted into second place. Leme tried to understand. 

And while Lisboa was content to simply do, Leme had begun to find that he was 

spending more and more time with his own thoughts. 

After Renata’s death, Lisboa had looked after Leme. In the first paralysing 

weeks, he saw him every day, slept over at Leme’s flat, neglected his family to take 

care of his friend. Perhaps now he was simply making amends at home? Leme knew 

he was being selfish, but it had only been in the last few months that he had settled 

back into the job, and it was through hard work that he was starting to feel like he 

could function again. He wished Lisboa had the same attitude.  

He studied the transcripts. Procedure was that once up in the secure system, the 

audio recordings were archived and took time to get hold of, so Leme had no choice 

but to read the transcript instead. His head ached, his eyes were tired; he shook from 

caffeine and lack of sleep. The problem with reading rather than listening was 

gauging tone. He’d mentioned this before to Superintendent Lagnado but he’d been 

waved away. ‘Nothing I can do,’ Lagnado had said, which was pretty much his stock 

response to any query. Blindly following directives from Magalhães, the Delegado 
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Geral, was one way of securing your position. And salary. And, most importantly, 

benefits.  

Despite his hangover, there was a line that jumped out every time Leme read it. 

 

We’d been told he was there. I mean, wasn’t there, entendeu? You know, 

rumours. Easy mark, we heard. Yeah, it was a surprise, sabe? Faz o que, 

ne? 

 

This bothered Leme. He remembered the way the guy had glanced at the door, as if 

needing corroboration. That perhaps it hadn’t, in fact, been a surprise. There was no 

way of proving this; it was intuition.  

He leant back in his chair, scratched at his chin. If he didn’t act now, it would be 

too late. Confessions were in – he had to tell Lagnado what he was thinking before the 

case was signed off and passed on to the legal departments.  

Leme left his office, crossed the open plan space, ignoring the greetings of a 

couple of colleagues, and took the lift up to Lagnado’s floor. He had long ago realised 

that there was never any point in ringing first to check his availability – according to 

Lagnado’s secretary, he was never available. 

He walked past her, knocked on Lagnado’s door and went straight in.  

Lagnado was sitting behind his vast, oak desk, examining his reflection in a 

small mirror, picking at a piece of tissue on his chin. He didn’t bother to see who it 

was. 

‘Shaving accident?’ Leme asked. 

Lagnado grunted – hostile. ‘Fucking thing won’t stop bleeding.’  

‘Don’t pick at it, querido.’ 

Lagnado looked up. ‘Oh, it’s you. Thanks for the advice. Rich though, ne?’ He 

paused. Smiled – snide. ‘You look like shit, Leme. Your skin’s the same colour as 

your fucking hair.’ 

Leme said nothing but thought this a bit unfair. He was only greying at the 

sides. Lagnado was dressed in his usual dark-blue three-piece suit. Wiry black hair cut 

short. Eyebrows low and thick. Aftershave stink. 

‘Fuck do you want anyway?’ Lagnado said. ‘I told Moira I was busy.’ 

‘I never asked.’ 

‘I’m sure you didn’t. Let’s make this quick.’ 
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Leme didn’t sit down. Lagnado wasn’t going to invite him to, and he decided he 

might have antagonised him enough. 

‘Those confessions,’ Leme said, ‘for the Gabriel murder. Something I’m not 

sure about. I want to talk to them again.’ 

Lagnado breathed out heavily. ‘Really?’ 

‘Yes. Not sure I trust what they’ve said.’ 

‘Well, they’re criminals. That’s the whole point.’ 

‘So you’ll let me?’ 

‘No, I won’t. It’s done. Acabou.’ 

‘What do you mean?’  

Lagnado grimaced then smiled. He was a squat, square-shaped man, and his 

upper body strained against the suit so that it seemed he was always slightly 

uncomfortable, as if suffering from backache. It always looked to Leme like it was 

difficult for him to move.  

‘Exactly that,’ he said. ‘It’s done. You’re off it. Been passed on. We’ve got the 

confessions. Então. Chega.’ 

‘But I think they knew he’d be there.’  

‘Think what you like. It’s done.’  

Leme took this in. ‘Since when?’ 

‘This morning.’  

‘So that’s it?’ 

‘Yep. Nothing I can do.’ 

‘What does that mean?’ 

‘None of your fucking business.’ He stood awkwardly.  

Leme sighed. 

‘Talk to Alvarenga when you can about that dentist robbery in Alta do 

Pinheiros. It’s murder now. Both of them died of the burn wounds. He’s going to need 

some help, OK? You and Lisboa can be it.’  

Leme nodded. This was a nasty case. The dentists tied up and all their 

equipment and drugs stolen and the room torched. It was the second time it had 

happened in a month. Dentists both times. Why dentists? 

‘I’ll talk to him,’ Leme said. ‘Soon as I can.’  

‘Oh, one other thing,’ Lagnado said. ‘You live near Paraisópolis, ne?’ 

‘You know I do.’  
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‘Rich kid called Leonardo Alencar died in a car crash there this morning.’  

Leme tensed. Fuck. He picked at his lip. Did Lagnado know he was there? So it 

was a rich kid. Car accident, Leme thought. Right. How much might Lagnado know? 

Leme said nothing. 

‘Best you keep out,’ Lagnado said. He leaned forward. ‘For your own good, 

actually. I hear you were there this morning. We all know why you have this … 

fascination with the favela. It’s not healthy. Leave it, certo?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘You say it was an accident?’ he said. ‘Nothing suspicious?’ 

Lagnado waved his arms in exasperation. ‘Drunk kid in a crash. Nada, 

entendeu?’ 

The room was cool, spacious, wood-lined, in complete contrast to his own 

cupboard on the lower floor. Lagnado was a stooge, always had been.  

And this is what it got him. 

‘Certo, Sr Superintendente,’ he said. ‘Valeu, eh?’ 

‘It is what it is, porra. Nothing I can do.’ 

But there was a violence contained in that Neanderthal body and Leme knew 

better than to push it too far.  

He turned to go. 

‘Don’t be a cunt,’ Lagnado muttered as he left. 

 

Back in his office, Leme logged into the archive but couldn’t access the transcripts 

this time. He tried again. Nothing. Denied. Odd, he thought. Clicked again. Still 

nothing. Maybe there’s a system error. He rang the IT department and spoke to a 

technician. No error, apparently, the level of classification changed, that was all. You 

know how it is. Leme didn’t. 

He hiked up the stairs to the central archive and rapped on the desk. A harassed-

looking man came from out of the back office.  

‘I need the transcripts and tapes for the Gabriel murder,’ Leme said. 

The archive guy whistled. ‘No can do. Sorry.’ 

‘Eh?’ 

‘Restricted.’ 

‘Since when?’ 

‘About ten minutes.’ 

Leme said again. ‘I need the transcripts and tapes. Do your fucking job.’ 
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The guy said nothing and looked down at his desk. ‘I don’t make the rules,’ he 

said.  

Leme nodded. ‘You want to do me a favour? Who can access them?’ 

The guy smiled. He looked up at the ceiling and made a face. ‘Who do you 

think?’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows in thanks. ‘Valeu.’ 

He took the lift back to his own floor. It had happened quickly. Almost as if 

Lagnado was expecting him. Like he was prepared. Could be nothing, the suspects 

had confessed after all, but as the lead detective, he should have been able to get to 

the transcripts. It didn’t make sense. But that wasn’t what he was thinking about: he 

was wondering why this rich kid Leonardo Alencar was in the favela. And why no 

one seemed to be mentioning the fact that he’d been shot. 

 

Lisboa showed up around lunchtime. ‘You ready?’ he asked Leme. 

‘Fuck have you been?’  

‘You know.’ 

‘No, I don’t. Ready for what?’ 

‘Lunch, porra.’ 

Leme laughed. ‘That why you come to work now is it? Lunch?’ 

Lisboa sat heavily on his chair. He’d put on weight and was irritable. His wife 

was making him diet, exercise. He was a man of appetites, liked to live well, enjoy 

himself. He liked to laugh, was always sociable. One of those people who innately 

understood that if something was beyond his control then there was no point worrying 

about it. Having children was testing that philosophy. And physically it was showing. 

He’d never been vain and had always been perversely proud of his softening belly. 

And he dressed and moved elegantly, so it didn’t seem to matter. Not today. Today he 

looked like he’d been drinking too much on an overnight flight. Crumpled and 

exhausted, like the suit that slipped off him as he sat down.  

‘Don’t fucking start, certo?’ he said. ‘Been a tough night. I’ve slept about two 

hours. Teething and fucking night terror.’  

‘Aren’t you a bit old for that?’ 

Lisboa ignored him. 

He eyed Leme for a moment. Leme knew that he was aware they’d reached the 

limit of their potential in the department and while it didn’t bother him so much any 
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more in a professional sense now he had a family, he needed the money to support 

them. Not that he ever said anything. And Leme understood that. 

 Probably best he didn’t mention what had happened in the favela. 

Leme didn’t feel like having an argument. He’d stop by at the lanchonete on the 

edge of Paraisópolis on his way home, have a word with a guy he knew who worked 

there.  

He’d tell Lisboa when he needed to. 
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Leme sat up at the counter. It was one of those twenty-four-hour places. Clientele 

changed as the hours passed. Early morning was workers drinking bitter coffee, eating 

eggs fried in a deep pan of oil and slopped into a grilled French stick; rich kids 

stopping off on the way home after a late night, the proximity to the favela giving a 

little transgressive buzz. 

Early evenings were different. Families having dinner, groups of kids with 

tennis racquets, flushed from training at the club next door, the odd couple – though it 

was too early and too basic a place for a date – a few men on their own, crumpled 

shirts and loosened ties. Leme fitted in at least. 

He ordered a chopp, which came in a pleasingly large, frosted glass. The beer 

here was good; it was why the place was so popular at either end of a night out. He 

looked at the menu, but nothing grabbed him. He looked around. Mountains of fries 

dusted in salt. Hot dogs spilling extras: cheese, eggs, bacon, ham, sweetcorn, onions, 

batata palha. His stomach tightened.  

He called out to the guy serving behind the counter. 

‘Mini-pastel,’ he said. ‘Cheese.’  

The guy nodded. Jotted it down on his pad, turned, ripped off the ticket and 

stuck it on a board by the grill. 

‘Oi, vem ca.’ Leme waved him over again. ‘Sr Luis working today?’ he asked. 

The guy nodded again. 

‘Call him for me?’  

‘Certo. Be a while though.’ He indicated the tickets lined up on the board. 

‘Busy, entendeu?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Tudo bem,’ he said. 

Luis was once the chef in Leme’s condominium’s restaurant. Leme had got to 

know him pretty well – what happens when you spend evenings and weekends sitting 

around eating and drinking with other men in one place. Luis lived in Paraisópolis. He 

didn’t mind talking about it when he worked in Leme’s condominium, but he’d 

become more reluctant now he was outside its gates, and they weren’t exactly in 
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private. He wasn’t an informant – never had been – he just seemed to know people, 

hear things. He was friendly, but guarded, trustworthy in his manner and reliable in 

his job. People confided in him, including Leme every now and again. 

Leme figured he might have heard something about what had happened that 

morning; there had to be some gossip. Leme knew what he had heard, and then seen. 

His pastel arrived. He tore one in half and dripped hot sauce into the cheese that 

oozed from it. The crunch and grease went well with the beer. He ate two of the 

portion of six. Signalled to the counter attendant. 

‘Pra viagem,’ he said, drawing a circle with his finger above and around the 

remaining four.  

The guy raised his eyebrows and brought over a foil container and a plastic bag. 

Leme would put them in the fridge, and in a week or so, his maid would throw them 

out. 

‘Luis about ready yet?’ Leme asked. 

‘I’ll look.’ 

Leme nodded his thanks, sipped at his beer. The top part of the glass was so 

cold there was almost no taste.  

Luis came out and leaned on the counter. ‘Sr Mario,’ he said to Leme. ‘Como 

vai?’ 

Leme smiled. ‘Ah, ta rolando, ne? Can’t complain, entendeu?’ 

‘Mais ou menos, ne?’ Luis smiled. ‘Então, fala. Got to get back to work, sabe?’ 

‘Accident from earlier. Know anything about that?’ 

‘Which one?’ 

Leme frowned. ‘Eh?’ 

‘There’ve been two recently. Car crash this morning, and a building collapsed 

few days ago. Which one do you mean?’ 

Leme paused. ‘What building?’ 

‘One of those old Singapore Project blocks down towards Real Parque. Bottom 

end of the favela. There was a partial collapse. Six died. Two children.’  

‘Right,’ Leme said. ‘Então?’ 

‘Bit of a stand off. Residents say the building was unsafe, that the security 

guards refused to let them get anyone in to examine the foundations or whatever. 

Militars turned up, apparently. Threatened them.’ 

‘Why?’ 
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‘Fuck knows. Anyway, company’s set to fix it up. They blamed the residents, 

undue pressure or something. I don’t know.’ 

‘Right.’  

Luis looked at the clock behind him. ‘We done?’  

‘Not quite.’  

‘Actually, it’s the sort of thing …’ Luis started and then paused. 

‘Yes?’ 

‘Well. It’s the sort of thing Dona Renata might have been involved in.’ 

Leme gave a tight smile. Made an appreciative face. 

‘They need some help,’ Luis said. ‘There’s no one to look out for them. They’re 

helpless; situation’s hopeless. You should go down there. Take a look. My cousins 

live in the building.’  

‘They OK?’ 

‘Yeah, you know. Safe. Bit fucked though. Nowhere to live now.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Probably not much I can do,’ he said.  

He watched Luis’s expression change. He did owe him a favour, he realised 

that. And he didn’t have much on. And Luis was right: it was exactly Renata’s sort of 

thing. He raised his finger.  

‘I’ll pop down there tomorrow,’ he said. ‘See if I can find anything out. Let you 

know.’ 

‘Appreciate it. And if you’re looking into the car crash, you’d probably end up 

there anyway.’  

‘What do you mean?’ Leme asked. 

Luis looked left and right and smiled. ‘There’s not much to know,’ he said. ‘The 

driver was some rich kid. But people are saying he came from the same site as the 

building that collapsed. He hung out there whenever he came to the favela. That SUV 

he crashed took off from the road just outside. Someone told me they’d seen him there 

before too – kid stuck out, drew attention.’ 

Leme had known of traficantes using abandoned or derelict sites to do drug 

deals before. That’d explain a lot, if that was why this playboy was in Paraisópolis. 

OK, he thought, he would definitely go down to the site tomorrow. Well worth 

having a look. 

‘What do you think? He was buying?’ Leme asked. 

‘I don’t know, cara. Could be.’  
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Leme nodded. He wasn’t going to get any more. He could come back.  

‘Cheers,’ Leme said. He stood. They slapped hands. ‘Vai com Deus, ne?’ 

Luis grunted and went back into the kitchen, whistling.  
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Later, Leme sat on the balcony blowing smoke rings at the wooden-slatted ceiling 

above. He could hear children, smell onions frying: this was a family apartment block. 

‘Vem ca, filho,’ a woman called out. 

He couldn’t avoid it if he wanted to. And he couldn’t move out. That was one 

thing Lisboa hadn’t yet insisted on, Leme thought. He knew the idea alone would 

send Leme back months. There was something unbearable about parting with the 

things he and Renata had bought together, even when seeing them reminded him of 

arguments. ‘Building a life together is about accepting the objects, the books, the 

furniture your partner brings with her,’ Renata once said. ‘It’s not about feeling 

different or inadequate because they’re not yours. Because you would never have 

thought to get them. They’re all ours now, anyway.’ Now they were all his. 

He folded the cigarette in half and ash spilled. A dirtied white cloth covered the 

table. He tried to brush the ash off but only smudged it. He felt familiar guilt about his 

maid. He drained his whiskey and went inside for a refill. He looked down at his 

creased white shirt, yellow at the cuffs. 

He went back outside. The children upstairs were still running around and the 

smell of food had thickened. He looked at his watch. Porra. He should eat something; 

the smell was making him salivate. The cheese pastel had congealed, cheap, padaria-

hard. There was the food his maid had left him and he had eaten that for the last three 

days. He could order. It was too late to go downstairs to the restaurant, and besides, he 

didn’t want to see any of his friends. By this time they’d be halfway drunk and 

shouting. Women walking past, shaking their heads at the vulgar jokes, the idiotic, 

half-arsed commentary on politics. On another night this was exactly what he might 

need, but not now. Christ, he thought, he was being ungrateful. My maid’s food not 

good enough. I’m getting spoilt. 

He went into the kitchen and pulled a can of tuna from a cupboard and skewered 

it with the rusty opener. He opened the fridge and took out a saucepan of congealing 

beans. Standing by the sink, he forked tuna and then beans into his mouth. He 
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managed half a dozen mouthfuls before he spat hard, viscous beans back into the pan. 

He took the can and the saucepan to the bin and dropped them both into it. 

He went back outside. 

As he lit another cigarette, his phone sprang to life, buzzing across the table, 

light throbbing in time with the ringtone he couldn’t seem to change. He let it ring for 

a moment, didn’t look at the caller ID.  

One thing that had never quite been extinguished was the tiny hope he had 

inside that when the phone rang it might be her.  

It was Lisboa.  

‘Fala,’ Leme said. He breathed smoke through his nose. 

‘E aí meu.’ Lisboa’s tone was upbeat, the afternoon’s tension forgotten. 

Lisboa barked something away from the phone. ‘Hey, stop that! Leave your 

sister alone. Sorry, not you.’ 

Leme held the phone out in front of him and heard his friend shouting at his 

wife to keep the kids out of the living room. He was having an important 

conversation. Work. Leme could hear distant female cursing. He thought of an old 

joke: a man tells his wife he has invited a friend for dinner that evening. The wife is 

dismayed: such short notice! The house is a mess, I look awful and the kids are all 

over-excited. It’ll be horrible for him. I thought he was your friend. Exactly, the 

husband says, he’s thinking of getting married. 

It’d been funny once, when he could adopt that put-upon persona of the stoic 

husband, the half-smile false, pretending he wasn’t happy, when he was. 

‘So, tomorrow. What’s the plan?’ Lisboa asked. 

Leme thought about it. ‘Pick me up in the morning. Something for us to do.’ 

‘What does that mean?’ 

‘Favour for a mate.’  

‘Ah e? Who?’ 

‘Guy I know. Used to work in my building.’ 

Lisboa grunted. Leme flicked ash on the floor. He wasn’t going to tell Lisboa 

yet of his suspicions about Leonardo Alencar’s death. There’d be time for that, once 

he’d found out a bit more. 

‘We’re going to look at a collapsed tower block. In the favela.’ 

‘Why?’ 
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Leme sighed. ‘Residents are having some problems. We’re just going to pop 

by.’  

Lisboa seemed happy with that. Eventually, he spoke. ‘That fucker Lagnado 

isn’t going to let us anywhere near anything interesting.’ He paused. ‘Mario? You still 

there?’ 

Leme smiled. ‘I’m still here.’ 

‘You don’t sound convinced.’ 

Leme sensed Lisboa’s physical bulk, at the end of the phone, straining to 

contain itself. He took a slug of whiskey and wiped his mouth. 

‘Well? Mario?’ 

‘You’re right,’ he said. ‘Though he wants us to help with the dentist thing now. 

You know, assistance. That’s something.’ 

Lisboa snorted. 

The fact is that Leme wasn’t even sure they were being shunted aside. One day 

they’re working a murder case; the next they’re taken off it. In São Paulo, it was 

easier to investigate the wrong people than you’d think. 

‘Look,’ Lisboa’s voice softened, ‘I’ll be around more next week, I promise. It’s 

just, you know, with the kids. It’s been … difficult.’ 

‘Don’t worry about it. It’s under control.’ 

‘It’s just … I know I’d appreciate your help if it were me.’ 

This, Leme recognised, was a compliment. Então. 

Leme fiddled with the ashtray in front of him. He heard shouts floating up from 

the street. Young men going through their rituals: a steady beat from a car stereo, 

beeping horns, greeting newcomers; Renata had complained about it over the years. 

Now, Leme liked the feeling of movement it brought to the neighbourhood, even if 

admitting that felt like a small betrayal. He looked through the window at the pile of 

books she had separated for him to read. They were in the same order as on the 

morning she had left them. He pushed ash around the table with his finger, bent down 

and did the same on the floor. 

‘I –’ 

‘Stay away from the favela, certo?’ Lisboa said, suddenly. ‘On your own I 

mean. I know why you go there. Other people aren’t so understanding. It’s not 

healthy.’  

Healthy: that word again. 
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Leme looked out across the balcony.  

Clouds dipped between the tall buildings, lights from family apartments 

glowing like embers.  

Electricity buzzed overhead, soft in the gloom. 

‘Just don’t go back into Paraisópolis without me,’ Lisboa said. ‘I’ll pick you up 

in the morning.’ 

Leme said nothing. There’d still be time to go in, if he wanted. It wasn’t really a 

question of desire: he felt he had to go each day. As if by not going he was admitting 

that he would never find out what really happened to Renata.  
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The graffiti spelled it out: São Paulo is run by cunts. Two cleaners were scouring the 

wall, but making little headway. Leme smiled and crossed the road outside his 

building. He gave Lisboa an ironic salute. This morning, he felt lighter on his feet 

than usual. 

Lisboa handed Leme a takeout coffee as he got into the car and Leme looked at 

it like it was some foreign object.  

He turned it in his hands and examined it: a green logo on white. 

‘Que isso?’ he said. 

Lisboa grunted something and pulled off on to Giovanni Gronchi, towards the 

favela. 

‘I mean,’ Leme went on, ‘this is what we drink now?’ 

Lisboa sighed, shoulders slumped. ‘Porra, Mario. It’s too early. Para de encher, 

eh?’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows. ‘Just making small talk.’ 

‘Not like you.’ 

Leme grinned, thought that was probably right. There were mornings, moments 

really, of humour. Alegría, almost. A friend had once told him that the sadder he felt 

about something, the funnier he got. It didn’t resonate with Leme, then. Now though, 

sometimes, a great shiver of pleasure zipped through him, like a reminder he was 

alive. He’d shake it off. Remember who he’d lost. What he’d lost. 

There was plenty to distract him at the moment. Last night, after he spoke to 

Lisboa, he’d sat there thinking about the Gabriel murder again, and wound up calling 

his old friend Silva. Silva was a journalist. Leme had a rule that the one place he 

could never snoop was his own department. In situations where he needed a lead on 

what was going on inside the police, he’d sometimes bring Silva in to help. He was a 

resourceful fucker, Silva, enjoyed the challenge. Especially if it involved screwing 

over someone in authority.  

‘Tell me about this building,’ Lisboa said. 
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‘Part of a building on the edge of the favela collapsed few days ago,’ Leme said. 

‘Six deaths. Two children.’ Leme had done a bit of research online. ‘Construction 

company is called Casa Nova,’ he said. ‘They blamed it on the favelados who’d 

moved across from the slum into the building. And then Casa Nova won the contract 

to fix it up. Nice one, ne? But the residents are blaming security.’  

‘No one’ll back the favelados,’ Lisboa said. ‘This is a waste of time.’ 

But he didn’t change his route or suggest anything different. 

Lisboa rapped his fingers on the steering wheel. Leme stared into the glare of 

traffic at the top end of the favela, a snaking line of polished black and silver 

reflecting the sun. It was a shortcut to avoid the endless, shuffling queue on the main 

road Giovanni Gronchi – the most direct and busiest route to the centre – but the 

potholes slowed everyone down. That and the buses doing three-point turns in a space 

boxed in by carrossos laden with rubbish, boys rolling tyres down the hill, men 

unloading wooden cases of fruit and beer from rusty, double-parked vans. Beeping 

and shouting as more people joined the queue, with little regard to what was road and 

what was pavement. School children meandered right in the middle, slapping the 

bonnets of the better cars and waving into the darkened windows. Slum-safari, Leme 

thought. They do that in Rio, the cunts. This wasn’t deep into Paraisópolis, but for 

some drivers, behind their bulletproof glass, it was intimidating enough.  

And Leme felt intimidated.  

This was Militar territory, traficantes. 

Leme hadn’t been there this morning. It didn’t feel right, his routine altered. He 

felt slightly adrift, like an anchor in his day had been uprooted, was dragging along in 

the sand, and he was puzzled by how it had happened.  

‘They still going to stick a fucking great highway through this?’ 

Leme only half heard the question. They had shunted forward a dozen metres 

and were close now to where he sat each morning. Close to the accident. Close to both 

the accidents. 

‘What? Highway?’ 

‘Meu, keep up.’ Lisboa leaned out of his window. Waved his arm at a hapless 

man in vest and shorts who had spilled a carton of pineapples into the road and was 

gingerly trying to gather them up. ‘Embora, cara!’ he shouted and edged up on to the 

kerb to pass. 

They sat in silence for a few moments.  
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‘Shouldn’t do that,’ Leme said.  

‘Why the fuck not?’ Lisboa shook a cigarette free from the soft pack in his shirt 

pocket. Then shook his head. ‘Puta, Mario,’ he said. He sucked his teeth as if there 

was no real way to end the sentiment. 

‘The Military operation’s still going on here,’ Leme said. ‘No one wants to see 

police.’ 

Lisboa exhaled a cloud of smoke. He shrugged. ‘Chega, ne? You ever get tired 

of being right?’ 

Leme had friends in the Military Police who were involved in Operação 

Saturação and they had warned him to be careful in Paraisópolis. It was turning into a 

war. A hundred and forty deaths in six weeks over October and November. A mixture 

of Militars and traficantes and the odd innocent caught in the crossfire by a bala 

perdida. The idea was simple enough: saturate the place with cops with guns and 

clean out the dealers. It wouldn’t last. The PCC gang – The First Capital Command –

who controlled Paraisópolis wouldn’t let it go on for too long and there would be an 

uneasy peace. Leme didn’t envy the military lot. In the Polícia Civil you were 

protected a little at least. Leme had only ever fired warning shots. If there was a 

serious problem, they sent in machine guns, not detectives in shirtsleeves. 

But it was early morning and the Military presence was light. 

At the bottom of the road where the bus queue was heaviest, Lisboa lurched 

right, seemed to aim the car with his own bulk down a slight hill and then he leaned 

back, accelerating up a much steeper one. They crawled up as the street narrowed 

around them. Washing sagged low in the breeze. Yellow and blue bags of rubbish 

sweating. The low hum of hijacked electricity. Kids poking their heads through 

glassless windows, tongues sticking out.  

‘Filho da puta.’ 

Leme turned to look where Lisboa pointed. A skinny man in rags lay curled up 

around two dogs as a group of boys jabbed him with a stick. He wasn’t going 

anywhere. They could smell the Pinga from the car. 

Leme shrugged. ‘Dogs don’t seem to mind.’ 

Lisboa laughed. ‘Licking the sweat off him probably got them drunk.’ 

The boys were poking at the drunk’s backside now, and recoiling with 

exaggerated holding of their noses. The drunk’s trousers were slack, but heavy with 
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something unpleasant. Leme watched, unmoved. He thought about the lowest 

moments, his own messy attempts at oblivion.  

‘Thing is,’ he said, ‘to get into that kind of state takes real will, entendeu, 

ambition.’  

‘Right. OK.’ 

‘To live for nothing other than drink is a goal beyond most people,’ he said. 

‘You need purpose, dedication, sabe, single-mindedness.’ He looked at Lisboa. ‘I 

never managed it.’ 

Lisboa smiled now. ‘Work-shy, that’s all,’ he said.  

Leme moved his gaze from the old drunk, who was scratching now, hands on 

his legs, to the dogs, the kids scattering, and let himself smile. 

They reached the top of the hill and Lisboa stopped the car. He leaned forward, 

knocked on the windscreen. ‘This must be the paradise part of Paraisópolis,’ he said. 

‘Not a bad view, ne?’ 

They looked across the crater. Tall condominium towers flanked it on all sides. 

Leme wondered how the fuck they were going to build a main road through this. To 

the right the favela leaked down towards the river, a spreading brown stain. Beyond, a 

forest of buildings, light escaping through the gaps between them, rose up to Avenida 

Paulista in the centre of the city. When you’re in it, Leme thought, it’s just another 

place to live, the favela. You get used to it. That was what Renata had always said. 

It’s no more or less real than anywhere else. Leme had never really believed this 

before. Sitting at the top of it, if he squinted it was like a vast field of maize. 

‘Ants,’ he said. 

‘What? Fuck you on about?’ 

‘We’re all just ants, you know, when you think about it.’ 

Lisboa started the car. Shook his head. ‘Porra, Mario.’ 

‘Perspective, that’s all.’ 

The car came over the edge of the hill, skidding on the loose gravel, and 

arrowed down towards the collapsed building, which, from up there, looked to Leme 

like a sandcastle that had been kicked over by a bullying child.  

 

The building was right at the edge of the favela and formed something like a barrier 

between it and the posh apartment blocks in Real Parque. Not a coincidence, Leme 

thought.  
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There was a lot of dust. Daubs of paint. Tape circled the collapsed building. A 

security guard dozed on a plastic chair in front of it.  

As it was a favela project, there was no other security so they walked over to the 

guard. Lisboa kicked his foot and he snorted and grunted. He started and looked 

puzzled for a moment, smacked his lips thick with sleep, scratched a thatch of belly 

hair, and smiled, as if, in the great scheme of things, his confusion really didn’t 

matter. 

‘Who are you?’ he asked. 

Lisboa forced a smile and showed him his badge. 

‘Oh, right.’ The guard rubbed his eyes. ‘Fuck.’ 

He patted the pockets of his suit, which hung off him despite his bulk. It was 

shiny and worn thin. Nasty shade of blue, Leme thought.  

‘You got a cigarette?’ the guard asked. 

Lisboa gave him one.  

‘Thanks.’ 

He smoked. Coughed and hacked. Spat a hunk on the floor. It was brown, 

muscular. Like it should still be on the inside. Leme raised his eyebrows. 

‘Sorry,’ the guard said. ‘Fazer o que, ne?’ 

Lisboa forced another smile and nodded at the rubble. ‘We need to ask some 

questions about the collapse,’ he said. 

‘Nasty business.’ 

‘Right.’ 

‘What do you want to know? Not sure I can help much.’ 

The guard stretched. Leme looked up at the building. The walls were yellowing. 

Paint peeled from the frames in the windows. A plane crawled between the towers, 

disappeared for moment, then escaped the cover.  

He looked puzzled again. ‘Aren’t you two detectives?’ 

Lisboa nodded. ‘Why?’ 

The guard shrugged. ‘No reason.’ He paused and seemed to choose his words 

more carefully. ‘Well, this is just an accident, entendeu?’  

Lisboa glared at him. Leme noticed, but said nothing. The guard had it right 

though. They shouldn’t be there. He wasn’t to know though that this was all at 

Leme’s instigation. Lisboa looked impatient.  

‘Why don’t you just tell us what you know?’ Lisboa suggested. 
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The guard shrugged. ‘This is one of those Singapore Project buildings, right? 

Well, you know what that means, don’t you?’ 

‘You tell us, porra.’ 

‘Well, put it this way, it’s hardly a surprise it fucking fell down.’ 

‘Oh yeah?’ Lisboa, Leme noticed, was feigning indifference. An old trick of his. 

‘The materials are fucking awful.’ 

‘And why’s that?’ 

The guard laughed. ‘Come on, everybody knows.’ 

Lisboa opened his arms. The guard continued. ‘The contractors get state 

materials to build them, right? Well, they keep them for their own private, luxury 

developments and then buy the cheapest shit they can find for these buildings. That’s 

why they look so fucking terrible, so … cheap.’ The guard spat again. Nodded at the 

buildings behind him. ‘There was one I heard about where the concrete pillars 

supporting the fucking thing were hollow. They needed breezeblocks and it was more 

like fucking cardboard. I reckon that’s what happened here.’  

‘Why?’ 

He looked around now, wary. ‘No one gives a fuck, right? These are favelados 

we’re talking about. The fuckers don’t know how to live in these buildings. Goats in 

some apartments. Rubbish just chucked straight out the window.’ He turned to look at 

the rubble behind him. Muttered, ‘Good fucking riddance.’ 

Lisboa’s look hardened. ‘How long have you worked here?’ 

‘Since the build started.’ He raised his eyebrows. ‘I’m a fucking expert, cara.’ 

They both knew about the Singapore Project. The principle of the thing seemed 

sound: tower blocks go up and the residents shift across and the slums are torn down. 

Better quality of life. Right. More significantly though, the city looks better to the 

middle-class voters who drive past the sites every day. ‘It’s an illusion of progress,’ 

Renata had told him. ‘Of safety. A right-wing political ploy to capture the upwardly 

mobile.’ Leme knew what it was, but would never have articulated it in those terms. ‘I 

don’t want to be with one of those men who teaches me things,’ she’d said, early in 

their relationship. ‘It’s so tiresome, being shepherded from car to restaurant to car 

again, certo? I think I’ll be teaching you.’ He smiled now at the memory. 

‘What about this business with the residents?’ Leme asked. ‘I hear they’re being 

bullied.’  
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‘Ah,’ the guard said. ‘They’re just complaining as we won’t let them back in 

until it’s fixed up, sabe? What can we do?’ 

‘And now they’ve got nowhere to go.’ 

‘Not our problem. It’s hardly fucking safe, is it?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Guess so,’ he said.  

He wasn’t sure they’d achieve much more here without a warrant, and he’d 

need to figure out a few things before he tried to get one. He thought about Leonardo 

Alencar.  

Lisboa looked twitchy. 

‘You work here nights?’ Leme asked. ‘Early mornings?’ 

‘Depends,’ the guard said.  

‘What about yesterday?’ 

The guard eyed him carefully. ‘No,’ he said, shaking his head. 

‘You hear of anyone ever coming here?’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Don’t be naïve. Traficantes, you know, clients?’ 

The guard gave Leme a knowing smile. ‘Nothing like that, cara, sabe? Not that 

I know about. Besides,’ and he gave a little vicious smile again, ‘Militars sorted it, 

apparently.’ 

Leme nodded. Militars.  

They weren’t far behind Leonardo when he drove past Leme.  

And they had their weapons out, he was sure of that. 

And a lot of them were dishonest as fuck. 

But no one knew they were at the site this morning, so it was best not to raise 

any suspicions just yet.  

He’d come back if he had to. 

A movement caught Leme’s eye and he turned. He nudged Lisboa. 

Lisboa whistled. ‘Puta que pariu,’ he said. 

It was the drunk they had seen earlier that morning. He was staggering towards 

them. 

‘Caralho,’ the guard said, standing. ‘Him again?’ 

The drunk was waving at them and shouting, slurring really.  

‘What’s he saying?’ Lisboa asked the guard. 
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‘Fuck knows. He’s here most days. Always shouting about something. I ignore 

him. Chuck him out.’ 

Leme gestured to Lisboa. The drunk was waving at the building, at the rubble. 

His voice was a loose growl. He repeated the same word. 

Leme turned to Lisboa. ‘Podemos? That what he’s saying?’ 

Lisboa shrugged. Cocked an ear. ‘Could be.’ 

They watched as the drunk careened towards them, windmilled his arms, 

collapsed in a heap.  

Laughing. Growling. 

‘Podemos,’ he said, again.  

He giggled. He writhed around as if he couldn’t control how funny he found the 

whole idea. He pointed at the two detectives and stopped laughing.  

He shouted at them, eyes flashing. Shouted: 

‘Podemos!’ 
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They drove in silence to the delegacia. 

Leme sat at his desk. Scratched a groove on the desk with a bent paper clip. 

Lisboa had gone to pick up his kids. There was no need for him to stay and Leme 

wasn’t going to complain. He wondered about this rumour that Leonardo had come 

from the building. Casa Nova. Never heard of it. He had a thought.  

Any applications for building or construction work had to be notarised and filed 

at the public registry offices downtown with the company details provided to the 

public. It was a political move to give transparency and allay any fears of corruption 

or nepotism. Leme knew this as he had been on his condominium’s planning 

committee when they decided to build an extension – a gym and squash courts – a few 

years before. He picked up the phone. 

The switchboard connected him to the appropriate department. He ran the paper 

clip under his nails, picked out a thorn of dirt with it, flicked it on to the desk.  

‘Pois não?’  

‘Detective Leme from the Civil Police here,’ he said. ‘I need some information 

about a building project in Paraisópolis.’ 

‘OK. Go on.’ 

‘Company is called Casa Nova,’ Leme said. ‘Repair job. A building collapsed a 

couple of weeks ago.’  

‘What’s the address?’ 

Leme gave it. 

‘Yeah, that’s right,’ the man said. ‘Casa Nova. Application is pending. Some 

sort of administrative hold-up.’ 

‘What’s the expected confirmation date?’ 

‘Couple weeks, I think.’ 

‘What about Casa Nova? It an independent company?’ Leme asked. 

‘Hang on.’ 

Leme was put on hold. An instrumental version of ‘Chega de Saudade’ played 

lightly in his ear. Interesting choice, he thought. He waited. The song ended abruptly. 
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‘Casa Nova?’ the guy asked. 

‘Yeah.’ 

‘It’s been around a while. Was one of the Singapore Project contractors. It’s 

registered as part of a bigger umbrella company called Mendes Construction. That 

help?’ 

‘What about Podemos? That mean anything to you?’ 

‘Podemos? Hang on.’ 

More music. Leme leant back in his chair. He rubbed at his stubble. In the past 

it was these word association games that had led him down garden paths, wasted his 

time. Well, he thought, wasting his time is what he was being told to do. 

‘No record of Podemos,’ the guy said. ‘Sure you have the right name?’ 

‘Think so, yes,’ Leme said. He paused and made a decision. ‘Thanks anyway,’ 

he said, and hung up. 

He moved the mouse on his desk and his computer screen lit up. He googled 

Mendes Construction. It looked a slick business, the site peppered with phrases like 

‘Global Reach’ and ‘Boutique Quality’, ‘Sustainable Resources’ and ‘Eco-Initiatives’. 

The big project seemed to be one in the centro, a huge development in time for 

the World Cup. Leme called Lisboa.  

‘Pick me up in the morning,’ he told him. ‘We’re going to have a look at 

another building site.’  

‘Sure,’ Lisboa said, ‘você que sabe.’ 

Leme was grateful for once for Lisboa’s unquestioning acceptance. He didn’t 

really want to explain what he hoped to get out of this visit, but before getting 

involved, however indirectly, in a nasty little situation like this – the residents fucked 

over, the company made richer – he wanted to know a bit more about who was in 

charge. Silva might be able to help him, he realised.  

He picked up the phone. 

‘Quem fala?’ Silva said. 

‘You know who it fucking is,’ Leme replied. ‘You found anything out about my 

sidelining and the Gabriel murder yet?’ 

‘Oh fuck off,’ Silva said, which, Leme knew, was entirely in character, though 

not especially helpful.  

He was the sort of investigative journalist who liked to show the police that he 

was the better detective. And it meant he was struggling a bit, which, Leme knew, 
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meant he’d redouble his efforts. Silva didn’t like being told he was incompetent, that 

there was anything beyond him, any elitist safe he couldn’t crack. 

‘You think you can do any better, do it your fucking self,’ Silva said. 

‘Puta que pariu,’ Leme muttered. ‘You know full well that the one place I can’t 

do any investigating is in my own department. Do me the fucking favour, caralho.’ 

Silva laughed. ‘Calma, bicho,’ he said. ‘I’ll call you when I know something.’ 

Tricky cunt, Leme mouthed into the phone.  

‘Wait,’ Leme said, before Silva hung up. ‘You know anything about Jorge 

Mendes? Owner and CEO of Mendes Construction.’  

‘I know who he is,’ Silva said. ‘He joined the state government years ago. 

Secretario de Obras. Ran the whole property bit in the whole fucking state. Some 

reward. When they dished out the rest of the contracts for the Singapore Project, he 

set up some kind of kickback scheme for the bids. Lot of offshore money, I hear.’  

‘How do you hear that?’ 

‘I know a guy. Good with computers.’ 

This was Silva’s stock answer, Leme knew. It didn’t exactly fill him with 

confidence though, in a legal context. 

‘What’s he like?’ Leme asked. 

‘Guy’s a fucking animal,’ Silva said. ‘Classic Paulistano politician. After he left 

politics, he handpicked his successor. He’s got everyone he needs in his pocket and 

his best friend is Magalhães, the Delegado Geral of the Polícia Civil. Your boss. No 

one can touch him. He’s running for Secretario again – just in time to green-light all 

his World Cup projects. Olympics, too. He’s expanding into Rio, I’ve heard. And 

he’ll do pretty much anything to make sure they happen.’ He paused. ‘Though I have 

heard Magalhães might be fucking his wife.’ 

‘Charming,’ Leme said. 

‘Well,’ Silva said, an edgy leer in his voice, ‘Mendes fucks us. Not a bad thing 

if someone’s fucking him. Or his missus at least. Same difference, right?’ 

Leme sighed. ‘Call me when you know something about the Gabriel murder.’ 

‘Touchy prick,’ Silva muttered before hanging up.  
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The whispering had changed. It was clearer now. A sort of low murmur, and though 

he wasn’t always able to decipher the words, he recognised the voice. Renata. There 

were times when she interrupted him at the office or on the phone, and he had to 

pause, forgetting who he was speaking to, what the conversation was about. It was 

embarrassing. It hadn’t happened with the same person more than once, except 

Lisboa, who took it for what it was: grief. 

It was mid-morning when he left the condominium and walked stiffly to 

Lisboa’s car. They didn’t talk as they negotiated the city. At that hour there was no 

need to take the shortcut through the favela. Leme had been there first thing, 

watching, waiting, not sure for what or why but happy to have the routine. It felt like 

he was doing something at least, something for her.  

Lisboa seemed tired and uncommunicative, and this suited Leme. He’d had a 

difficult night disturbed by mosquitoes, restless as his body tried, and failed, to 

process the whiskey he had drunk. He knew that alcohol was becoming a crutch, that 

he used it to deal with his anxiety. With his loneliness. With his grief. But it didn’t 

excuse it. That he knew it didn’t seemed to offer something like hope that it wouldn’t 

last forever.  

The sad thing, he thought, was that one day he might not need it. ‘Grief is a bit 

like having your heart broken,’ one of his drunken friends in the condominium had 

said to him not long ago. ‘It gets better,’ he’d said. ‘We’ll always get over a broken 

heart.’  

‘Tell me again why we’re doing this?’ Lisboa asked, as they crossed the river 

and headed up towards Avenida Paulista and the centre.  

Leme didn’t respond at first. He was mapping the city in his mind. So often, he 

thought, we gain our understanding of this place from the inside of a car. Here, as 

they approached Jardims, it was the imported dealerships that stood out, rows of 

Lamborghinis and Ferraris. Harley Davidsons. Toys, all of them. He wondered at the 

logic of a sports car in a city where on most days there were two hundred kilometres 

of congestion.  
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They were doing this, Leme thought, because they had to do something.  

‘This company Mendes Construction is developing something in the centre,’ he 

said. ‘You know, regeneration for the World Cup. That’s where we’re going.’ 

‘I know where we’re going, arsehole,’ Lisboa said. ‘But I don’t know why.’ 

Leme sighed, smiled. ‘Just to take a look. Nothing else to do, right? Mendes 

Construction owns Casa Nova. We’re just having a look.’ 

 

The engine swelled as they pulled down Rua Augusta into the centre, Lisboa’s face 

tight as glass. Leme looked dead ahead, willed his hangover to recede as the sun 

thickened. 

Right after talking to Silva the night before, he’d turned the television on and 

there he was: Mendes and his lawyer on a news programme, talking about the project 

in the centre. All slick hair, fat knots in their silk ties. Mendes’s face a vulgar, 

manicured mask, smooth lines, eyes empty.  

‘It’s a new era,’ he’d said, eyes fixed on the camera, the public, ‘for our 

wonderful country. And this city is at the very forefront. This project is the future. For 

São Paulo, the past no longer exists.’ He smiled, sneered. ‘We are the future,’ he said. 

He was nodding. ‘And it’s happening now.’ 

And that’s why they were heading there this morning. Just to have a look. To 

see the scale of the project, see for themselves what had been sacrificed on the 

favelados in exchange for World Cup luxury. Leme doubted any of the pillars would 

collapse in this development. 

They arrowed past the American bars and strip joints at the bottom of Rua 

Augusta and across the junctions manned by the hawkers selling umbrellas and candy 

and then passed the Terraço Italia and through Praça Princesa Isabel up to the Sala 

São Paulo – the venue of the one classical concert Leme had ever attended.  

Groups of men and women moved quickly in twos and threes between the 

newspaper stands, thrusting fists into the paths of passers-by, clicking what was left of 

their teeth and muttering, yelling out some coded language of success and failure.  

Palm trees drooped and sagged on the edge of the square, names and threats 

carved into the trunks, bent like hunchbacks.  

Leme wound down his window and breathed in.  

Exhaust fumes and rotten vegetables.  

Paving stones were dank from urine.  
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The police presence was a little heavier than normal. Leme spotted the top of 

the Estação da Luz, its European towers rearing up above the Pinacoteca art gallery 

and gardens and was reminded that once, before the dealers and pimps and graffiti 

artists had moved in, this place really was the centre. Now, it was only that in name. 

Centre of what? 

The centro had been the faux-European, urbane part of the city, but the elite 

quickly abandoned it in favour of high-rise modernity and fortress security. The 

decline was symptomatic of a bigger decline.  

No, Leme thought, not a decline, a refusal: you can have this part, they’d 

decided. We’ll just build a new city for ourselves.  

Mendes was right: São Paulo has no past – 

It’s a mass of lives moving forward and another mass stagnating. 

They could see dust rising in puffs like smoke rings in the next square, and, with 

it, keeping time, the sound of a faint pounding, chanting.  

Traffic stalled, beeping and shouting, shouting and beeping.  

The noise grew in volume and intensity. 

‘The fuck?’ Lisboa looked across at Leme. ‘You know something I don’t?’ 

‘I know a lot you don’t.’  

‘About this, porra.’ 

Lisboa jammed the car into gear, squealed through the square, turned left and 

swerved into the lane closest to the site.  

He pulled up on to the kerb and pointed at what they could both now see was 

clearly some sort of protest.  

Whistles and drums. Flags. Banners. 

Student types and troublemakers.  

Just beyond, a twenty-foot fence ringed a space about a kilometre in diameter. 

Cranes poked their heads up above it, crunched and ground left right, up down in a 

dance. 

‘What, so this is a coincidence?’ he asked. ‘We come here when there’s a 

fucking demo going on?’ He clicked his teeth and muttered, ‘Puta que pariu, eh, 

Mario?’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows. ‘Lucky, ne?’ He smiled and slid out of the car. ‘You 

coming?’ 
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Leme strode towards the crowd. About a hundred, he thought. Not a big deal 

and the security guards and police didn’t look too bothered. He turned and saw Lisboa 

leaning against the car, lighting a cigarette, waving him on. Leme smiled. 

A few young men had bandanas tied around their necks, but this didn’t look like 

a group bent on violence. 

They were singing a song: a number of politicians were being invited to take it 

up the arse.  

A placard with a picture of Sepp Blatter on his knees in front of a laughing 

satanic figure, a map of Brazil and pictures of football stadiums smouldering behind 

his back.  

A sign: R.I.P Jeitinho Brasileiro.  

Leme smiled at this. 

A few students and wasters singing amusing songs are going to end a system so 

endemic with corruption that it has its own nickname?  

They were in the right place, at least. If anyone represented the jeitinho, the 

shortcuts and liberties taken by the rich, the politicians, it was Mendes.  

Leme edged through the crowd, heading towards the entrance at the south-west 

corner of the site.  

Young women with dreadlocks and bracelets danced, splashing water on each 

other, wide-eyed.  

A megaphone cracked tinny slogans above their pumping fists.  

The dust hung heavy in the heat, scratchy at the back of Leme’s throat.  

He spat.  

A woman offered him her water bottle but he shook his head, moved away from 

her.  

They were chanting something, more insistent now: No World Cup without 

change.  

Then: Não Vai Ter Copa.  

A banner read: FUCK FIFA. 

A couple of Militars stood bored just behind a taped-off area by the entrance, 

hands on their hips, fingers tapping on their guns. Leme flashed his badge. 

‘Can I get through?’ 

‘Why? Nothing to see.’  
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‘I don’t need a reason. This is enough.’ Leme stuck his badge right in the face 

of the bigger of the Militars. 

‘You fucking lot,’ the Militar hissed. ‘Why you even asking, you arrogant 

cunt?’ 

Leme smiled. ‘Courtesy. Exercise in diplomatic relations.’  

The Militar shifted from foot to foot. He bristled and snarled something to his 

partner Leme didn’t catch. Wouldn’t be long, he thought, before some hapless student 

gets his head bashed in cos of this guy’s boredom. A gang of young men in black 

heavy metal T-shirts were getting closer to them, eyeing the Militars.  

‘So?’ Leme addressed the other one, moving forward, an eye on the T-shirts. 

‘You going to call off your guard dog?’  

‘You fucking –’  

But Leme was under the tape and through. The young men cheered and 

swarmed forward. 

‘Woof woof,’ Leme shouted back. 

Two large men in suits and sunglasses blocked the entrance, but Leme’s badge 

bought him a little space and time.  

Before they could muscle him away, a low, black Jaguar with tinted windows 

ghosted up an alley that was protected at the far end by more suits.  

The men spoke into their headsets.  

The car slowed and the back window came down just enough for Leme to sneak 

a look.  

Mendes and a woman of a similar age.  

The guards ushered the car past.  

Leme turned and moved back towards the crowd, avoiding the looks of the 

Militars who were now bantering with the metal T-shirts. The sort of banter that ends 

abruptly.  

The woman had looked unhappy. Something in the set of her expression. The 

way she gripped her handbag.  

Fuck. Leme turned, but the car had been swallowed by the site, gates pulled 

across, and Leme was by now disappearing into the crowd, all hot, sour breath and 

hash. 

That look, Leme realised, was grief. 

Something he knew all about. But who was she? 
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Back in his office he googled the project, looked for news. Something about a 

potential partnership with another construction outfit. Articles in the two main city 

newspapers. He clicked on one of them. There was a photograph of a woman leaving 

an office. He zoomed in. It was definitely her, the woman he’d seen in Mendes’s car. 

Her name was Aline Alencar. He googled her. She ran a private university, TAAP – 

the first woman to achieve such a position in the city. She was a noted philanthropist, 

ran a foundation, spearheaded a scholarship initiative at her university, helping kids 

from the favela get an education. Her husband, Milton, was in construction. Family a 

big deal.  

Then he saw it, at the bottom of the biography. A biography that hadn’t yet been 

updated: Aline and Milton have one child, a son, Leonardo Alencar. 

Fuck, Leme thought. FUCK. 
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‘Mario, this is stupid,’ Lisboa said. ‘Lagnado realises what you’re thinking of doing, 

and there’ll be more trouble, sabe? We’ll have even less to do.’ 

Lisboa leaned back, spread against his chair. It creaked under his weight. ‘It 

isn’t an option,’ he said. ‘And besides, with the military operation in the favela, it’s 

dangerous.’ 

This Leme knew.  

He said, ‘I just want to know why Leonardo Alencar was in Paraisópolis, 

entendeu?’ 

‘Porra, Mario,’ Lisboa sighed.  

‘I spoke to the doctor who did the autopsy,’ Leme said. 

‘Mario.’ 

‘No drugs or alcohol in his system. He didn’t go to pick up blow at the boca de 

fuma. That seems the only logical reason he’d be there.’ 

Lisboa crossed his arms. ‘So there’s nothing suspicious.’ 

‘Which, in itself, is suspicious,’ Leme said. ‘Or strange, anyway.’ 

Lisboa raised his eyebrows. He whistled and shook his head. ‘Puta que pariu, 

eh?’ 

Leme continued. ‘If he wasn’t buying drugs, and he wasn’t on some drunken 

mission, then why was he there? And why was he leaving in such a hurry? Sure, it 

was an accident, but it stands to reason something happened. He was driving like that 

to escape.’ 

‘And?’ 

‘It doesn’t make sense, that’s all.’ 

‘What’s this about, Mario? Why do you care?’ 

‘I’m curious,’ Leme said. ‘You know why.’ 

‘Ah. Not worth it. It was an accident. Chega. A coincidence.’ Lisboa chose his 

words carefully. ‘Accidents happen in Paraisópolis, he said. But they are exactly that 

– accidents.’ 

‘There’s something I haven’t told you,’ Leme said.  
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‘Ah, e?’  

‘It wasn’t an accident. At least, not entirely.’  

‘The fuck does that mean?’ 

‘I saw his body,’ Leme said. ‘He’d been shot.’ 

‘Jesus.’ Lisboa shut the door. ‘You’re sure?’  

Leme nodded. 

‘Fuck, Mario.’ Lisboa shook his head. ‘This is not something we can get 

involved in. It was an accident, that’s what they’re saying. You said yourself you 

spoke to the doctor. A gunshot wound is likely to make it into an autopsy.’ 

‘Exactly.’ 

The silence sat heavy. 

‘I can’t do this,’ Lisboa said. 

‘And I’ve been back since,’ Leme added. ‘To Paraisópolis.’  

‘I know. And you’re being stupid.’ 

Leme understood that Lisboa was trying to protect him. When he knew that he 

couldn’t persuade Leme of something with reasoned argument, Lisboa became 

belligerent. There’s no counter to that. Leme thought: he’s making it clear he wants 

nothing to do with it. 

‘Remind me why you were there that morning?’ 

Leme glanced at Lisboa. This was another of his tactics. Make him feel bad. 

Show him that things can always get worse. 

‘Shortcut. Giovanni was stuck solid with traffic. I do it all the time.’ 

‘But you were parked?’ 

‘Pulled over for a smoke.’ 

‘This has nothing to do with Renata,’ Lisboa said, firmly. ‘There’s no such 

thing as redemption.’ 

Leme said nothing. 

The two-tone ping of an arriving email echoed in the small space. Lisboa 

clicked at the mouse on the desk. 

‘Well, here’s your answer.’ He turned the screen so that Leme could read the 

message.  

Leme looked at the message. They’d been copied in – it had gone out to all the 

detectives.  
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Re: Leonardo Alencar accident. No further investigation of the scene or 

surrounding locale required. Victim’s car reviewed by forensics. Autopsy ruled 

death from irreparable internal damage caused by the collision. 

 

A stripe of sunshine made the screen blink.  

Dust drifted across it, a thin layer of passing cloud.  

Ringing phones and the clunk and chatter of office machines punctuated the air-

con growl.  

Leme ran his finger across the splintered ridges of the desk. 

He looked at his partner. Lisboa sat with a thin smile. This was the result he 

wanted. That he wanted it for Leme’s own good helped little. 

‘I’ll go to forensics tomorrow, look at the car,’ Leme said. ‘First thing.’ 

‘Make sure that’s the only place you fucking go,’ Lisboa said. ‘And don’t let 

Lagnado know you’ve been. You’re on your own, here, certo? Be discreet.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘Calma, he said. I’m not stupid.’ 

He didn’t like lying to his best friend. 

He needed the anchor of being there each morning.  

And the circumstances of Leonardo Alencar’s death provided a good reason.  

He probably should have kept them to himself though. 
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Leme glanced at his watch. 6.30. He had to get back soon. Lisboa was picking him up 

at 7, and he needed to pretend that he’d just got out of bed. Better he thinks I’m 

hungover than knows the truth, Leme thought. Besides, the streets in Paraisópolis 

were getting busier, and the kind of people Leme was looking out for heading home to 

sleep. He scratched at his chin, pulled at the stubble on his jaw. He’d lost weight in 

the months after Renata’s death, but Lisboa was making sure, with a steady stream of 

meat-heavy lunches, that Leme was ‘keeping himself healthy’. Leme knew what was 

going on – it gave Lisboa an excuse to eat as much as he could when out of the house. 

Certainly wasn’t getting it at home. 

Leme smiled at this thought, then saddened. What was it Lisboa’s dad used to 

joke? I had to stop drinking and eating barbecue for two weeks to lose weight. And all 

I lost was a fortnight. 

He pulled his cap up from his eyes and fingered the keys hanging limp from the 

ignition. He was in one of the condominium worker’s cars, a rusting Beetle missing a 

wing mirror. He could see another three like it just down the street. He was careful to 

rotate the cars he used. He wasn’t supposed to be there, and he doubted anyone would 

understand an explanation. He was, he realised, staking out an entire favela. This was 

police work reduced to the essentially hopeless: just being there, every day if possible, 

just in case.  

He didn’t even know what he was looking for.  

He had one real friend in the military police. And he’d told him to stay away, 

that there was little or no chance of finding anything out, that she was dead and there 

was no way of knowing who’d fired the bullet, that it was a bala perdida, that it 

happened. 

Leme knew all this, but he still came back every day he could. 

Chega, he thought, realising it had been another waste of an hour. I’m off. But 

as he thought it, he stopped. It wasn’t a waste if it gave him something, however little. 

And if it wasn’t safe? Well, he was always careful.  

Edgy as fuck though. 
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Civil Police not welcome here, by anyone: Militars or dealers. 

A quick cigarette, he thought, and home. Loads of time. 

He wound down the window and watched as the favela awoke. Metal grilles 

pulled up, goods stacked up on the street, blocking the kids who wandered noisily 

towards school. They weren’t really going to school, Leme thought, but kind of not 

not going, in that disengaged Brazilian jeito. He checked himself. This was Renata’s 

influence. He thought back to his own childhood, how he had escaped this life thanks 

to his father. ‘I rescued your mother,’ he’d always told Leme, ‘gave her a life she 

wouldn’t have had, you wouldn’t have had.’ And Leme had never been allowed to 

forget how close he had come to this favela half-life. How easily things can be so 

different. A decision here, a choice there. Renata never bought that. ‘Free will doesn’t 

exist, we’re programmed to do what we do,’ she’d always said. ‘No such thing as 

choice. No point thinking about what might have been – what might have been is just 

what never was and never would be.’ She’d palmed a book on to him. Freud’s The 

Ego and the Id. It sat – quiet, seething – in the middle of the pile in the living room. 

Leme flicked his cigarette clumsily and it slipped inside the window and 

smouldered down by the brake pedal.  

Fuck.  

He bent down and reached for it blindly.  

Fuck.  

He burnt his fingers but managed to grab it.  

Time to go.  

He turned to the window and started.  

‘E aí, mano. Beleza?’ 

A young man – a teenager – with tight dreadlocks leant in towards him. He 

wore a dirty T-shirt and baggy shorts hanging low. 

‘Want something, playboy?’ He gestured at the quiet favela street behind. ‘You 

follow me, ne? Sort you out. E nois, truta.’ He smiled. His teeth were gold and they 

flashed in the sun. 

Leme shook his head. ‘You’re OK.’  

‘Ah, vai. Don’t be shy.’ He gestured again. ‘All good here. Whatever you need, 

cara.’ 

Leme tensed. ‘Nada, valeu,’ he said. ‘Nada. Just leaving, entendeu?’ 

‘Então.’ The guy shrugged. ‘You’re the boss. Você que sabe.’ 
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But he didn’t move away, if anything got a little closer. 

Leme gave him a tight smile. He felt the space of the favela close in on him. 

The strength in his legs leached out. He pointed at the case of beer he kept on the seat 

for exactly a situation like this. He ran his finger over it. ‘Got what I need,’ he said. 

The guy nodded slowly. ‘You came to the favela for that?’ He raised his 

eyebrows. ‘Like I said, cara, você que sabe.’ 

‘Isso,’ Leme said. He turned the key and the engine sputtered.  

‘You tell me you ever need anything, playboy.’  

Leme nodded. ‘Valeu,’ he said. ‘Appreciate it.’ 

The engine juddered. 

‘Piece of shit car, meu,’ the guy said. ‘I know someone.’ He jerked his thumb 

down the road. ‘Vamos, eh. Sort it out. E nois, eh?’ 

‘You’re alright.’ 

Leme looked down at the steering wheel. Come on, he thought. Come on.  

He felt a hand on his shoulder. ‘You not here for me, playboy, why you here?’ 

Leme said nothing. 

‘We seen you, motherfucker,’ he spat. ‘Stay away, entendeu?’ He leant back, 

drew a line across his throat with his index finger. ‘Entendeu?’ he said. He stepped 

away and lifted his T-shirt. A fat revolver glinted in the sun offset by the thin, silvery 

scars that criss-crossed his lean stomach. He backed away, nodding. ‘Entendeu?’ he 

said again, and turned, sloped off down the street, laughing. 

The engine caught and Leme manoeuvred the car in a tight turn and roared up a 

side street towards the main road.  

His heart thumped, his head felt empty, hard; his mouth dry, metallic.  

At the top of the road, a temporary military police post. Leme slowed as he 

passed. One of the Militars stepped into the road in front of him. 

Now what? 

He waited. The Militar swaggered around to his window, high boots and 

mirrored sunglasses, hands on his belt. Like a fucking parody, Leme thought. 

‘Tudo bem?’ he said.  

Leme nodded.  

‘Get the message?’ 

Leme’s confusion must have been obvious. 
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‘You think we don’t know what these cunts get up to?’ The Militar was 

laughing. ‘Stay away,’ he said. ‘Fucking stay away. Too many questions, entendeu?’ 

Leme nodded again. He tried to see the ID number on the Militar’s badge, but it 

was out of sight. 

The Militar stepped back and ushered him on.  

‘Woof woof,’ he said. 

In his wing mirror, Leme watched him cross the road, slap hands with his 

partner.  

He shivered, felt cold, lightheaded. 

He was home in minutes and straight into the shower.  

He scoured himself clean in scalding water and tried not to think about what had 

just happened. 

Failed. 
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He’d never been to a car autopsy before. The fact alone was a distraction. As, of 

course, was the fact that he wasn’t supposed to be there. He’d read the autopsy again 

to ensure he knew the official line; he wasn’t about to reveal any of his own 

suspicions today. 

The shell of the SUV sat in the middle of the cavernous space, surrounded by its 

own detritus. Stripped and taken apart, buckled doors and metallic sheets were dotted 

either side, as if the men looking at it were in the process of assembly and had laid the 

component parts in convenient spots. Leme was reminded of fathers helping sons with 

their go-karts. Of building flat-pack furniture. He stood at the entrance with his hands 

in his pockets waiting for one of the team to see him.  

A short, balding guy in overalls approached, scratching his stubbly chin. He 

wiped his hand on his backside and offered it. 

‘You Leme?’ 

Leme nodded.  

‘Então?’ The guy looked up at him. ‘What are you looking for?’ 

Leme smiled. ‘Not sure. What have you found?’ 

A wry chuckle. ‘Nada. It was an accident. Not much to find. We’ve stripped the 

car. There was nothing wrong with it. Brake fluid as it should be, considering. Engine 

too.’ 

Leme pointed at the wreck. ‘Shouldn’t he have survived the impact, you know, 

with the bulletproof glass and chassis and whatnot?’ 

The guy nodded. ‘Perhaps. These things are built to protect. ‘But,’ he paused, 

aware of the irony, ‘it also makes it hard to get inside one of them without a key.’ 

They walked towards the vehicle. The guy continued. ‘You can see here where 

they eventually were able to cut through and open it up.’ He indicated a sharp edge 

with his finger, careful not to make any contact. ‘This was done by a machine. This 

…’ he pointed at another, more jagged line ‘… happened on impact. Look at the way 

it has folded in on itself. Part of the protection.’ 

‘But he didn’t survive, did he?’ 
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The guy straightened and brought his hands out in front of him, about a foot 

apart. ‘The car flipped over, right, in the middle of the road? So the witnesses say. It 

may have hit something. Anything … a brick, uneven surface … at the speed he was 

going – and we can work that out from the damage – it would’ve taken very little. 

Then it hit a lamp post and then the wall.’ He brought Leme round to the front of the 

car. ‘That explains the nature of these dents. It’s all pretty obvious.’ He pushed at an 

oily rag with his foot. ‘Point is he wasn’t wearing a seat belt,’ he said. ‘We can tell. 

There’s no damage at all to the pre-tensioners. At that speed and with that impact, 

there’d be something.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Fits in with the autopsy,’ he said. ‘No lesions across the chest 

and shoulder.’ 

‘Yeah, exactly. He would’ve been like a fish flapping in an empty bucket, 

banging against the sides.’  

‘Nice image.’ 

‘I like fishing.’ 

Leme arched an eyebrow. ‘So what you’ve seen matches the autopsy? Had they 

got in straight away, they may have saved him?’ 

‘Yeah. Maybe. I mean it’s hard to tell. This is interesting though.’ 

They moved around the car where the cracked windscreen lay on its side.  

‘It didn’t shatter, right? But look at this.’ He pointed at the shape and nature of 

the cracks, angling off like a spider’s web. ‘There’s quite a broad impact here on this 

side. The driver’s side. Suggests he hit it – first time at least – with his body, not his 

head. Can’t be sure though.’ 

‘Medics said something similar.’ 

‘Yeah, well. So long as were all on the same page, ne?’ 

‘É isso aí.’ 

The guy scratched at his chin again. Leme knew the look well. He wanted to 

know something, but wasn’t sure how to ask. Inferiority complex.  

‘Umm,’ the guy said, embarrassed, ‘why are you even here?’ 

Leme had learnt over the years not to answer that question directly. More often 

than not, if it were asked at all, the person who asked it would provide a far better 

answer himself. ‘Why do you think?’ he said. 

‘It was an accident. We don’t normally do this sort of thing for a car crash.’ 

‘No? So why did you?’  
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‘Not normally. We’re just doing what we’re told. They want it confirmed the 

car was working as it should. Confirmation, I guess, that is was an accident. It is a bit 

odd, but you don’t get anywhere asking too many questions, sabe?’  

Leme smiled. He was aware that his presence here shouldn’t be noted. 

‘And? What do you think?’ 

‘Just making sure. That’s all. Got to check everything, ne?’ 

‘Suppose.’ 

‘You’re running tests on who else might have been in there recently?’ 

‘Ready in a few days. Like I said, nothing suspicious.’ 

‘Just a car crash then.’ 

‘Looks that way.’ 

Leme took a last look at the car. He thought it looked like a broken toy tossed 

aside by a child. ‘Thanks,’ he said.  

Both sets of forensics had come to the same conclusion: it was an accident that 

was caused by reckless driving and involved no other vehicles.  

He started towards the door. 

‘Oi, Leme.’ The guy called him back. He handed Leme a zip-lock bag. ‘You 

might want this,’ he said. ‘Found in the glove compartment, which was crushed shut 

so we’ve only just recovered it. Admin. Car stereo instructions. Stuff like that. No use 

to us.’ 

Leme took it. ‘Thanks. I’ll log it, so don’t worry about it.’ 

The guy shrugged. ‘Você que sabe,’ he said. 

‘I’ll be in touch if I have to,’ Leme said. 

 

Back in his own car, he put gloves on, opened the bag and flipped through the 

documents. Slipped in between the insurance details and a handwritten ledger receipt 

was a piece of paper with a mobile phone number written on it. Above the number 

was a word: 

 

Podemos 

 

Leme took a smaller plastic bag from his pocket, placed the scrap of paper inside and 

pocketed it.  
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He examined the receipt. A restaurant. He looked at the date: just over a year 

ago. Odd. Why would you keep a receipt for that long? He turned the paper over. 

There was nothing written on the reverse side. He looked back at the front. The 

restaurant name was familiar. He’d been there, he was sure. He looked at the address: 

Paraisópolis. That’s why he knew the name. It was the restaurant Renata ate at every 

day. They had lunch there together a number of times. The owner was a friendly 

woman. He hadn’t been back for a long time. Leonardo then, had been going into 

Paraisópolis for at least a year.  

He kept the receipt. His curiosity twitched, hardened. 

His car jerked forward on to Avenida Higienópolis, jammed its nose between 

two taxis. One of the drivers made a gesture. ‘Porra, meu!’ 

Leme waved it off. He edged around the other taxi and accelerated away as the 

lights changed into a dense cloud of exhaust that sat pregnant above the road.  

‘It’s our cultural history,’ Renata once said. ‘Power struggle. We’re conditioned 

to impose authority. If you’re on a motorbike, and I’m in a car, well fuck you, I’m in 

charge.’  

Leme chuckled. 

‘Same at work. If I’m a lawyer, but also something else, and you are just a 

lawyer, well fuck you, I’m going to show you I’m better than you. It’s a sociological 

phenomenon. Look at our language, the way we talk to waiters: “Bring me this. Get 

me that.” We’re brought up on the imperative and that is a display of authority.’ 

Leme didn’t doubt that. 

‘It’s the heart of the Brazilian contradiction.’ 

‘Oh yeah.’ Leme always enjoyed her analysis, her theory. 

‘We’re a hospitable, cooperative people,’ she went on. ‘We go out of our way to 

help, to be kind, to facilitate things for others, to enjoy life. In a social context. Any 

other though – like work, or in traffic – and we’re animals, scrambling over and 

clawing at each other to get to the top.’ 

Leme smiled then, pained at the memory. Pulled away again, past the taxi. 

He’d keep that paper to himself. Podemos, meaning ‘We can’. The word 

ricocheted in his mind. But he couldn’t place it. It was something Renata had said 

once. Podemos. We can. Something to do with work.  

He shook his head.  

He had to meet Silva.  
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He was, apparently, going to show him something. 

Tell him exactly why he was being sidelined. 

Before that though, he’d pop back to the favela.  

It’d only take a minute. 
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Leme sat in his car and watched the favelados milling about, calling out to each other, 

moving things back and forth. Wooden crates of booze, boxes of rice, greasy auto-

parts. Banter and then dirty banknotes swapped, licked, counted and tucked into back 

pockets. He wore a baseball cap pulled low over his eyes and a tracksuit top zipped to 

his chin. He’d borrowed another old car from one of the seguranças in his 

condominium and traced the dust with his finger through the window. It was 

satisfyingly thick. 

When Renata had worked here and he’d visited, he’d been treated with 

suspicion. 

But, he’d reasoned, it was the middle of the day and the man he was going to 

talk to worked at the Giovanni end of the favela, the closest to the urban development 

of Morumbi, on the road even the middle classes would use as a shortcut to avoid the 

traffic. There weren’t normally any Militars in this part; and he didn’t want to find out 

how empty these threats were. Carlos had assured him that they were empty but he 

hadn’t been able to tell him definitively which of them was collaborating with the 

PCC and the dealers in the favela. 

In his wing mirror he watched a bus disgorge passengers, who skipped off into 

the warren, and then swallow up another queue of people. For a few moments now, 

the street would be at its quietest. Leme edged the car along the road and stopped in 

front of a tyre and auto-repair shop. He sat for a few moments.  

It was important that the right man came to his window. 

He spotted him. A heavyset man in work clothes stepped on to the street and up 

to the car. Dirty brown flesh matted with hair wobbled loosely as if straining to fit 

more snugly into the baggy overalls under which he wore nothing.  

‘Puta que pariu,’ he swore, and not in greeting. 

‘Hello, mate. Long time.’ 

The man looked over each shoulder and up and down the street.  

‘You can’t be here,’ he said. ‘If anyone knows I’m talking to you –’ 

‘So, come a little closer. No one’s watching.’ 
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‘Oh, and you’ve checked, have you? The great fucking detective. Vai tomar no 

cú, eh, Mario.’ 

‘I’ll be quick.’ 

‘Too fucking right.’ 

Two boys pushed a cart laden with junk up the hill, swerving under the weight. 

Leme glanced in the mirror again. An old drunk weaved his way slowly down the 

road towards them. He recognised him from the collapsed building. Shouting 

Podemos. 

‘I need some information. About the playboy Leonardo Alencar who died here. 

In the accident.’ 

‘And you think I have any?’ 

‘I think you could ask.’ 

The man whistled. Shook his head. ‘Não sei, viu, sabe? Not worth it. Why 

would I care about that?’ 

‘Use your charm. You’re a persuasive man.’ 

‘What do you want to know?’ 

The drunk was getting closer. He was muttering and staggering, laughing. Leme 

thought he could smell the urine and faeces, but it may have been the rubbish piled up 

on the other side of the road.  

‘I want to know why he was in here.’ 

‘Isn’t that a bit fucking obvious? Drugs.’ 

The drunk banged his hand on the back of the car. The man looked sharply to 

his right. ‘Mario, porra,’ he said. Then, to the drunk: ‘Vai embora, porra. Tou 

trabalhando, meu.’ 

‘He wasn’t using, and he wasn’t drunk.’ 

‘So … I don’t know …’  

The drunk was writing ‘me limpa’ on the back windscreen of the car. Clean me. 

‘Mario, you have to leave. Now. This son of a bitch is drunk, but not stupid.’ 

Leme thought about this. ‘Just ask around,’ he said. ‘You owe me.’ 

‘OK, OK. Just piss off, will you?’ 

‘Anything at all will help. Be casual. Second nature.’ 

The man guided the drunk away from the car. The drunk, eyes in an alcohol-

droop, a leering mask, pointed his finger at Leme. ‘Who’s this motherfucker? Eh?’ 

‘No one. A client.’ 
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Leme smiled at the drunken man. Better to act natural. He waved and started the 

engine. He pulled out from the kerb and the drunk jumped back and raised his fist. 

Snarled: ‘Babaca! I know you!’ 

‘You’ll call,’ he said as he drove away. That, he hoped, was the last visit for 

some time. His contact was a curious man, a gossip, a drinker, and Leme knew he’d 

not help himself. He’d hear something soon enough.  

He drove up Giovanni towards his condominium and, on an impulse, stopped at 

a padaria.  

He ordered a beer and a portion of cheese pastel. The beer was extremely cold 

and when he touched the bottle, it froze and slipped out in chunks into his glass.  

Fuck.  

He waved at the waiter who brought him another.  

He broke the pastel into squares, thick with cheese, like lava.  

He shook spicy sauce over the pieces and ate half of them.  

He finished his beer and looked at the leftover food. 

Threw a few notes on the table and went back to his car. 
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Leme sat in a padaria on Rua Gabriel Monteiro. The coffee was bitter and sweet. 

Filth. The old trick, he thought. Old burnt coffee beans mixed with sugar. Silva was 

late. A group of manual labourers sat over shots of cachaça. They looked up and 

clicked their teeth. ‘Polícia. Ah. Se fodeu.’ Leme ignored their insults; envied, in fact, 

their fortifying drinks but he wouldn’t have one. Exhaust fumes from trucks filled the 

air, complaining through gears on the busy road outside. He spotted Silva slouching 

across the road in a cheap, ill-fitting suit. Stood and left a generous tip. 

‘And you brought me here ... why?’ 

‘You’re not a fucking teenager, Mario. Don’t talk like one.’ 

Leme laughed. ‘Sussa, meu. Sussa na buça.’ 

This time Silva laughed. ‘Cool in the cunt? Christ. God help us.’ 

‘So,’ Leme said. ‘Explain.’ 

They stood in the shade under the awning of the Pão de Açucar supermarket on 

the opposite side of the street to a building site protected by high wooden boards on 

which pictures of the proposed development were printed. Curved, elegant towers; 

gleaming swimming pools, the sun glinting on the blue-white surfaces; narrow 

parades of trees; an impossibly good-looking family enjoying a barbecue; athletic 

men crouched and leaping in a glass-surround squash court. On the pavement in front 

of them, rich women dressed in tight jeans and heels hurried small children in school 

uniforms to the traffic lights. Botox and sunglasses. 

‘Patrocinias.’ Silva nodded at a particularly imposing-looking woman. ‘British 

school across the way.’ He pointed. ‘Fucking expensive.’ 

Leme ignored him. ‘Not many condominiums as big as this in the centre of 

town,’ he said. 

‘Breaking laws – well, bending laws, or creating new ones at least – to build it,’ 

Silva replied. 

‘What do you mean?’ 
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Silva waved his arms. ‘This area’s old school, right? Old money. All low-level 

housing. You’re not supposed to build over a certain height to, I don’t know, fucking 

retain the colonial character or something.’ 

Leme smirked. 

Silva went on. ‘The Jardims area is leafy, expensive, right? Então, Mendes 

made some shit up about how this new complex of his is eco-something and fits in 

with the philosophy of the neighbourhood. He’s claiming that the building is going to 

actually help the environment. All sustainable energy resources and so on. It’s all 

bullshit.’ 

‘OK. Why did you bring me here?’ 

‘You wanted to know why you’ve been sidelined, ne?’ 

Leme nodded. 

‘And where are we exactly?’ 

Leme looked up and down the road. ‘I see,’ he said. ‘The building site. It used 

to be a row of houses, right? And in one of them that old guy was murdered – the 

Gabriel murder.’ He pointed at the end of the site. ‘The case I’ve been taken off. 

Houses have come down quick, ne? I didn’t even know.’ 

Silva smiled. ‘They didn’t waste any time. Those two suspects you brought in. 

It’s done.’  

‘And?’  

‘They didn’t want any more questions asked.’  

‘Why not?’ 

‘Something you don’t know. That whole row of houses had been sold to 

Mendes but one. Old story. The guy who was killed was refusing to sell. Only one 

house, sure, but without it, no condo. Mendes needed that house.’ 

‘Right.’ Mendes, Leme thought. Right. He nodded to himself. What the fuck 

might that mean? 

‘The victim’s son sold it on almost immediately after the old guy died. Like a 

day or two.’  

‘How do you know this?’ 

Silva winked. ‘Public records. Property ownership. Difficult to hide that, as you 

know.’  

Leme raised his eyebrows.  
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‘Point is,’ Silva said, ‘for the building work to go ahead, there had to be a 

conviction. Can’t knock down a murder scene, sabe? And they want it up for the 

World Cup, apparently. So Mendes applied some pressure on his friend Magalhães – 

your boss.’ 

‘He’s everyone’s fucking boss.’ 

‘You know what I mean. Chief of Police Magalhães,’ he said, mocking Leme, 

‘tells Lagnado, your boss, to get it resolved. So, he takes you off it. It’s done. Two 

pieces-of-shit thieves confessed. Manslaughter. Light-ish sentences. Robbery gone 

wrong. Pronto.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Makes sense. Maybe. How do you know?’ 

Silva tapped his forehead with his finger. ‘You just have to ask the right people 

the right questions.’  

‘And who are the right people?’ 

‘The archive guy at your office?’ 

‘What about him? I’ve been denied access for a while.’ 

Silva winked. ‘Rubbed a thumb and two fingers together.’ 

Leme said, ‘Really?’  

Silva smiled. ‘Case notes are signed off by Lagnado and countersigned by 

Magalhães. Rushed through.’ 

‘That can happen. Rarely, true, but it can.’ 

Silva shrugged. 

‘Thing is,’ Leme said, ‘how can you prove Mendes put pressure?’ 

Silva pointed at the site. ‘It’s there to fucking see, isn’t it?’ 

‘Don’t be a cunt.’ 

‘Fine,’ Silva slightly turned away from Leme. ‘You’re right. That’s the 

problem. I can’t yet. But I will.’ 

‘Speculation, then.’ Leme shook his head and breathed out hard. ‘Wait. You 

said manslaughter?’ 

Silva lit a cigarette. ‘Yeah. Accidental, you know, self-defence or some shit.’  

Leme took a step forward, kicked a stone into the road. ‘Manslaughter,’ he said 

to himself. ‘Fuck.’ Then he turned to Silva. ‘Why are you so excited about this?’ he 

asked him. 

‘I like doing you favours.’  

‘Right.’ 
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Silva smiled. ‘Mendes. Fucker has a lot to answer for.’ 

‘This a crusade, is it?’ Leme joked. 

Silva opened his arms. ‘Why not?’ 

Leme smiled at Silva’s shoddy bulk. ‘You don’t look much like Batman.’ 

‘Ah, be nice. Neither do you.’ 

Leme looked at his watch. The traffic was thickening as rush hour kicked in. 

Cars rippling between two narrow lanes. He needed to get to the delegacia.  

‘So what’s the next step?’ he asked. 

‘Well,’ Silva said, ‘there is something …’ 

‘Oh yeah?’ 

‘There’s a way I can get to one of them.’  

Leme arrowed a suspicious look at him. ‘OK. How?’ 

Silva tapped his nose with his forefinger. Flicked his cigarette into the road. 

‘You’ll see,’ he said. He took a step away. ‘Keep in touch, yeah?’ 

Leme watched him amble awkwardly up the road.  

Babaca, he thought, smiling. 
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Leme had never really been interested in politics. Although he was born during 

military dictatorship, he was a child during the transition and his life hadn’t really 

been affected. His parents were stoic, unmoved by politics. He’d had a brief flirtation 

with counter-culture as a high school student, but it only really amounted to listening 

to Cazuza sing about how the country is like a brothel, everything engineered to make 

money. He liked the music and the sentiment – but that was it. But if this business 

with Mendes had anything to do with him being taken off the Gabriel murder, then he 

wanted to find out a little more about him. 

Lisboa was nowhere to be found, the office bigger in his absence. The air-

conditioning unit in the grey window thick with dust juddered into life, coughed and 

hacked for a minute or two and then gave up.  

The newspaper lay open on his desk. A story about the Mensalão trial. Some 

speculation that the money was being hidden in property deals. This was the biggest 

political news for many years – and Leme knew next to nothing about it. He thought 

about what Silva had told him about Mendes. Guy’s a fucking animal. Everyone in his 

pocket. He picked up the phone and called the paper’s political correspondent, a guy 

Silva had introduced him to years ago and whom he’d done a favour for once before. 

It hadn’t been a big thing – just some basic information on the structure of the Polícia 

Civil – but the guy had been grateful, impressed with Leme’s attention to detail. 

He answered on the third ring. 

‘Quem fala?’ 

‘Oi Antonio. Mario Leme.’ 

‘E aí, cara. Beleza?’ 

‘You know,’ Leme said, ‘it’s going.’ 

‘What can I do for you? I assume this isn’t a social call.’ 

Leme noted that he sounded friendly. ‘I need some information. Not much. Just 

want to understand a couple of things.’ 

‘What about?’ 

‘Mensalão.’ 
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‘Certo. What do you want to know?’ 

‘Probably easiest if I tell you what I already know.’ 

‘Which is?’ 

‘Fuck all.’ 

Antonio laughed. ‘OK, simple version then.’ 

‘Probably for the best.’ Leme smiled. ‘Valeu,’ he said. 

‘So, Mensalão, meaning large monthly payment, right? It’s a neologism based 

on Mensalidade, in terms of monthly salary. I fucking hope this isn’t new to you.’  

Leme snorted.  

‘I’ll take that as a no. It’s pretty simple really. Although the Workers’ Party is in 

government, their power is based on a coalition, which can be fragile.’ 

‘Between who?’  

‘A bunch of different groups, which, though varied, are ultimately left-leaning, 

certo?’ 

‘Got it. Left-leaning coalition.’ 

‘Thing is, although nominally connected to a party or faction, a lot of the 

politicos are basically self-serving and act purely out of self-interest, which means 

their allegiances can shift.’ Antonio paused. ‘Especially if they are influenced in the 

right way.’ 

Leme laughed. ‘This sounds simpler than I thought,’ he said. He picked at a 

piece of loose wallpaper and rubbed at it with his fingers. He watched it disintegrate.  

‘Yeah, I suppose so. Basically the accusation is that the government is paying 

for votes, to make sure certain legislation goes through. Paying for political support 

using public funds. That’s why it’s such a big deal. This is money that should go to 

the country. They’ve got some politicos – allegedly, ta? – on a monthly retainer. A 

large one. Mensalão.’  

‘So where are they with the case then?’ Leme asked. 

‘It’s going, sabe? There are likely to be convictions, but it’s not clear what the 

sentences will be. Jail time or whatever.’ 

‘What do you think?’ 

‘I think that whatever happens when the trial is concluded, someone will make 

sure it is reopened and anyone convicted will appeal – and that’ll tie everything up for 

a while. That fucking Judge Celso de Mello will make sure of that. He’s been arguing 

that the right of appeal should remain in any case, whatever the public interest.’ 
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‘He’s got a point.’ 

‘Doesn’t stop him being wrong.’ 

‘What about the money?’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘What happens to it? How do they clean it?’ 

‘Like I said, a lot of it is public funds, certo? So it has to be accounted for. One 

trick I’ve heard about is investing it, creating a valid trail, though I’m not sure how 

that’s possible. It’s not like they can leave the country with the cash.’ 

‘Investing in what? Like, property?’  

‘Could be. Depends on the scheme.’  

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Well, they’d need a guarantee of a return, otherwise what’s the point?’ 

Leme thought about this.  

Antonio broke the silence. ‘I don’t want to know why you’re asking me all this, 

by the way.’ 

‘I’m not going to tell you.’  

‘That enough?’ 

‘Yeah, valeu, eh cara.’  

‘De nada. Call me you need anything else, certo?’ 

‘Certo. Até mais.’ 

‘Ciao.’ 

Leme placed the phone back carefully. Something flickered on the outer edges 

of his consciousness, like the beginnings of a migraine aura. He realised what it was. 

Renata. Her voice, whispering. It was like being tuned to half a dozen radio stations at 

the same time, though all of them speaking in the same voice. 

He cradled his head in his hands, succumbed.  

He leaned forward on to the desk. 

His chest heaved, as if the life in it was escaping in panic, his heart swelling in 

despair. 

He hoped Lisboa wouldn’t come in. 

Then, quickly, the blackness of sleep. 
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Saturday afternoon in the condominium bar. Antonia laughed. ‘I’m glad you agreed to 

meet,’ she said, touching his hand. 

Leme forced himself to smile. 

‘You know, it’d be too easy for you to wallow.’ 

She blew smoke out of the corner of her mouth. This time, Leme’s smile was 

involuntary. 

His friend Nelson was sitting nearby, whispering loudly about a woman he’d 

met the night before. A puta gostosa, apparently, which, Leme realised, meant she 

was either very attractive, or a very attractive whore. He knew where he’d put his 

money. Knew where Nelson put his. 

Antonia went on. ‘I know Renata and I had drifted, but she was my friend. I see 

this as a favour to her. Get you out and about a bit, you know,’ she paused, arched an 

eyebrow, ‘show you ... a good time.’ 

Leme fingered his glass of beer, let the drops of condensation moisten his 

fingertips. ‘That sounds ominous,’ he said. 

‘It doesn’t have to.’ Antonia smiled warmly, her default ironic expression 

dissolving as she did. 

‘Thank you, I suppose,’ Leme said. 

‘It’s just a drink. You’re not cheating on her memory.’ The ironic look returned. 

‘Yet.’ 

Leme smiled again. Although they lived in the same condominium, he had 

rarely socialised with Antonia. They would occasionally exchange a few words by the 

pool, or she’d lean over him at the condominium bar; let the other men flirt with her. 

Well, flirt wasn’t quite right. Insult her good taste and tell her they wanted to sleep 

with her was more like it. Leme had always been embarrassed. More than she seemed 

to be, at least. 

Antonia was wrapped in what Leme thought looked like a bed sheet knotted 

loose around her neck. He could make out the line of her bikini beneath and her hair 
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was damp and tied into a rough ponytail. Oval sunglasses dominated her face, 

accentuated her pursed lips and small sharp chin. 

There were the usual Saturday noises: children splashing and shouting, flip-

flops slapping, the whirr of the exercise machines in the gym, tennis balls being hit, 

the low growl and high-pitched laughter of the condominium’s most notorious 

resident holding court by the pool, nailing cans of lager.  

He hadn’t done much socialising at all, beyond visiting Lisboa. Sitting in the bar 

with other men didn’t count. That was a necessary chore rather than anything 

especially pleasurable. He was happy to drink on his own, but they always insisted on 

joining him. Part of grief is the illusion of solitude: the illusion, at least, that you don’t 

want it. 

Antonia breathed smoke at the table and folded her cigarette into the ashtray. 

Her legs were crossed elegantly and her chin high, arms like the hands of a clock, 

each limb positioned with the maximum economy, grace, really. 

‘You want to eat?’ she asked. 

‘I could eat.’ 

Antonia turned her head slightly and one of the waiters materialised 

immediately. She ordered more drinks and some cheese pastels, a portion of fried cod, 

and a couple of meat espetinhos.  

‘Hungry?’ Leme asked. 

Antonia leaned forward, brought her hand to her throat, let it slide slightly down 

the sheet. ‘Always,’ she smiled. 

‘Bloody hell,’ Leme said and she laughed. 

 

They ate quickly, the fried food soaking up the beers and caipirinha leaving them 

bloated and satisfied. Leme watched as Antonia’s eyes slid off the other residents as 

they wandered past or sat down or pursued their children, yelling at the babysitters to 

look sharp. The twenty-somethings clustered around the stone steps of the mini-

amphitheatre, smoking and analysing the previous night’s goings-on. Antonia nodded 

at them. 

‘They’ve got it all to look forward to,’ she said. 

‘What’s that, then?’ 

She gestured at him and then herself. ‘This.’ 

‘And what is this?’ Leme asked. 
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‘This,’ she said, again narrowing the gap between them, ‘is everything. The 

human condition, you know ... life.’ 

‘Very profound.’ 

She leant back, plucked another cigarette from her packet as if defusing a bomb, 

and winked. ‘It’s heavy. Let it sink in. You’ve got as much right to it as anyone else.’ 

Leme thought about this. He finished his beer. ‘I better go,’ he said. He 

signalled at the waiter and signed for the food and drinks.  

‘When we do this again,’ Antonia smiled, ‘I’m going to make you talk to me.’ 

Leme kissed her on both cheeks. ‘Ciao,’ he said. 

Back in his apartment, he thought that yes, the next time he probably would talk. 

Then he slept. That was always one way to pass the weekends. As he drifted off he 

thought that one day he might not even have to wake up. 
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Monday. Office. Leme drowned in paperwork. 

Alvarenga came in. He told Leme about a case. A robbery. A shop on Rua dos 

Pinheiros. Sold clothes, accessories. Hippy stuff. The owner, a woman, was sitting in 

the back and saw three men in suits coming in on the CCTV cameras. She didn’t like 

the way they looked and locked herself in the office. The door was forced. She was 

beaten about the head, tied up and doused in alcohol. They waved a cigarette lighter 

in front of her, demanding money. They took everything she had. A measly three 

hundred fucking reais. There was a lead. A map left on the floor showing details of 

the office and basement that only an employee would know. They were tracing 

everyone who worked for the woman. It was only a matter of time. 

Leme shook his head, but he wasn’t surprised. ‘What about those dentists?’ he 

asked. ‘I’m supposed to be helping you.’ 

‘Never had a chance,’ Alvarenga said. ‘Both died from the burn wounds.’  

Leme grimaced.  

‘The surgery was targeted,’ Alvarenga said, ‘the equipment taken, all the 

money, and the two dentists tied up and then the place set on fire.’ 

‘Second time in a month, right?’ Leme asked. 

‘Bad time to be a dentist.’ 

‘Pois e.’ 

‘You can do something for me though.’ 

‘Ah e?’ 

‘We think that a former employee might have been involved – again, you know 

how it goes – kid named Marcelo Manezes. Here.’ 

He gave Leme a piece of paper with his ID details. 

‘Get down to admin, will you, and get hold of his phone records.’  

Leme nodded. ‘No problem.’  

‘No rush,’ Alvarenga said, and left. 

Leme looked at the paper: a name, an address and an RGE number. He had a 

thought. 
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He left his office and crossed the open-plan area to a desk on the far side, tucked 

away behind a screen.  

‘E aí,’ he said, smiling at Isabella, a young woman working what was basically 

an internship, organising files, making coffee, some secretarial work. 

‘Oi, Sr Leme,’ she said. 

‘Mario, please,’ he said. He smiled again, aware of an age difference, nervous. 

She was very beautiful and had something of a fierce reputation, quickly garnered. 

Didn’t take any shit, he’d heard. 

She smiled back. 

‘I think you can help me out,’ he said.  

‘OK.’ She looked up, keen to help. 

‘No big deal, but a young man died in car crash last week in Paraisópolis.’ 

‘I remember,’ she said. ‘Leonardo Alencar.’ 

‘That’s right. I need his details, you know, address, ID number, that kind of 

thing. You’ll have them, right?’ 

‘Of course. Just give me a minute.’ 

She rifled through some papers in a filing tray on the desk. ‘What do you need it 

for?’ she asked. 

He smiled again. ‘Just checking something against another crime,’ he replied. 

‘No need to mention it to anyone.’ 

She looked up again, sharply this time. 

‘Relaxa,’ he said. ‘This is routine. OK?’ 

‘Here it is,’ she said, and handed him a printout. He noted down the details. 

‘Obrigado, valeu.’ 

‘Prazer.’  

He handed back the printout and she tucked it back into the pile of papers.  

‘You enjoying it here?’ he asked. 

She shrugged. ‘You know,’ she said. ‘The work is pretty dull. Admin removes 

the human element of what you do here. That make sense? A kid dies – I file away the 

details. It’s a bit surreal. I used to work sorting files in a restaurant business.’  

‘Bit different,’ Leme offered. 

‘Yeah.’ 

‘I see what you mean though. That’s very perceptive.’ 

She raised her eyebrows. 
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‘And I don’t mean that in a patronising way,’ Leme said, quickly. He smiled 

again, felt his face flush. 

‘Don’t worry, I know,’ she said. ‘You wouldn’t be the first, though.’ 

‘Huh,’ he said. ‘I’m sure. Thanks again.’ 

She gave a small, ironic bow. ‘Between us,’ she said, ‘ne?’ 

He nodded and left her to it. 

 

He took the lift down to the admin department. Admin. That was a euphemism. What 

they did was poke around in people’s lives. An IT guy had explained it to him once: 

all you need is the ID number and name and with the software they had you could 

pretty much hack anyone’s phone. Not that they did, exactly, but it made tracking 

calls fairly straightforward, he’d said. Leme found him in a dark booth. 

‘Leme,’ the guy said. ‘Sumiu, eh? Long time.’ 

Leme snorted. ‘Picking something up for Vavá. Phone records for that dentist 

guy. Name’s here.’ 

He handed over the paper.  

‘Certo. Give me an hour?’ 

‘Sure,’ Leme said. ‘Do me a favour?’ 

The guy gave him a knowing look. ‘One of those, is it?’ 

Leme handed him Leonardo Alencar’s details. ‘Same thing for this guy, 

entendeu?’ 

‘Claro, meu querido,’ he said. 

‘Calm down, dear,’ Leme winked. ‘Valeu, eh.’ 

 

Just over an hour later Leme was studying the phone calls Leonardo Alencar made 

and received in the hours before his death. One number came up with significant 

frequency, not just that night, but on a repeated basis in the weeks before. Leme 

picked up his phone and dialled. 

‘Quem fala?’ Leme said. 

‘Não,’ a young man’s voice said. ‘I ask that. Who are you?’ 

Leme coughed. The voice was clipped and confident. Leonardo was rich, he 

knew, and this kid sounded it, too. 

‘Detective Mario Leme,’ he said. ‘Certo?’ 

‘Uh-huh,’ the young man said. ‘And?’ 
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‘I’ll ask again: quem fala? I’ve got your number. So you know I can find out. 

This way’s a lot easier.’ 

The guy exhaled. ‘Alex,’ he said. ‘Alex Santos. Now you can tell me why you 

need to know.’ 

‘I want to talk to you about Leonardo Alencar. I want to know why he was in 

the favela.’ 

There was a pause.  

‘You still there?’ Leme asked. 

‘Why do you want to know that?’ 

‘Long story. But it may be connected to something important.’ 

Another pause. Clicking of teeth. 

‘Alex?’ 

‘There’s a café, a Starbucks, depressingly, opposite Shopping Iguatemi. Can 

you meet me there in an hour?’ 

Leme said that he could.  

He dropped Marcelo Manezes’s phone records on Alvarenga’s desk as he left. 
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Leme sat and listened as Alex spoke about his friend. 

‘Leo’s mother runs the university where my father works,’ he said. ‘I haven’t 

spoken to her since the funeral. Thank you, for everything, she’d said to me, but I 

didn’t believe it. I watched her move away, comforted by my father. Leo’s dad stood 

on his own. They’ve split up. I wanted to talk to him, but I didn’t know what to say.’  

Alex smiled.  

Leme just stared. ‘I want to know your version of what happened.’ 

There was a sharp light filtering in and Leme shaded his eyes from it. They 

were sitting in the window of the Starbucks, and Alex kept looking over Leme’s 

shoulder, as if hoping there was something more interesting going on somewhere 

close by. 

‘They say he was still alive,’ he said, ‘despite the car flipping in the air and 

slamming into a wall that ran alongside the junction. I remember the roof, crushed 

like an empty Coke can.’ 

Leme made notes. ‘Why were you there? You don’t live nearby.’ 

Alex nodded. Leme thought that he must have known the question would come 

up. ‘He phoned me,’ Alex said. ‘About an hour before it happened. Told me where he 

was.’ 

‘Did he tell you why he was there?’ 

‘No. He wasn’t making much sense. We’re friends. Were friends. Sorry. I’d do 

anything for him. No judgement.’ 

‘What exactly did he say?’ 

‘He told me he’d found who he was looking for and that he wanted me to meet 

him.’ 

‘And who was this person?’ 

‘That I don’t know. He didn’t say.’  

‘And why didn’t you push him on it?’ 

‘He was talking quickly, urgent, you know? Then he hung up.’ 

‘And why didn’t you do something about it?’ 
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‘Look, Leo had moments, projects, sort of when he would get involved in 

something. I thought this was one. No big deal, sabe?’  

‘So he was behaving normally in the few weeks before the accident?’ 

‘I’d say he was, yes. We’ve known each other our whole lives. I could normally 

tell when something was serious and when something not.’ 

‘And you didn’t think it was anything serious that night, that morning?’  

‘No, I didn’t. There’s not much else I can say.’ 

Leme believed him. ‘How do you feel now?’ Leme asked. 

‘He was a friend. More than that: family. Have you ever let anyone down? 

When things can never be the same again as a result of what you’ve done? He was my 

best friend. That’s why it’s so difficult talking to you now.’ 

Leme shuffled in his seat. Alex smiled again. It was unnerving. Was it 

arrogance or nervousness? 

Alex looked across the road and Leme followed his eyes to the Iguatemi 

shopping centre. It towered above Faria Lima, a citadel of chic. This was the new 

centre of the city, dripping with money. Women in heels, wearing too-tight jeans, 

tottered about outside carrying designer bags, climbing in and out of chauffeur-driven 

cars, on a luxury treadmill, consuming. How many of them are in mourning? Soon 

they’ll be home at their jobs – telling their maids what to do. 

A mobile phone with a voice-recording app sat on the table between them. 

Leme said, ‘It’s natural to feel responsibility to your close friends. Guilt, even.’  

‘I don’t feel guilt, I mean, I’m not guilty,’ Alex said, ‘but I do feel something.’  

Leme looked hard at him. Didn’t smile. ‘Tell me about your relationship,’ he 

said. 

Alex nodded. ‘You know, we did what all guys our age do.’ 

‘You’re what, thirty?’ Leme asked. ‘What do guys your age do?’ 

‘Go to baladas where there are girls we’re too old to date.’  

‘Charming.’  

‘But Leo wanted to change.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘He was having a crisis or something.’ 

Leme nodded. Alex was handsome, sure of himself. Muscles in his T-shirt. 

Diesel jeans. Very expensive if bought in São Paulo. But Alex looked like the kind of 

guy who made regular trips to Miami. 
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‘Explain,’ Leme said. 

‘We were at Leo’s place with some girl who’d had a nose job. She was asleep 

on the sofa, snoring. I remember Leo said she sounded like a cat purring into a 

microphone. I said, that’s what surgery and cocaine will do for you.’  

Leme didn’t react. 

‘We were drinking whiskeys,’ Alex said. ‘It was a little after 6 a.m., a Tuesday, 

I think. And Leo asked when was the last time either of us did something meaningful? 

I just thought it was a sketchy comedown. He was always like that, a worrying 

heartbeat, dizzy nausea, tricky panic, you know?’ 

‘No,’ Leme said. 

‘I remember I said, you’re having an epiphany, and he got angry, told me he 

was being serious. I said, obviously. No such thing as a trivial epiphany.’ 

‘Very clever,’ Leme said. 

Alex sneered. ‘Fine. He just said he needed some direction and I told him we’re 

doomed. Know the expression? Pai rico, filho nobre, neto pobre.’  

Leme nodded. He did, and Alex seemed exactly to fit the stereotype: a wastrel 

from a successful family: his grandfather rich, his father a noble man, and he, the son, 

poor – morally, anyway. 

‘I thought that it was hard to take seriously someone dressed in Gucci loafers 

and an Armani shirt talking about bettering himself,’ Alex said. 

Leme raised his eyebrows. ‘Go on.’ 

‘We went to bed after that,’ Alex said. ‘Leo woke the girl and took her with 

him.’ 

A mischievous look crossed Alex’s face and he leaned towards Leme and said 

quietly, holding his eye, ‘I fucked her two years before, just legal. She snored then, 

too. Old habits. Sweet buçeta – wet enough she’d done it before, tight enough not too 

many times. Everyone knew. Not Leo though. I didn’t tell him. Fact is her girlfriends 

seemed to get off on what I did to her. Certainly didn’t stop any of them. Got to use 

the family name for something. Turns out I’m better when I fuck girls I don’t actually 

want to fuck. Maybe that’s why: I fuck them.’ 

Leme swallowed, breathed. ‘Why did you tell me that?’ he asked. 

‘You said you wanted to know about our relationship, about what guys our age 

do. It’s a representative story.’ 
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Leme thought that was probably about right. Looked out of the window. The 

cloud was thickening, swelling. It would be raining in an hour or less. Better get on. 

‘Though using the family name,’ Alex said, ‘had a lot to do with Leo getting 

himself killed, I reckon.’ 

Leme turned sharply. ‘What the fuck do you mean by that?’ 

‘Some girl in the favela. Ana de Moraes. Talk to her.’ 

‘Who is she?’ 

‘No fucking idea.’ 

Leme switched off the recording app. ‘Don’t go anywhere,’ he said, and crossed 

to the other side of the café. He made a quick call to the office. Waited. A moment 

later, a text message appeared: Ana de Moraes from Paraisópolis – student at TAAP. 

Paradise City. 

A student at TAAP: had to be a scholarship-type situation.  

Leme paused, breathed. It was likely Renata knew this girl, or knew of her, or 

her mother, or helped this girl. 

He remembered what she said about girls and boys like this Ana: 

They deserve more. We can help them have it. We can help them have what they 

deserve. 

Leme went back to the table. Alex was leaning back, jabbering into his phone, 

laughing, rubbing his chin.  

‘She’s a student at the university Leo’s mum runs,’ Leme said. 

‘Oh, fuck,’ Alex said. ‘I think I do know who she is then.’  

 

Leme muscled Alex through the door and pulled him roughly down the street by the 

elbow. 

‘Where you parked?’  

Alex nodded at the luxury shopping centre across the road. 

Leme sneered. ‘Of course you’re parked there. Valet, I suppose?’ 

Alex smiled, shook Leme’s hand off his arm. ‘What’s wrong with that?’ he 

asked.  

Leme shook his head. ‘Doesn’t matter anyway,’ he said. ‘You’re coming with 

me. You can walk back.’ 

Alex tutted and sucked his teeth, waggled his finger. ‘Mano,’ he said. ‘Walk?’ 
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‘Take a fucking taxi if you don’t like it. No choice, querido. You’re coming 

with me.’ 

They turned down a side street. To their left was a private members’ club and 

restaurant, an annexe of the Pinheiros Sports club. 

‘You a member here, then?’ Leme asked. 

Alex nodded. 

‘True what they say? Fifty grand just to get on the waiting list?’ 

Alex smiled. ‘For the riff-raff, yeah,’ he said. ‘My grandfather’s membership 

number? Two.’ 

Leme snorted with laughter. ‘Get in the fucking car.’ 

He pulled open the passenger door and it creaked and swung awkwardly, rust 

showing round the edges. 

‘Nice wheels,’ Alex muttered. 

Leme glared at him. 

The car started with a gulp and cough and shook itself into life. Leme wound 

down his window and the gasoline fumes felt like a sharp contrast to the palm-

fringed, residential backstreet. Neither of them put on their seat belts.  

Alex sat texting. Occasional snort of laughter. Leme thought about what he 

should say. 

He pulled on to Rua Gabriel Monteiro and they lurched in traffic past Mendes’s 

construction site.  

‘My old school that,’ Alex said without looking up from his phone.  

‘British school?’ 

‘Uh-huh. Piece of shit. Expensive though, so all the parents assume it’s good.’ 

He leaned back and yawned. ‘That’s the problem with the new members of my social 

class,’ he said. ‘Too many of them equate price with quality. No tradition of 

discernment, sabe?’ 

Leme couldn’t help but laugh. ‘You’re quite something, you know?’ 

Alex looked at him and grinned. ‘I know,’ he said. 

Leme made a decision. Turned right into the maze of Jardim Europa and pulled 

over in the first space he found, right in front of a private security booth in which an 

old man was napping. The houses sat large and airy around them and joggers and dog-

walkers did circuits on the road. 

‘Thought you were taking me to the delegacia?’ Alex said. 
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‘Change of plan. You made me laugh, so I’m doing you a favour. We’ll do this 

here. I just want you to answer a few questions, certo?’ 

‘Certissimo.’ 

‘Don’t be a cunt – I said you made me laugh. Don’t push it.’ 

‘Sorry.’  

‘Better. Right. So this Ana studies at TAAP, which is run by Leonardo’s 

mother, ne? She’s from Paraisópolis. How do you know her? And put that fucking 

phone away.’ 

‘I think, I think, Leo helped her get a scholarship to study there. He was helping 

his mother. Volunteering. Some do-good initiative she started when she took over the 

college.’ 

Right: scholarship. 

‘How do you know this?’ 

‘I was there when Leo read her application. I skimmed the supporting statement. 

It said she wanted to study journalism, to report on street kids and educational 

opportunities or some such. I said it sounded like a lobbying tool. Told Leo I didn’t 

realise the young were so politicised. I didn’t see how a degree in journalism was 

going to help her. She’d earn more as a maid.’ 

The cunt – exactly the attitude Renata despised.  

Leme breathed.  

I should fill him in – 

‘You just said you think he helped her.’ 

‘Well, we read the application, and then I met her at the university. So, there 

appears to be a connection.’ 

‘You read the application?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘So you know it’s her.’ 

‘Yes, I guess so.’ 

‘Then stop being a cunt.’ 

‘Sorry. I can’t help it.’ Alex smiled. 

Leme glared. Leme went on. ‘How did you meet her?’ 

‘How do you meet anyone?’ 

‘You tell me.’ 
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‘I was fucking this English girl, Ellie. Eleanor. She’s a journalist at Time Out 

São Paulo. Ana’s doing an internship there, or something. Part of her degree.’ 

Internship: opportunity. 

They deserve more. 

‘And what was her relationship with Leonardo?’ 

‘You know. She’s a good-looking girl, sabe? Bit of pro bono work, know what 

I mean?’ He winked. ‘Textbook, entendeu?’ 

Leme shook his head. ‘So Leonardo was in Paraisópolis to see her?’ 

‘That I don’t know. He didn’t say anything about her when he called me from 

Paraisópolis that morning.’ 

‘And how did you meet this Ellie?’ 

‘You want me to give you tips?’ 

Leme leaned across and smacked Alex hard across the face with his open palm.  

And then Leme smacked him with the back of his hand.  

And again. 

Then Leme grabbed him by the neck. 

‘You don’t know what you’re talking about.’ 

He let him go. Alex’s cheek purpled and he shook his head. Stuck his tongue 

out.  

He leaned away from Leme, but looked him the eye and said, ‘So it is true what 

they say about the police.’ 

‘Answer the question.’ 

Alex took a deep breath. ‘I don’t know how I met her. I just did. I woke up with 

her one morning and we went from there, entendeu? But she is Ana’s best friend, as 

far as I can tell. In fact, I think Ana is her only friend.’  

‘Clearly you’re not.’ 

Alex shrugged. ‘She’ll know more about Ana than I do. Interesting girl.’ Alex 

regained his composure, curled his lip. ‘When I was in bed with her, she told me I was 

being deferential when I fingered her. Deferential? The fuck? I told her it was a lost 

art, that most men my age thought it was childish. She asked me why I kept stroking 

her hair.’ 

‘Why did you?’ 
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‘I always thought girls liked it. She told me showing approval of her hair was 

showing approval of a feminine accessory, or some shit. Didn’t seem to mind my 

hand crammed up her cunt.’ He paused. Winked. ‘I’ll give you her number.’ 

Leme checked himself, nodded and handed Alex a notepad and pen.  

‘There is something I do know, though,’ Alex said. 

Leme looked at him. He continued. ‘Ana isn’t just working at the magazine.’  

‘Go on.’ 

‘Know that building site we just passed? Guy who owns it is Mendes. Ana 

works for him, too, though doing what, I don’t know. Don’t want to know, actually.’ 

Leme narrowed his eyes. ‘What does that mean? What’s that got to do with 

Leonardo being in the favela?’ 

‘Talk to Ellie. She’ll know. Oh and there’s someone else. Name’s Rafael 

Maura. He works for Mendes. He might know something about Ana. He and Leo used 

to be friends. He’s seeing Leo’s ex now. Dude’s a piece of work, but he’s a mate, so 

…’ 

‘Write down his details,’ Leme said. ‘And here’s my card. Here’s a few, in fact. 

Pass them around Leo’s friends. If anyone knows something you don’t, I mean.’ 

Alex handed back the notepad. 

Leme leant across him and opened the passenger door.  

‘Right, now fuck off. I’ll be in touch.’ 

He called the English girl. 
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Leme arranged to meet Eleanor in a cheap boteco opposite the restaurant Consolado 

Mineiro in Pinheiros near where she lived. When he arrived, there were already two 

empty beer bottles baking on the rusting table and she was surveying the hippie 

market scene in Praça Benedito Calixto, hand above her eyes in the sun. 

She could fucking talk. 

No wonder she thought she was a writer. Her Portuguese was pretty good, 

though. The accent made it sound functional, like the words came out in their true 

purpose to literally inform, each chosen carefully, little fluency. He sipped his own 

beer. He had long understood that he now contextualised women within the frame that 

Renata had created, had left. The crackle of electricity raced along the power lines 

above the market. He’d just let her speak. And speak. She was like a fucking actress 

saying lines. And nailing beers, too. Leme could barely keep up.  

‘So, I met Ana in São Paulo,’ she was saying. ‘I wasn’t prepared, sabe? I know 

that now. For her or the city.’  

Leme nodded. Leme thought: this Ana. 

‘You know, from the air São Paulo goes on forever,’ she went on. ‘A fucking 

building site, dust and pollution above skyscrapers, flashing lights in the cloud, 

bridges that cross the stinking river. It’s like futuristic but also sort of apocalyptic? I 

remember I struggled to collect my baggage, Paulistanos talking loudly to each other 

and into their phones. Artificial light.’ 

‘Yeah,’ Leme said. ‘It can be hard.’ He wondered how long he would be here. 

‘Look at this fucker,’ she said, pointing across the street. ‘He’s selling what? A 

few piece of shit paintings and he’s arguing over a couple of reais. Babaca, eh?’ 

Leme glanced to where she was pointing. It didn’t look anything. The stalls 

were packed close together in the square, mainly pastel and agua de coco, beer and 

espetinhos de carne, the odd dreadlocked woman weaving bracelets; shirtless, dirty 

men kneeling in the dust making furniture from wooden pallets. 
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She was talking again. ‘I wondered where I’d, like, fit in? Pink and pale, sweat 

patches under my arms. There were a couple of glances, head to thigh. Know what I 

mean? My skirt was too short for an airport.’ 

Leme carried on drinking.  

He wasn’t going back to work. 

Might as well enjoy this. 

‘I started off in one of those serviced flats,’ she said. ‘The magazine had set it 

up but told me that I probably wouldn’t be able to afford it for too long. That wasn’t 

too encouraging. I moved out to a fifth-storey with dodgy plumbing and stains. My 

balcony was fucking tiny. When I first moved in I tried to sit out there in the 

evenings and read and drink, but I’d be forced inside by the fumes. And the noise. 

The fucking noise. I used to, like, lie awake until dawn, writhing around under the 

sheets. Every fucking morning I stood under the electric shower, terrified the water 

would react with the open wires, my head fuzzy from lack of sleep, and I thought: 

does no one go to bed in this city?’ 

Leme smiled. ‘It’s an adjustment, right? Why did you come?’ 

‘I’d always wanted to become a journalist and my degree choice was supposed 

to set me up for it. This was the only job I could get. It’s like feminism never 

happened, a clever girl said to me once as we smoked on our lunch break. I liked her. 

We promised we’d always be best friends. Until I met Ana, this was true.’ 

‘Tell me about how you know her.’ 

‘Ana’s a student intern at the magazine. She reports directly to me. I remember 

the first day I saw her. She was standing in the corner of the office, head down, both 

hands holding her bag in front of her, like a piece of armour?’ 

They deserve more.  

‘And what do you do there?’  

‘Help with the listings, write reviews of some of the events, copy-edit the 

English of our Brazilian staff and do occasional interviews or features when they 

come up. I’d been, like, promised a lot more.’ She made a face. ‘Oh well.’ 

Leme waved for the waiter. 

‘Get the bill,’ Eleanor said. ‘Let’s have a wander.’ 

Leme grimaced. 
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‘Come on,’ she said, dropping some notes on the table and pulling him from 

his seat. She marched him across the road, weaving between the cars, hot and 

glinting, inching up towards Avenida Paulista.  

She kept up her narrative as they careened around the market square. ‘On my 

first day at the office,’ she said, ‘my colleagues invited me out for a drink. We went 

to a local bar called Vaca Veia. Know it? Old cow, ne? They drip-fed me Caipirinha. 

There was a man outside the ladies toilets, handing me a shot. I staggered back to the 

flat with him and passed out in my clothes, threw up a few hours later. Fuck me. The 

hangover. My mouth tasted of limes and aftershave, my skin raw from stubble.’  

‘Ok, Eleanor, slow down,’ Leme said. He was getting a little tired of all this. 

She sounded like Alex. Must be pretty lonely, he thought. Be nice, eh. But he did 

want to find out if she knew anything about Ana working for Mendes. He said, 

‘What are you working on with her?’ 

‘We’re working on a piece about the construction magnate, Jorge Mendes. 

Know him?’ 

‘Know of him,’ Leme said. 

‘We went to meet him, actually.’  

She stopped at a stall. Fingered a piece of cloth. ‘This is nice,’ she said. She 

looked at the small woman who stood politely behind the table. ‘How much?’ she 

asked. 

‘Cinquenta.’ 

‘Cinquenta? Ah, não. Come on.’ She tugged at Leme’s sleeve. 

He moved into step with her. 

‘Have you heard about this?’ she said. ‘These acid attacks happening around 

here. It’s fucking terrifying! Thieves throw acid through windows – absolutely 

sickening, appalling – pull out the drivers and steal their cars. I heard stories of a 

couple of disfigured executives; saw photos, which made me actually vomit. I was in 

tears. They’ll do anything; it’s disgusting.’  

‘Pois e,’ Leme said. ‘So you went to meet Mendes.’ 

‘Yeah. His press officer, Selina, was a complete bitch. Really security 

conscious, sabe? He’s got this massive office. Two floor-to-ceiling windows that run 

its entire length. Walking down the middle towards a raised platform at the far end, 

windows either side, I felt dizzy. Mendes stood at the far window looking out. I saw 

the river, the city racetrack. There was a young guy hunched over some papers at a 
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big table. We sat down facing him. He looked up, did a double-take when he saw 

Ana. He looked at her for a long time. Ana smiled at him and I told her to take out 

her notebook.’ 

‘Why did you arrange to meet him?’ Leme asked. 

‘We were looking at Mendes’s whole career, but he only wanted to talk about 

the centro project, you know, this development for the Copa. At the end, I went over 

to his desk. Ana stayed and talked to Rafael, the young man. Rafael Maura. Bit of a 

smarmy wanker is this Rafael. Always playing with his hair, moulding it into a 

greasy little Mohawk. Smelled of cheap aftershave. Well, not cheap, but 

overpowering, you know vulgar. Cheap French, entendeu?’ She laughed. ‘Anyway,’ 

she went on, ‘I heard Rafael say, I’m sure I know you from somewhere. I heard them 

laugh, but by then I was too far away to hear anything else. When I looked back a 

few moments later, Ana was taking photos with her phone. They laughed again. 

Rafael was pointing at a painting on the wall I recognised. Modern, trendy, name like 

Militias. Artist Priscilla Something. I watched Ana line it up and tap away several 

times, Rafael at her side, leaning a little closer than I’d have liked. She took loads of 

photos. When I asked her about it later, she said she liked art, that’s all.’ 

They deserve more. 

‘What happened then?’ 

‘We went back to the office, and listened to what Mendes had said. Ana looked 

disgusted. That guy, Rafael, told me that this is just the start, she said. A charm 

offensive. I was like, why? She said that the guy has a dodgy past. Whatever. I 

thought they all did. Then she showed me the photo again. I remember she said, 

bonito, ne? This painting. And it is, actually. She sent it to me.’ 

This Ana. The thought made him smile. 

They stopped at a bench and Eleanor sat down.  

‘Too hot,’ she said. ‘To be drinking, you know?’  

She rubbed sweat with a tissue from around her neck and bare shoulders, lifting 

her ponytail. 

Leme smiled. ‘I’ve heard that Ana might be working for this Mendes guy.’ 

‘Ta louco?’ Eleanor said. ‘No way. What? That’s ridiculous. She’s sweet, but 

she’s not stupid. Where did you hear that?’ 

Relief. If this Ana were anything like he imagined, no way she’d work for 

Mendes. 
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‘Rumours, that’s all.’ 

A look crossed Eleanor’s face, slowly, as if she were just then realising 

something important: curiosity, concern, then suspicion.  

‘Why do you want to know all this, anyway?’ she asked. 

Leme weighed the question. He watched her face crease in the sunlight, eyes 

hidden behind sunglasses but with an obvious squint of anxiety. Her arms were white 

with patches of red from the sun and where she had scratched at mosquito bites. She 

tapped her feet double the speed of the music that drifted through the market.  

‘A young man, Leonardo Alencar,’ he said, ‘died in Paraisópolis not long ago. 

I think he knew Ana. Do you know him?’ 

Voices and laughter pierced the low hum of traffic. The sun dipped behind a 

cloud and Leme felt the pressure in the air. It would rain in a few hours. He wanted 

to be home before it did. He looked at Eleanor, who was studying a group of men 

sitting around a table eating rice and beans from plastic containers.  

‘Oh,’ Eleanor said. ‘Yes, you know, a bit. Well, you might want to talk to her 

about that.’ She sat up stiffly. ‘I better go. That OK? I live just over there.’ She 

pointed at a fairly miserable-looking building and stood. 

‘Hang on,’ Leme said. ‘Sit.’ She sat back down, tossed her ponytail. ‘When did 

you last see him?’ he asked. 

‘Oh, I’m not sure. Couple weeks, you know, maybe.’ 

‘And what was he like? Did he seem normal? Or nervous? Anything like that?’ 

‘Look, I didn’t know him that well? I think he was pretty keen on Ana. We 

used to have drinks occasionally. That’s pretty much it.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘So there was nothing about him that was different or unusual 

when you last saw him?’  

‘You know?’ she said. ‘I’m not sure I can help.’ 

Leme nodded.  

‘You can go,’ he said.  

He watched her wind her way across the square.  

The men called to her to join them, but she didn’t. 
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Leme went back to the lanchonete to talk to Luis, let him know what happened.  

Well, let him know he’d been to the site of the collapsed building. 

That there wasn’t much he could do just now. 

‘I’ll keep my eyes open, though,’ he said. ‘If anything comes up … entendeu?’ 

Luis nodded. If he was disappointed, he didn’t show it. Not the kind of man, 

anyhow. Fact was he’d turned Leme on to the building in the first place: there wasn’t 

much Leme could tell him, as he didn’t quite know where it fit in yet, if it even did. 

Leme started his car. It was parked off Avenida Giovanni Gronchi and he had to 

cross against the traffic to turn left towards home. It was always a fucking pain getting 

across Giovanni like this. Not for the first time, Leme marvelled at the way Brazilian 

drivers went bumper to bumper, every inch of tarmac claimed as their own, the road 

dominated.  

He sat as the car did its little dance, nosing out into the road, retreating when no 

one stopped, rocking on its heels, sighing. As he sat there, impatient, Leme noticed 

two Militars on motorbikes slip out from the restaurant lot and into the road. One held 

the traffic and the other went slightly ahead. They waved Leme into the gap and he 

nudged the car across the road and turned left. Did they know who he was? It was 

possible they were part of Carlos’s lot; he couldn’t recognise them with their helmets 

and aviator sunglasses. 

Leme hefted the car up the hill, crunching through gears, but the motorbike in 

front was idling, and bang in front of Leme’s car. The one behind was tight against 

Leme’s tail so there was no way for him to change lanes. His chest started to tighten. 

It was still light, seven o’clock, and the traffic was heavy; there shouldn’t be anything 

to worry about.  

They approached the T-junction where the steep road that ran alongside the 

favela met Giovanni. This was a difficult junction. The traffic lights changed far too 

quickly, only allowing a few cars to pass each time in whichever direction. It was a 

notorious spot for accidents as, fed up with the indecision of others, some drivers 

simply accelerated around waiting cars straight into a blind spot. 
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Leme was four cars back now as he sat waiting at the lights. The motorbikes 

continued to pin him in. He wasn’t sure what to do. There wasn’t much he could do. 

He was in his car. There were hundreds of people around. He didn’t even know who 

these Militars were. It would be fine. Breathe, he told himself, and he’d get away 

from them as soon as he could. Wave thanks. Get home. 

The lights changed. 

The first three cars got across easily.  

The first motorbike edged into the road.  

Leme knew he couldn’t wait: the motorbike behind was pushing against the 

boot of his car and there was a tailback to the stadium, almost a mile further down the 

road. 

He edged into the junction. 

The first motorbike stopped. 

Leme tried to turn left, then right, but cars passed either side, up from the favela 

road to his left, past him down Giovanni to his right.  

The lights changed and cars swarmed around him again. 

He wound up his window. 

The two motorbikes pulled away, leaving Leme in the middle of the junction, 

boxed in from all sides. 

Beeping and shouting, shouting and beeping. 

‘Caralho, porra!’  

‘Vai tomar uma, eh!’ 

Leme looked around him. There was nothing to do but sit it out and take the 

abuse. 

A different, civilian motorbike roared past, banging on his window. 

Another accelerated down the driver’s side and kicked Leme’s wing mirror 

clean off. 

Beeping and shouting, shouting and beeping. 

People on the pavements were laughing and pointing. 

A truck staggered up the hill from the favela, five men covered in dust sitting in 

the back, exposed to the heat. 

They spat on the roof of Leme’s car. 

He looked further down the road. 
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The two Militars had stopped at the side of the road, on the right, their bikes 

pointed out into it, lights flashing, helmets off. 

The lights changed again and Leme was able to shunt in front of the first car 

that came up the hill, which gave him the space to move down the road. 

As he passed the Militars, he wound down his window.  

They leaned towards him, bowed ironically. 

It was the same two from the other morning.  

Leme was home in five minutes.  

He pulled a beer from the fridge and sat outside. 

Lit a cigarette. 

He hoped the Militars had seen him by chance in the lanchonete and taken the 

opportunity to fuck with him a little. 

Anything else would be a lot more worrying. 
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The next morning, Leme met Ana at the campus café. Two-birds situation. He also 

planned to ask Aline Alencar what she had been doing at the construction site in the 

centro. 

He saw her approach from the other side of the room. She attracted a lot of 

glances from young men and women alike. Leme wondered if it were her beauty or 

her skin colour. Not too many negras at this college, scholarship programme or not. 

They sat apart from the bustle and clink of trays, cutlery and glasses. Leme had 

his notepad open but had decided against recording the conversation so as not to draw 

attention to them. He thought he owed her that. Hard enough being an outsider 

without the sort of prejudice and suspicion talking to a detective would bring. 

‘I wonder which comedian named the favela Paradise City,’ he said.  

She smiled. ‘My mother used to joke: France has Paris. Brazil, Paraisópolis.’ 

She raised her eyebrows.  

‘Some flash fucker told me there is a bar in Paris called Favela Chic,’ Leme 

said. ‘Hypocrites and wankers the world over. You got out though.’ 

She laughed. ‘Sort of. Going back is never easy, because you realise that you’ve 

never really left. Even when it all looks so different. So shabby.’ 

She was dressed down – jeans and a faded black tank top. A uniform. Uniform. 

That was a good word for São Paulo, Leme thought. On the way over he’d watched 

the cars creep forwards on Faria Lima, engines throbbing in the midday sun – the city 

a blank canvas of automobiles, dead slow. They’re all going somewhere, but not 

quickly: darkened windows in black sedans, white taxis jabbering a conversation with 

their horns, rusty Beetles filled with brown faces panting from the windows like dogs.  

In the tunnel underneath the river the cool was brief; the signs telling him to 

turn off his engine when the traffic is stalled ignored – like everything else – and the 

fumes hanging low.  

He’d exited the tunnel.  

Tree roots lifted paving stones.  

Motoqueiros rode figures of eight in between the lanes, honking. 
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Leme agreed. ‘Exactamente,’ he said. 

‘Funny thing about us,’ she said, ‘this way we talk, agree. I only noticed it when 

I first spoke to my English language teacher – part of my course. The English have 

their own little conversational tics, I suppose. His agreement always seems genuine, 

like he considers what you say and makes a decision to agree with you, entendeu? In 

Portuguese, it’s instinctive. We’re always asking: understand? It’s about the language, 

not what the words mean.’  

‘That the sort of thing you learn here?’ Leme asked. 

‘That’s the sort of thing you learn anywhere.’ 

Leme was warming to her. She reminded him a little of Renata. Not physically, 

but her poise, slight distance, sense of humour. He wondered what she was protecting. 

‘I’m one of the lucky ones,’ she continued. ‘That’s what my mother tells me, at 

least. I’m so blessed, she says, that she thanks God every day. Maybe that’s why I 

keep away.’  

‘She’s right,’ Leme said. 

‘She’s always so grateful. Her faith means she has to be. Thing is, if you’re told 

you’re lucky too often, then a part of you will think you don’t deserve whatever it is 

you’ve had the luck to get, blessed or not, entendeu?’  

‘Looks like you’ve achieved a lot.’ 

‘I’m just another morena in dirty jeans.’  

Leme smiled. Ana was tapping her fingers along to the music. 

‘You like this?’ Leme asked, nodding at the ceiling. 

‘Yeah,’ she said, smiling. ‘BNegão. Know it?’ 

Leme laughed. ‘You’d be surprised.’ 

‘This song is funny though, right? There’s a line: lots of ideas in my head but no 

money in my pocket.’ She smiled and looked around the canteen. ‘Irony, right?’ She 

laughed. 

Leme laughed with her. ‘This guy’s not a lot younger than me,’ he said. ‘Real 

name is Bernard.’ She made a face. ‘I’m not that careta, sabe?’ he said. 

Ana shrugged, amused.  

They sat in silence for a moment, listened to the song. 

‘Tell me about your home,’ Leme said.  

‘This about Professora Aline’s son? Leo?’ 

‘Yes.’ Leme watched her eyes widen sharply and her mouth set in a tense line. 
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‘When they first built the condominiums around the favela, the view brought the 

price down a little,’ she said. ‘But now, the demand means there’s no issue, entendeu? 

I study economics too, right? And that price relationship never worked the other way 

round: the value of our homes isn’t affected by the new surrounding wealth. When I 

pointed this out to my mother, she said, “Is that what they’re teaching you? How to 

disrespect?”’ 

Leme smiled. She answered his questions like Renata: anecdote, irony, point. 

‘What do you want to know?’ 

‘What’s it like there?’ 

‘Close to my mother’s house,’ she said, ‘along Rua Iriri, blue, green and white 

plastic bags line the street, sun-baked leftovers turning to shit. Telegraph wires criss-

cross overhead. Barred windows and rusty gates painted orange and yellow and green: 

bright, optimistic, entendeu? Cars in bits, white as bone. Kids throw stones at them 

and laugh.’ She paused. ‘That’s what it’s like.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘What does your mother do?’ 

‘She’s a dressmaker, a costureira, and teaches it at the Mosteiro in the favela. 

What she does is provide a means to earn a living, a trade. With hard work and faith, 

she says, you can make a life from this skill.’ 

‘Sounds about right,’ Leme said. 

Ana shook her head. ‘That was something we disagreed on,’ she said. ‘After my 

first classes on ethical capitalist models, I said, “But they’re only going to be 

exploited. None of them will ever have the resources to set up on their own. It’s a 

form of slavery.”’ Ana touched her cheek. ‘She slapped me for that.’  

‘I’m not surprised,’ Leme said, smiling. 

‘I’m all she’s got left,’ Ana said, ‘and she seems to want to keep me out, which 

suits me, actually.’ 

Leme raised an eyebrow. ‘What about this police occupation? Operação 

Saturação. That made much of a difference to life there?’ 

‘I’ve heard about this,’ she said. ‘There’s supposed to be over five hundred 

police knocking about in the favela now. I heard they’ve already killed the big boss 

men in Paraisópolis, Piauí and Robinho.’  

Leme shrugged. ‘A lot of people have died,’ he said. 

‘When I go back to visit, I don’t care about any of that,’ Ana said. ‘My mother 

folds me into her and it smells like home. And when I leave, she presses money into 
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my hand – money I don’t need, money that she can’t afford to give me, and money, 

for exactly those reasons, I have to accept, entendeu? On the walls in her house the 

plaster is ridged and swollen, right? And the cloth that shields her bed from the rest of 

the room is threadbare and miserly. And she’s a costureira. Makes no sense to me.’ 

‘Tell me about the scholarship,’ Leme said. 

‘I applied and got it.’ 

‘With Leo Alencar’s help.’ 

Leme watched her expression change, soften, drop, like the life was being 

drained from her face.  

He changed tack. ‘And what does the scholarship cover exactly?’ 

She breathed hard and smiled. ‘Tuition fees. Some living support.’ She paused. 

‘Not much.’ 

‘So you work?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘With this English journalist, Ellie?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Tell me about her.’ 

‘You know, a gringa, ne?’ She laughed. ‘Chipped and discoloured nails, 

entendeu?’ 

Leme was confused. ‘She’s your friend though, right?’ 

‘Those white thighs are just right for some Brasileiros,’ she said.  

Leme repeated his question. 

‘Olha,’ she said, ‘Ellie is my friend and colleague and she is clever and sweet, 

but she’s calculating when it comes to men, that’s all. Brazilian men, anyway.’ 

‘And what does she think of you?’ 

‘She thinks she’s my boss and I play along. It’s one advantage of being an 

underprivileged negrinha. If I play dumb, everyone thinks it is because of my favela-

naivety.’  

‘And what are you working on at the moment?’ 

‘A story about the regeneration of the city centre by Mendes Construction,’ she 

said. 

‘Right.’ Leme thought about what Alex had told him, what Ellie, it appeared, 

didn’t know. But he didn’t want to ask the question – he was afraid of what the 

answer might be.  
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He took a deep breath. ‘I’ve heard you do some work for that company,’ he 

said. ‘For Mendes.’ 

She shook her head. ‘No. And I wouldn’t want to. My first term at university? 

Away from the favela for the first time? That showed me how this city works. 

Professora Aline taught me. The elite group aim to improve the city without 

surrendering their grip, right? And the question, the thread that ran through all her 

lectures? Who makes the decisions? According to her, the nature of the political 

system prevents anything other than a conservative government. Of course, everyone 

in the class except me directly benefits from this system. But you know, it’s nice she 

thinks it.’ 

‘What’s your point?’ Leme asked.  

‘My point? I wouldn’t want to work for a man like that, entendeu? From what 

I’ve seen of him, he’s a malandro and ladrão.’  

‘How do you know?’ 

‘The article we’re doing. We’ve been to his offices, visited the sites, talked to 

people. We’re just trying to figure out how to present it without getting sued, 

entendeu? We’re going to visit a site in São Bernardo dos Campos, you know in the 

south of the city? Something interesting there, apparently. A new project. It’s a 

model, you know, for a thing he wants to do for the Olympics in Rio? Not enough to 

own most of this city, apparently.’ 

Leme nodded. Sighed. ‘Be careful,’ he said. Then realised the futility of it. She 

was, he realised, very like Renata. And it hurt. 

‘Ah,’ she said. ‘Relaxa. It’s going to be a good piece.’ 

Leme didn’t doubt that.  

‘There’s another line in that song,’ she said, ‘BNegão? Something about advice 

after the fact, you know, that it’s not much fucking good, entendeu?’ 

He smiled, but it didn’t feel right.  

He waved her off.  

As he watched her go, he realised that he should have pushed her further on her 

relationship with Leo.  

And this question of whether she worked for Mendes.  

There’d be time for both.  

Leme’s instinct told him that Ana was a smart girl. 

And not one to do the wrong thing. 
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Leme had a bit of time before he was due to meet Aline Alencar and decided to pop 

off campus for a smoke. As he exited the main gates, the security guards eyed him 

with hostility. He smiled. ‘Back soon,’ he said, and winked. ‘We’ll see,’ one of them 

said. 

He stood in the shade of a tree. Gaggles of high-spirited kids sauntered past, 

flirting and laughing. Seeing groups of students always made Leme reflect on his own 

decision, nearly twenty years ago, not to go to university. All that promise. All those 

acres of exposed flesh. No thoughts of anything beyond what might be happening 

later that night. For most of this lot, anyway. Private universities dominated the city: 

they were places to hang out. Public universities were places to go on strike. He 

wondered at the logic of this. 

He lit a cigarette and leant back against the tree. Cars shuffled up through Itaim 

towards the centre of town. A taxi driver swore at a motoqueiro who clipped his wing 

mirror as he zipped past. The bike stopped and caused another jam as he turned left 

into the traffic to remonstrate. Leme looked down the road. There were no other 

motorbikes about. If there had been, they would have joined in and God help the 

taxista. They exchanged insults, threw their arms up at each other, threatened 

violence. Other drivers, stuck now in a lengthening tailback, added to the 

conversation. Engines simmering in the heat. A haze of smoke thickened above the 

road from the cheap VWs that burped black fumes from their exhausts. The 

motoqueiro thought better of his row and put his helmet back on, pointedly slowly. 

The cars filtered along in his wake. 

Leme looked back at the security hut by the main gate. Two Militar motorbikes 

had arrived, their lights flashing silently. He could see one of the Militars talking to 

the guards. The other stood by the bikes, his hand resting on his gun. Leme moved 

slightly behind the tree. 

He lit another cigarette. He’d have to wait this out, be late for Aline Alencar if 

he had to.  
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The Militar slapped hands with the security guard and ambled back to his 

partner. They exchanged a few words and pointed up the street to where Leme was 

standing. He tensed. Decided to step out from behind the tree.  

The two Militars nodded when they saw him and spoke quickly into their 

radios. Leme took his phone from his pocket and flicked through the contact list to his 

friend Carlos’s number, his one trustworthy contact in the Military Police. If it came 

to it, he’d call him. He always answered when Leme called. 

The Militars walked towards Leme, looking over their shoulders. A couple of 

pedestrians, seeing the Militars, crossed the road and walked hurriedly away.  

Leme brought his phone to his ear and pretended to make a call. He turned 

circles as he spoke, head down. He felt the Militars approach. He looked up and they 

were either side of him, hands on hips. He feigned surprise. ‘I’ll call you back,’ he 

said into his phone. 

‘Pois não?’ Leme asked with a smile. 

‘Woof woof,’ the taller of the Militars said. 

‘Slow down,’ Leme said. ‘Don’t be a cunt, eh?’ 

The Militar laughed. ‘We should stop meeting like this. People will start talking. 

Anyway, what are you doing here?’ 

‘Signing up for evening classes. You?’ 

‘We heard there might be someone bothering the students,’ he said. ‘When we 

saw you, we assumed it was you.’  

‘Então.’ 

The Militar nodded at the gate. ‘You planning on going back inside?’ he asked. 

‘Claro,’ Leme said. ‘My first class in a bit.’ 

The Militar nodded. ‘One thing to bump into you here,’ he said. ‘Bit different in 

the favela, entendeu? Lot quieter in there, sabe?’ 

He smiled and touched his neck then his gun. 

‘I thought I told you to slow down,’ Leme said, pushing past. 

The other Militar blocked his way. 

Leme held his phone up so that they could see the screen: Carlos’s full name in 

bold type. 

‘I was just having a chat with your superior,’ Leme said. ‘He asked who you 

were.’ 

The Militars swapped a look. ‘What did you say?’ 
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‘A couple of mouthy no-mark cunts, that’s all,’ he said. ‘Fucking dry lunches, 

the pair of them. You, entendeu?’ He smiled. ‘Just that,’ he added, and walked 

towards the gate. 

He didn’t look back. 

‘You better hope you don’t see us in Paraisópolis,’ the Militar called after him. 

The security guard waved Leme back on to campus. He’d speak to Carlos when 

he could. For now though, he had to think up a plausible excuse for meeting with 

Aline Alencar.  
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‘When I was appointed to lead it, the university was in a mess,’ Aline Alencar told 

Leme as they sat in her office.  

She looked through him.  

She looked through him with her tired eyes, her tired, grey eyes. 

Leme admired her. He wasn’t as composed in the throes of his own grief. 

Women, he’d once decided, are colder than men. But it was there, the grief. 

‘I was the first female vice-chancellor of this university,’ she said. ‘First one in 

São Paulo.’ 

‘That doesn’t surprise me.’  

Her lips thinned. Her grey, cracked lips thinned. 

‘Oh, I see.’  

‘You’re an impressive woman.’ 

Leme opened his palms and gestured vaguely at the street.  

‘You mean that as a compliment?’ 

He smiled and nodded. ‘Don’t be defensive.’ 

‘You’re right, I shouldn’t be.’ Her face woke, hardened into a steely mask. ‘But 

you shouldn’t be telling me what to be, detective. It’s a difficult time,’ she said. ‘You 

should know that.’  

Leme nodded – contrite. ‘Just need to establish a few things. Routine.’  

‘I’m not sure I understand why you’re here exactly. Leo died in an accident.’ 

She looked more carefully at Leme. ‘What is it that you’re investigating?’ 

Leme gave her a tight, sympathetic smile. It slid off her. He wanted to tell her 

what he knew about Leo’s death, but couldn’t implicate himself just yet. He had to get 

her to trust him. He wanted to tell her about Renata too, but felt duplicitous, as if 

earning her confidence to aid his own investigation.  

He didn’t like that idea at all, true or not. 

‘In any accident,’ he said, ‘it’s important to establish that it was exactly that: an 

accident. And, insensitive or not, it’s useful for us to know a bit about Leo.’ 

‘I don’t understand that,’ she said. 
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Leme decided to tell her something. ‘I want to know why Leo was in the favela 

that morning.’ 

‘I’m not sure I understand why.’ 

Her fingers rapped the table. Her grey, cracked fingers rapped the table. 

Leme looked at her. She was confused, blank. Grieving. ‘It’s something we 

need to do. Routine. That’s all. I’m checking a few things about Leonardo’s 

background. I apologise if it’s insensitive.’  

‘OK,’ she said. She shrugged. It occurred to Leme that there were much bigger 

things going on for her than this minor irritation.  

Her face slipped into a distracted mask: valium-glazed.  

Her limbs, underwater-slow, going through the motions. 

She shook herself back into the room.  

‘What do you want to know?’ she asked.  

‘Tell me about what you do here. Let’s start with that.’ 

‘Before the university, I worked in finance,’ she said. ‘I was successful, and 

that’s why the university asked me to teach there.’ 

‘And why did you accept?’ 

‘Everyone wants to study economics, these days. Venture capitalism. Ethical 

business, you know?’  

‘Tell me about the scholarship scheme and your son’s involvement,’ Leme said. 

Aline breathed. She spoke as if to the press, autopilot, running through a 

prepared statement. ‘The idea was simple enough,’ she said. ‘We were to offer 

scholarships to deserving, under-privileged kids from Paraisópolis. These scholarships 

were to be underpinned by university funds, but we also invited outside investment, 

including money from the foundation set up by my husband Milton. These were to 

run concurrently – and this included combined publicity – with the capital investment 

and marketing expertise others and I were putting into a young entrepreneur scheme 

for start-up businesses. I asked Leo to be involved.’ 

‘How?’ 

‘To look through applications and pass on any that were worth pursuing.’  

‘Very noble,’ Leme said. 

‘My name.’ 

‘Eh?’ 

‘Noble – it’s what my name, Aline, means.’  
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She gripped the table, her knuckles white.  

Her white knuckles tightened. 

Leme raised his eyebrows. 

‘I wanted to give him something to do that would make him feel valuable,’ she 

explained. ‘Sometimes I felt that growing up rich was a hindrance to him. It had never 

been my experience, but Leo had drifted from school to university to unemployment 

with none of the fear of failure that might motivate less fortunate young men.’  

Her voice cracked. Her thin, grey voice cracked.  

And she steadied herself. 

Leme looked out of the window. Outside, the air throbbed. Something hung 

from a tree, a piece of fabric or a ripped plastic bag, and, in the heat, it contracted like 

a muscle. He touched the desk with his thumb.  

Felt his heart beat. Stop. Beat. 

‘And he agreed to do it?’ he asked. 

‘Yes. The day I asked him, we went out for lunch. He said yes. And that’s when 

I bumped into Jorge Mendes and all this started.’ 

‘All what started?’ 

‘The problems.’ 

She stared at Leme, eyes empty.  

Her grey eyes, empty. 

‘Explain,’ he said. 

‘My husband Milton never liked him,’ she said. ‘But Mendes knew some 

contact with Milton would be useful to him. So he came to me.’ 

‘Why?’ 

‘Mendes was focusing on construction. Still is. Milton’s influential. Jorge said 

to me, “There’s something we need to discuss at some point. Now’s not the time.” I 

felt my body harden. I remember. “One of your investments,” he said, “a venture 

capital thing.” He told me he might be of some use. I remember I didn’t like his tone. 

It was threatening.’ 

‘So what happened?’ 

‘We had lunch the next day. He’s always looking to see what he can get out of 

people. His trick? He seems to be giving you his undivided attention but he’s really 

got an eye over your shoulder for someone who offers more. He’s a weasel, really,’ 

she spat. ‘Rodent-faced. Feral.’ 
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Leme gave her a look: OK, chega, it said. Get to the point. 

It sparked something. Aline glared. ‘This is relevant,’ she said. ‘You got 

somewhere you need to be?’ 

Chastened, Leme shook his head. Why did he feel that? He shifted in his seat. 

Felt his back bead with sweat. 

‘So,’ she said, ‘one of the handouts I give to first-year business students leads 

with the Henry Ford quotation.’ She made quote signs with her fingers, ‘“You can’t 

build a reputation on what you’re going to do.” But, I’d argue, you can project the 

appearance of someone who gets things done. The reputation will take care of itself. 

These were business principles; morally speaking, reputation-wise, Mendes was 

already suspect.’  

‘So you were suspicious?’ 

‘Absolutely,’ she said. ‘And I had no idea what he wanted. I mean, we’d been 

sponsoring young entrepreneurs. Start-up capital for promising businesses based on 

some ethical premise or other. Helping a company that designs, markets and sells 

reusable bags for supermarket shopping, for example. I didn’t see how this would be 

of interest to him.’ 

‘But it was,’ Leme said. 

‘Yes. My name, you see.’ 

‘Noble.’ 

She nodded.  

Her grey face cracked.  

‘Exactly,’ she said. ‘He told me there was a project and that the administrators 

had a couple of conditions that he needed to fulfil.’ 

‘The regeneration project in the centro?’ 

‘How did you know?’ 

‘I saw you there. Couple days ago.’ 

She raised her hands questioningly. Her grey hands shook. 

‘I wasn’t looking for you,’ Leme said. ‘Coincidence.’ 

She didn’t look convinced, but went on. ‘Mendes told me that there’d be a lot of 

potential for the projects that I’m mentoring and I realised he wanted something from 

me to guarantee that potential.’  

‘What does that mean?’ 
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‘His projects get credibility if my name is attached to them. They will happen if 

my foundation is involved because all of the people he needs to green-light them 

respect me. That simple.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘I think I can guess where this is going,’ he said. 

Aline looked pained. ‘It’s, nominally at least, state- and city-run,’ she said. ‘But 

with my name and the foundation attached there are fewer questions about his 

integrity.’ 

‘Your name that big a deal?’ Leme asked. 

She narrowed her eyes.  

She narrowed her grey, tired, cracked eyes.  

‘Having my public backing would give the project integrity, in terms of my 

history as a businesswoman, the work of our foundation and my position at the 

university,’ she said.  

‘That seems like an awful lot to stake on a man like Mendes,’ Leme said. 

‘I asked him how he got the backing to lead it. But I knew the answer.’  

Leme smiled. Nodded. ‘Politics,’ he said, rubbing his thumb and fingers 

together. 

She glared. ‘I told him I didn’t think we were ready for such a big project.’ 

‘And were you?’ Leme asked. 

She sighed again. Her face creased into a frown then softened, as if she had 

made a decision. She nodded, gently – confirming it to herself. She spoke quickly. 

‘He told me that when I attach my name to it, the information he had about my private 

life would disappear and that the opportunities and so on would remain. The 

university authorities wouldn’t be notified. My reputation would be fine.’ 

‘Your private life –’ 

‘Is private.’ 

‘Well, that depends,’ Leme said. 

Aline stood, leaned over the desk, looked down on him. ‘I had no choice, certo? 

I reasoned that the project was a good one and that I’d have some influence over 

Mendes. My reputation was based on cleaning up the mess after the Singapore 

Project. Bailing them out financially and rescuing the buildings. But,’ she shrugged, ‘I 

may have made a mistake this time, which is why I’m glad you came to see me. So I 

can help put it right.’  

Her voice cracked.  
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Her thin, grey voice cracked.  

Her grey, tired eyes fell.  

‘I want to help put it right,’ she said. 

She sank back down into her chair – heavy and exhausted.  

Her eyes hollowed. 

Her grey, tired eyes hollowed. 

Leme nodded – he believed her.  

Put what right though? And where did Leonardo fit in? And why was he sure 

that it was connected somehow to Renata?  

That word again: Podemos, echoing. 

It was time to speak to Mendes.  
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Next day. Lunchtime. 

Leme sat in his car on Rua Leopoldo in Itaim. Aline Alencar had given him the 

address of Mendes’s office. It was an impressive building, curved glass thrusting out 

above the road. Nice area. Quiet street just off the bustle of Faria Lima heading down 

towards Juscelino Kubitschek. Lot of offices here. Handsome young men and women 

in suits and skirts flirting over lunch. Lot of juice bars and fancy cafés. There was an 

abandoned public tennis club, the space no doubt about to be developed into another 

office block or a condominium. Shame, Leme thought. Then again, it may well have 

been public, but the hourly rate for a court was more than the minimum weekly wage. 

He’d played there, badly, a couple of times. Definitely not worth it. Still, rather the 

illusion of space and opportunity in the city than another building, he thought.  

Aline had told him that Mendes liked to get out at lunchtime. Drive around. 

How she knew he wasn’t sure, but he trusted her and while involved in his project 

seemed keenly aware that she needed to act as a balance to Mendes’s excesses. In 

Leme’s experience, people cooperated with him for one of two reasons: guilt or fear. 

With Aline, he believed it was guilt. She was too important to fear anything, really. 

Mendes drove a Jaguar, apparently. Well, was driven in one. Leme was a little 

way from the entrance/exit to the building’s car park and he smoked two cigarettes. 

People never asked what you were doing if you were smoking, he’d learned. That’s 

the whole point, he thought: what you’re doing is, you’re smoking. 

A dark blue Jaguar ghosted out on to the road and Leme waited a moment and 

followed. They looped round the block and then back up the parallel road to Faria 

Lima and turned left. The Jaguar switched lanes and accelerated and Leme, dawdling 

as a mass of workers streamed across the road just before the lights changed, was left 

behind. He kept his eyes on the Jaguar, watched it switch back to the left lane. It 

stopped at the next set of traffic lights and Leme was able to catch up, just three cars 

behind. The Jaguar’s windows were dark and he had no idea if Mendes was even 

inside. They crossed the road leading up into town from Cidade Jardim Bridge, passed 

Clube Pinheiros and then turned left into the entrance of Shopping Iguatemi. Leme 
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followed, winding upwards through the narrow twists into the car park, tyres letting 

out squeals on the tighter bends. Mendes’s car pulled into the valet parking section.  

What a surprise.  

Leme turned right, keeping the Jaguar in his rear-view mirror.  

Leme pulled into an empty bay. 

And there was Mendes getting out of his car, a large man in a suit with him. 

They headed to the lift. Pushed a button and went inside.  

Leme stood in front of the lift and watched the numbers go down. The lift 

stopped on the lower first floor. He called another and followed. He came out of his 

own lift in time to see Mendes stroll into an expensive sushi restaurant. Pretending to 

examine clothes in a shop across the corridor, Leme watched him take a seat on his 

own. Next to the sushi restaurant was an old-style boteco serving chopp and 

sandwiches. Leme took a seat at the bar. There was a mirror behind the bar, the angle 

of which enabled him to keep an eye on the entrance to the sushi restaurant. He 

ordered a beer and threw down some change.  

He sipped at the beer. The barman tried to make small talk, but Leme waved 

him away, pulled out his notebook and studied its empty pages. He finished his beer, 

ordered another one and paid. How long did it take to eat sushi? He wanted to get 

Mendes in a place where he couldn’t make a scene, a shop perhaps, or in the food 

court.  

‘Mais um?’ the barman asked. 

Leme shook his head.  

‘Something to eat?’ 

He clicked his teeth, waggled his finger, said nothing. 

‘Liquid lunch,’ the barman said. ‘Lucky you.’ 

Leme snorted. 

He caught sight of movement in the mirror. A dark suit turned towards him. 

Mendes. He let him pass the boteco, thanked the barman and followed. 

Mendes’s shoes clicked as he walked. He was speaking on his phone. Sounded 

like a personal call, though Leme couldn’t be sure. His wife, perhaps. Talking about 

their plans for the evening. What they would have for dinner. Discussing their days. 

Some update on work they were doing on the house.  

All foreign to Leme now. A memory. 
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The large man in the suit then came round the corner and walked with Mendes. 

They exchanged a few words. Mendes laughed. The large man looked happy. They 

turned into a jewellery shop. No good. There were security guards inside and out. 

Leme crossed the hall and stood outside an electronics store, watched a cartoon on an 

enormous flat-screen television. There was a video camera trained on the hallway in 

the store window and a screen showing who walked past. Leme kept an eye on it. 

Mendes left the jeweller’s carrying a small bag, which he handed to the large man. 

They headed towards the main concourse and Leme followed.  

Mendes was back on his phone. This time business, Leme thought. At one point 

he stopped, turned a circle, making a point. Leme walked straight past him, smelled 

his aftershave, the gel in his hair, felt the crisp lines in his white shirt, the flash of 

cufflinks. He stopped again outside another shop and let Mendes pass him. This was 

an opportunity, while he was on his phone, but the large man was close and 

something stopped Leme from approaching. He didn’t know what. Bodyguards were 

no issue to him. But the very manner in which Mendes moved suggested authority, 

entitlement. It was unsettling. Fuck, Leme realised, he was intimidated. And this 

angered him. 

They turned another corner, a sports shop on one side, a music store on the 

other. The main shopping area opened out. Leme quickened his step.  

Now. 

Then, the noise of a crowd. Other shoppers stopped, looked up. Mendes, too. 

Hung up his phone. 

The noise got louder. Singing and chanting, chanting and singing: teenage 

voices.  

A lot of them.  

Then, older voices swearing and shouting, shouting and swearing. 

 More chanting and Leme sensed movement. A swarm of around fifty youths 

ran up the ramp towards them. Black, mixed-race kids dressed in shorts and T-shirts. 

Boys and girls. Music blasting from a stereo. Singing and laughing, laughing and 

singing. Fuck, Leme thought, a rolezinho. 

They moved as one and terrified shoppers jumped into stores whose employees 

quickly slammed and locked the doors. Leme wasn’t worried. This rolezinho fad 

wasn’t dangerous. He knew that. He stood, amused. The kids were making a point. 

They didn’t belong in this posh shopping mall. Their point: why the fuck not? The 
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mall security pursued them. Hopeless. The kids were running laps around the 

corridors, screeching in delight. Beer cans and food wrappers left in their wake 

staining the pristine floors.  

Leme lost sight of Mendes for a moment. Then he saw him. Bundled by the 

large man into the sports shop. Doors locked. His bodyguard directed him to the back 

of the store. Leme waited. 

And waited. 

After a while the kids cleared off out the main entrance: triumphant singing. 

The sports shop opened its doors and Leme went inside. No one in there, save the 

employees. 

He waved one of them over. 

‘That guy came in. One with the bodyguard. Where’d he go?’ 

The girl wore a tracksuit. Her dreadlocked hair smelt of coconut. Her skin 

glowed dark. She shrugged. ‘Sei lá,’ she said. ‘I didn’t see them.’ 

Leme grabbed another, asked the same question. They guy shook his head and 

said nothing. 

He went to the back of the store by the checkout desks. There was a locked door 

with a sign on it: Staff Only. 

‘Where does this go?’ he asked a girl at the till. 

‘Staff exit,’ she said. ‘Service lift is at the bottom, sabe?’ 

‘What’s the combination?’ 

She shrugged. ‘Manager lets us out one by one. Don’t trust us, you see, to get 

back in, sabe? We weren’t working here we’d be with them.’ She jerked her thumb 

where the rolezinho kids had been.  

‘Where’s the manager?’ Leme demanded. 

She shook her head slowly, dramatically. ‘Já foi embora. Went with those two 

guys. Sorry.’ 

Leme smiled a rueful smile. His heart thumped. Two beers on an empty 

stomach not normally an issue, but the adrenalin had got to him.  

‘Hey man,’ the girl said, ‘you OK?’ 

Leme steadied himself on the counter. 

Nodded. 

‘I’ll get you some water,’ she said. 
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He nodded again. A blackness surged up from his stomach, he saw lights. 

Closed his eyes. Gripped the counter. His heart thumped. Slowed. Settled. He opened 

his eyes to see the employees gathered around him. 

He waved them away. Stumbled back through the door. 

What a fuck-up.  

He had to clear his head. 

He was meeting Antonia later that afternoon. 

And in the evening, he was going into the favela. 
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‘See, that wasn’t too hard now, was it?’ 

Leme didn’t really want to answer that. If Antonia had understood how reluctant 

he’d been to go to bed with her, she may not have been especially flattered that he had 

now done so. Not that it was an act of charity on his part. More like on hers. Willing 

volunteer. Giving something back to the community to atone for her sins as a 

corporate finance lackey.  

They both smoked cigarettes, propped up in her bed. This was one cliché he 

hadn’t lived for a long time. Renata was never impressed with his smoking in the 

bedroom despite her commitment to it generally. 

‘How long’s it been anyway?’ Antonia exhaled and turned to him at the same 

time, her arm bent at the elbow into a question mark, her cigarette like the pointers 

Leme imagined her using in presentations. 

Leme shrugged. 

‘No!’ she said. ‘That long? I mean it’s what, nearly a year?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘More,’ he said, quietly.  

He was comforted by her lack of tact, her inability to dwell on it. For Antonia, it 

had happened, and now she would be a part of his rehabilitation.  

‘I’m curious,’ she said, ‘when did you know that you were in love with her?’ 

Leme sighed. ‘Immediately.’ 

‘Really? Love at first sight? You’ll have to do better than that.’ 

‘Uh-huh. It was physical. A realisation. A kind of sharp pang in my chest and 

then a settling. I just understood, immediately, that this was the woman I would be 

with.’  

Antonia clucked her tongue, eyed him with ironic appreciation. ‘Dark horse,’ 

she said.  

‘Wasn’t easy,’ Leme carried on, in spite of himself. He shifted the pillows 

behind him to see her better. ‘She was living with someone else. She told me it was 

over, but still. It’s hard. Lonely, you know?’ 

‘Not really.’ 
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Leme smiled. ‘I was lonely. Weekends especially. Everything you do is a 

reminder that she isn’t there. Fucking heartbreaking, actually.’ 

Antonia reached over. Placed her hand on his neck. She had known Renata at 

college. They’d been friends, but drifted when it was clear that their career paths were 

taking very different directions. Antonia, Leme knew, had resented Renata’s 

righteousness. Renata had resented Antonia’s lack of it. 

‘But she did leave him,’ she said. 

Leme nodded. ‘Not before I almost ruined it.’ 

Leme lit another cigarette. He felt her foot pass up and down his calf. It felt 

nice, and he was surprised. Antonia shrugged. ‘Oh?’ 

‘We’re not all as lucky as you. She said I was the kindest person she’d ever met. 

Well, I fucked that up for a while.’ 

Antonia laughed. ‘Oh dear.’ She pouted and thought about this. Said, ‘How 

funny.’ 

‘Not really.’ 

‘Worked out though, didn’t it?’ 

‘I sent her something, you know, when I knew. A sort of answer to a question.’ 

‘What question?’ 

‘Why do you love me?’ 

Antonia laughed loud and long. ‘You soppy bastard.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘That’s what she called me.’  

She laughed again. ‘Didn’t know you had it in you.’ 

She wormed her hand under the covers. Leme felt its warmth between his legs.  

‘Women, eh?’ she said. 

He laughed, relaxed. He’d been tense, swollen with anxiety, guilt. And now it 

had dissipated. He laughed again, at himself. All I needed was to get laid, he thought. 

No, that wasn’t true: it was this, the easy intimacy of the aftermath, that he was 

enjoying. And it wasn’t just in the last year that he hadn’t felt it. He’d missed it in the 

six months or so before Renata died. 

But the creeping knowledge didn’t quite go away and inside he was half-tight 

with anticipation: later, he’d be in Paraisópolis again. 
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‘This is going to be a standard night for us. Which means we don’t know what’s 

going to happen, entendeu?’ 

Leme nodded. His friend Carlos twisted his head and looked Leme in the eye. 

‘We do it differently in the Military to the way you lot do,’ he said. ‘You know that, 

right? Or you think you do. Now you’ll see. You sit tight at the back there in the 

middle. And watch. Nothing else. Certo?’ 

Leme suppressed a chuckle. Carlos was an old mate but he had the same 

superiority as the other Militars Leme had met. We’re fighting a war, they always say. 

Sure, but you’re not actually fucking soldiers. It had taken Leme some time to 

persuade Carlos to do this. Carlos hadn’t wanted to indulge him. ‘There’s no point 

seeing where it happened,’ he’d said. ‘What are you going to achieve?’ 

But Leme was convinced it would help, offer something. If he could see the 

scene at the time the accident happened, perhaps he could better understand why 

Renata had been taken away from him.  

He knew it was very unlikely that he would, but he couldn’t turn down the 

opportunity. 

Carlos was in the passenger seat, an automatic weapon hanging from his hand 

out of the window. The driver was a gnarly man of about Leme’s age, and the two in 

the back that flanked him were younger – new recruits. Both had weapons pointed out 

of the window. 

They went into the favela via the temporary Military police post that Leme had 

passed the other morning. He didn’t recognise either of the two officers standing by 

motorbikes, red lights flashing.  

Carlos nodded at them. ‘Good lads, those two,’ he said. 

Leme gave a tight smile. Thought about the others he’d met. 

Carlos went on. ‘We’ll be passing through where … well, where it happened. I 

thought, you know, it might be … well. Entendeu?’ 

Leme leant forward and touched Carlos on the shoulder. Their hands met 

briefly. 
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The favela at night was a different place.  

They drove slowly down a tiny, poorly lit street with a shop-front bar, 

mosquitoes buzzing around naked bulbs, crates of empty bottles of beer stacked up in 

the street.  

A couple of sullen-looking men sat at rusting, beer-brand tables, not talking, 

raising their bottles and glasses of cachaça to the owner.  

They turned away from the police vehicle.  

In the dark, each house looked different, but the same, Leme thought. The same 

rough brick and corrugated iron, the same painted-on house number, the same noises 

echoing out from the hollow walls, the same thick smells hanging in the heat like 

clouds.  

In the wires strung criss-crossed above the car, there was a low, constant crackle 

of electricity, straining to carry the current around the labyrinth. 

‘So what we’re doing, basically, is looking for traficantes,’ Carlos was saying. 

‘We tour the bocas de fuma where they mainly sell to the middle classes, and we 

make ourselves known in the busier parts round the bars. That way they come out to 

us, or skulk away. Either is a victory.’ 

‘Right,’ Leme thought.  

‘They come out there’s a good chance a couple will be dealt with, entendeu? 

They don’t, then we’re fucking with their trade and there’s a chance one of the bosses 

will get impatient and get rid of one himself. Either way, sabe?’ 

Leme was beginning to think it wasn’t such a good idea coming along. But he’d 

insisted. He’d wanted a feel for what had actually happened the night that Renata was 

killed. He knew that he would never know. But to feel something of the situation was 

almost a relief, though he didn’t know why. 

‘They try some shit, I’m telling you,’ Carlos went on. ‘You’re not going to 

believe this. Couple weeks ago a young guy is selling in the entrance down by that 

furniture place on the road to Shopping Morumbi, sabe? He was carrying a bundle, 

couldn’t tell what. Three of us chased him. We managed to spread out and trap him. 

We pulled him back towards the entrance, where the car was. On the way, we passed 

this girl carrying a baby wrapped in a blanket. A fucking bundle, right? The two of 

them exchanged a look, just for a moment, but I spotted it and told everyone to stop. 

The girl smiled at me. I knew where he was keeping the drugs.’ 

‘Right,’ Leme said, ‘in the baby’s diaper or clothes. Sick, right?’ 
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One of the younger guys muttered, ‘Yeah, we wish, sabe?’ 

‘No,’ Carlos said. ‘Stuff wasn’t in the diaper or the fucking clothes. The stuff 

was in the baby.’  

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘The baby was fucking dead. It was a dead baby. There were stitches up its 

back. The guy wasn’t selling from it: he was importing it. There was shitloads in 

there. In the fucking skull even.’  

Leme wanted to vomit. ‘How did you –?’ He wasn’t sure how to end the 

question. Wasn’t sure he wanted to know the answer. 

‘You really want to know? At first I thought it was like a doll, but there was 

something about the skin, so we took it in. Doctor, forensics did the rest. That, I’m 

grateful for. Know where they learnt this shit? Mexico. Fucking spics. Here, they 

bring them into the city on the buses like that. I heard they lift the dead babies from 

hospitals, but could as easily get them undeclared in favelas all over the place. Who 

fucking knows. Worst thing I’ve ever seen.’ 

Leme nodded. It was the worst thing he’d ever heard.  

He drifted. Tried to process this. It didn’t seem possible that anyone would go to 

those lengths. For what? For money. To survive? Renata always had such faith in the 

dignity of so many of the favelados, all those men and women she helped. The one 

per cent that ran the place certainly made up for it. He could see why the Militars 

thought they were at war, why this Operação Saturação was taking place. It didn’t feel 

like an initiative brought on by the World Cup – this wasn’t regeneration. This was a 

straight fight with the PCC gang for control. The PCC wouldn’t give that up too 

easily. It wasn’t even pacification. That’s what they were doing in Rio but there was a 

very clear reason for it: the favelas were in the way, the residents cleared out to make 

space for the visitors, for the development of areas around the new stadium, same 

thing for the fucking Olympics. To keep these visitors safe from violent crime. Who 

was more important? Rich people visiting Brazil for a month or less, or Brazilians? It 

was becoming very clear, very quickly. 

They sat: quiet. The two younger Militars had their eyes and guns trained on the 

street. The red-blue flash punctuated the silence. In the dark, down the back alleys, 

favelados slipped in and out of shadows like ghosts. Leme didn’t know who they were 

looking for. What they would look like. Young men, he supposed. But they all looked 

the same. Vests and shorts, flip-flops and baseball caps. Which was honest, which 
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was not? Complicated. Easy to mistake a kid who gets up at five to travel three hours 

to a shitty job for one swaggering about with a mouthful of crack. Collateral damage 

when they shoot the wrong one, bala perdida or not.  

Then Leme realised where they were. 

Another squad car was parked at the top end of the junction. Two Militars stood 

behind the open doors, guns pointed at the ground. Fingers close to the triggers. The 

siren flashed, silently. They parked next to the other car and the two younger Militars 

adopted the same position as their colleagues. They nodded at each other, exchanged 

a couple of words, looked tense, alert.  

‘You stay in here,’ Carlos told Leme, and slid out the door. 

He spoke to the more senior-looking officer by the other car. He nodded. He 

shrugged. He pointed across the road at the bar in which road workers dressed in 

orange drank beer and scowled. Maids and nannies dressed in white scurried past, 

hunched and tired, carrying string bags of rice and beans, no doubt heading home 

from their employers in one of the condominiums up the hill.  

A man limped along, robotic in the way he engineered his crippled leg, both feet 

bent inwards, a hard expression set on his face. 

But Leme only took all this in in flashes, impressions. The image registered then 

was gone. He was staring at Renata’s office. Boarded up now. A little way down from 

the bar. He was staring at the window where she would sit and watch the movement 

below. His eyes turned to the tiny restaurant where she got her lunch every day. He 

saw her stepping across the road, smiling at the woman behind the counter, tipping 

her, taking her food gratefully. He realised where he was. He was staring at the spot 

where she had been killed.  

He looked to his left. The Militar had moved away from the door and was doing 

something in the back of the car. Leme heard clicks and shunts. He lifted himself up 

off the seat and pushed feet first through the open door. Without looking, he crossed 

the road towards the bar. The workers eyed him suspiciously. Muttered. Leme heard 

nothing. A car beeped angrily, just missing him.  

As he passed the bar, he ran his hand over one of the plastic tables.  

It wobbled and a bottle of beer teetered and fell, rolled off the table and 

smashed. 

‘Ai, porra!’ the drinker shouted at him. ‘Que isso, eh meu?’ 
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Leme looked straight through him. Examined the bottle on the ground, foamy 

liquid running slowly to the kerb. Bent down and touched it with his palm. Brought it 

to his nose, dabbed at it with his tongue. 

‘Puta que pariu,’ the drinker said, shaking his head. ‘Que isso, porra?’ 

Shouting from across the road.  

Leme moved slowly to the door to Renata’s office. He turned to face the 

Militars. He took a step towards the place he knew Renata parked her car. He looked 

down. A drain. He looked up. The junction opened up in front of him. Here he could 

see each of the five roads that led to it. He was exposed. And it was the Militars who 

stood opposite where he was standing.  

They were all he could see – 

Then Carlos was dragging Leme back across the road through a small crowd of 

men demanding to know what the fuck was this guy’s problem. Leme was jostled, felt 

hands on him, in his pockets, he shrugged at them helplessly, like a child who didn’t 

want to be fed, pushing away from the spoon. Carlos was swearing, elbowing his way 

through. There was a cry and a man fell. More shouting. A blow to the back of 

Leme’s head. He reached his hand to where it had landed. He snapped back into focus 

and saw that the Militars by the cars had their weapons raised. The lights in the bar 

were off. Carlos pushed him forward, turned to the crowd and raised his own weapon. 

Hands were raised. Cars stopped.  

The men stepped back, mouthing defiantly, clicking their teeth, waggling their 

fingers. Snapping their wrists. ‘Calma, meu!’ they said. ‘Puta, e nada, Policial.’ They 

spat. ‘Nossa, eh? Esse filho da puta.’ Sneered. ‘Babaca.’  

Carlos strong-armed Leme the remaining few metres to the car and bundled him 

inside on to the back seat. The other Militars stepped forward, their weapons pointed 

at the crowd, which was dispersing down the alleyways. A few men stood in the 

darkness and taunted. Threats. Fingers across their throats, hands cocked like guns. 

‘What the fuck, Mario?’ He stared at him, hard. Gripped his face. ‘Mario, this 

has to stop. It’s over.’  

Leme’s face was a blank mask. Carlos slapped him lightly. 

‘Mario, are you hearing me? This is not acceptable. You have to let it go. You 

have to let her go.’ 

Leme shook as though physically dismissing the idea. Felt his eyes twitch. 
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Carlos jumped out of the back, slammed the door and got into the driver’s seat. 

He barked some instructions at the others and pulled away. As they accelerated up the 

hill to Avenida Giovanni Gronchi, Leme sensed the scene retreat from him, soften. 

Sitting outside Leme’s condominium, they smoked.  

‘What happened?’ Carlos asked. 

Leme shook his head. ‘I didn’t realise we were going there. I didn’t know. I’m 

sorry. I thought I could handle it.’ 

Carlos put his hand on Leme’s neck. ‘Cara, don’t worry about it. It happened.’ 

‘And there’s more,’ Leme said. ‘When I was standing outside her office all I 

could see were you guys. You were opposite. They were opposite.’ 

‘Listen to me,’ Carlos said. ‘Where she was, it could only have been a 

traficante. Our guys were not shooting across the street. They were aiming at the 

entrances to the junction.’ 

‘You weren’t there, you said. How do you know?’ 

‘I saw the report.’  

‘And what does that guarantee?’ 

‘My guys are good guys. I trust them. So should you.’ 

‘But they’re not all good guys. How can you be sure which is which, eh? How 

can you fucking know? I’ve been fucking threatened, basically. For what? It doesn’t 

make sense.’ 

Carlos said nothing.  

‘I’m sorry,’ Leme said.  

Carlos nodded. ‘Leave it with me.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

Carlos gave a tight smile. ‘Just leave it with me.’ 

They finished smoking. Carlos led Leme inside where Antonia was waiting. 

She took his hand. 
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Leme waited across the road, half-hidden around the corner, behind the plastic sheet 

of a bar, protecting customers from the wind and the threat of rain. He drank two 

chopps and picked at a portion of cheese pastels, doused in molho da pimenta. He 

looked again at the address that Eleanor had given him: he was definitely in the right 

place. 

After an hour, he saw Alex – dressed smartly in shirt and trousers, removing his 

sunglasses for a moment, looking right and left – and Ana leave the building. She 

walked a little unsteadily: none of the confidence he’d felt when he met her – none of 

that Renata-poise, his recognition of it, the consequent, instinctive desire to protect 

her. Alex steered her with his hand at the small of her back. Leme followed at a 

distance. 

They worked their way up Brigadeiro towards Avenida Paulista. She stumbled 

along, tripping slightly, struggling to keep up with Alex. The evening thronged with 

commuters. The air hummed with the sounds of traffic and snatches of music from the 

botecos, workers sitting upright on hard stools at the bars. The light was fading fast 

under the thickening cloud. 

They turned left on to Alameda Santos, away from the exhaust and noise. Leme 

paused behind the trees that lined the street, letting them get further from him, but 

keeping them in view. Ana looked lost, harassed, confused: far from the young 

woman he’d met not long before, someone assured, distant, wry even. He watched as 

they entered on the ground level of a tall building that he knew housed the famous 

View Bar on its top floor. And a hotel beneath. 

He smiled at the security guard and receptionist and took the lift.  

He edged between tables and out on to the deck area. The bar was well named. 

The buildings of Jardims below, concrete rectangles of all sizes, joined by thin 

corridors of space, windows lit in irregular patterns. To the south, the communications 

tower glowed purple, pink, orange, green.  

He dithered, pretended he was looking for a table. He felt strangers’ eyes on 

him. Suspicion. No, apprehension.  
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Where were they? 

He walked over to the edge of the outside area, casual, leaned back against a 

protective piece of glass, an eye on the inside. The city stretched out in front of him. 

Sunset drenched. Yellows and reds flickered, turning salmon-pink. A fat, pregnant 

hue, conceived where pollution unloads its seed into the thick atmosphere that 

threatens to break above his city. It never does.  

It hovers, vast and carnal. 

Ominous. Quite beautiful too, though, he thought.  

A seething need to dump some writhing, living, destructive spawn down 

amongst its masses. 

The tower blocks, the cityscape, teetered down towards Faria Lima, Pinheiros, 

Itaim.  

Like a swaying, upright Morse code message of privilege. 

Dark dots, glowing dashes where windows filled with light. 

Two words visible: Intercontinental Hotel.  

Leme had stayed there, once, with Renata. A sort of holiday, a mere one-hour 

drive in rush hour traffic from their home. Sanitised, air-con heavy. Good fuck pad, 

though, he smiled. They should have gone to the swank Astúrias Motel in Pinheiros. 

Swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna, wet room shower to finish. He’d pin her against the 

headboard and try to sort of inhabit her. Bite at her neck, feel her turn to kiss him, feel 

her want him, feel her want him want her.  

That, and the coursing electric current when they came – 

This flashed through Leme in a heartbeat. Grief had that effect now. A whole 

lifetime distilled into a quick memory, a place. Just needed a jog, and there it was.  

Not something you can ever forget, or would want to. 

Then, he caught sight of movement inside and turned. It was them. Alex was 

introducing Ana to an older man. She curtsied and kissed him, his hand lingering on 

her shoulder and back. She smiled and giggled – slow, dopey – her eyes glazed, 

uncomprehending. They made to leave. 

Leme slipped back inside as they disappeared into the lift. He watched the 

numbers change. It stopped at the eighteenth floor. 

‘What’s on that level?’ he asked the operator. 

‘Hotel.’ She gave him a sardonic look. ‘Very expensive,’ she said. Meaning, 

you can’t afford it, querido. 
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Leme nodded.  

He went down to the seventeenth and then hefted up the stairs to the floor 

above. He was just in time to see the older man ushering Ana into a room. Alex had 

his back to Leme, talking on his phone.  

Leme stood still. 

He backed to the edge of the staircase. 

He listened to Alex’s back and forth. 

Easy, day-to-day, routine type bullshit chat. 

Pussy and football, middle class, mano bobagem. 

He should try and get into that room. 

Then, Alex’s tone changed.  

He heard the slap of hands, the slap of backs. 

He sneaked a look. 

A uniform: Militar. 

Fuck. 

He turned and went back down the stairs. 

Nerve lost. Fuck.  

FUCK. 

He hesitated as he approached the exit. Alex. Ana. A Militar. An older man. 

What could he have done with his nerve held? Nothing. Yes, nothing.  

Again, the Militars unbalancing him, undoing him. 

He breathed. 

As he walked back through Jardims to where he had left his car, he rationalised 

his decision further. It was the right thing to do. Play a longer game. Too often in the 

past, acting on an impulse had been the wrong thing to do. He couldn’t blunder in. 

And for what? There was a uniform. No choice, mesmo. 

He was sure this time he’d done the right thing, for now. 

For her. 

He sat at the wheel, his head spinning. Her voice, Renata, whispering.  

That moment in the bar, that memory. 

Always with him. 
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‘E aí? Que, que isso?’ 

Sunday morning and Lisboa stood in front of Leme’s building with his arms 

spread in a gesture of amused defensiveness, as if to say ‘and you expected what 

exactly?’ 

‘The state of you. The state of us.’ Leme stepped through the entrance. He 

sneered and shook his head. ‘This is what, an intervention?’ 

Lisboa laughed. ‘Trust me. You’ll enjoy it.’ 

Leme looked him up and down. He was packed tight into the tracksuit. Flesh 

bulged in unseemly pockets. The trousers formed a triangle on the hips and then 

tapered alarmingly down to the ankles. The zip-up top strained, rode up revealing a 

copse of dark hair.  

Lisboa noticed Leme’s stare. ‘Like you’re some sort of athlete?’ 

Leme indicated the cigarette. 

‘Oh, bonito, Mario. Let’s go, eh?’ 

Leme nodded at the condominium porteiro and they crossed the road to 

Lisboa’s car. Leme was in his a tracksuit, too. Less garish than Lisboa’s. Looked like 

it had shrunk a little since its last outing, though.  

Sunday morning. No anchor. Easiest option was to sleep until lunch and then 

drink in the bar by the pool downstairs with other men. Shouting and drinking, 

drinking and shouting. Forced laughter. Sunglasses over tired eyes. Wives drifting by 

with their children. Pool-chatter. Then it empties into a lunch-silence. Collapse into 

the sauna in the dark. Bed by nine. Flushed and dehydrated, shivering.  

Skin scrubbed red. 

Not this Sunday. 

It was Lisboa’s wife’s idea, apparently. ‘Said I need it.’ He’d patted his belly, 

ruefully. ‘So, she wants me out the house? Least you can do is come with me.’ 

They took a shortcut, turning left from the condominium and again down 

beyond the high gates and barbed wire that fenced the residents inside their green, 

barbecue area, past a half-finished building that had visibly rotted since Leme last 
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drove by. No more money and the investors bailed. Cheaper for the construction 

company to leave it standing, rank, and stick a couple of rabid dogs behind the gates 

to deter anyone who wanted to help themselves to the materials. Little point now. 

Cracked, mouldy and grey-brown. Even the abandoned buildings were fearful of 

crime. 

The outskirts of Paraisópolis threaded along a slow-moving, dirty stream that 

sagged, heavy with the weight of the slum, below them to their left. Brown faces 

poked between gaps in the wood. A woman, bent under a basket, limped down the 

road on to the dirt track ahead of them. 

‘Lock your door,’ Leme instructed. 

Lisboa looked at him: ‘What? Fala sério.’ 

‘New trick,’ Leme said. ‘She drops her basket in front of the car and we get 

jumped.’ He pointed at the thick shrubbery either side of the track. ‘Had people 

playing dead, getting cars to stop.’ 

Lisboa whistled and accelerated past the woman, giving her a wide berth. They 

bore left and turned away from the shacks and piles of rubbish that marked the edge 

of the favela and rejoined the asphalt road. Opened their windows. Swung past the 

German International School. Down to the Marginal and back up and into Parque 

Burle Marx. 

 

They strode up the footpaths, winding their way to the top. It was cool, damp, dark. 

The sun a distant eye, winking above the river, its light intercepted and filtered by the 

trees. Power-walkers and runners skipped figures of eight around them. Lapped them, 

Leme thought. It’s still the city. There’s a limit to how much of this there is. Unlike 

the sprawl of concrete and brick that inched ever outwards, redefining the boundary 

between city and state, there is a limit to greenery. To how many trees we can have in 

one place. This is no forest. It’s a reproduction. And these runners are passing again 

and again. Like a pebbled, wooded treadmill. 

‘OK. I’m doing it.’ Leme lit a cigarette. Lisboa reached out and leant against a 

tree.  

‘This the top, then?’ Leme asked. 

‘Might as well be. Can see the house through there.’ He pointed over Leme’s 

shoulder.  

‘What house?’ 
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Lisboa held his hand up. Caught his breath. ‘Unfinished,’ he said. ‘Built for a 

rich business fucker and his Austrian princess wife or something in the forties. They 

split up.’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows. It was a dilapidated colonial mansion. Gaping 

rectangles waiting to be filled with glass. Threadbare slatted roofs. Blue wooden 

shutters hanging splintered like loose teeth. They stood at the fountain – a pastel-

coloured, modernist block of concrete, Leme imagined Renata passing judgement – 

gulping at beers bought from a vendor with a gaffer-taped cooler. Looked down over 

the patch of grass. Leme watched the Marginal go through its Sunday half-life. The 

pace, the rhythm, almost lazy. He didn’t drive on Sundays. It reminded him how bad 

it was driving during the week. The senseless weight of traffic. Where are they all 

going?  

Eighteen million people in between places all at once. 

Lisboa cracked a second can. Nodded at the couples lounging below them. ‘No 

dogs. No games. No kids, mostly.’ 

‘Yeah, no life.’ 

‘It’s why people come here. It’s for adults.’ 

‘It’s fake.’ 

Lisboa grinned. ‘Try and tell me you’re not enjoying yourself.’ 

Leme tipped his beer. ‘I am now.’ 

‘There’s music.’ 

‘I don’t like music.’ 

Lisboa spluttered. ‘Now you don’t like music.’ 

‘Well, I don’t listen to it. Is that the same thing?’ 

‘It’s like saying you don’t like food.’ 

‘I don’t like food, either.’ 

Lisboa shook his head. Jabbed a finger into Leme’s chest. ‘Cara, I don’t like 

you.’ He laughed. 

Leme bent and splashed water on to his face. ‘Music loses its meaning when 

you’re not in love. Music’s all about being in love.’ 

Lisboa placed his hand on Leme’s shoulder. Leme turned away from him 

slightly and coughed. He gave a rueful smile. ‘Those two seem to understand it.’ He 

pointed at a couple sprawled, legs twined in some yogic embrace. Lycra and lips.  

‘É isso aí, garoto!’ Lisboa raised his drink, cheerleading. 
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Leme turned back to him. ‘Silva says he can get to one of the convicted. Find 

out what really happened with this Gabriel murder.’ 

Lisboa groaned. ‘This again? Jesus.’ 

‘It’s important.’  

‘No, Mario, it’s not. They won’t let us. Ta viagando, meu.’ 

‘I’m not giving up yet.’ 

Lisboa stayed silent, steamed. 

‘Christ, do you think I want this?’ he said. ‘Look, I’ll say this now. I’ll always 

be here, always be your friend. But I can’t do this with you. Not properly. You know, 

the family …’ 

‘I know,’ Leme said, gripped his friend by the arm. ‘But you should understand 

why I need to do this.’ 

‘Go on.’ 

‘We’ve been taken off the Gabriel case, right?’ 

‘Right.’ 

‘We don’t know why, but we do know that the victim’s house was bought by 

Mendes immediately after his death. And we also know that there is something off 

with the confessions, but that we can’t do anything about it.’ 

‘OK. What’s your point?’ 

‘The building that collapsed is connected to Mendes. One of his smaller sister 

companies is doing the refit.’  

Lisboa sighed. ‘Fuck’s sake.’ 

‘Leonardo Alencar dies in the favela.’ 

‘Which has got to do with what? This is why I’m fucking worried about you. 

You’re obsessed. Not seeing straight. It’s toxic.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘It’s a hunch. He’d been going in there for a while, sabe? He was 

shot. It was not an accident. So, why is everyone claiming that it was?’  

Lisboa conceded this with a shrug. ‘Is it worth it?’ he asked. 

‘His girlfriend is from there, and she may have been working with Mendes.’  

Lisboa looked across the park. He examined his can of lager. He raised his 

eyebrows. ‘How many calories do you reckon we burnt off on that walk?’ 

Leme snorted, spat beer on to the grass. ‘Calories? The fuck?’ 

Lisboa looked rueful. ‘Yeah, I know. I’m supposed to keep track or something.’ 
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Leme looked at his friend. Knocked his beer can with his own. ‘I know.’ He 

smiled. ‘Now take me home and we’ll have a proper drink.’ 

‘Yeah. Embora.’ Lisboa wrapped his arm around Leme’s shoulders as they 

moved towards the estacionamento. ‘We’ve earned it, ne?’ 
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Leme looked back through notes for a kidnapping case. 

A woman grabbed from her car, hidden away in a favela.  

A woman taken out once a day to withdraw the maximum five hundred reais 

from her bank account.  

After a week, a woman was released, hysterical and bedraggled, had hardly 

eaten, hardly drank.  

No family, no boyfriend; it took two days for her absence from work to be 

noticed.  

Four days until a friend reported her missing.  

The city connected all the victims, swallowed up the unsolved cases. 

Leme leaned back and swivelled in his chair, pressed his nose against the 

window. 

He drew a single line in the grimy dust with his finger.  

‘Knock, knock,’ said a voice in English. 

Leme turned.  

Eleanor gave him a silly smile.  

‘What are you doing here?’ he asked. 

‘You gave me your card.’ 

‘Social call then, is it?’ 

She sat down and rifled through an oversized handbag that spilled papers. 

Dropped make up. Her purse. Painted nails chipped.  

‘Where is it?’ she said. ‘Ah. Here.’ She pulled out a folded newspaper. These 

stories really true?’ she asked. ‘They’re disgusting. And terrifying. They scare me.’ 

‘Which stories?’ Leme asked. 

‘These attacks.’ She pointed at a photo and article. ‘Car jacking executives and 

throwing acid in their faces. How? I mean, how can anyone do that?’ 

She looked hard at Leme, lips pursed. Eyes unblinking. 

‘What are you doing here, Eleanor?’ Leme repeated. 

‘Why do I need a reason? I’m a journalist.’ 
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Leme smiled. Gestured at his desk. ‘And I’m busy.’ 

Eleanor bristled. ‘OK. Fine. Chega. No need to be rude.’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows. Alex was right: she was an interesting girl. 

‘I’m worried,’ she said. 

‘What about?’ Leme was actually, if he was honest, pleased for the distraction. 

‘My friend Ana. You spoke to her.’ 

‘I remember. What about her?’ 

‘I can’t find her.’ Leme’s stomach dropped. ‘I don’t know where she is.’ 

‘OK.’ Leme paused. He leant forward. His heart jumped. His head light. His 

chest tight. ‘What do you mean by that?’ 

‘I … normally see her after university. Most days. She hasn’t been around.’  

‘Did you arrange to meet her?’ 

‘Not … exactly.’  

‘Right.’ 

‘We meet most days. There’s no need to make an arrangement. It’s a girl thing.’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows – angry. His head light. His chest tight. ‘Have you 

been to her house?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘And she’s not there?’ 

‘That’s what I’m trying to tell you. I don’t know where she is.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘How long has it been?’ 

‘I think four days.’ 

‘You think?’ 

‘Ah. You know.’ 

‘So you’re here to report her missing?’ Leme felt panic.  

His head light. His chest tight.  

Powerless. 

‘Yes. Why not.’ 

Leme thought about when he had followed her to that hotel. How he had felt. 

Eleanor was certainly a little chaotic, unreliable, but she was her friend. 

‘I’ll need to take a statement,’ Leme said. ‘And I’ll look into it.’ 

Eleanor smiled. ‘Thought you would,’ she said. Her eyes gleamed. She 

collected herself. He gave her a pen, some paper. 
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‘I’ll take you somewhere quiet,’ he said. Here was a new case. An actual case. 

One he could pursue in the open. 
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Missing person cases had spiked by over thirty per cent. Over four thousand in the last 

year alone. It wasn’t an exceptional thing. That is, Leme reflected, if the person is not 

well connected. And Ana de Moraes was not well connected.  

There were two obvious starting points: the internship at the magazine and the 

university. The university authorities did not seem overly bothered by her absence, as 

it happened fairly regularly: a student loses interest or motivation and disappears for a 

while before turning up again with an excuse – family problems was apparently the 

most common – and a desire to continue their studies.  

With no reports of foul play, they would wait it out until she came back, 

normally, they said, this would happen within a few months.  

It hadn’t been this long.  

But Leme had managed to get an address for the girl out of the university 

administration office: different from the one Eleanor had given him. It was an 

apartment in a reasonable neighbourhood in Pinheiros. The block was unassuming 

with few of the amenities of the more expensive buildings. It was situated just off Rua 

dos Pinheiros, close enough for the traffic noise and pollution to drift up and make it 

that little less desirable.  

Across the road was the building site for the new metro station.  

Drills hammered in metronomic bursts, puncturing the constant, low moan of 

passing cars. 

Leme sat in a boteco opposite the building for a coffee and a think. He picked at 

a pastry, gave up and lit a cigarette. The waiter came out and glared: Leme was sitting 

under the awning and with the new law on smoking this was illegal.  

He ignored the waiter.  

He looked up at the block. The faded red concrete was darkened in patches by 

what looked like smoke damage, years of road pollution. Balconies jutted out like 

drawers pulled from a dresser, some with washing lines strung across them, others 

with tall plants, several with cheap-looking patio furniture, most protected by a tight 

net to stop children from falling. High up, a man in shorts and no top leaned out and 
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smoked. He flicked his cigarette. Turned away not checking where it landed. Leme 

saw it smoulder on the pavement and then go out. He threw a couple of reais on the 

table and crossed the road. 

As he walked he decided how to approach the porteiro. Doormen were not well 

paid as a rule, but they retained a sense of loyalty to their residents and generally 

seemed to protect their privacy above and beyond what their pay scale might suggest. 

Leme had had trouble before extracting simple information from crotchety, 

unsympathetic condominium security men. He’d had to resort to threats more than 

once and this didn’t square well. In his own building, the seguranças were well 

remunerated and were friendly and helpful to residents and suspicious and thorough 

when dealing with outsiders. This was, Leme thought, probably the safest and best 

route in Morumbi. He wondered what sort of man sat in the booth overlooking the 

street. Whether he would even get to see him face to face. 

Leme buzzed and leaned into the intercom. 

‘Apartment 603.’ 

‘And you are?’ 

‘Mario Leme. From the university.’ 

‘I’ll call up.’ 

Through the speaker, Leme could hear the ringing that he was sure would go 

unanswered. The gate was firmly shut and behind it was a second gate that would not 

be opened until the first was closed behind him. If he even got that far. Standard 

security measure.  

‘There’s no answer. Want to leave a message?’ 

Leme paused. ‘Can I give you something to give to her?’ 

‘What is it?’ 

‘A note.’ 

‘I’ll come round.’ 

The door to the booth opened and a squat man appeared dressed in an ill-fitting 

black suit. Leme scribbled his name and number on a page of his notebook, tore it out, 

folded it and wrote Ana de Moraes on the front.  

The porteiro exited from a side door and approached Leme. He did not look 

friendly. Leme waited for him to get closer and held the paper at a slight distance. 

‘You seen her recently?’ he asked. 
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The porteiro shook his head. ‘She comes and goes. I work days. I don’t see 

many people after the early morning.’ 

‘But you’d know if they weren’t spending much time at home.’ 

‘I might. It’s not my business.’ 

He moved towards Leme and extended his hand for the note. 

Leme took a step back.  

‘You have any idea if she ever has any visitors? Friends? That sort of thing.’ 

‘Who did you say you are again?’ 

‘From her university. We need to get some important information to her. It’s 

proving difficult.’ 

‘I’ll pass on the message. I can’t do anything else. She in trouble?’ 

‘Nothing like that. Administrative stuff, you know how it is.’ 

The man raised his eyebrows and shrugged. ‘Not really.’ 

Leme nodded slowly. He waved the piece of paper. ‘You’ll guarantee she gets 

this?’ 

‘Sure.’ He gave Leme an ironic look. ‘It’s the most important part of my job 

here. You can relax.’ He paused and sighed. ‘I’m an expert.’ 

Leme glanced inside. As rudimentary as the building was, getting in undetected 

would be extremely difficult and he couldn’t afford to do anything that wasn’t strictly 

legal. Technically, he hadn’t lied to the porteiro, and he could always come back. If 

he showed his badge or explained the real reason he was there, it might make things 

harder the next time. 

‘OK. Thanks.’ 

He handed over the note. The porteiro looked at it.  

‘You sure you’ve got the right apartment?’ 

Leme opened his notebook and double-checked the address he’d been given. 

603. 

‘I’m sure.’ 

‘No one of this name lives there.’ 

‘Really? You sure?’ 

‘Like I said,’ he drew out the words condescendingly, ‘I’m an expert.’ 

‘There’s no Ana de Moraes in 603?’ 

‘There’s no Ana de Moraes in the building at all. Maybe you’ve got the wrong 

condominium.’ 
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Leme had watched as the university administrative assistant had looked up the 

address on her database. It was the right one, he was sure.  

‘Well who does live in 603?’ 

The man smiled. ‘I can’t tell you that.’ 

‘But it’s a woman? You said she came and went.’ 

‘People come and go. You lose track.’ 

Leme’s stare hardened. ‘I thought you were an expert.’ 

The man bristled. ‘603. Been passed around. Last few months … I don’t know, 

it’s basically been empty.’ 

‘Whose name is the apartment registered in?’ 

‘I’m just the doorman. Expert or not.’ 

Leme smirked. ‘Is there an admin department here?’ 

The man gestured at the building. ‘What does it look like?’ 

‘What if someone wasn’t paying their rent or condominium charge? Who’d take 

care of that?’ 

‘It’s managed by the realtor. An agency.’ 

‘You know the name?’ 

‘Apartments are sold and let by Casa Pinheiros, based close by. The place was 

built by Mendes Construction. That’s all I know.’ 

Mendes. Leme smiled. ‘Of course.’ 

‘Can I get back to my job now?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘If anyone shows up at 603, call me.’ He pointed at the paper. 

‘Number’s on there.’ 

‘Sure.’ 

‘Thanks.’ 

Leme watched him unlock the side door and go back in. He heard music spring 

to life from inside the booth. His phone buzzed in his pocket. He looked at the screen. 

Lisboa. He let it ring. He’d call him once he’d paid this agency a visit. 

Somebody had made a mistake. University records must be riddled with them, 

students changing address, forgetting to update their files: at that age it was unlikely 

they saw the consequences of their casualness. 

Leme went back to the boteco, ordered another coffee and tapped the agency 

name into the search engine on his phone.  

This time, in a rare moment of hunger, he ate the snack that he ordered.  
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‘This Mensalão trial,’ Lisboa said, ‘could change everything.’ 

Leme moved away from the smoke spilling out from the barbecue. Rubbed his 

eyes. A group of women sat at the wooden table closest to the back door. Children 

circled like pigeons, swooping in groups of two or three to scavenge for their 

mother’s attention.  

The wind changed direction and Leme waved the smoke from his face. 

‘But that fucker Mendes is a clever bastard. No way to know if he were really 

involved. Here.’ 

Lisboa poured beer from a can into Leme’s glass. He raised it in thanks. He felt 

the alcohol’s reassuring grip on his stomach, tightening against hunger. The sausages 

that Lisboa had prepared sat in a fat bunch of fingers on the table next to the grill, 

pink and swollen with gristle. Leme remembered the gourmet, spicy chorizo he had 

brought and thought about going to fetch it from the fridge. He lit a cigarette. 

Leme glanced over at the other men. They were tossing a tennis ball about with 

their kids, pulling at cocktails, sending the ball further away each time the child got in 

the way of their conversation. Every time they wanted to swear or swap some story 

they didn’t want Mummy to find out about. The women leaned close around the table, 

picking at cold cuts, in a conspiratorial huddle. Leme had known these people half his 

life. Having children hadn’t changed them. It was something else. The children had 

amplified their personalities. They were the same people, just more so. If they were 

lively and fun before, they were still fun, and now they had new, amusing stories to 

tell. If they were annoying, they were still annoying, and now had child-related things 

to complain about. If they were flat, cautious before, well, now at least they had 

something of value, something that justified this caution. Following your child around 

so he doesn’t bump his head is one way to raise him. How many of these children will 

rebel against this lifestyle? Leme wondered. Relative privilege can do strange things 

to a child. What would the city offer these kids when they grew up, Leme wondered? 

Not for the first time, that he and Renata had none stung. 
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‘Having children is something to do,’ she’d once said. ‘We’ll get there.’ Leme 

watched his friends with their kids. Renata had pointed out the generational change. 

‘When we were growing up,’ she’d said, ‘our parents never gave us a choice. They 

told us what we were going to do. Here, eat this. Then we’re going for a walk. Then 

this, then that. Nowadays it’s all about the child. Would you like some breakfast? 

Would you like a drink? To play? It’s not fair. They’re two-year olds. They don’t 

know what they want.’ Leme laughed now at the memory. 

Lisboa poured them both more beer. Leme saw he was loose with alcohol. 

Probably got an early start. The host’s prerogative.  

‘I heard from Silva,’ he said. ‘He’s covering the trial in Brasilia.’ 

‘Ah, é?’ Lisboa arched an eyebrow. 

‘Yeah. He sent me an email. A joke. “The difference between the government in 

England and the government in Brazil is just a matter of changing a couple of 

letters.”’ 

Leme watched as Lisboa’s expression softened in anticipation. 

‘And?’ 

‘Over there, the government is parlamentar. By parliament, democratic.’ 

‘Right …’ Lisboa’s smile broadened, the sausage he was turning forgotten and 

crisping too quickly.  

‘While over here, its pra lamentar. Pitiful.’ 

Lisboa laughed. ‘That Silva …’ He shook his head, not quite sure, Leme 

thought, how to finish that sentiment. As if Silva were beyond the simple definition 

he’d attach to most people. Dismissing them in a phrase or word. Banker. Lawyer. 

Mother. Cop. 

Leme was pleased with this response. He didn’t want to ruin a Saturday 

afternoon on politics. 

Lisboa looked around him and seeing no one young or female said: ‘I know a 

joke.’ He gestured for Leme to move closer. ‘A German, an Englishman and a 

Portuguese are arguing over whose wife is the stupidest. The English says, “It’s mine. 

She bought a fancy new bike, really expensive, and doesn’t even know how to ride.” 

The German says, “That’s nothing, mine built a swimming pool in the garden and she 

doesn’t even know how to swim.” The Portuguese laughed. “You two have no idea. 

My wife is going to spend Carnival in Salvador, bought a huge box of condoms, and 

she doesn’t even have a dick!”’ 
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The two of them laughed and then faded into silence. Lisboa poured a little beer 

on to the cooking sausages and they popped and sizzled. Stuck a knife in one. It 

opened into a fleshy gash. 

‘Nearly there.’ 

He dropped a sausage on to the chopping board and cut it expertly into half a 

dozen pieces. ‘This’ll be for us,’ he said, looking over Leme’s shoulder and seeing no 

one approach. 

They chewed, their mouths flapping like fish, trying to cool the meat down. 

Lisboa thrust his chin towards the far end of the garden and they turned so their backs 

were to the others. 

‘Give me a cigarette.’ 

Leme lit two. 

‘It’s just easier, like this, sabe?’ 

Leme shrugged.  

Lisboa sucked on his cigarette hungrily. ‘What else?’ 

‘I went to the girl’s flat. Ana. I told you I’m looking into it.’ 

‘And?’ 

‘She wasn’t there.’ 

‘Well, I thought we’d established that.’ 

‘Not what I mean. She was never there. According to the porteiro.’ 

‘Fuck.’ 

‘So I went to the realtor. The agency that owns and manages the place.’ 

‘What did they say?’ 

‘Never heard of her.’ 

‘Here, quick, take this.’ Lisboa handed Leme the cigarette. ‘Oi amor, que foi?’ 

He bent down and wiped a smear of mud from his daughter’s forehead.  

‘I … I … I was playing, and then the ball came and I … I …’ 

Lisboa straightened. ‘Did someone throw the ball at you?’ 

‘No. Yes. I. It came and I fell.’ 

‘Who threw it?’ 

‘I fell.’ 

Leme looked over at the other kids. They were oblivious. No idea they were 

being ratted out. Which, Leme thought, meant they probably hadn’t done anything 

wrong.  
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The girl smiled. ‘I want to play more.’ 

Lisboa stroked her head. He looked at Leme. ‘No damage. Vai, amor. Off you 

go.’ She ran off. 

‘So who owns it?’ 

Leme was caught off guard. Not because of the question – he knew the answer 

to that – but because he was still not accustomed to the way in which parents were 

able to move so quickly and seamlessly between talking to adults and their children, 

often changing their voices from one sentence to the next. Baby talk. Politics. 

Negotiating a mouthful of food. Praising the arse of the host’s twenty-year-old niece. 

‘Well?’ 

‘It’s registered in a company name. They own it.’ 

‘Which company?’ 

‘It’s an odd name.’ 

‘Mario.’ 

‘Podemos.’ 

‘Which we’ve heard before. The word, I mean. That drunk. Never heard of the 

company.’ 

‘Not surprising. I couldn’t find a single record of it anywhere.’ 

‘What did the agency say about that?’ 

‘Nothing. They don’t know that I know.’ 

‘Eh?’ 

‘They wouldn’t tell me. So I had one of Silva’s computer guys get into their 

records. Told you he could be useful.’ 

‘What’s in the records?’ 

‘Nothing.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘This company owns it. But they have, apparently, nothing to do with it. All run 

through the agency.’ 

‘What about the documents that show they own it?’ 

‘The guy wasn’t sure about that. He reckoned it was a part of the deal when the 

property was developed. Given away, basically.’ 

Lisboa nodded. ‘OK, that can happen. We need to know who built it then.’ 

Leme popped another piece of sausage. Smiled. ‘We already do.’ 

Lisboa narrowed his eyes. Let out a single bark of laughter. ‘Fuck. No. Really?’  
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‘Isso.’  

Leme raised his glass and watched the foam race to the top as it was poured.   

‘Mendes,’ they said together, laughing. 

They drank. ‘Well, Silva,’ Lisboa conceded, ‘is going to fucking love this.’ 
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Leme ducked his head, kicked downward, arms straight by his side. His lungs filled. 

He opened his eyes and the lights in the pool traced uneven patterns around him. He 

kicked again and then righted himself, inches above the bottom. His pale body was a 

half-moon suspended in the dark. The cold water beat against the rush of that 

afternoon’s alcohol, the beer, the Pinga shots burning his throat but calming his 

stomach. Now he felt that churning emptiness at the end of a long day topped off with 

the sour aftertaste of charred flesh. He opened his mouth and let the water in.  

Blew it out. Let it in. 

He broke the surface like waking from a bad dream. Underwater, he was 

cushioned against the Saturday evening in his condominium. Now, the water lapping 

at his mouth, he heard the familiar noises: men talking loudly outside the bar; children 

racing on roller skates, their maids shouting for them to slow down; teenagers 

sneaking cigarettes just above, enjoying the faux intimacy of the dark, that cloak of 

anonymity. 

He lay back in the water. The tops of the buildings were dotted with lights that 

looked like colourful stars from down there. He drifted to the side and stayed there, a 

boat swaying on its mooring.  

He closed his eyes. 

The water churned as the women swam circles in formation, Leme surrounded. 

Ghost-white swimming costumes against tanned skin. Leme reached his hands to 

touch but couldn’t. Their faces blank and wobbly, eyes wide, whispering as they got 

close.  

Renata’s voice.  

She grabbed his arm, shook him. 

‘Porra, Meu. Que isso?’  

A boy was pulling Leme’s head towards the side. 

‘You OK?’ 

Leme spat water and rubbed his face. 

‘I’m fine. Really. Just relaxing. Sorry. Thanks.’ 
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‘Caralho.’ 

The boy sucked his teeth and slouched back to his friends. 

‘Nossa. That old fucker. Next time, eh.’ 

The girls he was with squealed. ‘I can’t believe, we like, almost had to totally 

save some guy’s life?’ 

Leme smiled. He climbed out and towelled himself, nodding at the group. His 

rescuer tut tutted, dismissed him with a wave of his hand.  

‘What am I, like, this fucking guardian angel? Sabe?’ 

The girls squealed again at this.  

Leme wrapped the towel around his shoulders and lay back on a sun lounger. 

The darkness ringed the tower blocks, throbbed between them. His mind buzzed and 

his ears rang with booze and cold.  

The next thing he knew, the segurança was tidying away the chairs and he was 

shivering.  

‘Sr Mario,’ the guy said, nodding. They didn’t judge. 

Leme pulled on his clothes.  

Back in his apartment, he curled up under the blankets on his bed. Sleep offered 

something that he could still take.  
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This morning, Leme woke fresh. He’d left the curtains open in his bedroom and the 

light cut through the dust that floated above his bed. In moments he was in the 

shower, playing in his head the sounds his wife would make as he scrubbed and 

cleaned. Today though, it was reassuring: he sensed something like solidarity or 

support. He dressed quickly. 

In the kitchen, his maid whistled and hummed as she washed up. 

‘Sr Mario,’ she said. ‘Eat something. Here.’ 

She handed him a cup of coffee and placed fruit and bread on the table. He took 

the cup, drained it and shook his head. 

‘No time.’ He turned and sensed her disapproval. Pocketed a banana. ‘Thanks – 

kind of you.’ 

‘De nada,’ she said. 

He left. 

 

Sitting in the traffic on Giovanni Gronchi, he read again the address that Alex had 

given him. Rafael Maura, who worked for Mendes and was now seeing Leonardo’s 

ex-girlfriend, apparently. It wouldn’t do, he thought, to approach this Maura kid 

openly: he’d be straight on to Alex. Best do it this way. Even scare him a little. 

Maybe.  

Rafael crossed the road, jabbering into his cell phone, nodding in agreement. 

The gate of the condominium slammed behind him. Tall building. Tucked in a quiet 

street a few blocks from Ibirapuera. View of the lake, probably.  

Isso, e isso ai. I told him that. You’re right, no. Yes. Claro. Fuck that shit, sabe? 

Leme watched him approach: white shirt, dark tie, slim black trousers, shiny, 

alligator shoes. Ray Bans. Hair in a ridiculous little Mohawk, stiff and crunchy with 

gel, just like Eleanor had said. A leather bag slung across his shoulder, the smile-

scowl of entitlement. Leme nosed his car forward. 

‘I can’t – like – you know – keep bailing this fucker out. Sabe? I’ve got my own 

shit to take care of, mano. I said, Alex, don’t even step to me, entendeu? Said to him: 
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nem vem, cara. Always the fucking same with the motherfucker. I’m supposed to put 

that on hold? For this … babaca?’  

He slapped the roof of an SUV and jumped in the back. Leme pulled in behind. 

Through the tinted back window, Leme could make out Rafael’s outline. One 

arm stretched out across the seat, the other bent to his ear. The SUV moved through 

the shadows of the thick greenery of Curitiba, and then accelerated into Pedro Cabral. 

Leme had to drive fast to keep up. The driver was hammering it, despite the traffic, 

weaving in and out, shouting and beeping, beeping and shouting. They skirted the 

edge of the park, and then moved right across the lanes in front of the Monumento às 

Bandeiras, cutting up the cars waiting patiently for the lights to change and then 

jammed to a sudden halt. A chorus of horns. Leme examined the monument. It rose 

up away from him, some kind of progress. Order. Portugueses, negros, mamelucos e 

ìndios. Blocks of granite, unmoving. 

They arced around the statue and hit Brigadeiro, speeding down towards Itaim. 

They turned right against the flow, but were down the road so fast it didn’t matter. 

Leme edged round more slowly. Careful of the cars in the street outside the one- and 

two-storey houses, roofed in orange. Across São Gabriel and into Itaim, past burger 

restaurants, serviced flats and office blocks. A low city hum, ruptured by sirens. At 

the corner of Floriano and Bandeira Paulista the SUV jumped the kerb and stopped. 

The back door swung open and Rafael jumped out, greeting a group of young men 

dressed in the same office uniform who sat outside a pavement café. They slapped 

hands, bumped fists. Leme pulled over and walked towards the SUV. He leaned into 

the driver’s window. 

‘I should have stopped you for reckless driving,’ he said. 

The heavyset man in the front seat turned, lowered his sunglasses. ‘Who the 

fuck are you?’  

Leme smiled. ‘Someone who needs to talk to your boss.’ 

‘I don’t think so,’ the driver said, opening his door. 

Leme placed his hand on it, pushed it shut. ‘In private.’ He pulled his badge and 

the man sat back.  

 

‘Who did you say you were again?’ 

Rafael watched his friends leaving the café and Leme sized him up.  

‘Just answer the question.’ 
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He sucked air through his teeth. ‘Alex is a friend. But motherfucker did some 

wrong shit, that’s all. End of. Not my business, sabe?’ 

‘What does that mean?’ 

‘His boys. They’ll tell you.’ 

‘I thought you were his boys.’ 

‘Nem fodendo. Dude’s a piece of work. We were at school. What can you do?’ 

Rafael pulled a cigarette from a soft pack. ‘Want one?’ 

Leme nodded. They lit up. A waiter approached shaking his head and pointed at 

the awning above them. 

‘Mate,’ he said, looking at Rafael, ‘you know the law. Got to stand over there.’ 

He gestured at the pavement with his jaw. 

‘It’s not a problem,’ Leme said. The waiter turned to face him. Gave him a sour 

look. 

‘Erm, hello? It. Is. A problem? My manager’s staring. Come on, man. Para de 

encher, eh?’ 

 Leme pushed his badge across the table. ‘Tell your manager not to worry.’ 

The waiter thought for a moment, then shrugged. ‘Você que sabe.’ 

Rafael curved an eyebrow. Smiled. ‘You do that a lot, do you?’ 

Leme met his look. The truth was that he didn’t normally take advantage. He 

paid for his coffee, his lunch – he didn’t have to. Something about this kid had got his 

shackles up and the waiter bore the brunt. Leme ignored the question. 

‘What about Leonardo? How well did you know him?’ 

‘You know. Enough.’ 

‘What does that mean?’ 

Rafael sucked on his cigarette and blew smoke from the side of his mouth. 

Grimaced towards his driver. Flicked the still-burning Marlboro into the road. It 

traced a shallow curve as it fell. Leme watched the tip detach from the butt in the air 

and float down like a smouldering flower petal.  

Rafael put his sunglasses back on. ‘We were at school. Since we were three 

years old. Our families know each other decades, or something. Dude had issues with 

that. With me. Well, recently. We were pretty tight when we were teenagers. But, you 

know, it happens.’  

‘What happened recently?’ 

‘It’s complicated.’ 
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‘That normally means it isn’t.’ 

Rafael raised his eyebrows. ‘You’re like, what, a philosopher?’ 

‘Chega, cara. What was so complicated?’ 

‘Ah, you know. What it always is.’ His lips twisted into a meaty knot. ‘Pussy.’ 

‘Charming.’ 

‘Ah, vai, it is what it is.’ 

Leme considered the boy. All appetite; no need think about what happens as a 

result. 

‘What do you know about Podemos?’ Leme asked. 

Rafael looked straight through him. ‘Eh? Never heard of it.’ 

Leme smiled and leaned back. ‘Maybe you’re not as smart as you think.’ 

‘Like I said.’ 

‘Maybe, ne?’ Leme smiled again. 

‘Olha, I need to get to work. You know, work?’ 

‘I know. What do you do again?’ 

‘Construction.’ 

‘Sure.’ Leme ran his tongue over his teeth. ‘It’s what every young man should 

be doing. Right? Building the future.’ 

Rafael shook his head, whistled. Muttered: ‘Caralho. São Paulo is the future, 

remember?’  

‘Interesting perspective.’ 

‘Sei lá.’ 

Leme took a card from his wallet. ‘Call this. You may want to.’ 

‘This like a formal interview? Or are you just fucking with me?’ 

‘Where you work,’ Leme said, ‘you may need my card, that’s all.’ 

‘OK, guy. Você que sabe, ne? We done?’ 

‘We’re done.’ 

Rafael pushed his chair back, gestured at the table. ‘You’ll get these.’  

Leme nodded. ‘You know, Rafael, keep your name away from this Podemos, 

certo? Tell Mendes you want nothing to do with it.’ 

He pushed his sunglasses down his nose. ‘I would but he’s my boss? E ele que 

manda.’ 

‘It’s him, is it? This company?’ 

‘Like I told you, I’ve never heard of it.’ 
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Leme watched him saunter, loose-limbed, over to the car.  

The driver opened the back door for him. 

Rafael was on his phone in moments and the car pulled away sharply before the 

door was even slammed shut. 

Leme threw some notes on the table.  
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Leme decided to go back to Ana’s apartment and this time he wasn’t going to fuck 

around. He’d been to the university administration office and they were no help. No 

one could find the original application folder or a home address. ‘If she was a 

scholarship girl,’ the harassed, tight-mouthed lady had said, ‘she may never have 

given us one.’ Leme raised his eyebrows. The secretary tilted her head and clucked. 

‘Don’t be naïve. Where do you think they come from? It can be embarrassing.’  

Leme slapped the desk, looked her in the eye. ‘This girl is missing. Shouldn’t 

you be more worried?’ 

Another thin smile. ‘Happens all the time. She’ll turn up.’ She glanced either 

side of her, gave Leme a prim, disapproving look. ‘Who knows what these kids get up 

to, sabe?’ 

 It was true. Leme certainly didn’t. He’d sat in a bar across from the campus 

after that and watched. It looked like fun. Beers and cigarettes and laughter. Young, 

tanned flesh, the promise of something. He’d asked a couple of groups of students 

about Ana, but no one could help. He began to feel conspicuous and paid his bill. As 

he was leaving the bar, a girl called after him. ‘I don’t know her,’ she’d said, 

‘personally? But I saw her sometimes, here. With older people? Not like you though. 

Younger than that.’ Leme smiled. ‘Oh, sorry, I’m, like, tipo, awful with ages? I don’t 

know if she had any friends, who are, tipo, you know, students.’ 

Leme nodded. Gave her his card. ‘Thanks. If you hear anything …’ 

The girl looked at the card. Flicked her hair. Brought her hand to her mouth. 

‘Oh, shit. What’s happened?’ 

Leme smiled. ‘Nothing. Routine thing. Just need to contact her.’ 

The girl gave him a disbelieving smile. He didn’t care. He’d thanked her again 

and left. 

At the apartment building, Leme flashed his badge at the porteiro. 

‘You again. I didn’t think you were from the university.’ 

He buzzed him in. 

‘I need to see the apartment.’ 
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The porteiro nodded and led him inside.  

 

They took the lift in gruff silence, shoulder to shoulder. Leme stepped out first then 

let the porteiro pass. He nudged the light on and examined a large bunch of keys. The 

corridor was damp, the light a faint yellow moon.  

Leme poked at a line of flowering mould with his toe. 

‘Nice.’ 

The other man shrugged and found the key. ‘Isso,’ he said and waved it in the 

air. 

He thrust it into the lock and wriggled it around until the door gave with a click.  

Light filled the hallway. Leme pushed at the door slowly. There was a strong 

smell he thought he recognised, like perfume but floral and misty. The apartment was 

whitewashed. A clean wooden floor. Leme realised why he knew the smell: his own 

flat – an expensive floor cleaner. The only one his maid would use: it scrubs away any 

problem, she’d say. 

Leme took in the emptiness of the room as if in a museum. 

‘What the fuck?’ the porteiro said. ‘There’s nothing in here.’ 

It was a studio space and the bathroom door was open. Leme reached it in three 

steps. He checked quickly behind the door. Nothing. Even the shower had been 

dismantled. Then he spotted it. Stuck to the mirror circled by a heart drawn in lipstick 

was a business card, blank but for a printed phone number. 

He keyed in the number. ‘Don’t touch anything,’ he called out. 

Three rings. He tapped his foot. 

‘Oi, quem fala?’ A brisk, dismissive voice. 

‘I’m looking for something.’ 

‘Oh yeah? Aren’t we all?’ A barked laugh.  

‘Services.’ 

‘Anyone in mind?’ 

‘Ana, preferably.’ 

‘Ah.’ The voice dropped. ‘Difficult, I’m afraid. Has to be someone else.’ 

‘Pity. When’s she back?’ 

Leme heard the guy take a breath.  

‘She doesn’t work any more. Look, mate, I’m kind of busy? Call me back if you 

change your mind.’ 
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Leme hung up. Turned his phone over in his hand. He had heard the voice 

before, the clipped arrogance, the rising intonation. It was Alex, Leonardo’s friend. 

He’d seen them together in the hotel. But now Alex was saying that they weren’t 

working together any more. And she was missing. 

He made another call, to the office.  

‘You can go now,’ he said to the porteiro. ‘My colleagues will arrive soon. I’ll 

wait for them here.’ 
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The courier brought the papers in a pink envelope. Leme opened them in front of him 

and out fell a red, cardboard heart. Silva had a sense of humour, Leme thought. Then 

realised it was likely one of his little schemes. Guy thinks he’s a fucking spy. The 

courier made a face, winked. Leme smiled and slammed the door. The courier yelped. 

He sat out on his balcony, drinking. After more than an hour in traffic on the 

way home his legs were stiff and his neck ached.  

He turned to the file. Anonymous testimony. New transcript of one of the 

Gabriel killers. Silva said so at least, but Leme wasn’t sure.  

‘It’s him, trust me,’ Silva had said earlier that afternoon. 

‘But who made the recording?’ 

‘Don’t worry about it. I told you I could get to him.’ 

Leme breathed out. ‘Francisco, this is no fucking use if you can’t corroborate 

it,’ he said.  

‘I can. It’s from a family member, OK? That’s all I’ll tell you for now. It’s the 

first bit and there will be more.’  

Leme was tiring of this. But he didn’t argue. 

He examined the transcript. In it the killer claimed the two of them were given 

orders and paid. No actual mention of a robbery. Doesn’t say who paid them. But 

Mendes buys the property just days after the old guy’s death. Entao.  

Leme lit a cigarette. Blew smoke down at the papers in front of him. A word 

jumped out:  

 

Manslaughter.  

 

They were convicted of manslaughter. The guy was killed by accident. Self-defence. 

Collateral damage, no intent. 

Leme half-smiled. Of course, he thought, if they could prove they were paid, 

then it’s no longer manslaughter.  

Pre-meditated.  
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Conspiracy meant a new crime. New case. Leme jabbed at his mobile phone. 

Silva. He was looking forward to pointing this out. A neat role reversal.  

Silva was supposed to be the clever one. 
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‘You know, I’m kind of getting used to you in my bed.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘That doesn’t sound like a compliment,’ he said. 

Antonia laughed. ‘You know what I mean, silly.’  

Her breath was sweet with wine.  

‘Don’t worry,’ she went on, her finger boring its way into his chest, ‘I won’t get 

too used to it.’ 

Leme said nothing. The truth was, he was getting used to it.  

‘This is what it is, ne?’ she said.  

‘Uh-huh,’ Leme said, still smiling. ‘Not that I know what that means.’ 

‘Don’t over-think it, querido. Believe it or not, it’s an escape for me, too.’ 

It was Saturday afternoon and the sounds of children playing by the pool drifted 

up to her open window, as well as Leme’s friends’ drunken and belligerent bellowing.  

He turned to her, nodded at the window. ‘They never fucking shut up, do they?’ 

he said. 

‘Join them if you like.’  

Leme couldn’t figure her tone. And he realised that though he hoped she wasn’t 

being difficult, he also realised that he didn’t really know her at all. 

He said, ‘If they knew where I was, they’d never forgive me for abandoning you 

to have a drink with them.’ 

Antonia wrinkled her nose, pushed a leg between his. ‘Now that does sound like 

a compliment.’ 

They kissed. Leme hadn’t realised he missed this, hadn’t understood that the joy 

of burying himself in someone else’s smell and skin would ever be pleasurable again. 

After a while they stopped kissing and Antonia got up, wrapped a towel around 

her and left the room. Leme lay back. He wondered what Lisboa would make of all 

this. Be right behind me, he thought. ‘Tem que comer, cara,’ he’d say. ‘All good.’ 

Thinking about what other people would think meant he didn’t have to think about it 

himself. He wasn’t sure what that meant.  
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She came back in carrying a bottle of white wine in some sort of case, which, he 

assumed, kept it chilled. Very her, he thought. The flat was full of gadgets, things. 

‘Top-up?’ 

He nodded.  

She held the towel around her with one hand as she poured with the other, 

placed the wine on the bedside table and let the towel drop. She took a sip and 

wriggled back into bed. 

‘Anything you want to do tonight?’ she asked. 

‘Haven’t thought that far ahead.’ 

‘I’m not doing anything – well, there’s a thing, but there’s always a thing.’ 

‘I wouldn’t know.’ 

They drank in silence, listened to the splashing and shouting from downstairs. 

Weekends. Some people never left the condominium at the weekend, he thought, and 

he knew why. It was a cocoon, São Paulo distant, unreal for a couple of days. A relief. 

‘I was worried about you the other night,’ she said. 

‘Oh yeah?’ 

‘I phoned. We spoke for a while and then you just disappeared. Mid-sentence.’ 

He’d forgotten. ‘I did. I’m sorry.’ 

‘What happened?’ 

He took a deep breath. He hadn’t told anyone about this, apart from Lisboa.  

‘Something that happens to me, you know, occasionally.’ 

She raised an eyebrow.  

He went on. ‘Like an episode,’ he said. He wasn’t sure he should be telling her. 

It didn’t feel appropriate, or something. Yet, who else could he tell? He didn’t want to 

lie. He put his glass down and turned to her. ‘I get these sort of episodes,’ he said. 

‘It’s like I can hear her voice, though I don’t know what she is saying.’ 

‘Renata?’ 

‘Of course,’ he said, then immediately regretted being terse. ‘Sorry. I mean – 

you know.’ 

She touched his arm. ‘I do.’ 

‘It’s overwhelming,’ he said. ‘When it happens, I feel faint, lightheaded. 

Sometimes I black out.’ 

‘And that’s what happened?’ 

‘Yes.’ 
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She touched him again. Kissed his shoulder. ‘I’m glad you told me,’ she said. ‘It 

was strange.’  

He smiled, wanted to lighten the mood. ‘Don’t tell me you’re insecure.’ 

She punched him lightly. ‘Of course not, silly.’ Her look hardened. ‘Not my 

style.’  

They kissed again, quickly.  

‘It’s good that you told me,’ she said. ‘I think I understand.’ 

Leme sighed. ‘I’m not sure I do,’ he said. ‘Thing is … no, it’s silly.’ 

‘Go on.’ 

‘Thing is, while they’re difficult, uncomfortable, scary, and, you know, could 

even be dangerous if they happen at the wrong moment, I don’t want them to stop.’ 

She nodded. Pointed at his glass. ‘Have a drink,’ she said. ‘They will stop, one 

day. Until they do though, know that I get it, entendeu?’ 

Leme breathed out. It felt like the first breath he’d taken in a long time. 

‘Thanks,’ he said. You’re lovely.’ 

‘I told you not to get soppy with me, detective.’ 

He laughed. ‘Why don’t I cook us dinner?’ he said. 

She kissed his forehead. ‘OK. Or at least you can try.’ 

Leme wandered into the kitchen, a towel around his waist. He picked at an 

olive, opened the fridge. He scratched his stomach. Pulled a beer and snapped off the 

top. 

Then his phone beeped, buzzed across the counter. A message from Carlos: 

Call me. Now. We’ve found him. 
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Leme stood apart, fists clenched – scoped the scene. Carlos conducted three of his 

Military Police goons. In the middle of them, on his knees was a kid with gold teeth 

and dreadlocks, gasping, his head inside a plastic bag.  

Leme had seen him before. 

That morning in the favela, leaning into his car. Threatening him. Showing him 

his gun. 

They were in an empty house at the highest point in Paraisópolis, raised up from 

the ground. 

Bricks and dust.  

Gaps for windows but no glass.  

A dirty blanket on the floor.  

A broken wooden chair. 

The room: a touch bigger than Leme’s office at the Polícia Civil. 

‘Get up.’ Carlos nodded at one of the Militars, a huge guy with broad shoulders 

and a blank look in his eye. He dragged the kid to his feet. 

Blood-black puddles. The Militar pulled the kid’s head out of the bag as though 

taking a piece of meat for the barbecue. The kid breathed heavily through his bleeding 

mouth, nose broken. Blood stuck like a spreading tattoo to his cheeks and forehead. 

His arms and knees were dirty and Leme guessed from the state of his T-shirt and 

shorts that he had been dragged up the hill. Perhaps even behind the vehicle that was 

parked outside.  

‘Tell him what you told us,’ Carlos instructed the kid, pointing at Leme. 

The kid’s eyes rolled up. The big Militar struck him across the face with the 

back of his hand. The kid groaned. The Militar wiped his bloodied hand on his 

trousers. The kid said nothing. His legs buckled.  

‘We’ve found him,’ Carlos had told Leme earlier that day on the phone. ‘I’ll 

pick you up at midnight. Don’t tell anyone. Got that? Anyone.’ 

‘How?’ Leme asked. ‘Why now?’ 

‘He’d been away a while. Came back not long ago. A traficante.’  
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‘How do you know it’s him?’ 

‘We know. He was there. One of our guys ID’d him. Dreadlocks and gold teeth. 

Young. We picked up a kid last week who ratted him out. Said Gold Teeth was back 

and trying to muscle in. We found him pretty quick. And like I said, one of our guys 

saw him that night. He was younger, but it was him. He had the automatic weapon. 

He was closest. We know.’ 

‘OK,’ Leme said.  

He’d sat in his living room in the dark steadily working his way through a bottle 

of Scotch. He felt nothing. He’d been waiting for this, but now the moment was here, 

he didn’t know why. 

They’d driven in silence through the favela to the house. Inside, the kid was tied 

to a chair, a young Militar standing over him. They’d gone to work immediately, 

knocking him about between them like a football, breaking the chair over his back, 

using the legs to beat him senseless. The sounds of ribs cracking, low thumps like 

pounding meat with a rolling pin as his stomach and back blackened with bruises. 

He’d passed out. They stuck his head into a bucket of freezing water then beat him all 

over again. When he still hadn’t spoken the plastic bag came out and his head went in 

it. His neck strained upwards and his mouth flapped at the plastic like a fish out of 

water seeking air. The bag filled slowly with blood. Each time they pulled it off, more 

dripped into the dust. Leme had bent down to touch it. The big Militar jammed a chair 

leg in his mouth and levered it hard into his face and outwards again. He prised his 

front gold teeth out and they dropped in a bloody, shiny clump. Leme shuddered. 

‘Tell him.’ 

The kid shook his head. It rolled around on his neck as if detached. The plastic 

bag again. Then the bucket. Then they forced him on to the floor on his front and 

pulled down his shorts and underwear. The big Militar looked at Carlos. Carlos 

nodded. He gripped the roughest chair leg and thrust it between the kid’s buttocks. 

Pushed down hard. The kid let out a scream, a ghostly wail of anguish and 

incomprehension. No one to hear it though. They were too deep inside the favela. The 

Militar stopped and pulled him again to his feet. The kid’s genitals hung limp between 

his legs. The Militar tapped them lightly with the chair leg and then drove it hard 

between them. Another gasp and scream and the kid flopped faint to the floor. 

‘Chega,’ Carlos said. They threw the remaining water over him. And again 

pulled him to his feet. 
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‘Tell. Him.’  

‘Foi eu que matou ela,’ he said, spitting, drooling blood and teeth with each 

word, his limbs limp, lisping through the blood in his mouth. 

‘Again.’ 

‘Foi eu. Foi eu que matou ela.’ 

The words echoed in Leme’s head: It was me. It was me who killed her. 

‘Who?’ 

‘Aquela mulher. The lawyer. Foi eu.’ 

His wife, the lawyer. It was me.  

Renata. Leme’s wife. He clenched and re-clenched his fists. 

‘You’re sure?’ 

‘Certeza.’ 

Carlos looked at Leme. Leme nodded. 

The plastic bag went back on and the youngest and smallest Militar held it tight 

round the kid’s neck. The others then attacked him again with the chair legs. The 

young Militar couldn’t hold on and the kid slid through his arms to the ground. They 

set upon him with their feet then, kicking and stamping.  

Leme took a step forward. Stopped. Stepped back. 

Stepped forward. 

His mind blank.  

This kid killed Renata. This kid took her life. 

Now he knew. 

Leme stamped. They all did. And then the kid’s body seemed heavier, as if there 

was no more punishment it could take.  

Carlos stepped into the middle. ‘Acabou. It’s over,’ he said.  

 

Back in his apartment, Leme examined his shoes. They were scuffed, dusty, ridged 

with black blood. He poured the last of the whiskey into his glass and sank it.  

Now he knew.  

He owed Carlos something; he understood that.  

But he wasn’t grateful. 

It wasn’t worth it. 

When he woke the next morning, everything had changed. 
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Part Two 
What is the city but the people? 

      Coriolanus, William Shakespeare  
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Who owns you? No one, São Paulo 
 

You wake – 

You lurch – 

You retch – 

You vomit. 

You drink – 

You lurch – 

You retch – 

You vomit. 

You shake. Your head light. Your chest tight. 

What have you done? What have you done? What have you done? 

Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. 

You shake. Your head light. Your chest tight. 

Your shoes scuffed, ridged with black blood. 

Renata. Renata. Renata. 

Your head light. Your chest tight. 

In the night time, the skies grey, your soul black – 

Ridged with black blood. 

In the night time, you see a dead man’s glinting, empty mouth – 

Gold. 

You’re as bad as they are. Renata. You’re as bad as they are. Renata. You’re as bad 

as they are. Renata – 

What have you done? 

Foi eu que matou ela. Foi eu que matou. Foi – 

In the pit of your stomach: black bile, your soul black. 

In the night time – 

You lurch –  

You vomit. 

You – 

Then, morning. 

You are what you are – 

You can do what you can do. 

For her. 
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It still surprised Leme, after all this time and after everything that had happened. His 

professional life was defined by certain persistence and belief and the outsider 

assumption that enabled insight. He was dogged in pursuit, not without flair exactly, 

but aware of the qualities of patience and insistence. 

In his love life, there had been little difference. As a teenager there were the 

obligatory crushes, some of which were fulfilled and others not. He was neither 

markedly successful nor unsuccessful and attracted little attention amongst friends as 

a result. He’d guessed romantic involvement would continue this way, and in his 

twenties it more or less did. There were several semi-serious girlfriends who all 

eventually tired of his unpredictable routine and failure to ask them to move in with 

him. It was simply something that never occurred to him. There was no conscious 

decision to live alone or remain a bachelor. He didn’t fear commitment, at least he 

didn’t think he did – it was never really put to the test, and he was not a womaniser or 

a man who needed the freedom to go out drinking and whoring with his friends.  

Hindsight cleared it all up for him – he’d never been in love. We don’t act 

impulsively if we’re not in love, he understood. We don’t change our lives – we don’t 

even alter our lives.  

And not to take the risk is the biggest risk of all.  

And Leme understood all this the moment he met Renata. 

It was immediate. Something stirred inside him when he first laid eyes on her 

and made him determined to speak to her. And it was just that: determination. 

Sleeping with her was the last thing on his mind – oh, it was there, it was just that 

passion was one of a number of feelings, all of which energised him, animated him, 

shaped him into a person he actually liked.  

‘I’m a lawyer,’ she’d said and Leme remembered feeling a little let down. 

Lisboa had introduced them as they mingled in his garden before a weekend dinner. ‘I 

work in the favela. Paraisópolis.’  

Straight away, Leme felt something like vindication.  
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‘So, pro bono?’ he’d asked, not entirely sure what the phrase meant, but aware it 

had something to do with helping the less fortunate.  

She’d laughed. ‘Sort of. I do actually earn some money. I am lucky though. My 

partner works in the private sector, so we get by.’ 

‘Your business partner?’ 

She’d laughed again. ‘No, my … well … boyfriend, I suppose.’ I suppose. 

My boyfriend. Two stinging wounds. Leme felt his insides empty, all 

excitement and optimism drained away and he was faint and lightheaded, as if from a 

physical blow. He recovered himself, took a long pull on his beer and realised he was 

being silly. I suppose. What did that mean? 

‘I live nearby,’ he’d said, ‘if you ever fancy a drink?’ 

‘That might be nice.’ 

‘Might?’ 

‘Here’s my number.’ He gave her a card. 

‘Ah, of course. You’re the famous Detective Leme.’ He felt his chest swell in 

nervous anticipation. ‘Lisboa has told me a lot about you.’ She offered her own card. 

‘We should definitely meet. I want to pick your brain. I’ll be away for the next month, 

but get in touch mid-January. We can grab a drink.’ 

They had more than one drink the first time they met in a bar in Morumbi. They 

went outside for a cigarette and Leme was sure the evening was coming to an end.  

‘Well, we could get the bill, or … have one more? Saideira?’ 

‘I probably should get home.’ She looked at him, her arms crossed, cigarette to 

the left of her mouth. ‘But I want another one.’ Leme smiled. ‘You have to stop being 

such good company,’ she said. ‘Bad, bad influence.’ 

He’d never been called that before.  

She had said something: that emotionally things were simple, practically not. So 

there was some hope. 

The next time, as he watched her approach, noted the fresh make up and smile 

of recognition when she saw him, the way she greeted him from across the room, he 

knew that something was going to happen. 

They kissed, that was all, but it was enough. 

‘My situation is complicated,’ she wrote in an email, ‘and the last thing I want 

to do is hurt you. Maybe this is bad timing. I want to wait until everything is resolved, 

but I can’t imagine not seeing you.’ 
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‘Bad timing is an excuse,’ he replied. 

‘It’s not an excuse,’ she wrote. 

That had hurt, felt demeaning. 

He struggled to sit still. Restless, his feelings veered from optimism to despair. 

He thought about her constantly: always, always, always. It was new. 

‘There’s not a moment when I’m not thinking about you,’ he told her. 

They saw each other. Spent a week together when she took time off. Afternoons 

in bed, bars, and shared pizza. He told her he loved her. She said she had felt it the 

first moment she laid eyes on him, that her stomach had dropped and settled and a 

physical understanding had dawned on her: this is the man I will marry. This is the 

father of my children. This man is the rest of my life. But at the end of each day, she 

went home. To him. 

He believed she would leave him. But she didn’t.  

He sent her messages in the knowledge that he was trying to elicit certain 

responses. But she never responded in the way he hoped. And then when he wasn’t 

expecting it, she’d write something truly disarming. It was all so hopeless. And yet he 

couldn’t stop. 

Months passed. They continued to spend time together, walking, talking, 

drinking. She told him she didn’t love the man she lived with. Felt trapped, she said.  

‘So leave him,’ Leme said. ‘Live with me.’ 

‘I want to, silly,’ she replied. ‘You know that I love you.’ 

‘That’s enough,’ Leme said. ‘The rest is details.’  

And she held him and they kissed. 

But even as he said it he feared it wasn’t enough, that he was wrong. 

He became demanding, confused. Tried to tell himself it wasn’t his fault, that 

the situation was making things impossible. But he didn’t know if he was asking too 

much, or if she had promised too much. 

She stopped answering his messages, left his calls unreturned. He began to feel 

stupid. He wondered what he had done wrong other than try to be honest, try to be 

understanding. 

All he had done was fall in love with her and believe in her. 

‘I can’t do this any more,’ she wrote in an email. ‘I need space.’ 

He didn’t understand. Space? You’re living with someone you don’t love. What 

about everything you have ever said to me? 
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She ignored his questions. Told him she loved him.  

It felt cruel, or confused – he wasn’t sure. Perhaps, when it came down to it, she 

simply didn’t love him enough? 

He didn’t know what to do, and so left it, left her, walked away. It was harder 

than he’d imagined, mainly, he realised, because he had never thought that he would 

walk away. 

But confusion settles, wounds heal; he would give it time. 

And then, when he felt he had accepted what had happened, she called him. She 

had decided to leave her partner but had needed to make the decision without feeling 

that Leme was an undue influence. She had needed the time to do it. Her partner had 

been suspicious and she needed him to know that it was more than just an affair, that 

there were deeper, more final problems.  

Just like that. An analysis and a decision.  

Very her, he thought, smiling at her terminology. Undue influence. That was 

what he had been.  

Later, she’d tell him that the practicalities had become overwhelming, that 

ending a chapter of her life had been harder and taken more time than she’d 

envisaged. 

He told her he understood. 

She wanted to take things slowly, but she wanted to see him. 

He had to hold back but agreed that was what he wanted too. And it was. All 

he’d ever wanted was to be with her. 

And from that lunch, for the eight years they were together until she died, they 

did everything that a couple can. Almost everything. 

And when Leme reflected on it, as he did every day, that frenzied early period, 

when all his prevailing sense of caution evaporated, still amazed him. That he was 

capable of it. But, of course, it was all because of her. She brought out something in 

him he hadn’t known existed.  

He’d been like a magpie, engaging totally with the world, collecting things to 

share with her. Every little shiny nugget in his life had a new purpose: to make her 

smile. To make her love him more. Grief, he had begun to realise, was a consequence 

of love, a counterpoint: the world was empty now, of things to collect.  

Nature is precise, forensic in its examination, its balance.  
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Step by step, Leme thought. Acclimatise. He slammed the door and beeped the alarm. 

He had found a parking space on Rua Costa Rica, just a block or two from the church. 

A very different Sunday morning from the one he’d spent with Lisboa. 

He’d chosen this church, as it was unlikely anyone he knew would be there. 

This was not a local parish, but a picture-book setting for rich weddings. The Sunday 

morning mass was public and visited as an attraction as much as for spiritual 

guidance, he’d been told when making discreet enquiries at work. He stepped on to 

Rua Colômbia and immediately spotted the domed towers that shot up at the sides of 

the building, the spikes like a Cardinal’s hat. The cross in the centre, a defiant, 

upright, middle finger to non-believers. He’d driven past countless times, never 

noticed the colour. Faded pastel, urine grey. He smiled at his inappropriateness.  

Leme paused at the little side street that led to the entrance. He studied the 

Eastern curves, suggestive of some exotic, incense-heavy ceremony. The circle of 

palm trees, an odd tropical backdrop. This is what missionary work must have looked 

like, Leme thought. Foreign belief. Spiritual colonialism. We’re what, Roman 

Catholics? This was an easier empire to hold on to. 

On the steps, serious-looking men in shirts greeted each other with vigorous 

handshakes and backslapping. Mothers shooed children inside. Leme was late, but he 

wasn’t the only one. 

He stepped into the gloom and waited for his eyes to get accustomed to the 

dark. There were clusters of visitors at the fringes, quietly considering the artefacts 

and murals. The first dozen or so of the pews thronged with kneeling or hunchbacked 

worshippers, whispering back the priest’s incantations. You don’t have to be alone, 

his neighbour had told him. But what if that is exactly what you are supposed to be?  

A sign instructed: Respect the prayers of the faithful. What about the unfaithful? 

Leme looked around. They have prayers, too.  

Leme began a slow half-circle at the back of the church, heels clicking on the 

stone. He paused in time with the priest and the congregation, stopped still, head 

bowed. He’d read somewhere recently that if we appear to do or feel something, it is, 
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from the outside, the same as doing or feeling it. It can’t be measured. To an observer, 

you are what you appear to be. He wondered if this scientific principle applied to 

God: if he appeared to be praying, perhaps he would get some divine guidance.  

He placed his hand on the back of a pew. Felt the softly splintered wood, the 

fragility of the legs. The musky incense drifted among the faithful, the soft clouds 

only dispersing against pillars and posts, wood and stone. Leme sniffed in a half-

hearted attempt to join in with the communion. Guidance in any form is welcome.  

He leaned against a pillar and relaxed. No one was looking at him. He had every 

right to be there, appearance or not. The priest shook the thurible and puffs of incense 

formed soupy fog in several half-time ejaculations.  

He closed his eyes.  

He thought about his mother. How his father had told him again and again about 

rescuing her from the favela. Rescuing her. He understood that now. After the kid 

with gold teeth. Not that he thought about it, exactly. It was just there, inside him 

now. It was a blur, like a half-remembered drunken memory – he couldn’t be sure 

exactly what had taken place. 

He moved round the church. Watched the people in prayer. And then it struck 

him: it had taken almost a year to find that kid. Carlos had said it was impossible. And 

then there was the incident in the favela when Leme was with the Militars. What was 

it Carlos had said to him? Leave it with me.  

Leme froze. He’d questioned where the bala perdida had come from, suggested 

it had been one of the Militars. Carlos didn’t want that, Leme realised now. He’d 

found him a scapegoat. But it had been corroborated. They knew, Carlos said. And the 

kid admitted it. He was a dealer. He was there. He’d shot at the police. Renata died. 

And now Leme was involved.  

He’d killed. 

Leme shuddered.  

The pit of his stomach: black.  

The pit of his soul: black.  

What would Renata make of him now?  

He’d done exactly what he always said he never would.  

He’d killed.  

His stomach: black.  

His soul: black.  
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Renata –  

But he had to tell himself: the kid was guilty by association. It was likely him.  

It was him. It had to be him. He had killed and would again.  

Would Leme?  

His stomach: black.  

His soul: black. 

It was how they worked, the traficantes.  

Carlos could not be blamed.  

It was how he worked. 

There was only one thought in Leme’s mind.  

It ricocheted wildly, like hungover paranoia.  

His stomach: black.  

His soul: black. 

Renata.  

He had to figure out what was going on. He couldn’t do anything else.  

There was nothing he could confess.  

He would have to act. Move forward. 

Why would Carlos let him become implicated in the death of Gold Teeth? 

Because he was, now. He wasn’t sure it mattered. It had happened. Carlos was his 

friend and he trusted him. And he was protecting him. It didn’t matter.  

Except that it did, except that what he had done mattered. 

His stomach shrank and the priest’s whispers seemed distant, intoning some 

dreadful curse.  

Her voice, whispering. 

This time, he let himself listen. 
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At his desk, Leme nosed through the papers. His office was more dingy than ever 

before, but there was little point in requesting any sort of refurbishment. They’d even 

stopped cleaning the window. Now, a thick coating of dust filtered an opaque, mud-

yellow glow, but Leme refused to turn on the light; he enjoyed the coolness of the 

dark. 

The air-conditioning unit across the tiny courtyard spluttered into action, snarled 

and coughed, clearing its throat and settling into a low chug. Leme was looking for a 

particular story. He’d heard a rumour from Carlos that the PCC were going to make 

an announcement to the media. They’d consolidated their control across the city’s 

favelas and were unhappy at the incursions of some of the braver police units. Carlos 

had sent him a text: 

 

4 every drug dealer killed, 2 or 3 of us will die – stay away from the favela 

 

That morning, Governador Alckmin and Minister Cardozo had issued a statement 

against organised crime. A five-point plan to contain the PCC and stop the spreading 

violence. Political posturing. In Rio they declare war. In São Paulo they draw up a 

charter. They’re going to have to get a move on. Leme looked at the calendar. A little 

over eighteen months to the World Cup and thousands of visitors descending on a city 

that wasn’t ready. The problem with the PCC was the position of power they had. 

They had taken over all the other smaller gangs. This made negotiating with them 

extremely difficult as they didn’t have any competition. Leme knew. In Rio, in 

preparation for the Olympics in four years, they were already paying off the gangs 

that ran the favelas, taking promises that there would be no street crime, no shit. But 

the PCC would not be bought and kept quiet. The Rio gangs were independent, 

separate, and it was an easy way to make money without the daily competition in their 

other business interests.  

Fucking happy days – they’ll probably ask for more as the games approach, and 

anyway, fuck it, what can they do if some michê vagabundo wrestles a Rolex off a 
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rich yank and punches his fat wife in the cunt? Leme smiled: easy for a Paulistano to 

mock a Carioca, but even our gangs are more serious-minded, have more corporate 

ambition. That whole flip-flop/assault-rifle shtick was just childish. And no match for 

the BOPE anyway, any more. Pacification, meaning: invasion. They’d all seen the 

news when the bandidos had shot down the police helicopter with a bazooka. That 

had been a red rag. War-zone chic.  

More reports were coming in of random acid attacks in Itaim. Nothing they 

could do about it. And how random were they, really? The desperate mutilating the 

rich. What sort of an accident is that? The attacks had a pattern: late at night, chauffer-

driven cars, darker, back streets of the neighbourhood. Gangs of young men springing 

up from behind skips or disused taxi ranks. Shots rarely fired, but guns used as a 

threat. Heavy in a fist when brought down on some rich fucker’s head, too.  

Or his driver. 

As Leme leaned back in his broken chair, put his feet on the desk and watched 

the dust twinkle above it, he realised that he had to go to the source. Ana didn’t live at 

the address he’d been given. Nobody seemed to know where she was. Leme wanted to 

look further into Leonardo’s death, talk to people who knew him, try and put a picture 

together of what might have happened, but Ana’s was a case, an actual case, and for 

now he had to focus on that. 

Leme looked through Ana’s university email account. Once he’d made it clear 

that it was a genuine case, the university had been helpful. The IT department there 

had made available all her emails and any documents on their servers. The problem 

was that it looked like she was using her university account for exactly that purpose: 

university. The IT person had said that most students do: they all know full well that 

the authorities can access the accounts if necessary and with good reason. It was one 

way of preventing cyber bullying.  

But it didn’t leave Leme with much. 

He scoured the inbox again. She seemed efficient with what she kept and what 

she filed. On top of things. Leme checked the dates: she hadn’t used the account, it 

seemed, since the day after he had followed her and seen her go into the hotel room 

beneath the View Bar. This, give or take, matched what Eleanor had said when she 

reported her missing. Obviously there was a little leeway, or for Eleanor to have made 

a slight error with the days. That was certainly possible. 
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All the new messages were university announcements. There were three other 

folders: admin, work, photos. He went through them in order, read every message in 

admin and work checking that they were exactly that: confirmation of her scholarship, 

important term dates, copies of essays emailed to herself as a back-up he expected, 

that sort of thing. It was only when he clicked on ‘photos’ that he realised there was a 

new message: some trick of the light and he hadn’t seen the folder was in bold, the 

word ‘photo’ black: swollen, pregnant with something new.  

He looked at the date: three days after he had followed her; the day before 

Eleanor came to see him. There was no subject. He opened the message. Sent from 

her iPhone. Sent to this account only. 

Attached was a photo. Oddly fluorescent. Yellowing steps. A sunrise or sunset? 

What looked like the moon? A sort of black watchtower. The image was grainy, but 

there appeared to be figures some distance from the photographer. In the corner of the 

shot was a shadow, falling at an angle that meant it could not have been the person 

who took the photo. There were people with her. She had not been alone when this 

photo was taken. 

He saved the image on to his desktop. He could get his IT guy to improve its 

quality, he thought. She took this photo after she’d gone missing. But why send it? 

Where was she? What was this photo of? 

He looked at the other messages in the folder. Only half a dozen. Scrolled 

through them. They were all documents, taken as if for proof. A certificate. The odd 

quotation or set of notes, for back-up again, perhaps. Her RGE card and CPF 

documentation. Clearly she didn’t file all of her photos here: there was nothing 

personal. 

Then he understood: this was the only email account easily accessed by 

someone else. She had sent a message to whoever might be trying to find her. But 

what did it mean? 

Then, the two-tone ping of an incoming email – to his own account. He smiled 

to himself. There was a message from a name he didn’t recognise at first: Luciana 

Camargo. Subject line: Leonardo Alencar. Leme opened the message. 

 

You’ve been talking to Alex Santos. He showed me your card. I cared 

about Leonardo. He didn’t. Please don’t reply to this address.  
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A number. Leo’s ex, he remembered, Alex had told him. She was now with Rafael 

Maura. Leme picked up his phone. 
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Luciana Camargo was already at the table when Leme arrived. She had that knack of 

drawing waiters around her and two hovered close. She ignored them – actually, 

Leme thought, she didn’t even realise they were there, so accustomed was she to 

being waited on – and had left the menu closed and untouched.  

She had chosen one of those traditional chopperias in Vila Madalena, the sort 

with pictures of ancient, lined Tropicália artists on the walls, and gravelly waiters in 

white dropping foaming beers in front of you without asking if you wanted another. 

Dangerous place, Leme thought.  

Even at three o’clock in the afternoon. 

He stood in the doorway and watched her. It had to be her: there were only two 

other customers and they were, typically, bulbous men involved in a slurred, recursive 

argument about football and looked like they had been there since the night before. 

She glanced at the menu and a waiter swooped. She gave him a kind, sad smile and 

placed her hand on his arm as she ordered. He moved away with a solemn nod and 

was quickly back with a beer and a bottle of mineral water. Her eyes darted around 

the room from her phone to her reflection in the large mirror that covered the longest 

wall. Leme smiled. Gestured with his chin at the waiter who followed to her table and 

placed a chopp in front of him. 

‘Saúde.’  

He lifted his glass and she clinked hers against it. They drank down half to the 

sounds of glasses being stacked and shouting from inside the kitchen. Luciana’s legs 

twitched. Leme scratched as his stubble, turned slightly away. 

‘So,’ he began, ‘about that email you sent me …’ 

‘Thanks for not replying.’ 

Leme opened his palms. 

‘It’s just that my boyfriend …’ 

‘Your boyfriend.’ 

She grimaced and ducked her head. ‘I think he checks my email. I can’t be sure. 

But I think so.’  
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Leme raised his eyebrows. ‘Change your password.’ 

She nodded. ‘Like I said, I can’t be sure …’ 

‘Doesn’t sound the best kind of relationship, Luciana.’ 

‘Ah, he’s Brazilian. Sabe?’ 

‘So am I.’ 

She tilted her head to look at him. ‘You’re a man. He’s a boy. Rafael …’ 

‘Rafael?’ 

‘Yes?’ 

‘Maura?’ 

She nodded. 

‘Works for Mendes. Property. I know him.’ 

A puzzled look crossed her face and settled. Became troubled. 

‘How? I mean, why do you know him?’ 

‘Routine, that’s all. Talking to people who knew Leonardo. Bit of background.’ 

The look softened and her mouth relaxed into a half-smile. 

‘And that’s why we’re here,’ Leme said, to reassure her further. 

Luciana turned her beer glass round in her fingers. Although she appeared 

calmed by what Leme had said, there was a distance in her eyes. And it was clear that 

she wanted to help. In Leme’s experience, people came forward because they had a 

conscience that needed satisfying, or because they had that slightly meddling urge to 

do good, to, as they saw it, help. He felt that Luciana fitted into the second category, 

though in her eyes he recognised something he knew not to be a desire to interfere, 

but to honour someone she was once close to. Or did that sound too fucking grand? 

Leme waited for her to speak. 

‘He’d always been naive,’ she began, ‘always had other people to tell him what 

to do. It’s a legacy of those parents, sabe?’ 

‘You mean he was easily influenced?’ 

‘That’s too obvious.’ She leaned forward, eager to explain something more 

subtle than she had first perhaps understood, even herself. That she was only realising 

it as she articulated it. ‘Leo is, was, a sweetheart,’ she said. She paused and smiled at 

a private memory Leme recognised as nostalgic and affectionate. Not love, perhaps, 

but something close. The fondness of an ex-lover.  
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‘He was simple, and that was his problem,’ she said. She nodded, emphasising 

the sentiment, as if she had reached the solution to a problem that no one else had 

really considered. 

‘In what way simple?’ Leme asked. ‘It’s not the impression I’ve got from 

anyone else.’ 

‘You wouldn’t.’ She checked herself. ‘I don’t mean that I know him any better 

or anything as trite as that.’ She gestured across the table as if embarrassed at using a 

word like trite. Leme smiled. ‘I mean I know a different side. Sabe?’ Leme nodded, 

encouraging her to go on. ‘He had a private side that he only showed to a few of us. 

That’s all.’ 

‘You said he was simple,’ Leme prompted. 

‘His goals in life were, that’s what I’m trying to say.’ She nodded again. ‘Yes. 

His goals. What he hoped to do.’ 

‘He was helping his mother with something,’ Leme said. 

‘And that was a good thing!’ Luciana banged her glass down on to the table and 

waved for another. ‘I mean, fuck, finally he was putting his name to some fucking 

use, sabe?’ 

She ran her hand through her hair. Leme flicked at a wood chip with his finger. 

Pressed it under his nail, felt it bite and turn a soft, meat-red. Leme raised a finger and 

a waiter splashed another chopp on to the table. Outside, a manobrista was shunting 

cars around, fitting them into ever more unlikely spaces. Laughing and shouting at his 

customers. 

‘But his mother ... she has a lot to answer for. There are things ... well, you 

probably already know.’ 

Leme shrugged. Feigning indifference normally encouraged people to share 

more than they otherwise might if you pressed them.  

Luciana’s mouth twisted into a scowl. ‘She’s not the fucking martyr she wants 

people to think she is. That’s one thing I can give Alex, he never lied about all that. 

And he never accepted it. He got what he fucking wanted because he found out.’ 

‘What about Leonardo’s work with her?’ Leme felt Luciana’s emotion shift 

from unnamed sadness to a specific target. Grief plays out like a competition: if your 

own seems inadequate, attack someone else’s. Someone with more to lose. 

‘He was helping with the scholarship applications. I was pleased he was. After 

we broke up ... well, he drifted. He was drifting while we were together, even. The 
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work seemed like something he could be proud of doing, which is all he ever wanted. 

That’s what I mean by simple. He just wanted to feel that he could be proud of 

something that he did, not what he had.’ She grimaced and swallowed hard. Washed 

the thought down in a thirsty gulp. ‘Problem was, it was his mother that got him the 

fucking work. And that ate him up. Like it was meaningless as a result of the fucking 

nepotism.’ She bowed her head. Leme sniffed and looked away.  

‘I wanted to tell him that he could, you know, be proud of what he was doing. I 

tried to, one day, when I ran into him at the club.’ 

‘What stopped you?’ 

‘Something my boyfriend told me.’ 

‘Rafael?’ 

‘Rafael. He wasn’t my boyfriend then, though he was trying. I hadn’t long 

finished with Leo.’ A thought occurred to her and an expression of confusion formed 

comically slowly. ‘Wait. I mean, I guess he might not have been telling the truth.’ 

‘This is the same boyfriend you think might be monitoring your email?’ 

Her expression deepened; her eyebrows a tight knot. ‘He told me something 

about what Leo and Alex were doing with these scholarship candidates. The girls.’ 

‘When did he tell you this?’ 

‘At the club. I’d already spoken to them and was going to go back, but was so 

disgusted with what I had heard that I didn’t. I didn’t speak to Leo again.’ 

‘What did Rafael tell you exactly?’ 

She glanced around the bar. Still the same drunks talking that touch too loudly. 

How waiters must wish for a mute button. 

‘He said he had seen Alex and Leo at a balada with one of the girls. He met her. 

Ana, I think. Apparently they were acting pretty badly. I don’t know. Like she was 

working for them, sabe?’  

‘Working? What does that mean?’ 

‘Like an assistant, you know, bringing people to the table, fetching drinks. I 

don’t know.’ 

‘And Rafael told you this?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘And he was interested in you, right? So discrediting Leo would be a good 

thing?’ 
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Luciana shook her head and smiled. ‘Yes, that’s right, I suppose,’ she said. 

‘Rafa told me that a while later the girl turned up at his office with some gringa 

journalist doing a piece on his boss. He pretended not to know who she was, he said. 

But ... I was angry, right? Didn’t think it through.’ She dipped a finger into the head 

of her beer and sucked it dry. ‘Thing is, it really doesn’t seem the sort of thing that 

Leo would do.’ 

‘And this is why you wanted to meet?’ 

‘I was just going to tell you what I knew, what I’d heard, and what a fucking 

arsehole Alex can be. And not to trust him. But now ...’  

She exhaled slowly and shook her head. ‘I know Alex and he is manipulative.’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows. ‘Oh, I don’t mean you wouldn’t be able to spot that, it’s 

just that his reasons for protecting Leo might be different from what he claims.’ 

‘So might yours.’ 

She laughed and spat. ‘Yeah, right, and we’re all so fucking solipsistic that Leo 

didn’t ever even exist outside our narrow conception of him? Ne? Fuck that, right?’ 

She gave a bitter little cough. Leme smiled. 

‘Just saying,’ he shrugged. ‘But you’re right. He only exists in our versions of 

him now. Which is why I’m listening to several of them.’ 

‘You said you’ve spoken to Rafael?’ 

‘I have.’ 

‘Can you tell me what you think of him?’ 

Leme picked up his glass and wiped foam from the rim. It was probably worth 

trusting this girl. Not sure though if she was here for her own conscience or for 

Leonardo’s. Either way. 

‘I don’t trust him,’ Leme said, looking Luciana in the eye. ‘He’s full of it. He’s 

selfish and he works for a man who will turn him from a naive rich playboy into a 

force for bad.’ 

‘Sounds dramatic.’ 

Leme shrugged. This was the reaction he had hoped for. ‘These men,’ he said, 

‘they don’t see the city as anything more than a playground. And it takes an incident, 

or a person, to push a young man in that direction. Rafael thinks he’s a hustler. He’s 

not. He’s just another boy following a well-worn path.’ 

‘And you think the same about Leo?’ 

‘Do you?’ 
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She lowered her head again. ‘No. I don’t.’ 

‘And Rafael?’ 

She breathed out and her brow tightened. ‘I don’t know. Maybe.’ 

‘Just think about what he had to gain telling you that story about Leo.’ 

She nodded. ‘I hope you’re wrong.’ 

‘You came here to warn me about Alex, right?’ Leme leaned towards her. 

‘Remember, people will do desperate things more easily than we’d like to believe. 

And that includes Leo.’ 

She nodded again. Leme offered his hand and she took it. He studied her face 

and she looked away, embarrassed, the beginnings of a tear swelling in the corner of 

her eye. 

This was the moment for Leme to ask: he wanted to know exactly what these 

jumped-up fuckers were doing.  

‘Do me a favour,’ Leme said. ‘Talk to Rafael about what was going on that 

night in the club with Ana. But do it casually. Then call me.’ 

She nodded. ‘I’ll try.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘I think I know what Alex was doing with this girl Ana,’ he said. 

‘I think, entendeu? Doesn’t necessarily reflect on your Rafael, certo?’ 

She shook her head and grimaced. 

‘But I don’t know why Leonardo was in Paraisópolis.’  

He let it hang in there. 

Luciana said nothing and sipped at her drink. 

‘OK,’ he said. ‘I think we’re done.’ 

He dropped a few notes on the table and waved the waiter over.  

He squeezed her hand and left, unsure as to how long she would sit there alone, 

disturbed, thinking through what she had just worked out for herself, as if that – the 

self-realisation – made it harder to bear. 
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Leme swung his car off Giovanni. He chuntered down pockmarked Clementine 

towards the favela. He slipped round the roundabout and parked at a clumsy angle. He 

jumped out and slammed the door.  

A stale-booze, rotten odour hung in the heat, like a cloud.  

A couple of mendigos called after him: E aí mano, what have you got for me? 

then cackled with laughter. He walked through the gates of Cemitério Gethsêmani, 

and the space stretched out in front of him, a green blanket. The air cleared where the 

flowers and plants and shrubbery breathed in cool shadows. He took the path north 

and stopped at the Aviary. It was built, he remembered, a few years before, and the 

birds all arrived a month or so later. Yellow heads with orange cheeks, long grey 

bodies and yellow-green tail feathers. The older birds perched on the wire-mesh 

surround while their young crouched in circular nests. Leme poked his finger through 

a hole, made a kissing sound with his lips. The birds looked over but ignored him. 

 He carried on down the path. A tearful enterrado was in progress. Two women 

veiled in black clung to each other in a desperate embrace, crooked-backed and 

shaking. Leme stopped at a respectful distance. Groups of young men in badly fitting 

nylon-shiny suits slouched about, kicking their shoes into the grass, hands in pockets. 

The circle tightened and Leme heard the priest intone a blessing. A large black-and-

white photo of the victim was raised above the grave. Smiling face. A graduation 

photo, perhaps. Can’t have been more than nineteen. The priest’s voice got louder as 

he condemned the senselessness of the act that took the young man’s life. A tiro-teiro, 

a bala perdida. An accident. An accident of birth, really. The young man was born 

into this situation and his destiny was inescapable. Choice had nothing to do with it.  

It had been Renata's choice to work pro bono in the favela. But that too was 

inevitable. Once again, he reflected on this choice. She’d been helping a man with a 

dispute over land. The man had visited her office to bless her and offer his respects. 

He’d talked for a long time and she was late leaving the office, locking the front gate 

as it started to get dark.  

It’s called a bala perdida, a stray bullet.  
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But the euphemism doesn’t change its impact.  

As he rearranged the sun-scorched flowers and brushed dirt from the glass 

picture frame, he heard his own voice.  

That remains, he thought. 

The compulsion to make São Paulo a better place was long gone. But he felt the 

old itch returning. What choice was there but to carry on? 

He drove back up to Giovanni, and headed into town to meet Eleanor again.  
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‘Why are we here, Eleanor?’ Leme asked. 

‘Will you just trust me,’ she said. ‘Stop being so difficult. And call me Ellie, 

everyone else does.’  

Leme smiled. 

They approached an impressive-looking condominium in Perdizes, not far from 

Avenida Paulista.  

‘Ellie,’ Leme said, ‘it’s not really fair to demand I do this.’  

She had called him half an hour earlier, hysterical, said she had something she 

had to show him. He’d relented. He realised he’d set a bad precedent with her. 

‘What?’ she said. ‘I’m wasting police time? Ha. You got so much else to do, 

ne?’ 

 Leme shrugged. This might be a lead, he supposed. 

‘Just tell me where we’re going?’ he said.  

Ellie stopped, tilted her head into a smile, opened her palms like an flight 

attendant giving instructions. ‘Right here,’ she said. 

Leme expected the porteiro to stop them, but he didn’t. Ellie just flashed him a 

smile and flounced passed. He smiled back, looked pleased to see her.  

They took the lift to the top floor, Ellie tapping her foot in time with the music 

that filled the small space. The bright light seemed to crack her rough make up, 

whiten further her pale legs, bounce off the grease in her tied-back hair. Leme felt bad 

thinking this. He wondered how he must have looked. 

‘Ding,’ Ellie sang out with the lift. ‘This one,’ she said. She pointed down the 

hallway. 

The door was unlocked. ‘It always is,’ Ellie said.  

They went inside. They heard music playing – low. Some hip hop Leme thought 

he recognised.  

‘Love this,’ Ellie said. ‘It’s BNegão rapping about having lots of ideas in his 

head but no money in his pocket,’ she said. She rolled her eyes. ‘In this flat, there’s 

plenty of money.’  
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Leme flinched. ‘This song?’ he said. ‘I know it. So does Ana.’ 

Ellie gave him a funny look. ‘O … K …’ she said. ‘How do you know that?’ 

They stopped outside the door. ‘It was on when I met her. In the university 

canteen. We talked about some of the lyrics. Same ones you just mentioned, actually.’ 

Ellie smiled, impatiently. ‘That’s lovely,’ she said. 

Leme shook his head. 

They pushed the door open. 

‘Fuck,’ Ellie said. ‘Fuck.’ 

‘What?’ Leme edged past her and he saw for himself. 

Another empty flat. Nothing but a small stereo. Whitewashed. Disinfected. 

Another one. 

‘You better tell me why you brought me here?’ Leme said. 

Ellie nodded. She turned circles in the enormous living room, stepped over 

towards the balcony. 

‘Don’t touch anything,’ Leme said. ‘Wait.’ 

He went over to the sliding door and, with his handkerchief, opened it.  

‘Let’s talk out here,’ he said. 

‘Why?’ Ellie gave him a look, pulled a sarcastic face. ‘Might it be bugged 

inside?’ 

Leme shook his head. ‘Fuck knows,’ he said. ‘I just need a cigarette.’  

 

They went back inside. Leme paced the room. 

‘The last time I was here,’ Ellie said, ‘there were clothes strewn across the sofa 

over there, glasses on the table. It was lived in, know what I mean?’  

‘Who lived here?’ 

‘Alex, at least I thought he did.’ 

‘Why did you think that?’ 

‘Well,’ she grimaced, ‘he brought me here, didn’t he, ne?’ She gave him that 

look again. ‘We were fucking, after all. That alright?’ 

‘Tell me about the last time.’ 

‘We were fucking?’ 

Leme glared at her. ‘You know what I mean,’ he said. 

She took a deep breath. Leme smiled. He knew she liked to talk. He tried to 

remember if he had anything to do. He looked out at the city below. Estadio 
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Pacaembu was down the hill. Trees crept up towards him, leaves waving at him in the 

breeze. Another private university campus stretched out to the right, dots of affluent 

students flirting. Behind him, Avenida Paulista growled and barked, steam dispersing 

in the heat. 

‘OK,’ she said. ‘I remember. The door to Alex’s bedroom was slightly open. 

There were sounds coming from inside.’ 

‘What kind of sounds?’ 

‘Murmuring. A low voice. Alex came out, pulling the door closed behind him. 

His hair was messed up and the buttons of his shorts were open, a T-shirt tucked 

roughly inside. He was barefoot. I remember that. When he saw me, he was taken 

aback for a second. He regained his composure pretty quickly.’ 

Leme believed that. 

Ellie went on. ‘I stamped and sort of snorted and gave him a look that I couldn’t 

quite control and I hardened, shook with anger. I knew he was a playboy, but still, you 

know? If he was with Ana, too, I’d be livid.’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows. 

Ellie looked at him. ‘Yeah, yeah, that’s right, it’s hilarious. So I said to Alex, I 

wanted to see you. Thought I’d surprise you. He’d recovered completely and flashed 

one of his toothy grins, trying to be charming, the cunt. Well, you succeeded, he said 

and laughed. Don’t you English knock? See, the thing is, I didn’t have to knock, did 

I? You saw me with the porteiro,’ she said to Leme, ‘they know me here. What the 

fuck, right?’ 

Leme was poking around on the balcony, gloves on. There seemed to be 

nothing. 

‘So I asked him who was in his room,’ Ellie said. ‘And he told me it was Ana. I 

asked him why. He said she had come to see Leo but wasn’t feeling well. What’s 

wrong with her? I said. He said it was a fever and that I could see her if I wanted.’ 

Ellie paused, looked back through the doors at the room. ‘I thought he was either 

testing me, you know, making a show of his innocence, or he was telling the truth.’  

‘So what happened?’ Leme said.  

‘Well, first he kissed me, and I tried to see if I could taste my friend. Oh, don’t 

look like that, it’s normal. Fucking grow up.’ 

Leme shrugged. ‘Come on,’ he said. ‘Inside. Show me the room.’ 

They went into the bedroom on the right. Empty. No bed. 
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‘This is where she was,’ Ellie said. ‘She was lying on her back dressed in a thin, 

white vest and what looked like a man’s boxer shorts. No bra. I touched the hem of 

the shorts and slipped my finger inside.’ Ellie shook her finger at Leme. ‘Don’t 

fucking judge me,’ she said. ‘No knickers, either. Alright? She was damp between her 

buttocks, I remember that. Sweaty. Really sweaty. And there was a faint vomity 

odour. And rubber. She groaned and rolled on to her side. Her legs twitched. I felt her 

forehead. It was pretty hot, with a thick, slippery film of sweat. She breathed heavily. 

She looked beautiful, though, fragile.’ 

‘Sounds like she was ill,’ Leme said. 

‘Just wait, will you? “Quem é?” Ana was whispering. “Não quero, não quero 

mais. Quem é?” I didn’t really know what was going on, but she sounded delirious, 

know what I mean?’ 

Leme nodded. 

‘Ana said, “Ellie? É você?” I felt cold. It was weird. Like she was expecting 

someone else. That old jealous taste rose up my throat. Betrayed by a friend. Again.’ 

‘Then what?’ Leme asked. 

‘Alex appeared in the door,’ Ellie said. ‘And Ana looked confused. I don’t 

remember exactly what he said, but he got me out of there. I was furious. It was 

unfair. The little puta interesseira. She was more beautiful than me, younger, too, but 

I was her fucking mentor. She shouldn’t be the one displacing me. I told Alex I had a 

deadline, that I was hoping he’d be alone. He did that long, lazy, Paulistano-male full-

body shrug that indicates utter indifference. Know it? Course you fucking do. Then I 

hurried out the door and into the lift. And I didn’t look any less of a mess than I do 

now.’ 

They went back into the living room. 

‘So you came here a lot, did you?’ Leme asked. 

‘A few times. Enough.’ Ellie laughed. ‘Alex told the porteiro to always let me 

in.’  

Their voices echoed in the empty space, like in an art gallery. Not that Leme 

went to many these days.  

‘Where’s the bathroom?’ he asked. 

Ellie pointed. 

He walked over to it and nudged the door with his foot. He tensed, not sure 

what to expect. 
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It was dark inside, no windows. He breathed out, wrapped his hand in his 

handkerchief and flicked on the light.  

Nothing. He felt relief mixed with disappointment. 

He went back out to Ellie. 

‘What do we do now?’ she asked. 

Leme looked around the room. ‘I don’t know,’ he said. ‘I don’t know what this 

means. But you’re going to give me a statement.’ 

She nodded. 

Leme walked over to the stereo. The song was on repeat. Using his 

handkerchief, he stopped the music and opened the CD drawer. It was a blank CD 

with something scrawled on the front in spidery handwriting in one of those thick, 

black marker pens. He held the CD by its edges in the handkerchief. Studied the 

words. Looked like it had been written quickly. He wrapped it in the handkerchief and 

pocketed it. 

‘Come on,’ he said.  

On the way out he asked the porteiro who owned the flat and wasn’t surprised 

to find out that he didn’t know, and had been told never to ask. 

‘Who told you that?’ Leme said. 

‘You know,’ the porteiro shrugged. ‘Not my business.’ 

Leme agreed with him and gave him his card. ‘They didn’t take everything,’ he 

said. ‘Who was the last person to leave?’ 

‘A girl,’ the porteiro said. ‘People moved her stuff out. I saw her lock up 

myself. Oh wait, there was a guy outside the door. He had a look through the letterbox 

after she’d locked the door. Said something like, “OK, all done.” Then they got the 

lift. Couple men were waiting for her downstairs and she left in a van with them.’ 

‘Who?’ 

‘Removal guys. Fuck should I know?’ 

‘Next time someone goes in there, call me,’ Leme said 

The porteiro smiled and gave him a look. It said: we’ll see. 

 
Leme sat at his desk and looked again at the writing on the CD. Two words, two 

numbers. Like an address. But where? The song he and Ana had talked about was on 

repeat. She had been the last person in the apartment.  

He traced the letters on to a piece of paper:  
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Estrofe 2, Verso 4. 

 

If this was a place name, he didn’t recognise it. He put the CD into his computer and 

played it again. He didn’t generally listen to hip hop, but this was classic, so to speak. 

He sat back. Listened. He wasn’t really sure what it was about, but it was railing 

against something, urging purity. The second verse was rapped by a man with an odd 

voice. The second verse. Fuck, he realised. 

He googled what he guessed to be the song’s title: ‘Funk ate o Caroço’. Estrofe 

2, Verso 4: second stanza, line 4. He’d been thrown by ‘estrofe’: but of course it 

wasn’t a fucking address!  

He found the line: 

 

Lembre-se: conselho depois do erro é como remédio depois do enterro 

 

What did it mean? Advice after an error is like medicine after a burial. Very profound, 

he thought. The singer’s name was BNegão but Leme knew his real name was 

Bernardo Something.  

He looked him up on the internet. He’d been around a while, played in various 

bands, one of them called The Funk Fuckers, which made Leme smile.  

Bernardo Santos.  

Leme shook his head.  

He read the lyrics again.  

He wrote down the name Bernardo Santos. 

He’d let it marinate. 
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The day after his wedding, Leme woke up afraid. And remained so. But each day, the 

fear dissipated. Each year, things got better. And they’d started well enough. The 

lessening fear was a comfort, a sign of progress. On their honeymoon they’d gone to 

an island off Salvador. Some kind of car-free utopia, an anti-city. He’d felt itchy, 

struggled to understand what it was to be in the present, to freeze his life for the sake 

of pure enjoyment. It was supposed to be a celebration. 

‘There’s no such thing as the future,’ Renata had told him on their first night 

there, chewing on lobster in the heat. ‘You can mock, querido, but it’s true.’ 

On the last day on the island, Leme was struck down with food poisoning, 

vomiting prawns cooked in old oil on a deserted beach.  

He missed her thinking, her need to scrutinise, to avoid complacency. She was a 

heavy and committed smoker, and rationalising her habit was a means of exercising 

her powers of reason and her legal brain. 

‘Smoking is a singular existential act,’ she’d say. ‘Almost political. It says “I 

am aware of my mortality and yet I am going to live in the present, as the future 

doesn’t exist yet.” There is no deeper, habitual, basically prosaic action that shows 

understanding of our transience and the world’s brutal indifference to our fates. And it 

is delicious, which in itself furthers this understanding. Fleeting pleasure is all we will 

ever have. The trick is to find what makes us fleetingly happy and repeat it. “For me,” 

she’d say, “those things are smoking ... and you.”’ 

Hearing this for the first time – she would often repeat it to amuse and 

scandalise at parties – Leme had never felt such validation.  

Repeating those fleeting pleasures, and finding a practical way to do so in our 

lives, she concluded, is how we achieve permanence. 

Leme knew that the permanence they had found went beyond her clever 

justification. And even though she was gone, that permanence – as by her definition 

he supposed it should – remained. 

He slept, drunk, in a chair, BNegão playing on repeat. 

At 5.30 a.m., he woke up, the song playing quietly.  
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And then it hit him. 

He knew where Ana was. 
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When he’d woken in his chair it had clicked. BNegão was Bernardo Santos. Ana and 

Ellie were to visit a site in São Bernardo. Alex’s surname was Santos. And then the 

line in the second verse: como remédio depois do enterro. Like medicine after a 

burial. There was a famous cemetery in São Bernardo, Leme knew: Cemitério Baeta 

Neves. He’d buried his parents there. And next to it, he knew, was an abandoned 

warehouse, part of an industrial estate that had once housed a funeral parlour.  

He drove to São Bernardo immediately. 

Pre-rush hour, it took a little under half an hour. 

The cemetery was quiet and a thin layer of dew lay on the grass as he crossed to 

the estate. The air was fresher, cleaner, in this southern part of the city and Leme felt 

it scratch the back of his throat as he breathed, tug and rasp at his lungs. 

The industrial estate was deserted. The fence was rusted and had been torn open 

in several places. Leme squeezed through, stamping the loose chain-links to the 

ground. The main entrance was padlocked shut, though the windows were mostly 

smashed, so it would be easy for anyone to get in. Leme circled the building. Two 

high storeys; warehouse space. He saw no one. 

Round the back, he heard a door banging against its frame. A garage.  

He slipped inside down a dark corridor, walls of concrete. He used the light of 

his phone to find the switch. He groped for it. The bulb flashed several times, like a 

strobe. Time slowed. The light bit and held. The room settled in a dawn half-light. 

He didn’t want to be there. The old anticipation came back in sharp waves. 

And there she was.  

Like medicine after a burial. Too late, Leme thought.  

Ana had known what might to happen to her.  

 

The single naked bulb struggled to fill the space. It didn’t matter. The body lay 

directly underneath. In the corners, ropes like coiled snakes. Leme circled.  

The smell – and he was surprised – was not overwhelming. The space had been 

cleaned and recently coated in white. Toxic paint and disinfectant layered the air as if 
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trapping the decay at its centre. 

Leme breathed hard and steadied himself. Felt a shudder of emotion, like a 

moment of passion when you catch sight of a loved one unexpectedly. He had never 

got used to this: he didn’t really like to feel anything at all. Human impulse, he’d 

always said to Renata. For some, a dead body is an affirmation. Confirms their own 

vitality.  

He’d always thought that a form of narcissism, which offers its own kind of 

faith and optimism. 

Death turns our fleeting lives into something permanent. 

 

He’d felt it would be like this. But seeing her face didn’t lessen the shock. Ana looked 

peaceful. Her hands were folded respectfully across her chest. Her legs drawn 

together. Her hair had been swept back from her forehead and tucked behind her ears. 

Her nakedness was fresh, clean. Leme knelt beside her. Another smell. The memory 

hit him like a low blow and he gasped and fell back. Turned away and vomited into 

his mouth. He spat acrid chunks. He had last breathed that smell while bent over his 

wife’s body in the crematorium. He steadied himself, stared up at the light.  

Ana looked at peace. 

Girl became mannequin.  
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On the front page of the newspaper, an article about the Mensalão trial and the 

imprisonment of someone or other. Leme glanced at the article. In the last paragraph, 

a question: how did they hide the money? In the same place they hide everything. 

Property. Leme switched on the television. News channel. And there it was, right in 

front of him. A press conference. Mendes in the middle. Aline Alencar to his left. A 

couple of others Leme didn’t recognise. The state governor. He turned the volume up.  

Mendes was speaking: 

‘… this is an opportunity for the Alencar foundation as much as it is for us. We 

are thrilled to be associated with such a prestigious foundation. This marks six 

wonderful months. Our project – as well as bringing our great city forward – will 

provide prospects for the ethical venture capital projects that the foundation has 

pioneered …’ 

Aline Alencar appeared flustered. She didn’t want to be there. The governor 

maintained a fixed, toothsome smile. Leme shook his head. Mendes was immaculate. 

In the TV lights, his cheekbones sharpened, eyes hollowed. Forehead pulled Botox-

high in a look of controlled surprise. 

‘Our centro has been neglected for too long. The involvement of the Alencar 

foundation demonstrates our commitment to sustainable and ethical development.’ 

He stopped, lifted his chin and looked down his nose at the audience of hacks 

and broadcasters. A question from the floor. The camera swung around and Leme 

choked on his drink. Francisco Silva. He was supposed to be in Brasilia. Might be 

interesting.  

‘Sr Mendes.’ Silva spoke slowly and the room quietened. ‘Can you tell us where 

the investment for this project has come from? And can you make public the list of 

investors?’ 

There was some talking, cameras flashed. 

‘I think,’ Silva was shouting now, ‘it is in the public interest, don’t you, Sr 

Mendes? Give us the list.’ 

On the TV, Mendes was whispering to a colleague.  
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‘I’m sorry,’ he said, eventually, ‘I couldn’t hear the question.’ 

The camera panned back to where Francisco had been standing. In the corner of 

the screen, Leme saw him manoeuvred through the door. 

Another question. ‘What about the creative communities that are springing up in 

the centro? There are artists, writers, theatre companies making incredible use of the 

old buildings, fashioning innovative galleries and performance spaces. It’s exciting. 

This project will signal the end of that.’ 

Mendes smiled. ‘What’s more important? Art or progress?’ 

‘A thriving culture is a sign of progress, Sr Mendes.’ 

‘Our project shows economic progress. More significant. And provides, as I 

said, opportunities for entrepreneurs who might not otherwise have them.’ 

‘By tearing down buildings that once characterised our city?’ 

‘We’re making a far more creative use of the space than any bohemians. Next 

question.’ 

Leme turned it off. The black screen crackled, settled in the silence. 
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Leme felt responsible. He’d told himself that he had arrived too late to prevent what 

had happened, that it had already passed from predictable to inevitable, but it was of 

little comfort. Not in his nature to shrug it off and put it down to some occupational 

collateral.  

Lagnado was ignoring his emails and avoiding him. His secretary had actually 

blocked Leme from going in to see him just that morning. He received a terse memo 

half an hour later: 

 

Autopsy at 12. Accidental overdose. No questions. No press. 

 

Accidental overdose. Right. The doctor had been a colleague for years, but Leme 

wasn’t sure if he could trust him to tell the truth. Easier to be a cog if you are only the 

messenger, especially when there was no one crying foul or desperate for justice.  

Leme looked on from the back of the room, the air thick with disinfectant-haze. 

Ana was laid out, naked-smooth, caramel flesh taut and cold. This time though, there 

were incisions and organs, surgical instruments discarded on the table beside her body 

like a mechanic’s tools around a rusting car. The senior doctor, Nogueira, talked 

quietly to a couple of assistants and made notes. Leme didn’t even try to listen. 

Nogueira glanced over and dismissed the other medics. They closed the door on their 

way out and the two remaining men waited a moment. Leme felt the silence 

deepening and Ana’s body settle into the middle of it. He longed to say something to 

break it. But he didn’t want to dictate the conversation: it was important that the 

doctor did what it was he wanted to do without pressure. 

‘You know this was an overdose, then?’ 

‘I’d heard.’ 

‘Right.’ Nogueira looked down at his notes. ‘I'll keep this in layman’s terms for 

you, tudo bem?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Sensible.’ 
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The doctor indicated the torso with his pen. ‘The internal damage is consistent 

with drug abuse over a period of months and then a fatal overdose.’ 

Leme shrugged. This wasn’t going to help. 

‘It seems, though, that she was using intravenously. There are needle marks, and 

although she doesn’t appear to have a very long history of it, the marks are clustered 

together, which suggests habit and pattern. I would say that she started using 

approximately three months before her death. This is enough time to establish 

dependence but also short enough to make a miscalculation highly likely.’ 

Leme smiled. Looked like this case was about to go away. Bile rose. ‘What 

about the state of the body?’ he said. ‘She was naked. That’s odd, isn’t it?’ 

Nogueira shrugged, tilted his head from side to side. ‘Sei la, it happened. But, it 

did make me look a little more closely though,’ Nogueira said. ‘This is not in my 

notes, but the needle marks are on her legs. Nowhere else.’ 

‘And what does that mean?’ 

The doctor gave a grim laugh. ‘Think about it.’ He lifted Ana’s leg to show the 

neat punctures. Pencil marks. Full stops. ‘She wouldn’t have been able to do this 

herself. Angle’s too tight. No way she could have reached around and operated a 

syringe. Unless she was a professional contortionist.’ 

Leme ran his hand through his hair. Placed it on the operating table, fingers 

curled in, nervous of getting too close. He could feel the cold escape from her thigh. 

‘So you’re saying someone else was doing this to her?’ 

‘I think so.’ 

‘Which means someone else was controlling the dosage?’ 

Nogueira nodded and looked away. Brushed imaginary dust from the body. 

‘But that’s not going in your notes?’ 

Nogueira said nothing. Turned his back. 

Leme patted him on the shoulder. ‘Thanks for telling me.’ 

Back in his car, the anger returned. Emotional dead weight was of little use, but 

it helped him to focus. He played back the recording on his phone:  

 

So you’re saying someone else was doing this to her? 

I think so. 

 

Nogueira would be all right if it came to it. 
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The guy from the tyre shop called. Leme had pretty much given up hope that he 

would. He wasn’t looking forward to another visit to the favela. 

‘Fala,’ he said. 

‘Some news you didn’t hear from me.’ 

‘Right.’ 

‘The playboy had been in before. Several times. Asking around for some 

woman. A seamstress. Never found her.’ 

‘This during the day?’ 

‘Think so.’ 

‘Alone?’ 

‘Yeah. But it was the same SUV. A couple of times in the month or so before 

the accident.’ 

Leme considered this. ‘You think he was looking for this woman at four o’clock 

in the morning?’ 

‘I doubt it. Doesn’t fit the pattern.’ 

‘So. You need to do a little more digging.’ 

‘Caralho, Mario. Chega, ne?’ 

‘And find out who this woman is. I want a name.’ 

The guy sighed into the phone. ‘There must be a hundred seamstresses in 

Paraisópolis,’ he said. 

‘Well he was only looking for one. And I’m sure you’re more capable than he 

was.’ 

The guy whistled. ‘Mate, you are a fucking pain.’ 

‘But you’ll do it for me.’ 

He sucked his teeth. Leme hung up. 
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Leme looked carefully at the photograph he’d recovered from Ana’s email. He hadn’t 

really had a proper look: quality was too poor. His IT guy had reformatted it and 

blown it up and he could now scrutinise it properly. 

Perhaps a landscape in the interior? The moon surrounded by a circle of yellow 

light. A black house. Figures working. A shadow. Could have been any holiday 

portrait. Or representation – there was something artificial, staged. Perhaps not even 

an actual scene? Leme imagined a vacationing couple walking, eating, drinking. 

Fussing over the little differences to their own home back in the city. Making love and 

sleeping under a light sheet, an ancient fan juddering and banging.  

Leme called the IT department back. ‘Having problems with the image?’ 

The IT guy stood in the doorway. 

‘Just wanted an opinion.’ Leme waved him over. 

The guy leaned over the desk and studied the screen. ‘There’s something odd 

about it.’ 

‘That’s what I thought. The light, right?’ 

The guy traced the corner of the picture with his finger. ‘Cara, the dust doesn’t 

help.’ He wiped his hand on his trousers. Gave Leme a sardonic look. 

‘Save the lecture.’ 

‘You’re right. It is the light. Move over a second.’ 

Leme grunted and stood up. The guy sat down and tapped and clicked away. 

The image became sharper still and he zoomed in on the shadow. 

‘That’s where you can see it, the difference.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘The light is in contrast. It’s a different type. See?’ 

He indicated a patch of shade. ‘Look at this. It’s a different … what’s the word, 

texture, to this.’ His finger circled the yellowing glass. 

‘Odd.’  

Leme nodded. ‘What might have caused it?’ 

‘Hang on.’ 
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More tapping and clicking. The edges of the picture were amplified, stretched 

out. They seemed to taper off, turn bright. He pulled one into focus.  

‘There. Look. The light changes again at the edge. It’s the same as in the 

shadow.’ 

‘So, it’s like two different places?’ 

The guy ignored him. He spoke slowly. ‘Yes, I suppose so.’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows. Looked across the room impatiently. The office was 

murky, the windows coated in dirt. He stepped over and ran his finger across it, 

wiping it clean. The glass shone. 

‘It’s a photo of a picture,’ Leme said. ‘The light is refracted through the glass 

frame and that’s why the edges look different.’ 

‘Fuck me, that might be right.’  

The guy scratched his head and adjusted the contrast of the screen. 

‘The shadow is someone else in the room, looking at the picture.’ 

The guy was nodding now. ‘Makes sense. The light is artificial, that’s why it 

doesn’t match up.’ 

‘Question is,’ Leme said, ‘where are we going to find the picture. Wherever it 

is, Ana was there not long ago.’ 

‘Ana?’  

Leme smiled. ‘Don’t worry. You can go now.’ 

The IT guy pushed the chair back and stood. ‘There’ll be a database. For the 

image, I mean. I can find it, probably. Might take a couple of days?’ 

Leme looked at him and smiled. ‘Research, right? Your wife wants to buy some 

art.’ 

‘I’m not married.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘OK, your fucking boyfriend wants to buy some art.’  

The IT guy laughed. ‘I like art. Cool. I got it. For your girlfriend, right?’ 

Leme sat back down. Smiled. ‘Yeah,’ he nodded, ‘I’ll tell her.’ 
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Leme and Antonia sat up in her bed eating pasta from bowls, a film turned down low 

on the television, the light from the screen flickering in the dark. It was the most 

comfortable thing they had done together.  

They didn’t talk while they ate. Antonia’s legs were draped over Leme’s under 

the covers, and she rubbed her foot against his.  

‘I’m curious,’ she said, placing her empty bowl on the bedside table. ‘About 

your parents. You’ve never really spoken about them.’ 

Leme nodded. He rested his own bowl in his lap. ‘There’s not much to say,’ he 

said.  

‘There’s always something to say about parents,’ Antonia replied. ‘And often 

it’s not very good.’ She gave a rueful laugh. ‘My own,’ she said, ‘don’t understand 

my life.’ 

‘They’re dead,’ Leme said. ‘Died when I was young. Então, not much to say.’ 

She rested a hand on his shoulder. ‘Sorry,’ she said. ‘I didn’t know.’ 

Leme sighed, smiled. ‘I don’t really have anyone left, I suppose. Family wise. I 

was an only child. My father too. My mother … well, I don’t really know what 

happened to her family. When she married my father, things changed for her.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

Leme shifted slightly, turned towards her. ‘They had different backgrounds,’ he 

said. ‘My father was middle class – he worked as an administrator in a company that 

sold electronic goods. Lisboa’s dad was always more of a role model, to be honest.’ 

‘Your partner?’ 

‘Yes, Lisboa. His father was in the Polícia Civil. He encouraged us to sign up.’ 

‘So you did.’ 

‘Yes. He made a good case.’ Leme laughed.  

‘What about your mother?’ 

Leme said nothing for a moment. He had never really told anyone about his 

mother. Only Lisboa and then, later, Renata. And he only knew what he did through 

his father.  
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‘She grew up in Paraisópolis,’ he said. ‘I believe she had sisters, though I’m not 

sure. My father always used to talk of rescuing her, as if he had plucked her from 

poverty, gave her a life. It was something Renata found strange. She worked in the 

favela. She never believed that you couldn’t have a life there.’  

Antonia nodded. ‘How did they meet?’ 

Leme breathed out heavily. ‘You know? I’m really not sure. My father’s story is 

that he saw her one day on the street, knew she was the woman he would marry, and 

whisked her off her feet.’  

‘How romantic.’ 

‘Quite,’ Leme said. ‘It never really fitted my conception of him, to be honest. 

He wasn’t a romantic guy.’ 

‘Well,’ Antonia laughed, ‘I didn’t think you were either until you told me how 

you and Renata got together.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘I suppose so.’ 

‘And your mother never said anything?’ 

Leme shook his head. ‘I don’t know,’ he said. ‘What I think is that she preferred 

his version, too. I never even knew what she used to do. When I was growing up, she 

stayed at home. She never said much, really.’ 

‘That sounds like a blessing,’ Antonia said. ‘My mother never stops talking.’ 

Leme laughed.  

‘How did they die?’ she asked. 

‘They were old. Illness. They were old when they had me.’  

‘What sort of illness?’ 

‘It doesn’t matter.’ 

‘Do you think that their age made it harder to feel close to them?’ 

‘I don’t know.’ 

Antonia reached for his neck and turned his face to hers. ‘Kiss me,’ she said.  

He did. It felt warm, soft, tender. Her tongue played lightly in his mouth. She 

sucked, bit down gently on his lips. He felt a surge inside and pushed himself on her a 

little harder. This was desire and relief.  

They broke off, smiling.  

‘Maybe you’re right,’ Leme said. 

‘About what?’ 

‘About age and distance.’ 
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‘Explain.’ She propped herself up on her elbows.  

‘I grew up in a quiet home,’ he said. ‘The only reference to any kind of 

affection was this story of my father’s, how he met my mother. But it never rang 

completely true. They didn’t really connect – is that the right word? – with me in the 

same way that Lisboa’s father did with him. I was a little jealous. I just wasn't used to 

expressing anything beyond the most obvious necessity. When I met Renata, I 

understood this.’  

He waited for Antonia to tease him. She didn’t. 

He went on. ‘I’d never had to think about what I felt before I met her. No, that’s 

not right. I didn’t have to think what I felt – I knew what I felt – I mean I’d never had 

to confront it before. And that’s why it was both exciting and confusing.’ 

Antonia kissed his shoulder.  

‘I really am a soppy bastard,’ he said. 

She laughed. ‘Well, I didn’t want to say it …’ 

Leme kissed her and they wriggled down under the covers. Until then, he’d only 

really thought of this thing as distraction. Now he wasn’t so sure, and he wasn’t 

unhappy about that. 
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Waiting to hear from Silva was beginning to feel a lot like falling in love, Leme 

thought: the restlessness, the not knowing. He had news, apparently, but news he 

didn’t feel necessary to share in the email Leme had received a few days earlier. 

Something one of the convicted lowlifes in the Gabriel case had said. About Mendes’s 

influence over Magalhães. About quite how far-reaching it was. Something Leme 

would be very keen to hear, apparently.  

Just like Silva to set up a narrative. 

He didn’t doubt the Gabriel killers knew more than they had let on at the trial; 

they had accepted their sentences with a grim smile, as if the promise of some reward 

lay at the end of the stretch, like a house in Bahia, an American car and a pension. 

‘Entregou,’ Silva had said when the hearing was done. ‘Foul play.’  

But there was nothing to prove this. Manslaughter didn’t seem to cover what 

they had done, but conviction rates and all the other legal bullshit meant it was 

inevitable. Plus, the neighbourhood was a good one, full of low-rise mansions, 

diplomats and old money, and the pressure to reassure the residents was considerable. 

Leme understood that. A one-off opportunistic accident was preferable to targeting 

from a favela gang. And that was how they played it. The killers thought the owner 

was out. Said they saw him leave. Were walking past. What were they supposed to 

have done? 

So what was new? Silva had claimed a while ago that the transcripts of his 

interviews with one of the convicted would be enough to reopen the case, and Leme 

had pointed out that if you are employed to kill, there is little in the way of 

manslaughter. But that was where they were stuck. It was difficult to know where 

they could take this new evidence.  

Leme paced Ibirapuera Park, circled the bench where they had agreed to meet. 

There were shouts and swearing from the futsal and basketball courts. Runners in 

Lycra and headphones pounded past, puffing in time with their feet. He could see the 

spray of the fountain as it rose from the lake above the trees. A sun-smog haze filtered 
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a green-yellow light. Not long until dusk. The heat rose in relief from the concrete 

floor, dissipated. Too cool to rain. Too hot to relax. 

Silva shuffled into view. A flasher’s raincoat. Red-faced. Christ, he looks awful. 

His tie crumpled and hanging loosely from his shirt, not bothering with any of the 

buttons. A hairy thatch poking from the bottom of a shirt-flap, trousers somehow 

slipping despite his girth. His suit glinted in the sun – cheap and worn. 

He sat down and Leme wandered over, opening a newspaper as he joined him. 

Silva lit a cigarette. Leme shook his own soft pack and one came loose. He turned to 

Silva, who, he thought, enjoyed this little espionage game. Entirely unnecessary. 

Everyone knew they were working together.  

‘Tem fogo?’ 

Silva grunted in reply and handed over his lighter. ‘Nice day. Not too hot.’ 

Leme smirked. ‘Alright. Chega, ne?’ 

‘Você que sabe.’ Silva opened the document folder that rested on his lap. ‘This 

is for you. It’s a copy of the transcript from one of the convicted in the Gabriel 

murder. Not sure what you can do with it now, but worth a look, and definitely of 

interest.’ 

Leme took the file. ‘And what are you going to do with it?’ 

‘I’m working on it. Can’t take it to my editor as it is, but maybe soon ... quem 

sabe?’  

‘Why exactly are we meeting?’ Leme asked. ‘You’ve told me all this on the 

phone. You said there was something else.’ 

‘Have a look at the last page.’  

Leme shrugged and flicked to it. A single sheet, ten or so lines of text. ‘What’s 

this?’ 

‘Read it. I’ve kept it separate from the rest. You’ll see why.’ 

Leme raised his eyebrows and sighed. He’d done enough reading for the day. In 

moments though, he felt his chest contract and his tongue become fat and 

cumbersome in his mouth. Time slowed as his heart quickened. He realised he was 

reading what looked like a confession. 

 

There was another job. A year ago. An issue in the favela. Paraisópolis. 

Some bitch lawyer causing trouble about kicking the residents out for that 

project in the centro. You know? That fucking massive building thing 
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Mendes is doing. She was working to have the whole project put on hold, 

they told us. Human rights shit, apparently. They were moving the 

residents on illegally and she wasn’t having it. Her husband was a cop, 

too. They said he might know about some shit we’d done. Which means 

they would tell him if we didn’t do this. That it could all be connected. All 

we had to do was organise a few wide boy dealers to shoot at the Militars 

on a particular corner at a particular time. The kids were well up for it – 

any excuse for a scrap. Those assault rifles are not very accurate in the 

hands of a fucking child. Stray bullet. That would be the excuse. Easy. And 

plausible. Some kid dealer with gold teeth, they say. Easy money. We 

didn’t have to do hardly fucking anything. 

 

‘I’m sorry, Mario.’ Silva turned to him. Placed his hand on his shoulder. ‘I thought 

you should know.’ 

Leme nodded. He felt a taut ripple of relief. Now he knew. If she had only 

stayed in her office a little later. If she had only had an appointment at the beauty 

salon. If she has just done one thing differently that day. The guilt at letting his wife 

work in the favela was always counterbalanced by the idea that she would laugh if she 

ever heard him say he let her do anything.  

‘What are you going to do?’ Silva asked.  

‘Does anyone else know about this?’ 

Silva shook his head.  

‘Let’s keep it that way.’ 

‘If there is anything I can do ...?’  

Leme let the offer sit in the space between them. Fill it. He leaned forward. 

‘Help me,’ he said. ‘What we’ve got will never be enough. We both know that. And 

that’s why you’re here.’ 

‘You’re probably right.’ 

‘This dead girl, though, and this dead playboy. We might be able to use it. I 

don’t know yet. But if we can, we fucking well will.’ 

Leme straightened, rubbed at his eyes with his sleeve and looked across at Silva.  

There was the hint of a smile. ‘No disrespect, Mario,’ he said, ‘but I was hoping 

you’d say that.’ 

Leme snorted. ‘Why am I not surprised? I’ll call you.’ 
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He stood quickly and walked away.  

Once he had turned the corner, his legs buckled.  

He stopped and leaned against a tree. 

Mopped sweat from his brow. 

Vomited in three urgent heaves.  

The bark was rough to his touch and thin strips crumbled through his fingers as 

he picked at it.  

The runners went round and round.  

The shouts were louder.  

The air was thicker now and wrapped him like a heavy coat.  

His breathing steadied.  

He spat and wiped his mouth. 

He should get to his car before the traffic got too bad. 
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Leme walked the campus with Aline. It was tucked away from the mess. The air felt 

cleaner as he stepped through the gates. The students and professors had that healthy 

sheen lacking in the majority of people in the city. 

Like Leonardo, Leme guessed, most of the students had never taken a bus. 

Cracked leaves blew past, sun-baked and shrivelled, like the cleaners. A group 

of boys sauntered and swaggered, a rainbow of polo shirts.  

‘When Jorge outlined exactly what it was he wanted me to do,’ Aline was 

saying, ‘I realised the seriousness of the situation and understood that there was no 

choice, really. When a threat is imminent, it’s sharper, like a knife. Alex made me 

understand that.’ 

Leme was confused. ‘Alex?’ he said. 

‘Yes. My son’s best friend. He sat in my office with his feet resting on the chair 

to his right. Barely looked at me, as if – no, because – he knew the persuading had 

already been done.’ 

‘Persuading?’ 

‘To attach my name to the project. The foundation, too.’ 

‘Right. And why was Alex talking to you?’ 

‘Mendes sent him. I think Mendes approached him as he thought he might know 

something, you know, due to his friendship with Leo.’ 

‘And did he?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘What exactly?’ 

‘Two things. Firstly, that because of my marital agreement, the revelations 

about my private life would leave me with very little.’ 

‘Why?’ 

‘We married young. I was idealistic. I didn’t think.’ 

‘And the second?’ 

Aline grimaced. Leme said, ‘Come on. You need to trust me. This is why you 

called me, right? Because you have a conscience. I know you do.’ 
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Leme smiled. The flattery seemed to work. He was a little confused though. 

This seemed like a departure. 

She nodded. ‘The Singapore Project,’ she said. ‘Remember I told you I rescued 

it? Well, I did, but that was only as I knew – because of a deal I did with Mendes – 

that it would need rescuing. A whole reputation based on a lie. I’ll be honest with you: 

we all knew what would happen to those buildings. I was lined up to do the rescue 

job, which would secure my reputation, make me philanthropic, benevolent, and make 

me money. A lot of money. He could expose all this. And sending Alex made it clear 

I really did have no choice.’ 

‘Why?’ 

‘The thing about my private life? It involves Alex’s father.’ 

‘Aha,’ Leme said. ‘Mendes is a clever fucker.’ 

‘Later that day after Alex had left, I instructed the press officer for the 

foundation to prepare a release pledging our support. Then I called Eugenio – Alex’s 

father – and told him that things had changed. He didn’t take it well. I know, I know, I 

threw my hand in with the enemy. But it was easy to convince myself that I was 

helping my city.’ 

‘Well you can now,’ Leme said. 

‘I don’t know,’ she said.  

‘I thought you wanted to do what’s right. Make amends.’ 

‘I do. There is a way. But you’ll need to go to the site in the centro.’ 

‘OK.’ 

‘I can’t tell you much more, but …’ 

‘I need more than that.’ 

‘Well …’ 

‘When I’m at the site, what do I look for and where can I find it?’ 

‘There’s one of those Portakabin offices behind the main construction. It’s 

sometimes empty in the afternoons. There’s a filing cabinet with a false bottom 

drawer. What you need is in there. A package. It’ll help. For now, I can’t do anything 

else.’ 

‘What’s in the package?’ Leme said. 

‘Names,’ she said. ‘And numbers. OK? Understand?’ 

Leme nodded. 

He decided to go the very next day. 
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The location that Mendes had chosen for the project was a smart one. Leme could see 

that straight away. 

The Estação de Luz was visible from all sides and likely the Pinacoteca, too, 

from the tower blocks at least. It was close enough to the Sala de São Paulo to offer 

an illusion of culture and sophistication. The tree-lined, surrounding squares were 

already being spruced and cleared of junkies, with Militars posted on each of the 

corners. The michês had drifted off and wouldn’t be back. Working Rua Augusta 

fleecing tourists outside strip clubs. Pimping silicone-heavy, violently waxed whores. 

The top end of Augusta had undergone something like gentrification, but the bottom 

end remained dark, neon and dirty. Would stay that way, too. The visitors for the 

football needed a seedy district. This was the one they had decided to retain, Leme 

had heard from Silva. Old school glamour: the flesh darker, the mouths bigger, the 

drugs more sulphurous, cheaper. More chance, too, of waking up naked and penniless. 

Though Silva had also heard that even that was being evaluated: no petty crime 

against gringos with drink-swollen cocks, whores included, as he’d put it. No back-

alley beatings. São Paulo was going to be a fucking playground. And the bullies were 

being sent home. Just like that Cazuza song Renata enjoyed in those wonderful, anti-

establishment moments she sometimes had: the whole country turned into a brothel, 

as there’s more money to be made. Some days we survive without a scratch. Others, 

we don’t. 

A few months after Renata died, Leme had been dragged along to Love Story 

by a well-meaning colleague. The girls – sequinned and heeled – whispered, tongues 

in his ear, cupping his balls and stroking his cock through his trousers. He’d recoiled 

in shame, rushed to the bathroom and masturbated painfully, coming in an urgent 

spasm into his hand. 

He edged around the perimeter of the site. The post-colonial architecture of the 

buildings considered valuable enough to remain just about peeped through the graffiti: 

swirls of blue and green, sneering boasts, defiant signatures. Renata used to praise the 

ingenuity it took the artists to do their work. Leme didn’t.  
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Leme skirted the main entrance. There were three security guards mooching 

about. They talked briefly into walkie-talkies, unsmiling. He had made an 

appointment to see a woman called Selina who ran Mendes’s publicity. He was, he’d 

told her, representing a potential sponsor of the project, using a discreet friends 

association with an investment bank to provide credentials. That the bank was 

considering becoming involved was true, and Leme had worked his cover into a sort 

of independent consultant situation, so that it would be difficult to trace. Still. The 

security guards might pose a problem and he was prepared to reveal his identity if 

need be on the basis of cleaning the area of undesirables. A colleague in Vice was 

ready to back that up should it come to it. 

 After a nervous moment as his ID was run through the system, the burliest of 

the guards waved him in.  

The site was bigger than it looked from the outside.  

A vast, shallow pit lined with steel girders and surrounded by diggers.  

Dust was puffed into the air like a smoker exhaling … 

Groups of helmeted, boiler-suited men pointed and shouted over the noise. 

Leme marvelled at the sheer foreignness of the construction, of the courage. How do 

they do it? Who has the confidence to say this will work, this will not fall down? The 

city was unrecognisable from the one he had grown up in. Construction was currency 

and the growth rate exponential. So what if some of them were left unfinished and 

derelict? There was always more money to plough in, more people who needed 

apartments, shopping centres, offices. Or thought they did. We’re all conditioned 

now, he thought. The great ambition: to lay a stake in the city, even if it meant 

aspiring to a bigger debt. The instalment payment schemes and the independent 

developers working outside of the banks facilitated that. Defaulting on payments was 

an opportunity. Sue, and find another family to bleed. There are plenty of them. 

‘Sr Leme?’ 

Leme turned to see an attractive woman in her forties hurrying awkwardly 

towards him in her heels, shielding her mouth from the dust, ducking slightly at the 

noise. 

He smiled. ‘Prazer.’ 

They shook hands and kissed once on the cheek.  

‘Why don’t I show you around and then we can go to the office to talk?’ 

Leme nodded. She gestured for him to follow.  
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They took a turn around the eastern side of the site where it was quieter, Selina 

giving a running commentary, like an enthusiastic tour guide who took pleasure in the 

historical details that brought the tour to life. In fact though, she was doing the 

opposite: her pleasure was in the removal of these historical details, their replacement. 

She pulled a map from her briefcase. ‘This,’ she pointed at a curved line, ‘is where the 

shopping centre will be. Over there,’ she indicated the far side, ‘close to the main site 

entrance will be three residential blocks and a luxury hotel. The idea is to create an 

entire and ultimately self-sufficient lifestyle community.’ 

What the fuck does that mean? Leme smiled inwardly. 

She continued. ‘Of course we are offering the full centro experience. Our 

residents and guests can enjoy the regenerated area from the safety of a secure home. 

There will be restaurants and leisure facilities, too. This will be a vibrant and 

culturally significant part of the city and the legacy will last long beyond the World 

Cup and the Olympics.’ 

Centro experience? Leme wasn’t sure there was one any more. He nodded. 

Adopted a thoughtful expression. His friend had told him that the best way to behave 

in these kinds of situations was to say little and maintain a neutral outlook. 

Selina added, ‘But I’m sure you know all this.’ 

Leme gave a tight smile. ‘Perhaps we could talk somewhere less noisy?’ 

Selina made a show of returning the map to her case. ‘Oh, absolutely. Of 

course.’ She bustled towards a cluster of temporary buildings. Leme followed. 

Despite their transient nature, the offices were cool and sophisticated. A scale 

model sat cased in glass on a high table. Leme paused by it, examined the generic 

corporate design. This was the new city – curved, sleek, modern. Isolated. It was a 

lifestyle, not a home. Inside the glass, tiny lamps lit the swimming pool and recreation 

areas. In this complex, the sun always shines.  

Selina sat down and gestured for him to do the same across the desk. She 

shuffled some papers. She eyed Leme, seemed to consider her words. 

‘We’re excited about your involvement,’ she said.  

Leme nodded. ‘It’s an exciting time for the city. O mundo esta olhando.’ 

‘E verdade, ne?’ Selina smiled. ‘And we’re right in the middle here. This is a 

pioneering project. Sr Mendes is taking the steps we need.’ She gestured at the scale 

model. ‘To show the world,’ she said, ‘that we are a force to be reckoned with and a 

place to enjoy the very best.’ 
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Leme raised his eyebrows. He looked at his watch. Any moment now. He had to 

stall a little longer.  

‘We’re thankful that the Alencar foundation approved the plans,’ he said. ‘We 

given our theoretical support.’ 

Selina thinned her lips. ‘We feel that you might help to convince them, sabe? 

Da direção? Mostra o caminho certo. We’d be very grateful and there are ways that 

Sr Mendes can show that gratitude. A cafézinho, ne?’ She paused and smiled. 

‘Entendeu?’ 

Cafézinho. Little coffee. Bribery. A neat, very Brazilian euphemism. 

Leme sniffed. Smiled. ‘I think I understand,’ he said. ‘I can pass the message 

on, you know, in the proper fashion.’ 

Selina’s phone buzzed, rattled against the glass-topped desk. ‘Da licença.’ 

She stood and turned away. Spoke quietly with her hand covering the 

mouthpiece. She glanced back at Leme a couple of times as if deciding something. 

She nodded vigorously and Leme heard her say ‘já tou indo ai’. It had worked. 

‘I need to pop out for a few minutes,’ she said. ‘That was Aline Alencar wanting 

me to check on something.’ She gave a pained, amused expression that said: what can 

you do? 

Leme feigned displeasure. ‘If you must.’ 

‘Eu volto já já.’  

She grimaced an apology and left. 

Leme sprang up as soon as she was out of the door and arrowed straight towards 

the filing cabinet at the back that Aline had described to him. He opened the bottom 

drawer, which was empty, and reached in up to his shoulder, removing a false panel 

and pulling out a package not much thicker than a paperback book. He stuffed it into 

his shoulder bag and sat back down. Moments later, Selina returned. 

‘She called back. False alarm.’ Her look said: stupid bitch.  

Leme smiled. ‘People like her think the world is to order, ne?’ 

Selina laughed. ‘Where were we?’ She smiled naughtily. 

Leme stood and looked her in the eye. ‘I think I have what I need,’ he said, 

adopting what he imagined to be a business manner. ‘I’ll talk to my people. I’m sure 

we’re all going to be very happy.’ 

As he left the site and headed quickly back to his car, he felt the package knock 

against his hip.  
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Leme sat in traffic. A low fog of exhaust pulsed and eddied amongst the cars. The a/c 

struggled to offer respite from the heat. He felt the small of his back sticking to the 

seat, sweat trickling slowly between his buttocks. Classic rock on Kiss FM made an 

unlikely soundtrack, he thought. ‘You Give Love a Bad Name’. ‘Paradise City’ – he 

raised an eyebrow at that one. Translation: Paraisópolis. Enter Sandman. ‘I Don’t 

Want To Miss a Thing’. Such lazy platitudes, Renata would say when he insisted on 

leaving the radio tuned to the station. Maybe. But an Aerosmith love song takes on 

new meaning when there is nothing left to miss, but everything. Leme barked a grim 

laugh: Renata would not be impressed with that. Then, ‘Wild Horses’, but even The 

Stones failed to distract him from the tired, resigned looks of the other drivers and the 

motoqueiros haring and beeping and swearing between the lanes, middle fingers 

ready.  

He remembered the PCC attacks in 2006. He had been appalled and surprised 

by them, considerably more than he would have thought possible. Partly, he later 

understood, this was a selfish position. He and Renata were just beginning to form 

their relationship, and she had close ties to a number of the organisations affected. 

There was no personal tragedy – thank God – but for a few weeks at least, she was 

preoccupied and distant. Leme had felt the disturbances almost as a direct affront: 

how dare these vagabundo ladrões make her feel like that and, consequently, how 

dare they jeopardise his place in her heart! He felt genuine pain and trouble at the 

event – and was involved in the clear-up – that was true, but more than that he 

resented how it had risked displacing his burgeoning friendship, his love. When 

something external and uncontrollable happened to someone he cared about, Leme 

felt a deep desperation to help, even somehow solve the problem, as if he could return 

things to the status quo, obliterate the effects of bad news, then he could once again be 

sure of his place in that person’s affections.  

Every day, he longed for a problem to fix for her. 

Now he had Ana. But he hadn’t been able to fix any of her problems. He 

remained unsure that it had even been possible. 
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He pulled off towards São Bernardo. The industrial estates looked different in 

the middle of the day. At dusk or early morning, there was something about their 

potential that gave them gravity. If you could forget who owned them and saw them 

as the workplace of hundreds of honest Paulistanos, Leme thought, there was a sense 

of dignity. A member of the forensic team met him at the entrance. Tape surrounded 

the room where Ana had been found. The forensic’s name was Victor, but everyone 

knew him as Bambino, because that was what he called everyone else. Leme had 

known him for years; he was scrupulous on the job, and decidedly unscrupulous off it. 

That’s what comes of investigating murder scenes. 

‘Sorry to drag you down here,’ Victor began, ‘just thought there was something 

you should see.’ 

Leme shrugged. ‘Not much else to do, cara. Sabe?’ 

Victor gave him a pointed look. They crossed the tape and entered the room. In 

the bright, temporary lights it looked like a photographer’s studio, white and clean 

and empty. Leme looked at the spot where Ana’s body had lain. He felt a beat of 

regret. 

‘Thing is,’ Victor was saying, ‘there are no traces of anything that we can make 

out. The whole place was whitewashed and bleached and we’ve found no 

fingerprints.’ 

‘Any way of knowing how many were here?’ 

Victor smiled. ‘This was a suicide; we both know that.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Então.’ 

‘That’s why I called you.’ 

Victor led him to a door at the back of the room, which had been obscured in 

the gloom of Leme’s last visit. He pushed it open.  

‘This is the only thing we found.’ He pointed at the ground, which was made of 

loose cement. 

‘What am I looking at?’ 

‘Track marks.’ 

Leme bent down and squinted. Faint, irregular lines marked the floor. ‘These?’ 

he pointed. 

‘Yes. And we think they are recent. And one of my guys is sure that they are 

consistent with a trolley. A hospital trolley, something like that.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘So this is how she was brought in?’ 
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‘We think so. There’s nothing at the other entrance. Cars come and go here, 

right? Bigger vehicles, too, so its hard to pinpoint what they might have arrived in. 

But there were some flecks of black paint – the type used on an SUV, you know, 

expensive, supposed to help protect it – dotted about near the back door through 

there.’ He pointed at the end of the corridor. ‘It’s possible the trolley may have 

scratched the vehicle when they removed it. Something like that.’ 

‘But we’re talking about a number of people?’ 

Victor arched an eyebrow. ‘According to my guy. If it were one of those 

trolleys I mentioned, then it would have had to be folded up inside an SUV, meaning, 

the body would have to be placed on it when they arrived. That’s a two-person job.’ 

‘Not necessarily.’ 

‘You tried doing that on your own?’ 

‘You’d be surprised.’ 

Victor smirked, not entirely pleasantly.  

‘There’s another option,’ Leme said. ‘She was alive when she arrived.’ 

Victor whistled. ‘OK, but then why the trolley?’ 

Leme nodded.  

‘What do the medics think?’ Victor asked. 

‘She was drugged over a period of months. The last injection could have been 

administered here.’ 

‘And this is a suicide. We’re just clearing the scene, to be honest.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘A trolley. Maybe. An SUV. There were a few people here, 

right?’ 

Victor nodded. ‘They did it here. Not that you heard it from me, entendeu?’ 

 

Back in his car, Leme considered the implications. Whoever was responsible needed 

help. Collusion. And resources. And there was likely some other threat, not physical. 

And there were at least two of them. Perhaps more. 

As he started the engine, his phone buzzed.  

His contact at the tyre shop. 

 

I’ve found that seamstress. 
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But before he could pursue that, Leme had to have an awkward conversation with 

Gerson, one of Renata’s devoted colleagues.  

Gerson didn’t like Leme much. 

Leme wasn’t looking forward to it, but he needed to ask him a few questions.  

Old Gerson might know exactly how Renata was trying to help the centro 

favelados.  
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‘Why are you only telling me this now?’ 

They sat on Leme’s balcony. A storm had threatened briefly, but the winds that 

circled the apartment buildings like hawks had softened, and the air was clear and 

cooler. Leme hadn’t seen Gerson since Renata’s funeral service, and they both, he 

thought, felt a palpable discomfort at the memory. While Renata hadn’t exactly 

compartmentalised her life, her work colleagues in the favela had always seemed to 

retain a residual suspicion of Leme, partly, he hoped, due to his job, and partly, he 

feared, because they had never really believed that he was good enough for their 

saintly boss.  

‘You never contacted me before,’ Gerson said. 

‘You didn’t think it might be important?’ 

Gerson shrugged. ‘We’re not all in the business of solving crimes, Sr Mario. 

And I promised her I would keep it to myself. That was understood, by all of us, Sr 

Mario.’ 

The insistent formality pained Leme. It was false and confirmed his feeling that 

he wasn’t trusted.  

‘Well,’ Leme offered, more softly, ‘I’m glad you came. It’s good to see you 

again.’ 

Gerson bowed his head. No way of turning this relationship around, Leme 

realised. May as well get to the point. ‘Tell me exactly what happened,’ he said. 

Gerson took a nervous swig of beer. ‘Dona Renata was looking into the rights of 

residents in the favela in the centro,’ he said. ‘There were rumours that the site was 

going to be cleared for a new development. A group representing the favela came to 

see her. They had heard she had experience in the area.’ 

This was true. She had been involved in trying to smooth over and facilitate the 

changes brought about by the Singapore Project. She had also advised on social 

housing projects in Paraisópolis itself, ensuring the residents were treated fairly and 

understood the intricacies of property laws and responsibilities.  

‘Go on,’ Leme said. 
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‘She discovered that the rumours were true, and she also found out who was 

heading up the project.’ 

‘Mendes Construction.’ 

‘Isso.’ 

‘Then what?’ 

‘She looked into the land ownership situation and thought she had found a way 

to prevent the project from happening and keep these families in their homes.’ 

‘But these families were being offered compensation, weren’t they?’ 

Gerson raised his eyebrows. Leme noted the implication that he was being 

naive. ‘The compensation wasn’t guaranteed and was minimal,’ he said. ‘Also, it was 

financial – there were no promises to re-house. Essentially, they were going to be 

kicked out with a small amount of cash and told to move on. Many of them worked in 

the area. Relocation means starting everything again. Not easy with young children.’ 

Leme nodded, unsurprised.  

‘And that is pretty much what happened,’ Gerson continued. ‘After Dona 

Renata passed.’ 

‘What was she planning to do?’ 

‘She approached City Hall. They stalled her. Told her to help the families. After 

they had been moved on.’ 

Leme thought about the package from the site in the centro – names, numbers. 

Might be connected, somehow. He’d need to get Aline properly on side. 

‘Did she ever tell you that I wasn’t aware of this?’ he asked. 

Gerson looked down again, reluctant to speak. ‘Yes.’ 

‘Do you know why?’ 

Gerson looked at him. ‘No,’ he said. 

Leme knew he was lying. They didn’t trust him, so Renata would never get him 

involved. It meant something, but he didn’t know what. 

Leme bit down on his bottom lip. ‘We could have helped each other,’ he said, 

quietly. 

‘No.’ Gerson was firm. ‘This was not something you could have helped with, Sr 

Mario.’ 

‘Did anyone from Mendes’s company ever contact you?’ 
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Gerson nodded. ‘There were some phone calls. Nothing sinister. Simply 

explained we were on the losing side. All very matter of fact. They said they were 

from a place called Podemos, but we never found out exactly what that is.’ 

Leme tensed. So he had heard the name from Renata. He had been sure he had 

and that, in fact, she had fudged her explanation when he’d asked her what she was 

talking about. Was he remembering that right? Does it matter? He’d come this far. 

It looked like the confession Silva had showed him was true. It didn’t make it 

any easier to swallow. 

He looked at Gerson. ‘Anything else?’ 

Gerson paused and frowned. ‘There was a young man,’ he said, ‘who came to 

the office a couple of times, knew something about one of the guys working for 

Podemos.’ 

Leme tensed. Alex? he thought. The cocky sod seemed to get around. ‘What 

was his name?’ he asked. 

‘I can’t remember.’ 

Leme eyed him. ‘Try,’ he said. 

‘He wasn’t involved with Podemos,’ Gerson said. ‘I remember that. His friends 

might have been. He had lunch with Dona Renata once. Not long before … well, not 

long before.’ 

Leme remembered the receipt. Over a year ago. Leonardo.  

‘His name Leonardo Alencar?’ Leme asked. 

‘Leonardo?’ Gerson nodded slowly. ‘I think so. That sounds right. It was only 

couple times and he only spoke to Dona Renata.’  

‘That’s all you can remember?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

Leme’s expression softened. ‘Thanks,’ he said. ‘Maybe you should go.’ 

Gerson nodded, ducked away from Leme and let himself out.  

 

Although drunk, Leme wasn’t worried about being stopped by a Police Blitz. He eyed 

the garage entrance on Leopoldo, sitting in his car a short way from Mendes’s 

headquarters. A phone call to Aline and he had found out Mendes was still there and 

when he was expected to leave. Should be any time soon. 

A Jaguar pulled out and Leme followed it down towards the Marginal. He kept 

a sensible distance and couldn’t be sure who was inside – the windows were darkened 
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considerably more than the laws allow. Then again, anyone buying a car like that is 

generally not subject to those kinds of laws. 

They ghosted through a back street shortcut. 

Public tennis centre in disrepair: making way for another luxury block, no 

doubt. Rubble and advertising: mocked-up model apartments. 

Taxi ranks –  

Empty. 

Leme’s eyes peeled. Never knew at this time, off the main drag.  

He’d heard the stories. 

The car-jacking, acid-throwing lot. Robbery with a moral twist. 

The have-nots fucking over the haves something proper. 

Leme saw shapes, shifting shadows – 

Nothing more. 

They crossed Cidade Jardim and began the crawl up the hill towards the São 

Luis hospital, the white and red headlights like Christmas decorations. They turned 

left into a widening, mansion-lined cul de sac, climbing the steepening roads and 

heading right opposite Clube Paineiras. The Jaguar turned sharply and stopped at an 

electric gate which groaned and yawned, swallowing up the car. Leme drove a little 

further on, stopping on the far side of the crossroads that led to his own apartment. He 

parked and walked back to the gate, taking in the house behind.  

Lights were switched on and off at the top of the house. Perhaps Mendes was 

getting ready for bed, kissing his son goodnight, idly chatting with his wife about his 

day. Perhaps looking forward to climbing into bed with her, feeling her soft flesh 

under her nightdress. Perhaps she would give a giddy, exhausted sigh and let him slip 

his hands under it, remove it. And they would luxuriate in the warmth their bodies 

gave off as they drifted to sleep. And the next morning, the family would share 

breakfast, Mendes’s wife glowing affection for her successful and brilliant husband. 

And Mendes would get back into the Jaguar, head to his office and the whole thing 

would start again. 

Leme lit a cigarette. He spotted one of the security guards peering out of the 

booth window.  

He sneered and walked away, back to his car.  

At home, in his own bed, he sweated and slapped as mosquitoes whined by his 

head, his legs stretching to fill the empty space. 
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The package was filled with paper: names and numbers. Aline had known exactly 

where it was, but not, she claimed, what it was. Her idea to distract the press officer 

with that phone call. A good one. 

The typeset was small, ordered in tight lines, like it had been done on one of 

those old-fashioned bookkeeping machines. It didn’t take Leme too long to work out 

what it was. 

There was a repeated list of names he recognised: Ribeiro, Bastos, da Cunha, 

Lemos da Silva, Sá. And then: Magalhães. Lagnado. Beside each name were figures, 

six digits most of them. In the final line, a list of first names: Barbara, Isabella, Kadi. 

And, most often: Ana. 

The first group had a clear connection: these were politicians, several of whom 

were involved in the Mensalão investigation. Two of them – Ribeiro and Bastos – had 

been recently charged and tried. Magalhães was most likely the Delegado Geral of the 

Polícia Civil. The same man who had put a stop to the enquiry into Renata’s death. 

And who had sidelined Leme and Lisboa. Lagnado was the Superintendent of Leme’s 

Delegacia. It was he who had signed off the case notes on the Gabriel killing. He who 

had warned Leme off the case. 

The girls’ names were less clear. But they had done something, Leme thought. 

He remembered what Luciana Camargo had told him: that Ana was being used as 

bait. She’d called him back in the end, telling him Rafael had laughed at her. Told her 

he’d been fucking with her and that Alex and Leo were just showing off a hot new 

thing they’d found. She didn’t believe him, she said. Leme told her to do nothing 

more. 

The Mensalão payments had to go somewhere. Mendes had the means to hide 

the money in any number of projects. Was that what he was doing? Funnelling the 

money, washing it, and providing, essentially, an investment service for his crooked 

friends. That had been Silva’s thought from the start. 

But how were the girls involved?  

And why then was Ana now dead and not the others? 
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On the final page, there was that word again: 

 

Podemos 

 

He found the number stored on his phone. After three rings, an assertive voice 

spoke.  

‘Quem fala?’ 

‘I’m calling on behalf of Sr Bastos. Want to set something up for him.’ 

‘No problem. Who?’ 

Leme looked at the names of the girls. Picked one. ‘Kadi. Tomorrow if 

possible.’ 

‘Hang on.’ 

He heard a rustle of paper.  

‘That’s fine. Two o’clock?’ 

‘Perfeito. New location though.’ Leme gave an address in Morumbi. ‘That 

OK?’ 

‘Don’t see why not. Send Sr Bastos our regards.’ 

Leme hung up. Dialled Aline’s number.  

‘I need to get into Mendes’s office.’ 

There was a pause. She sighed and measured her response.  

‘Podemos,’ she said.  

Leme smiled at her choice of word. We can do that, it meant. 
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Leme’s IT guy poked his head round the door. 

‘Got a minute?’ 

Leme waved him in. 

‘I’ve found out what that picture is.’ 

‘And?’ 

‘A painting. Modern. Called, Off Duty Militias. The artist’s name is Priscilla de 

Carvalho. This is a copy.’ 

He handed Leme a printout. 

‘You can see why we weren’t sure what it was. Poor-quality camera phone. 

That’s why it looked like it might have been an actual place, I think.’ 

Leme looked thoughtful. ‘Just need to find out who the hell has a copy of it 

hanging on their wall.’ 

The IT guy shrugged. 

‘I need to get into a phone. Can you help me with that?’ 

‘I’ve told you I can.’ 

‘Right. So what do you need?’ 

‘Number, RGE, name, email address. That should do it. What are you looking 

for?’ 

‘Photos.’ 

‘Not a problem. That’s easier, actually. Might be uploaded in a number of 

places, you know, back-ups, the cloud, that kind of thing.’ 

‘Você que sabe.’  

Leme wrote down the details on a piece of paper and handed it over. 

‘Might take a little while.’ 

‘Don’t worry about it.’ Leme turned to his screen. ‘Valeu, eh cara.’  
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The seamstress worked in the Mosteiro School in Paraisópolis. Leme knew there 

would be a permanent ring of Militars surrounding it while Operaçao Saturaçao was 

still in progress. Should be safe enough. Still. He called Carlos. Told him he needed to 

go in. 

He refused to help.  

After what had happened to the boy with gold teeth, Leme should go nowhere 

near Paraisópolis. 

But Leme insisted and Carlos relented, made some enquiries. 

‘You fucking appeal to my sensitive side, or something,’ he’d said. 

Leme had barked a grim laugh. 

They picked a time when there was unlikely to be anything going on and Leme 

called the Mosteiro and made an appointment. Carlos took him to the door and waited 

outside. 

The seamstress showed him to a classroom and she stood behind the teacher’s 

desk, facing him. 

‘Do you know what happened to your daughter?’ 

She barely flinched, a flicker of something across her eyes. Leme scanned her 

face. Regret? Sadness, yes. Curiosity, too. 

‘I know enough.’ 

‘When was the last time you saw her?’ 

She shook her head. ‘She is very, was very stubborn.’ 

‘What about her friends?’ 

‘I don’t know any friends.’ She made the term sound distasteful, undesirable.  

‘I heard there was a young man. Came to see you a couple of times.’ 

She sighed with impatience. ‘He tried to speak to me.’ 

‘Know what happened to him?’ 

‘I don’t care. Nem tem interessa.’ 

‘He’s dead. Died just outside the favela. Car accident.’ 

She gave him a look: And? ‘Drunk.’  
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Leme shook his head.  

‘So. Driving like an idiot.’ 

‘No.’ Leme leaned back against a desk. Felt it wobble slightly under his weight.  

‘What then?’ 

‘He was looking for your daughter.’ 

Leme didn’t know if this was true. 

‘Well, he wasn’t the only one,’ she said. 

She took a deep breath and softened, saddened. 

‘He came to see me because he was worried about her,’ she said. ‘I don’t know 

why.’ 

‘Did you know what she was doing?’ 

‘Yes. Well, sort of. Mais ou menos, ne?’ 

‘And?’ 

‘She was working for a company involved in property – that’s what she said. 

She was a runner, a despachante. Running errands, processing documents. Buying 

certain people … cafézinhos, sabe?’ 

‘And what did this guy want?’ 

 ‘To talk to my daughter. He said he was trying to stop it.’ 

‘Stop what?’ 

‘He wouldn’t tell me.’ 

‘When did you last see him?’ 

‘It was … early. Madrugada.’ 

Leme made a quick calculation. ‘That was the morning he died,’ he said. 

She leant forward and gripped the desk. The light caught the glasses perched on 

her nose.  

‘How did he seem to you that morning?’ 

She thought about the question. ‘Distracted.’ 

‘And?’ 

‘A little panicked.’ 

Leme heard the shouts of children playing outside. Caught the dense smell of 

food from a nearby kitchen. Rice and beans and stewing meat.  

‘How long was he with you?’ 

‘Not long.’ 

‘What did he say?’ 
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She glanced at the door. ‘He wasn’t making sense,’ she said. ‘Something about 

a friend of his, who might have been following him, and who might come and see me. 

And then about a girl, too, a different person. A colleague of Ana’s.’ 

Leme realised this was the first time she had said her daughter’s name. He had 

all he needed. 

‘And did he come, this friend? Did anyone come and see you?’ 

‘The friend? No. No one did.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘That’s good.’ 

She looked shaken. Leme thought about comforting her, leaning over and 

touching her, but feared she would recoil, patronised. She wasn’t to know that grief 

was second nature to him. 

‘Do you still think your daughter was just a despachante?’ 

Her look hardened. ‘My daughter was capable of many things,’ she said. 

Leme waited for her to finish the sentiment. She didn’t. 

He turned and walked away, hoping she might stop him. But she didn’t do that 

either.  

Carlos hustled him into the squad car and in ten minutes dropped him off at a 

bar outside his apartment building. He ordered an orange juice and watched as two 

mangy, sad-looking dogs licked each other, sprawled in the sun. He poked the ice in 

his drink with a straw and stirred the pulp. It was a chewy drink. His stomach 

tightened as he swallowed, forced it down. What is it with non-alcoholic drinks, he 

thought, that makes them feel such a waste of time? This was a joke of Renata’s. He 

ordered an espresso, satisfyingly bitter. It came with a small biscuit, which he tossed 

to the dogs. They barely looked up at it as it fell by their feet. The sky darkened in 

thick cloud. He heard laughter from the taxi rank across the road.  

He looked at his watch. 

He decided to stay there until his maid had left his flat. 
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Leme spent his evenings in silence.  

The apartment was big enough that the empty spaces in the different rooms had 

their own distinct hum and character.  

He felt the pressure change as he went from one to the next.  

He walked barefoot. 

The scratch of the carpet, worn, frayed, ridged.  

The cool of the kitchen tiles.  

The loose dirt on the balcony between his toes, knocked from the plants his 

maid insisted he keep.  

The quiet. 

The groan-rattle of the fridge.  

The crickets.  

The toilet’s pipe-juddering after-flush. 

He had always liked to be alone, but had never before been lonely.  

Before he met Renata, he disguised this with music. When she moved in, it 

became an accompaniment to their evenings. And he began to understand why that 

was important. A soundtrack provides a critique, yet reassurance.  

Leme stepped into the lounge. The wooden floor was warped and splintered and 

in need of attention. He skated over it, let the cambered slats rub roughly on his 

calloused heels.  

The stereo hadn’t been switched on since Renata’s death, apart from to listen to 

BNegão. He preferred the honesty of silence. Sad songs and alcohol are artificial 

influences.  

Tonight he felt different.  

He looked at the piles of CDs.  

She had that infuriating female habit of not really caring if the disc matched the 

case in which she put it. Perhaps Leme had that infuriating male habit of caring.  

He fished out a Tim Maia record. Turned the volume dial far to the right. 
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Brass and strings bounced upward and rolled, filling the room, lifting Leme’s 

lips into a smile, bringing his head nodding forward and then back, in time, eyes 

closed. 

A semana inteira, fichei esperando.  

All week, I’ve been waiting. 

When we love each other, we don’t think of money, we just want to love.  

Não quero dinheiro, (Só quero amar). 

I don’t want money, (I just want love). 

He smiled. They had listened to this song over and over as it affirmed their 

commitment to what was important. Like a contract: this is what matters to us. Only 

this. 

Now, it made sense again.  
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Lisboa had insisted on coming, too. 

‘Someone needs to check you don’t do anything stupid,’ he’d told Leme, 

placing himself, again, as his burly chaperone. 

They decided to use the Vice cover that Leme had prepared for his visit to the 

site and his previous meeting with Mendes. Aline set it up, telling Mendes that she 

wanted to go over the security arrangements with representatives from the Polícia 

Civil. It was, she told him, essential to her involvement in the project that the area was 

completely free of crime. Little point, she explained, in creating a self-sufficient 

lifestyle community, if the residents and guests are going to feel threatened the 

moment they leave the gates, in their cars or otherwise.  

‘He’ll do it,’ she told Leme. ‘I mentioned your name, and he didn’t seem to 

place you.’ 

‘They’ve been in touch with a colleague in Vice. He’s vouched for us. Told 

them we’re part of the team.’ 

‘Could’ve brought him, too. Added some credibility.’ 

‘Wants nothing to do with it.’ 

‘Faz sentido.’ 

Leme paused. ‘What are you going to do, Aline, if we can prove any of this?’  

She gave a reluctant smile. ‘Let’s see what we, what you, can prove first, then 

I’ll think about what I’m going to do.’ 

 

A young, very attractive woman showed them into Mendes’s office.  

‘Que filezinha,’ Lisboa whispered. Only half-ironic. Meta-misogyny, Renata 

called it. Leme shook his head. He hadn’t seen Lisboa for days and realised how 

much he missed him. 

Mendes welcomed them like family. 

‘Dona Aline.’ He pulled her into him and kissed her with a show of considered 

affection. ‘And these must be our friends in the Polícia Civil?’ 
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‘Detectives Leme and Lisboa.’ Aline turned to them. Stood aside and let 

Mendes greet them. He gripped their hands and arms and looked each of them in the 

eye. ‘Prazer. You must send my regards to the Delegado Geral. We were college 

mates.’ 

Leme smiled thinly. ‘We don’t see him too often.’ 

Mendes waved this away. ‘Well, when you do next. Shall we sit?’ 

He guided them to a large conference table. Leme glanced out of the window. 

The tops of Itaim out towards the park, the Marginal and Jockey Club in the other 

direction. 

He examined the walls. There it fucking was.  

Lisboa whistled. ‘Quite a view, Sr Mendes.’ 

‘Thank you. It’s why we chose this building.’ He ushered them to sit. ‘Help 

yourself. Fique a vontade.’ He indicated a decent spread of coffee and breakfast. 

Lisboa was first to pour coffee, took a sip, and popped two empanadas into his mouth.  

‘Dona Aline tells me you can explain how the clean-up is going.’ 

Leme nodded at Lisboa. They had decided that he would do the talking as the 

more sociable of the two of them. They’d both been briefed by their colleague and 

had a good idea of what to say. 

‘That’s right,’ he began. ‘We’ve moved on the beggars and homeless and they 

won’t be back.’ He winked at Mendes. ‘Entendeu? They’re taken care of. 

Permanently. Not that they posed much of a threat, but the place smells better now, 

ne? Wouldn’t do to sully the new neighbourhood, am I right?’ 

Mendes gave a solemn nod. Brought his fingers together in a pyramid in front of 

him. Lisboa went on. ‘The bigger problem has been the pimps and traficantes. We 

explained to the pimps that the sort of clients they are used to wouldn’t be coming 

back any time soon. I know,’ and again he winked, ‘that your clientele would prefer a 

better calibre whore that was on offer down there until recently. Am I right?’ 

Mendes lips pursed into a half-smile, but his eyes were blank. Aline looked 

down in genuine embarrassment. 

‘Better type of person, ne?’ Lisboa continued. Leme thought he might be 

overdoing it. ‘Anyway,’ he gestured with both hands, ‘it shouldn’t be a problem. 

They’ve all fucked off to Augusta. We cut them a break on the filthy hotels they use, 

which were supposed to be shut down. Quid pro quo, right?’ Leme raised his 

eyebrows. Their guy in Vice had used the same phrase. ‘After all,’ he said, ‘still some 
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demand up there.’ He laughed. ‘I mean … so I hear.’ His eyes widened in faux-

innocence. 

Mendes gave Aline a pointed look. 

‘The traficantes were probably the hardest. They’re all connected to the PCC 

and they’re pissed off with us and the military lot over the business in Paraisópolis. 

Don’t want to play ball. They know trade won’t be the same, but they just want to 

fuck us off.’ 

Aline spoke. ‘That’s my concern. Why I wanted to meet.’ 

Mendes looked sharply at her. Nodded. ‘So what’s the plan?’ He paused. ‘We 

must make sure we keep Dona Aline happy.’ 

‘Only one way, really.’ Lisboa leaned back, shirt stretching across his chest. 

‘We make a considerable donation to the PCC development fund.’ 

Leme hadn’t taken his eyes off Mendes. He watched as his feral, spiky features 

settled, satisfied. He ran his hand over the crisp gel that held his hair in place. Stroked 

his freshly scoured cheeks, clean jaw. This was a solution he understood. This is what 

they had planned to do: demonstrate how corrupt they were prepared to be, show what 

they were prepared to do to facilitate Mendes’s plans. Mendes raked his top teeth over 

his bottom lip and his eyes narrowed like a vulture on a low fence, a dying animal 

gasping below, enjoying the anticipation of a feast. 

‘And they’ll leave us alone if we do?’ he asked. 

Lisboa nodded slowly. ‘Should do. But, hey, these fuckers don’t like to feel 

they’re being pussy-whipped, sabe, so there’s no guarantees.’ 

‘We can’t make any guarantees?’ 

‘More dineirinho the better, I’d say. Entendeu?’ 

Lisboa shuffled forwards. ‘There’s a power vacuum in Paraisópolis. There’s 

been a lot of violence. They want things to go back to the way they were – and they’ll 

be more discreet the more you can provide. They’re saying they’ll give us the Centro 

if they’re kept happy enough, entendeu?’ 

Mendes crinkled his nose. ‘Collateral consequence.’ He looked at Lisboa with a 

smile. ‘Am I right?’ 

‘So you’ll do it?’ Lisboa asked. 

‘I think I know who needs to be persuaded.’  

‘E isso ai.’ Lisboa sat back, glanced at Leme.  

‘This is –’ Aline made as if to stand.  
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‘Sit down.’ Mendes placed his hands flat on the desk and pushed himself up so 

that he was above her. ‘This is how things work, nothing more. Deal with it. After 

all,’ he smiled, ‘this will create more projects in Paraisópolis for your little, quote 

unquote, ethical venture capitalists. Your small, medium-sized enterprises.’ He looked 

at Lisboa and winked. ‘Opportunities. We all win.’ 

‘My husband –’ 

‘Your husband has left you, I heard.’ 

Mendes seemed to enjoy the ensuing silence. Ignored Aline’s glare. She, Leme 

guessed, was not used to that sort of treatment.  

He decided to speak. ‘Make sure you’re careful.’ 

‘What?’ Mendes had been staring over at his desk. ‘Who are you talking to?’ 

‘You. Your company. We don’t want anything from the past to be … 

unhelpful.’ 

‘I don’t know what you mean.’ 

‘Condominium on Gabriel.’ 

Mendes looked at Lisboa. ‘This relevant?’ 

Lisboa shrugged. 

‘No secrets there. All above board, legitimate sale. Tragic circumstances, yes, 

but the situation was resolved. No way it can be,’ and this time he stood, ‘unhelpful.’ 

‘Not yet,’ Leme said. ‘Manslaughter convictions are often based on – what was 

it you called it? – a collateral consequence. Easy thing to misinterpret.’ 

Mendes smiled. ‘I think we’ve settled everything we need to, don’t you?’ He 

looked at Lisboa who nodded and pushed back in his chair. 

Leme stood and turned, wandered towards the wall behind the table. 

‘This is nice,’ he pointed at the large painting hanging there. ‘Priscilla de 

Carvalho, right?’ 

Mendes breathed out, grimaced with impatience. ‘I believe so.’ 

‘Know the title?’ 

‘I don’t recall. It’s been there for years, my assistant chose it.’ 

‘Off Duty Militias.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘The name of the painting. What you’re proposing, actually.’ 

Mendes cleared his throat. ‘Actually, I think it was you that made the 

proposition.’ 
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‘Você que sabe.’ 

Leme took out his phone. ‘You mind?’ 

Aline stepped towards him. ‘Detective Leme, now’s not the time,’ she said. She 

placed her hand on his arm. Pulled it towards her. He shook her free.  

‘Really. There is no time for this,’ she said. ‘It’s just a painting.’ 

Leme gave Mendes a look: well? 

Mendes shook his head, exasperated. ‘Go on then,’ he said, forcing a smile. 

‘I –’ Aline began, but Mendes glared at her.  

‘Humour him,’ he said. 

‘Detective Leme, we really must go. I don’t understand why you’re insisting on 

doing this. It’s hardly a well-known painting.’ 

Leme looked her quizzically. ‘I like it,’ he said. ‘That OK?’ 

She grimaced but nodded. Put her things together to leave. 

Leme took several pictures, trying to capture the correct angle. 

‘You can do it, you know that,’ Mendes said. ‘What we talked about.’ 

Leme looked away from the painting and smiled. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘Podemos.’ 

Lisboa made a flicking motion with his fingers. ‘Embora.’ 

They moved towards the door, which opened as they approached.  

Selina came in, talking on her phone.  

She looked first at Leme and then Aline.  

Aline looked at Leme.  

He ignored her.  

Lisboa tugged at Leme’s sleeve. ‘Mario?’ 

Selina’s expression darkened: confusion, understanding … anger. 

‘I’ll call you back,’ she said. 

‘Vamos. Now.’  

Leme hurried them out. He turned back as the door started to close.   

Selina was talking animatedly, waving her arms. Mendes was staring hard 

through the narrowing doorway, nodding, registering, remembering – Leme guessed – 

who he actually was. 

In the lift, Leme said to Lisboa, ‘You were good.’  

‘Get what you need?’ 

‘Think so.’ 
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Aline said nothing. Leme touched her on the shoulder. ‘You, too. You did well. 

It’s nearly over.’ 

She smiled sadly. Leme understood why. 

 

Leme parked outside the condominium and headed into the small bar across the road. 

Converted garage. Ordered a beer and a whiskey and gulped them down. Ordered 

another. A table of men argued about politics, paunches exploding from tight tennis 

tops.  

He reached for his cigarettes and found the package he’d lifted from the site. 

Looked again at the names. Tomorrow he was due to meet Kadi. Wondered what he 

would learn. 

One of the men at the table came over. Nelson.  

‘E aí, Marião. Como vai?’ 

‘Grande Nelson.’ 

They shook hands and he slapped Leme on the back. ‘Então?’ he said. 

‘You know. It’s going.’ 

He leaned down over Leme, his hot breath soured by beer.  

‘Come. Join us.’ He waved over at the table. ‘Saideira. Those babacas don’t 

know when to stop. It’s been a while, ne?’  

His face broadened into a leer. ‘Time to move on, não e? Come and have a 

drink.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘I’m leaving soon.’  

He gestured with the package.  

‘Thinking about something.’ 

Nelson shrugged. 

Soon, the men left in a chorus of drunken cheers. Leme ordered a final round 

and watched as the owner tidied up around him.  

Nodding, he drained his glass, paid up and left.  

Halfway across the road, the roar of a motorcycle.  

He turned into the noise, headlights blinding.  

Something swung out from the side, connected with the back of his head.  

A flash of pain, he tasted blood, fell forwards.  

He felt hands in his pockets: the package.  

Then everything went black.  
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Leme felt hands on his shoulders, but this time soft, less urgent. 

‘Sr Mario? Tudo bem?’ 

He heard the voice of a segurança. It wobbled in his mind, as if a cassette tape 

was jamming as it spooled.  

‘Sr Mario?’ 

He grunted and swallowed, gasped. He reached to the back of his head, which 

throbbed. 

‘Tudo bem,’ he said. ‘What happened?’ 

The segurança sighed. ‘Não sei, exactamente,’ he said. ‘There was a bike. It 

looked like you were hit. That’s all I saw.’ 

Leme tried to sit up. ‘Yeah, OK,’ he said. It was dark enough for that to be a 

possibility, he thought. Clever of them. 

‘You need to go to hospital, Sr Mario.’ 

‘Ah, I’ll be OK,’ he said. ‘It’s happened before.’ He stood and patted down his 

pockets, slowly at first, and then frantically.  

‘Caralho,’ he said and spat. 

‘Que foi, Sr Mario?’ 

‘I’ve lost something,’ he said. ‘Something important.’ 

He gathered his senses. They knew he had the book, the list, the names. And 

now he didn’t. He had nothing.  

‘Can you call me a cab?’ he asked the segurança. ‘I’m going to go to hospital.’ 

The segurança scuttled off.  

At least he had the appointment with Kadi the next day. He better get some 

sleep. They’d patch him up quickly enough. 
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‘The fuck happened to you?’ 

‘Drunken accident, entendeu?’ 

Leme’s head was bandaged and there was bruising around his eyes.  

His brain contracted, ached. 

Kadi raised her eyebrows. Crossed her arms. ‘Where’s Sr Bastos?’ 

Leme had taken a risk and asked that only the girl came to the meeting. They 

were standing in a hotel room in Morumbi, the bed between them. Tower blocks clear 

through the windows. Standing plants creeping over the tops of balconies. 

‘He’s not coming.’ 

Kadi shot him a look and picked up her bag. 

‘Woah, mate, I’m not into this.’ She fumbled for her phone and stepped towards 

the door.  

‘Wait.’ Leme pulled his badge. She stopped. ‘Sit down.’ He indicated the sofa. 

‘Just some questions. I’ve got a couple of uniforms outside. Nowhere to go, querida.’  

This was a lie, but it worked. 

She sat down. Pulled a packet of cigarettes from her purse. ‘You mind?’ 

‘Fique a vontade.’ 

She lit up and exhaled. Her hand shook. 

‘Tell me what you’re doing here?’ Leme asked. 

‘I came because I was sent.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘Let’s not do this. No point in wasting any more time.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘What is it that you do exactly?’ 

‘You haven’t got a fucking clue, have you?’ 

She drew hard on her cigarette. Leme poured them both some water and pushed 

a glass across the coffee table towards her. ‘Here. Toma.’ 

She spilt water down her chin as she drank. Leme watched her. Young, early 

twenties, perfectly made up, elegant. Beautiful. Feminine. But with an edge, hardness 

barely contained by her soft, inviting body. 
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‘So. Why are you here?’ Leme repeated. 

‘It’s my job.’ 

‘And what does your job involve?’ 

‘Advocacy work.’ 

‘In hotel rooms?’ 

‘Our clients like the privacy.’ 

‘I’m sure they do. What else?’ 

‘There are sensitive documents. I run errands. Process things.’ 

‘What, like a despachante? Sounds vague.’ 

She shrugged. ‘It is what it is.’ 

Leme heard vacuuming in the next room. Ran his hand over the crisp folds of 

the white bed sheets. 

‘Who do you work for?’ 

Leme saw she was thinking about lying to him. Thought better of it.  

‘It’s part of the development of the centro.’ 

He gave her a sardonic look. ‘So you’re in property?’ 

‘Look, I’ve told you. It’s advocacy work.’ 

‘You help secure investors then?’ 

‘Something like that.’ 

‘And what if they need persuading?’ 

‘We show them the benefits of cooperating.’ 

‘We?’ 

‘I’m part of a team.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘That’s why I wanted to talk to you.’ 

She made a face as if to say: well, get on with it then. 

‘What do you know about Ana?’ 

‘Ana? Haven’t seen her for a while.’ 

‘I don’t suppose you have.’ 

‘Huh?’ A worried look. 

‘Tell me what you know about her.’ 

She sighed. ‘Pretty girl. A student, I think,’ she said. ‘She does the same thing 

as me. We work alone, but we occasionally meet for strategic planning.’ 

Leme smiled at this. 

‘You think this is a joke?’ Kadi asked. ‘It’s complicated stuff.’ 
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Leme laughed. ‘What’s Ana like?’ 

‘Nice enough. Bit stuck up. Seems smart. She’s Men …’ she composed herself, 

‘… she’s the boss’s favourite. So I’ve heard. I don’t know. Sabe?’ She waved smoke 

from her face and folded the cigarette end into the ashtray on the table. The filter 

lipstick smudged. Blood-red. 

‘What does that mean? The favourite?’ 

She arched her eyebrows. ‘You know.’ 

‘More advocacy work?’ 

This time it was Kadi who laughed. A bitter snarl, more like.  

‘Ana’s dead, Kadi.’ 

Leme watched her expression change. Like her stomach had dropped. 

‘Murdered. We think.’ 

She lit another cigarette. Both hands shaking now. ‘Why?’ 

‘That’s what we’re trying to figure out.’ 

‘Why are you talking to me? I haven’t done anything wrong.’ 

‘I’m sure you haven’t. At least not intentionally. I just need to know more about 

what Ana was doing.’ 

Kadi looked reassured. ‘Like I said, we were helping with the project, the 

investors.’ 

‘What kind of people do you meet?’ 

‘Politicians, police, powerful people. Never know too much about them.’ 

‘And you help secure their investment?’ 

She nodded. ‘Like I said.’ 

‘Why do you think it’s done this way?’ 

‘No idea. It’s a job, right?’ 

‘Not a conventional one. How did you find out about it?’ 

‘A kid I know contacted me.’ 

‘Name?’ 

She sighed again. ‘Do I have to?’ 

Leme leaned closer. ‘This is confidential, right? Anyone asks, Bastos cancelled 

and you went home. Tell me.’ 

‘Name’s Rafael Maura. He works for the property company. Said he needed 

people to entertain … to do advocacy work. No questions. Great money.’ She 

gestured at the room. ‘What was I supposed to do? Expensive city, São Paulo.’ 
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‘Word Podemos mean anything to you?’ 

She shook her head.  

‘Paid in cash then?’ 

She nodded. Looked down. ‘What happens now?’ 

‘Carry on as normal. Call me if you need anything.’ 

He gave her his card.  

As he left, he glanced back at her.  

That look he had seen before:  

Self-realisation. 
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The IT guy was nodding. 

‘Same picture, no doubt,’ he said. ‘Different time of day, I’d say, but you knew 

that. The three images from her phone show it, anyway.’ 

He’d got into the phone and they’d found three photos of the same painting 

Leme had got from her university email, taken before she went missing. 

‘And, let’s not forget,’ Leme pointed at the images with exaggerated emphasis, 

‘the times and dates are in the top corner.’  

‘You’re the detective,’ the IT guy said, a little huffily.  

‘Calm down, dear,’ Leme joked. ‘I just meant they match with what you’ve 

said,’ he added. ‘It’s important.’ 

‘Gee. A compliment.’ 

‘Ah, vai tomar uma, eh?’ 

‘So it looks like she was there at least three times before that final photo was 

taken, right?’ 

‘I’d say that was clear,’ Leme said. ‘Her phone records show she was making 

calls and sending messages during this period, too. Easily checked.’  

‘So the difference in the final photo is the time of day, right? That’s what we 

think? That explains the change in light.’ 

‘Think so,’ Leme said. ‘You’re the expert, querido.’  

‘And the fact that there appears to be someone with her in the last one.’ 

‘Yeah,’ Leme said. ‘That, too.’ 

 

Leme stepped through the office and out on to the fire escape to smoke. It looked like 

they could place Ana in Mendes’s office after she had been reported missing. She was 

his favourite – that was what the other girl had said. He didn’t doubt that, but what did 

it entail exactly? He had an idea. And not a very pleasant one. Being in Mendes’s 

office that night might not mean anything at all. He’d have a reason for her being 

there. No one had made a fuss about her going missing – she was working, binned 

school for a couple of weeks. Easy. Must have a legit front for the job she was doing. 
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But if the job she was doing was advocacy for the Mensalão lot, then there was 

something to hide – the funds for Mendes’s project, for a start.  

Leme leaned over the railing and looked down into the narrow alley between the 

buildings, the city’s non-space. Recycling bins and junk. How much was this land 

worth? One day, there won’t be any gaps at all – just tower block after tower block 

lined up, like soldiers tight on parade, all air finally squeezed out. The lifestyle 

promised by the property developers played out under transparent domes harnessing 

the light but not the UV rays. That little cunt Rafael had said that São Paulo is the 

future. That we’re already there.  

But he was wrong. 

Long way to go yet. 
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Six a.m. The sky bled orange.  

Lanes of traffic shuffled right and left over the bridge.  

Buses loaded with passengers, dark faces locked into grim smiles.  

Men hanging from the outside doors.  

Hypermarkets and building supply stores.  

Manual labourers sat over coffee and shots of cachaça in roadside bars.  

Exhaust fumes filled the air, trucks shunting angry through gears.  

Helicopter buzz. 

Leme checked his phone for the address that Silva had given him. Out past the 

university. The good one, Leme thought, not the rich kids’ waiting room Aline ran. 

Trying though, give her that.  

He skirted the university. The air thinned and he saw the expanse of green roll 

away from him, dense, like clouds gathering for a storm. São Francisco Golf Club.  

It was an odd venue. Hardly anonymous. The car park was almost empty. He 

parked right by the front door of the clubhouse, in the bay reserved for the president. 

Small pleasures. He grabbed his notepad and slammed the door behind him. Circled 

his car with amusement. The parking space was designed for something a lot bigger. 

A boy in white overalls came bustling over, struggling under a coffin-sized bag 

of golf clubs, wagging a finger. ‘You can’t park there,’ he called out. 

Leme looked fromt his car to the boy and back to his car again. Tossed him his 

keys. The boy tripped as he stepped to catch them, the clubs clattering on to the 

tarmac. 

‘Looks like I can,’ he said.  

 

Standing on the driving range, watching a middle-aged man trying to hit balls across a 

lush, close-cut meadow towards the impressive buildings that fringed the course, 

Leme felt immediately ridiculous. 

He cursed Silva. ‘Mate, what the fuck?’ he said when Silva approached. 
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Silva laughed. He looked even more out of place in his cheap suit and egg-

stained tie. ‘Follow me,’ he said. 

They walked down the range to the final spot. There, a younger man in chinos 

and polo shirt hacked away with little success. Can’t be that hard, Leme thought. 

Distance he’s hitting it, he could probably do this in his back garden. Be a lot cheaper. 

They stood behind the man, who swore as another ball trickled feebly a few 

metres to his left. Silva coughed. The man turned. 

‘Good. You’re here. He looked at Leme. Who’s this guy? Christ, your head 

OK?’ 

‘Detective Leme, Polícia Civil. Related case. He may be useful. Drunken 

accident, so he says.’ 

Leme liked the way Silva had turned it around. He might be useful to them. 

They had discussed at length that the opposite was true. 

The man nodded. ‘So. Let’s get this over with. Tell me exactly what you need.’ 

Silva looked at Leme. ‘We’re interested in this company Podemos. What 

exactly it does, and what it is connected to. We’re pretty sure it is Mendes’s company, 

but don’t know what it’s for.’ 

The man glanced down the range. The nearest player was thirty yards away, and 

geriatric. ‘I know the company,’ he said. ‘It’s a paper company. A name. No concrete 

assets. No real ones, at least. They claim they’re in real estate in a very small way. 

You know, doing up old flats, selling them on. They don’t do anything though.’ 

Leme thought about Ana’s apartment. ‘How do you know this?’ he asked. 

The man looked irritated. Jerked his thumb at Leme. ‘This guy? Helpful?’ he 

said. 

Silva gave him a look meant to placate him. ‘Mario,’ he said, ‘our friend here 

works in Brasilia. For Ribeiro. His fucking PA. Know what that means?’ 

Leme nodded. Sr Ribeiro was about to spend his evenings and weekends in a 

secure facility for the next ten years as a result of his involvement in the Mensalão 

scandal.  

‘OK,’ Leme said. ‘Noted. Why are you telling us then?’ 

The man snorted. ‘More people implicated, more distance from me. I’m fucking 

complicit, some are saying. Not true, actually, so I thought it’d help to stir things up a 

bit. Francisco approached me at a good time, shall we say.’ 

Silva bowed. Leme raised his eyebrows. He really was a resourceful fucker. 
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‘Go on,’ Leme prompted. 

‘It’s pretty much what Francisco thought. The guys who were getting the 

Mensalão payments needed somewhere to put the money. Even they’re not stupid 

enough to stick it in their trousers and leave the country. Mendes knew this and 

offered a service.’ 

‘Podemos.’ 

‘Isso. He took the money and “invested” it in the apartments the company owns. 

Set up the paper trail so it looked like the “investors” were private individuals after 

part-ownership. Like a classic instalment scheme.’ 

‘But the money wasn’t used like that.’ 

The man laughed. ‘Those apartments are empty. Nice, true, but empty.’ 

‘I’ve seen one,’ Leme said. ‘The girl who lived there is dead.’ 

The man shot a look at Silva. ‘I don’t know anything about that,’ he said. ‘Let’s 

stick to what I do know, certo?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Just giving you some context.’ 

‘Right.’ He paused. Looked down the range again. ‘Hang on.’ 

He took another swing. This time the ball travelled low and right, at least fifty 

yards. He grunted his approval. Leme wondered why. 

‘Point is, Mendes offered a feijoada completo and he wasn’t prepared to lose 

out. The money he took went straight into the centro project. Six-figure monthly 

payments for years add up to a lot. Mendes started this a long, long time ago. Very 

clever, actually. Saw it coming. Also – and this was the stroke of genius – he got the 

political clout he needed from the men he was protecting. They fucking lobbied for 

him. And won. Bringing in that stupid bitch Alencar was a condition – instigated by 

Mendes. He realised it would give the project credibility.’ 

‘He was right,’ Silva said. 

‘Yeah.’ 

Leme looked across the course. A plane rose silently between the towers out of 

Congonhas airport. Banked left, curving away from them. Rio-bound. He breathed in 

the clean air, fresh on his bare arms and neck. 

‘Who knows about this?’ Leme asked. 

‘Those involved. I’d say a couple of others.’ 

‘Tell me again how you know.’ 
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‘My boss asked me to destroy some documents. He thought I’d just do it, as I’d 

always been loyal. I knew something was up and looked into it a bit. Gave him a 

choice: keep me out of it and tell me everything or I’ll take what I do know to the 

press. Or police. He agreed.’ 

‘Good deal,’ Leme said. 

He nodded. ‘Leaves me in a decent enough position. He won’t honour his side 

of the agreement – guy’s a fucking snake. This is insurance.’ 

‘What about the girls?’ Leme asked. ‘What were they doing?’ 

‘Told you. I don’t know about that. Don’t want to know.’ 

Leme considered this. Felt he was telling the truth. 

‘And you’ll go on record, if you have to?’ Silva said. 

‘Yeah, anonymously. If possible.’ 

Silva nodded. 

‘There is one pretty major fucking problem though,’ he said. 

Silva and Leme leaned in. 

‘This company, Podemos, isn’t linked to Mendes by anything other than word-

of-mouth, you know, by people like me.’ 

‘So whose name is it in?’ 

‘Not long ago …’ he smiled. ‘You’re going to love this.’ He looked away from 

them out at the course. ‘Not long ago, it was reverse-merged with an arm of the 

Alencar foundation.’ 

Leme flinched. The swish and crack of a successful shot nearby. About time.  

‘Fuck. So it’s in Aline Alencar’s name?’ he said. 

The guy shook his head. ‘No. Milton’s. Her husband. The foundation’s all in his 

name again, after he got suspicious, protective. She just runs it, ne? Word is, though, 

Milton doesn’t even know about this merger.’  

Silva was making notes. Leme thought about what Aline had told him, that she 

had no choice. So this is what she had been forced to do. That’s how she knew where 

the package was kept.  

Now she’s trying to make amends, Leme thought. And now they had 

confirmation of what exactly these names and numbers meant. This, Leme realised, 

was the bigger story, in which Ana for sure, and probably Leo Alencar, were had been 

caught up. 

‘So, what does that mean?’ Silva asked. 
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‘It means that the same foundation that gives the project its credibility also 

provided the funds, which in turn, it helped to raise from private investors. Legally 

speaking. Perfect cover. All accounted for.’ 

He twirled his club and knocked dirt from his spikes. 

‘Ribeiro was careless.’ He stopped. Smiled. ‘Thinking about it, he was really 

fucking stupid, actually.’ 

 

Leme and Silva walked back towards the car park. The clubhouse was filling up with 

breakfasting members. 

‘Doesn’t leave us in a great position,’ Silva reflected. 

Leme wasn’t sure. ‘I think Aline Alencar will cooperate, eventually, one way or 

another,’ he said. ‘She wants this resolved.’ 

‘That would be a start.’ 

‘I’ll talk to her.’ 

Silva nodded. ‘There’s the Gabriel case, don’t forget that. And, what happened 

with … Renata.’ 

Leme had been trying not to think about that. Even he understood that to 

confuse their purpose might be damaging. Trying to keep things separate. 

‘I don’t think anyone will listen,’ he said. ‘That guy you’ve got is hardly a 

reliable witness.’ 

‘Worth a try.’ 

Leme shrugged. They reached his car, parked now further away from the 

entrance, the keys under the front windscreen wiper. He opened the door and climbed 

in, tossing his notebook on to the passenger seat. 

‘Keep in touch,’ he said.  

Silva reached in, gripped his shoulder. ‘Take care, Mario.’ 

As he drove away, Leme waved at the boy he’d seen earlier, hunchbacked like a 

crab, weighed down under two sets of clubs. The boy scowled. 
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Leme looked at Alex with undisguised disgust.  

‘Be nice,’ Alex said. ‘It’s usually a girl who’s giving me the daggers.’  

‘I can connect you with this company, Podemos,’ Leme said. 

‘Podemos, Podemos.’ Alex rolled the word around in his mouth. ‘Yeah, I’ve 

heard of it.’ 

‘You’re the first person to admit that.’ 

‘Alex smiled. Alencar foundation, right?’ 

‘It is now.’ 

‘Então.’ 

‘Why was Leo leaving the favela in such a hurry?’ 

Alex paused. Rubbed his chin and then his legs. ‘I guess you could say that I got 

there too late.’ 

‘Go on.’ 

‘In essence,’ he said, leaning closer, relishing this, Leme thought, ‘it was largely 

about managing information.’ 

‘Your best friend’s death? Managing information?’ 

Alex narrowed his eyes. ‘Not what I mean.’  

He rocked back on the chair and looked around. They were in the centro. Alex 

sneered. ‘These fucking cafés are so bourgeois with their distressed wood and their 

chipped tables,’ he said. ‘Does no one else recognise the irony? Ethical furniture used 

to hold up iPads and laptops made by Asian children.’  

‘Don’t fuck around,’ Leme said. ‘I’m in no mood to listen to your bullshit.’ 

‘Sorry,’ Alex said, not meaning it. ‘It’s just I don’t want an experience when I 

go to a café. Eight reais for a cappuccino, plus service? There’s the experience: 

consumerism. Mendes is right to tear this all down. There’s something more honest 

about a soulless, corporate shopping mall. It’s the ultimate form of globalisation: you 

can be anywhere, anywhere.’  

Leme leaned across the table and grabbed Alex by his T-shirt with his left hand.  

With his right, he slapped him hard, twice.  
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He grabbed his hair and pulled him so their heads met in the middle of the table. 

‘Talk,’ he said. ‘Got that?’ 

Alex looked down. He breathed quickly. ‘Alright,’ he said. ‘You can let me go.’  

Leme leaned back. 

‘It was Rafael who got me into it,’ Alex said. ‘All you have to do is find girls, 

he’d told me. You’re a fucking expert at that. He said his boss needed someone and he 

thought of me. His boss. Jorge Mendes, whom Leo hated. That was reason enough. 

And the chance to score points over that sour-faced puta Aline was a bonus.’  

‘So it was revenge?’ Leme asked. 

Alex ignored the question. ‘And then another opportunity,’ Alex said. ‘Leo’s 

scholarship programme. Ana’s file. Why wouldn’t a girl like that want to earn some 

extra money?’  

‘Go on.’ 

‘Rafael told me: “Just remember one thing. These girls will have a job, right” – 

he was enjoying it, the cunt – “but, really, they’ll just be the bait.” I asked him for 

what. He said, “What do you think? What it always is.” Rubbing his thumb and 

forefinger, entendeu? Money. But then Mendes couldn’t behave and said too much 

and it had to be taken care of.’ 

‘What happened?’ 

‘Well, my father moved out soon after Aline committed to the Mendes project 

and told him she could no longer see him. I grew up with this woman. She was kind to 

me, cared about me. Her son is my best friend. I do not remember my life when they 

were not in it. And all the time she was fucking my dad. As my mother fed and bathed 

and looked after Leo and me, as we played football in the garden and swam and 

laughed, the snake had the old man’s cock in her mouth. So it was a sweet feeling 

when I wrote to Milton and told him about his wife, and advised him to secure the 

foundation again in his name. I mentioned that we knew what she had done in the 

Singapore Project. Brokering a secret contract to repair the buildings when they 

inevitably fell down in a fait accompli with the corrupt developers who knew exactly 

how long their work would last. A clean-up that would make her look good, ethical, 

humanitarian. And a lot of money, too. Everyone wins. The bitch thought she’d got 

away with that. Mendes didn’t give a fuck – just asked me to wait a little while, which 

I did. He had used the threat and he let me have the information. Like I said, that’s 

what it was all about: managing information.’ 
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‘I said you were something,’ Leme said. 

Alex ignored that, too. Carried on not looking at Leme. ‘Then Mendes called 

and told me Ellie had talked to him. She wanted to know about Ana’s job. She told 

him that Leo was worried about her and was going to visit her mother in 

Paraisópolis.’ 

‘But Leo ndidn’t know about Ana’s place in Pinheiros? About Mendes’s visits?’ 

Leme asked. 

Alex smiled then. ‘That was my own insurance, entendeu?’ 

‘And how did you use it? What did Mendes want to do about Ana?’ 

‘He just said that she knew something she shouldn’t. And I told him to leave it 

with me. He said he had a couple of people in Paraisópolis. Reliable. Done stuff for 

him before, who’d make sure Leo didn’t go back.’ 

‘How would they make sure of that?’ 

‘You know, scare him off.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘That’s what I heard. And it worked, didn’t it? The babaca drove off so fast he 

fucking killed himself.’ 

‘Not quite,’ Leme said. 

‘What does that mean?’ 

‘I was there.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘I was in Paraisópolis the morning that Leo died. It wasn’t an accident.’ 

‘I don’t know what you mean.’ 

‘I heard shots. He’d been shot. I saw his body when they got into the car. He 

wasn’t just scared off, Alex.’  

‘Why has no one mentioned this?’ 

‘That’s what I’m trying to figure out.’ 

‘It’s official. It was an accident. Everyone knows. The funeral. Right?’ 

‘No.’ Leme shook his head.  

Alex was quiet for a moment. He said, ‘I …’ 

‘You’ve spoken enough,’ Leme said. ‘There’s more. We know where Ana was 

the night she was found dead and we can connect you to –’ 

‘What?’ 

‘I said, we can connect –’ 
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‘No, about Ana.’ 

Alex looked like he’d been hit in the stomach. 

His face grey. His hands shaking. 

‘We know where she was that night,’ Leme repeated. He searched Alex’s face. 

He’d made a mistake. 

‘I don’t mean that. You said she was found dead?’  

His face grey – 

‘Well, yes.’ 

There it is, Leme thought: panic. But why? ‘Didn’t you know?’ he asked. 

Alex shook his head.  

His hands shaking –  

He looked down.  

‘Fuck,’ he said.  

He looked up.  

Wide-eyed.  

Shocked.  

His face grey – 

‘I didn’t,’ he said. ‘I really didn’t.’ 
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Leme and Lisboa sat in Superintendent Lagnado’s office. Paperwork sat between 

them on his desk. A request. Evidence, or supposition, at least. Leme wasn’t sure.  

‘This again?’ Lagnado’s tone was fierce. ‘Not going to happen,’ he said. 

He pushed the files across the desk and Lisboa picked them up. 

‘This is an investigation,’ he said. ‘Let us investigate.’ 

Lagnado shook his head. ‘These are closed cases. Car crash. Accidental suicide. 

You’re done.’ 

‘We just want to bring him in for questioning,’ Lisboa insisted. ‘There’s more to 

this than you think.’ 

Leme sat quietly. He seethed. Knew that it was pointless. Hadn’t they learned 

anything? Apparently not. Did that make it any less worthwhile, then, what they were 

trying to do? 

‘What do you have exactly?’ Lagnado said. ‘Conjecture. A company that is a 

part of the Alencar foundation, which, I shouldn’t have to remind you, is a respected 

institution. A couple of vague testimonies about a girl who was on drugs and a 

confused rich kid. Nothing concrete.’ 

‘We can place the girl at Mendes’s office on the night she died. Surely that’s 

worth following up.’ 

 Lagnado shrugged. ‘This is a vendetta. You two are lucky to be working at all. 

You have to learn to leave it alone.’ 

‘And that’s your decision, is it?’ Lisboa leaned back, scowled. 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Yours alone?’ 

Lagnado smiled. ‘Don’t fuck about,’ he said. ‘Neither of you is that naïve. It’s 

simple: Mendes cannot be brought in. Too much going on, too much invested in him.’  

‘So that’s it?’ 

Lagnado stood, turned to his window. Adjusted the blinds so that light flooded 

the room. Leme squinted up at him. 
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‘Either of you do anything with this and you’ll be transferred to an office in the 

interior looking after traffic fines, all benefits rescinded.’ He looked at Lisboa. 

‘You’ve got a family. It’s over.’ 

 

Leme watched the building on Leopoldo. There was only one way left to do this. 

Alone and to his own satisfaction, which might bring some sense of resolution. He 

hoped. He couldn’t tell Lisboa and he didn’t want to, anyway. 

He strode into reception, thrust his badge into the face of the security guard, 

pushed past him and vaulted the turnstile. Was in the lift before anyone had time to 

react. He heard shouted instructions as he was whisked skyward. 

He was met at the lift by another segurança, who held firm. He led Leme 

through the open plan office and through another secure door into the inner sanctum. 

‘Sr Mendes will see you,’ the guard said. ‘Got to do this first though. Arms up.’ 

He searched Leme’s pockets. Lifted his phone, his wallet and keys. Pocketed 

them. He smiled. ‘You can have them back when Sr Mendes is finished with you. I’ll 

be right outside.’ 

 

‘I don’t normally take unscheduled meetings with policemen.’ 

Mendes stood in front of his desk. Raised a crystal glass at Leme. 

‘Drink?’ 

Leme nodded. Mendes poured a large measure of whiskey from a decanter into 

another glass. ‘Ice?’ 

Leme shook his head and took the glass. 

‘Quite right.’ Mendes nodded at the sofas. They sat down, facing each other. 

‘We know what you’ve been up to, detective.’ 

Leme smiled. ‘I was about to say the same thing.’ 

Mendes laughed. ‘I’m not sure you can, really.’ 

Leme watched as he shifted about on the couch to find the best position, a 

position of strength, entitlement. Trying to find the higher ground.  

‘Maybe I’ll clear a few things up for you,’ Mendes said. ‘My project will not be 

interrupted. I’ve spoken to the right people. The donation’s been made.’ 

Leme nodded.  

‘I should thank you.’ Mendes smiled and waited for Leme’s reaction. There 

wasn’t one. 
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Mendes went on. ‘We know you think you have something on one of my sister 

companies.’ 

‘Podemos.’ 

‘Really doesn’t matter which. That one though, is not mine. The funding for the 

project has been handled properly. I’ve met the conditions I was set.’ 

‘It was an interesting list of names, in that filing cabinet.’ 

‘Yes, well, that list was recovered, wasn’t it?’ Mendes gave Leme an ironic 

look. ‘And it looks like you are, too.’ 

‘And the trial?’ 

‘Inevitable.’ Mendes waved his hand at he room. ‘Trade-off. Quid pro quo, 

right? Some sacrifices were made.’ 

‘Ribeiro.’ 

Mendes smiled, his straightened, whitened teeth gleaming.  

‘We’ve had to let that girl Kadi go, unfortunately. Missed opportunity there. For 

her.’ 

‘I have a statement.’ 

Mendes laughed again. ‘Of course you have. Sadly, I think you’ll need a lot 

more than that. And you’re never going to find it.’ He waved his hand again, this time 

in a circle around his head. ‘Doesn’t exist. Like it vanished.’ 

‘Like Ana de Moraes.’ 

Mendes frowned, paused. ‘I haven’t visited … I haven’t seen Ana for months.’ 

‘But you know what happened to her?’ 

Mendes nodded. ‘Like I said, several months.’ 

‘What happened to her took several months.’ 

‘Então.’ 

‘She was here. There’s proof, photos taken with her phone. Someone can 

corroborate.’ 

‘And what exactly does that proves? She came here to do a magazine article, if I 

remember rightly.’ 

Leme said nothing. 

‘What Ana might or might not have been doing has very little to do with me. 

Her employment history and whatnot.’ 

‘And Leonardo Alencar?’ 

‘Boy with a crush.’ 
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‘Something scared him that night in the favela.’ 

‘It’s a scary place.’ 

‘You’d know, I suppose. They did more than scare him. You know that?’ 

Mendes shrugged. ‘I’ve read the reports. I was at the funeral. An accident.’ 

‘Right,’ Leme said. ‘An accident. Then why had he been shot, eh?’ 

‘I don’t know what you’re talking about.’ 

‘The favela,’ Leme said. ‘You’ve had problems there before.’ 

Mendes raised his eyebrows. ‘Really?’ 

‘A lawyer. Representing the favelados in the centro.’ 

Mendes considered this. Leme noted a glimmer of understanding in his eyes.  

‘Your wife.’ 

Leme said nothing. His insides hardened. He felt a rush of anger spread in his 

chest, controlled it. 

‘A tragedy. My condolences.’ 

‘It worked out well for you.’ 

Mendes leaned forward. Leme caught a whiff of his powerful scent, sweat and 

pheromones. 

‘What do you want me to say? Lie to you? Yes, it did. It was an accident. You 

know that as well as I do.’ 

‘Accidents seem to have favourable consequences where you’re involved. Life 

is cheap, right?’ 

‘Opportunities, that’s all.’ 

‘Like the Gabriel murder.’ 

‘Manslaughter. Another accident.’ 

Leme nodded. Didn’t want to reveal they had a source, however unreliable. 

‘Like I said, favourable.’ 

They sat in silence for what felt like a long time. Leme stared down at his drink 

and finished it, the warmth of the whiskey dissolving his anger, leaving him briefly 

relieved, settled. 

‘Why are you telling me all this?’ he asked. 

Mendes narrowed his eyes. ‘Confirming a position,’ he said. ‘Yours and mine. 

Mine is stronger. Unassailable, you might say. I’m just showing you what you don’t 

know. What you can’t find out.’ 

‘Friends are important.’ 
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‘Mine certainly are.’ He seemed to enjoy his wordplay. Smiled. ‘You got the 

message, right?’ 

Leme nodded. ‘It’s been made pretty clear. By all of you.’ 

‘Então.’  

Mendes stood, taking Leme’s glass from him.  

‘Next time,’ he said, ‘I hope we meet in more agreeable circumstances.’ 

Leme left.  

Mendes wouldn’t leave anything to chance, he was sure of that.  

He would have to be very careful.  

He didn’t know what more he could do. 

He didn’t know if it even mattered. 
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Days passed. Leme spent them shuffling between home and work. Empty thoughts. 

Acceptance, or, more like, resignation. 

Nights, he followed Mendes. He too spent his time between home and work. 

The similarities ended there. Lights and movement in his house. There was, Leme 

realised, only one key difference between his mornings in the favela and the nights 

watching Mendes: at night, he knew who he was looking for.  

Everything else continued. As it always does. The corporate equivalent of the 

woman selling homemade coffee by the bus stop in Paraisópolis, structures raised, 

dust settled, nothing changed but the fault lines. An illusion of progress, of order. 

Aline had gone quiet. Not a surprise. Leme didn’t bother contacting her. She 

was as helpless now as he was. The funny thing was that they hadn’t realised it 

sooner.  

 

On the eighth evening, Mendes left his office much later than normal. Leme had been 

drinking from a hip flask, angry at this perceived slight, then feeling ridiculous for 

thinking it at all. 

Mendes’s car drifted down Leopoldo and made a left on to Garimpeiros.  

Then left again on to Fernandes de abreu, a dark side street that ran behind a 

decaying, abandoned public tennis venue now a building site.  

Shortcut.  

The car stopped and the back doors swung open. 

Trees stripped of leaves leaned over the road.  

Distant street lights, the hum of heat and traffic less intense.  

Leme watched as Mendes and a large man jumped out either side, stepping 

towards his own car.  

He sat tight. 

Dimmed his lights.  

Fuck.  

They knew it was him, knew he had been following them.  
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Mendes’s bodyguard reached into his inside pocket.  

There was a glint of silver in the low light.  

Leme gunned his car.  

Looked over his shoulder and jammed it into reverse.  

He stalled.  

Fuck.  

They kept coming. 

He had known this would happen. There was no way Mendes would leave it as 

it was. He didn’t leave loose ends, Leme had learnt that much. But it hadn’t stopped 

him.  

And now it was happening. 

They were yards away.  

Leme’s car stuttered, the engine wouldn’t catch. 

Mendes was smiling, shaking his head. 

They didn’t make it much further. 

Four young men swarmed out from behind an old taxi rank deserted since the 

building work began. 

Shouting. 

The inside of Mendes’s car spilling light across dark faces.  

The security guard raised his hand as one of the men came at him.  

But he wasn’t quick enough.  

There was a flash, a bang.  

He grunted in pain and fell, grabbing at his shoulder, his white shirt darkening. 

Mendes stood with his arms raised.  

Two of the men approached with a container.  

Money. Wallet. Phone. Car keys. 

They were shouting, making a threatening motion with the container. 

Mendes shook his head. ‘I’ve got nothing,’ he said. ‘Nothing of use. Please.’ 

‘Porra!’ The men shouted again. ‘Don’t fucking lie to us. You know what we 

want. Wallet, now.’ 

Mendes froze, shook his head again. ‘There’s nothing.’ He opened his jacket. ‘I 

have nothing for you.’ He pointed behind him. ‘Take the car,’ he said. ‘Please.’ 

‘Filho da puta. Voce vai morrer, caralho.’ 

Leme knew what was coming; he’d read the reports. 
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The fourth man pulled the driver from the car and brought a weapon down over 

his head.  

Leme opened his glove compartment.  

He pulled out his gun.  

He opened the door and jumped out.  

He stepped towards the men, but they didn’t see him.  

His arm shook.  

This was not how he had imagined it would end. 

More shouting. 

Leme took another step forwards. 

Then, a bitter, astonished scream. 

Mendes was on his knees, clutching at his face and neck.  

The men emptied his pockets, hit him three times over the head with what 

looked like handguns and kicked him. 

Stamped on him. And again. 

They rifled through the wallet, examined the phone. 

Whooped with pleasure at the notes and credit cards in their hands. 

Scrambled towards the car. 

‘Vamos vamos vamos,’ one of them shouted. ‘Ta feito. Embora.’ 

Leme looked on.  

He lowered his gun.  

The instinctive need to act left him, muscles slack, eyes sharp. 

Taking it in.  

There was nothing he could do. 

The men jumped into the empty car and accelerated away towards Juscelino.  

Leme stood for a moment. He looked down at Mendes, lifeless. His mind 

clicked. He had to leave. This was not his fault, but it wouldn’t look like that. He 

climbed back into his car. This time it started. He reversed the way he had come, 

pulled on to Leopoldo and carried on to the Marginal.  

He felt nothing. 
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Mendes’s funeral was fairly low-key, considering. More people seemed to hear the 

rumours, and the state was keen to distance itself. Best left unconfirmed. Wouldn’t do 

to admit to one of their own acting as Mendes had. That became clear, at least. Leme 

went. Stood at the back. As he walked away, after the body was committed, he felt 

something settle inside.  

He hadn’t realised that he’d been seeking revenge. 

And he knew that Renata wouldn’t approve. But this time, he was happy enough 

to disagree with her. He’d passed Aline on his way out. She’d touched his arm gently 

and flashed a quick, soft smile. 

‘How do you feel about this?’ he asked her. 

She gave a quick shake of her head. ‘Not now,’ she said. 

‘I see,’ he said.  

‘I guess,’ she said, looking from side to side for fear of being overheard, ‘that 

this means it’s over.’ 

He sighed, smiled tightly. ‘Well,’ he said, ‘for me, maybe. You still have a lot 

of work to do.’  

She nodded.  

‘Good luck,’ he said, as she walked away. ‘Valeu, eh,’ he said to himself. 

He couldn’t provide concrete evidence that Mendes had ordered Ana’s death or 

had overseen the gradual poisoning, but he had enough for himself at least. No way 

Lagnado was going to reopen the investigation. He only had Alex’s testimony that 

Mendes had planned to scare Leonardo Alencar, a fright that went further than Alex 

seemed to know. He hadn’t told Aline that Leo had been shot and that was what had 

killed him, because he didn’t know how she’d react and he needed her. Or he had. He 

wasn’t so sure any more. And Alex had begun to backtrack a little after he found out 

about Ana. Leme understood why. Alex was an arsehole, but not a murderer. It wasn’t 

surprising. Give the boy a chance. Not too many opportunities left to be 

magnanimous.  
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The Mensalão trial, predictably, fizzled out, the prosecutors happy enough with 

a couple of big fish landed. Another illusion of progress. There wasn’t the celebration 

of democracy and good governance that so many people seemed to think the country 

deserved. Easier to give them a party in 2014 and hope the seleção can get their act 

together and win a few games. Soon forgotten.  

Silva dug about a bit, published a speculative piece based on his anonymous 

source, but couldn’t write too much. More like a fucking blog, really, Leme thought, 

as he read it. He hadn’t told Silva he was there when Mendes died, and anyway the 

piece was defined by the last paragraph, added, Silva said, by his editor.  

 

… so another victim of the arbitrary injustice of São Paulo. The violence 

remains. A sickening, tragic end to a life spent serving the city. 

 

Silva was embarrassed. His editor stripped most of it away. Just fattened rumours 

further. Nothing doing. 

Mendes’s friend Magalhães introduced legislation in the Polícia Civil 

preventing a new investigation into the Gabriel murder. It didn’t look legal, but it 

happened.  

Leme had given up all that, anyway. 

There was no need for it. That first step had been a need for justice. The next 

was a need for peace. And he was trying to take it. More time with Lisboa and his 

family, more time at home, by the pool, playing tennis, drinking less. Seeing Antonia. 

Treating the job like a job, one which enabled a life outside it. They were never going 

to get anything high-profile again, and that, he realised, was fine. Help with the 

smaller cases, effect change one person at a time. Murder was a tiring business and 

being shunted to robbery was proving to be a good thing. The victims are grateful, at 

least. And alive, too, on the whole. 

It felt like he might be doing something right for once, despite the nagging voice 

whispering at night that there was so much unfinished business. Some people dedicate 

their lives to hopeless causes because they are right and somebody has to. Leme 

realised he was no longer one of those people, if he ever had been.  

What he experienced, for the first time in a very long time, was relief. 
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He slid into a weekend routine. They did. He and Antonia.  

They sat by the pool. Plastic table and chairs, loungers. The wooden deck hot 

under their feet. Umbrellas offered only a little shade. 

Saturday. 

Families with inflatable animals. Seguranças in shirts and ties. Waiters from the 

bar rushing about with cocktails and snacks. Crude banter with the men whose 

buckets of beer sweated and dripped. ‘Mais uma. Não, duas. Tres! Falei quatro, 

bundão!’ Laughter as the waiter hesitated, stepped back and forth, not sure if he had 

the order right. Then he smiled and flicked his wrist in a lazy, coarse gesture. The 

men roared. Swore. Laughed. Perfect. 

Leme and Antonia drank cold beer from cans and chatted to groups of women 

in bikinis and sarongs and large men in small swimming trunks. Not Leme. He wore 

shorts and a T-shirt. Sunglasses. The sun piercing, rippling the water, iridescent, 

broken by teenagers dive-bombing, and women gossiping and splashing themselves 

cool. The pool a pale, electric blue. As he looked at the men and women who came 

over to say hello, to chat about inconsequential condominium stuff, they were outlines 

in the light; opaque, simulacra of the friends and neighbours he had known, slightly, 

over the years he had lived there. Sensitive, they noticed the easy affection between 

him and Antonia and said nothing. Even the brash, vulgar men, so quick to throw 

about casual misogyny, innuendo, left them to it. They knocked their beer cans with 

them, offered their cheese and their olives, shared their chips and their pastel.  

Leme said little, but sat content. He felt like he had with Renata when they had 

visited Europe. When they drank in bars in London and then Spain with her friends, 

he was uncertain in the languages she spoke so well, and happy to soak up what was 

going on around him. Now, it was like learning his own language all over again, 

taking tentative steps to engage. And Antonia encouraged him. A word here. A hand 

on his arm there. A smile. Warmth. He was beginning to understand that he had 

thawed, that she had rubbed feeling again into his once-numb limbs, his chest. Inside, 

he felt loose, malleable, open; only weeks before he was still tight with fear and grief. 
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This hadn’t gone, but it was being managed now, and massaged into something more 

positive. The weeks after Mendes’s death made him really understand for the first 

time that he wouldn’t change a thing. That he couldn’t. How can you regret meeting 

the love of your life whatever the outcome? Just the very fact of it was a source of 

wonder. The pain was a consequence of something he could not control. He had to 

accept that. And he did. He was trying, finally, to view their relationship as the best 

thing that had ever happened to him. And to take comfort in that. He was the best 

thing that ever happened to her. They would both always have that. 

‘Fala Mario!’ Lisboa bellowed from the other side of the pool. He marched 

towards them, a torn plastic bag stiff with more cold beer. He swigged from a can as 

he negotiated the sunbathing women, the wobbling toddlers, nodding and slapping 

hands with the men he’d come to know over the years.  

Leme smiled. Looked at Antonia.  

‘You asked him, did you?’ he said. 

She smiled back. ‘Ah. Why not, ne? He’s your friend. Forget he’s your partner 

for a few hours, certo?’ 

Leme nodded and Lisboa pulled up a chair. 

‘Puta, ta quente, eh?’ he said. He leaned back, turning his face to the sky. ‘Que 

sol, meu.’ He slapped Leme on the thigh. ‘How are you, garanhão?’ Winked at 

Antonia. ‘He behaving?’ 

She smiled. ‘Mais ou menos.’ Paused and winked back. ‘Not too well, 

obviously.’  

Lisboa laughed. Whistled. ‘Caralho, bicho,’ he said. Then looked at Leme. 

Made a face. ‘Don’t worry I won’t stay long,’ he said. 

Leme laughed shyly. He hadn’t exactly told Lisboa what was going on with 

Antonia as he wasn’t sure how he’d react. He should have known that he’d be happy 

for him. It was progress: that’s how he would see it. Lisboa was one of those men 

who thought it didn’t really matter how you felt – it was all about momentum. Better 

to be with someone you quite liked and doing, rather than moping and waiting for the 

great love that didn’t really exist. And this thought – and the fact that he felt the 

opposite – sharpened Leme’s reflection on Renata: he, they, had been lucky. He clung 

on to this idea like a drowning man to a life raft. The difference was that not long ago 

he had been slipping from it into the water; now he was on top, perhaps precarious, 

but safe enough. 
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‘You seen the news?’ Lisboa asked. 

Antonia clicked her teeth. ‘Really? You want to talk about that?’ 

‘What is it?’ Leme asked. 

‘Mensalão,’ Lisboa said. ‘They’ve overturned some of the convictions. 

Racketeering, apparently. Fuckers are going to get away with it.’ 

Leme nodded. Felt little. He said, ‘No change there then, right? It is what it is.’ 

Antonia nodded. ‘Yes, that’s right. It was a step. It’ll take time. Chega, ne? 

Let’s talk about something else.’  

Lisboa grumbled something about wanting an adult conversation and Leme 

laughed. 

‘What’s so funny?’ Lisboa said. ‘You try living with two children and a wife 

whose only fucking concerns are what I should be doing to help.’ 

Leme gave a sympathetic sigh. Antonia touched his hand.  

‘Sorry.’ Lisboa brightened. He dipped his hand into the plastic bag. ‘Mais 

uma?’ 

They nodded. They cracked their cans. ‘Saúde,’ Lisboa said. ‘Here’s to … you.’ 

He winked again. Leme knew that he was being as affectionate and supportive as he 

could and that it was a big deal.  

The sun swelled, throbbed. A hum of chatter. A splash. A shout. A tennis ball 

hit down below on the court. The heavy hiss and slap of the freezing pressure shower 

in the sauna hitting the concrete floor. 

Lunchtime approached and the families drifted off to their apartments. Younger 

children dragging their feet and whingeing. Bottom lips stuck out, towels trailing 

damp patches. 

Lisboa smirked. ‘This day off is fucking sweet,’ he said.  

Leme said nothing. He knew that Lisboa’s mother-in-law was at his house so it 

was both guilt-free and double the relief. He let him have it. Lisboa didn’t mean what 

he said about his family. You’re only as happy as your unhappiest child, he’d once 

said. Leme understood that. It had been the same with Renata. He wondered if that 

was what happened when you had kids: your allegiances shift. 

‘Oh, this is funny,’ Lisboa said. 

Antonia and Leme shuffled forward on the loungers they’d moved to and leaned 

in to listen. They’d been comatose for the last fifteen minutes, the heat baking a 

sleepy, beery buzz. 
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‘That Aline Alencar,’ Lisboa went on. ‘She wants to see us. Well, I think she 

wants to see you, actually.’ 

‘Why are you telling me this?’ Leme said. ‘She has my number. Why didn’t she 

call me?’ 

‘Yeah, it was weird,’ Lisboa said. ‘She called the office. Said she’d been trying 

but hadn’t managed to get hold of you. I said I’d tell you to call her.’ 

‘What does she want?’ Leme asked.  

This was the first time Leme had thought about it all for what felt like a long 

time. He didn’t want to think about it. It was over. Speaking to Aline Alencar was 

only going to make him feel bad again. He was resigned, had accepted things: it was 

what Ana had said to him when she’d described Aline’s lessons, about how the whole 

system in the city is designed to make sure the rich, the privileged, stay on top. That 

there will never be genuine change. Seeing her again would hammer this point, this 

reality, home. It was something he could do without. 

‘What does she want? Fuck knows,’ Lisboa said. ‘Maybe she fancies you?’ 

Antonia gave Leme a playful slap.  

Lisboa raised his eyebrows. ‘But, ah, I doubt that, ne, Antonia?’ Jerked his 

thumb at Leme. ‘He’s too old.’ 

Leme reddened. Shrugged. ‘Did you ever get too old for this?’ he said, 

gesturing at Antonia. ‘This is the only interesting thing, right?’ 

They all laughed and Antonia kissed him hard, twice, on his top lip, like she 

was aiming just below and had missed. 

Leme touched her neck, felt his hand warm in its long crook. Pushed her hair 

behind her ears. Ran it through his fingers. She smiled deep from within. 

He nodded, settled.  

He decided he would call Aline on Monday.  

Later, in Antonia’s bed, Leme lay awake as she murmured and sighed, wriggled 

her legs against his. The warmth of her buttocks unknotting the dread that, once again, 

he felt in the pit of his stomach. Every time they shared a bed, she was able to do that 

for him. 
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Leme and Aline arranged to meet in a restaurant in Itaim.  

He parked and staggered across Juscelino Kubitschek. Cheap, spluttering, 

exhaust-spewing cars with open windows swarmed around blacked-out SUVs, 

jostling for position at the lights and the entrance to the tunnels that ran to and beyond 

the park at Ibirapuera. A motorbike ran a red light just as he stepped into the road. 

‘Vai se foder,’ the driver shouted back at Leme, the bike bending into the curve and 

away, his middle finger raised. ‘Go fuck yourself.’ Leme shook his head. Tensed.  

He was met by a blast of cold and a pretty smile in the restaurant doorway. It 

was ‘international’, all clean edges and mirrors, small, expensive portions and 

cocktails. Dark, glass tabletops and uncomfortable chairs. Tall ferns offered privacy 

by the tables at the window, in which the sun refracted and pierced the gloom in 

precise lines. He looked at the bar in hope, but saw her in the corner. She waved. 

‘I haven’t ordered anything interesting yet,’ Aline said.  

She stood and manoeuvred her way around the table, squeezing sideways. They 

kissed on one cheek in that knowing, traditional Paulistano way. Sat back down. 

She sipped at sparkling water. 

‘Agua?’ she asked, tilting the bottle towards him in a question. 

He shook his head and asked the attractive maître d’ that lingered close by to 

bring him a beer. He always liked to slake his thirst with beer, not water. Seemed a 

waste to deny yourself that pleasure. 

A table of boisterous young office workers were celebrating a deal or a birthday 

and toasting each other with champagne in braying good spirits. The restaurant 

shrank, the shouting intrusive, and Leme felt confined in its lessening space, the 

curiosity he’d harboured before the meeting sliding towards an undefined anxiety, 

which surprised him. 

As Aline began to talk, the noise increased. Waiters, a buzzing irritant; other 

diners clattered cutlery, spoke in ghostly whispers.  

‘I wanted to thank you,’ she said. 

‘Thank me? What for?’ 
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Aline smiled, sighed. ‘For making things easier for me,’ she said. 

‘I’m not sure that I did.’ 

Leme’s beer arrived. He gulped at it. Exhaled. ‘I’ll have some of that water 

now, please,’ he said. 

Aline poured. It cracked and spat against the ice in the glass. Fizzed up, like a 

soluble painkiller. 

‘It’s not been easy,’ she said. ‘For either of us. You were sensitive to me, to my 

… situation. And I know why.’ 

Leme gave her a questioning look. 

‘I know about your wife,’ Aline said. ‘I found out. You could have used that, 

our … meu Deus, this sounds awful, our shared plight, I suppose.’ She took a sip of 

water. ‘What I mean is that you could have made me trust you for a personal reason. 

It would have worked, I’m sure. But you didn’t. You kept everything professional. I 

appreciate that.’  

Leme nodded. He remembered that the very thought had crossed his mind when 

they had first met. Said nothing. 

‘I’m still trying to coming to terms with Leo’s death,’ she said. ‘It’s unlikely 

though that I ever will. What do you think?’ 

Leme considered this. He didn’t have children. It was looking more and more 

like he never would. Could he possibly comment? Grief was a word with a thousand 

permutations, proliferations. 

The waitress appeared.  

‘Saved by the bell,’ Aline smiled. 

They ordered. Pasta for her, filet for him. Salad to share.  

‘Well?’ Aline asked when the waitress had bustled off. ‘What do you think?’ 

Leme examined her face. Buried beneath the formality, the professional façade, 

was a longing for truth or reassurance, he couldn’t quite tell which. What was it she 

needed to hear? That his own grief was only recently manageable, in part because he 

had met someone? She would never meet another Leo.  

‘I don’t know,’ Leme said. 

Aline looked a little desperate. ‘You don’t know?’ she asked.  

Leme gave her a tight, sympathetic smile. 

‘OK,’ she said. 
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‘I think,’ Leme began. Paused. It was hopeless, he thought. ‘I don’t know,’ he 

said, finally. ‘I don’t know if we ever do.’ 

Aline breathed out. She leaned back in her chair and looked away from him. 

Her face was set. Her lips turned up; her mouth closed. In her eyes was sunk a well of 

feeling hovering between regret and hope. And something else, Leme thought. 

Shame? Couldn’t be.  

They sat in silence. The food arrived and it was a relief. Aline complained that 

the pasta seemed overdone and the waitress gave her a murderous look, which slid off 

her. Aline didn’t even realise, thought Leme. 

He ordered another beer, drifted in and out of the noises around him. Laughter. 

A dropped plate in the kitchen. A brief silence then the chatter resumed. Carefree. A 

squeal of pleasure. A deep, throaty chuckle. He skewered his steak and watched as 

Aline chased cherry tomatoes around her plate.  

There was an awkwardness that hadn’t been there when they had met before. It 

was disquieting for Leme. They had helped each other and now seemed unsure of 

how to move on from the episode that connected them. It was, he reflected, a little 

like the first time he had seen Antonia after they had slept together: aware that they 

were happy about what had happened, but uncertain quite how to move forward. But 

also aware that they would. That they had to. 

‘We’re going to do something for Ana,’ Aline said. ‘A memorial. Something 

significant. It’s been very hard for the other students. Some of them are a little lost, I 

think. We don’t want them to feel like that.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘That’s good,’ he said. He felt a pang of keen regret. Her face 

invaded his dreams from time to time.  

‘Yes,’ Aline said. ‘We’re thinking of naming something after her. I mean …’ 

and she paused, looked Leme in the eye, ‘we don’t really know what happened to her, 

but we need to mark her passing.’ She coughed. Placed her fork on her plate with a 

light click. ‘No one else will,’ she said, looking at the table. 

‘There’s not much to know,’ Leme lied. ‘I’m sure you’ll do the right thing by 

her. For her.’  

Aline laughed, mirthlessly. ‘We’re experts now, right?’ she said. ‘In unfairness? 

That’s what we do. It’s our currency, ne?’ 

Currency. A word she would use, Leme thought.  

‘She said something interesting to me,’ he said. ‘About what you taught her.’ 
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‘Oh yes?’ 

‘Yes. Something about the system. The way things work in this city.’ 

They had finished eating and they both pushed their plates to the centre of the 

table. Remains smeared in black and cream, tinged with blood.  

‘What do you mean?’ Aline asked. 

The waitress returned. They ordered coffee. 

‘She told me that you talked about the way in which things would never change. 

That everything was designed in such a way that those in charge would remain so. In 

São Paulo, at least.’ 

Aline nodded. ‘That sounds like something I might say. It doesn’t mean I think 

that it’s right.’ 

‘That’s what she told me. She said that she was the only person in the room who 

didn’t benefit from the system you described.’  

Aline bristled. ‘I think she benefited a little. Don’t you?’ 

‘I think she benefited from you, yes. Not the same thing though, is it?’ 

Aline shrugged. ‘I’m a part of the system, so in a sense, that’s wrong.’ 

‘But by creating the scholarships, by helping these start-ups with money, 

expertise, aren’t you at least trying to effect change? I saw what happened at 

Mendes’s office. You wouldn’t countenance anything that was going to harm the 

favelados. I respected that. Respected you for saying it, however hopeless it was at the 

time.’ 

Aline nodded. ‘That’s kind of you to say. But these are baby steps we’re taking. 

The fact is that no, in my lifetime, we won’t see a significant change. São Paulo is a 

conservative, mercantile city. Always has been. Right since its inception. It was a 

gateway to the gold, to the interior. It has always exploited the indigenous population. 

The men – and they are mainly men – that run it would have it no other way. And 

there are too many people too comfortable in their condominiums to take any kind of 

political stand. Condominiums like yours,’ she added. ‘It’s why we keep voting in the 

same shameless politicos. They look after the interests of the money. And the money 

only goes so far. And besides,’ she placed her hands on the table, ‘nothing will change 

this year or the next or the one after, whatever we try to do.’ 

‘Why’s that?’ Leme asked. 

‘There’s too much riding on the World Cup. Then the Olympics. We’re short-

term thinkers in this country.’ 
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‘And what happened at Mendes’s office confirmed that for me,’ Leme said. 

She opened her palms. ‘That shows you the priority. Like in that painting in 

Mendes’s office,’ she paused. ‘Well, you know. Money, right?’ 

Leme eyed her. She looked down at her plate. Fingered a loose hair behind her 

ear. ‘Well, you were there,’ she said, quietly. 

Leme nodded. Remembered something. The way she had been so keen for him 

not to take the photos of the painting. Frowned.  

He said, ‘I knew all this, but I never understood it until I met Ana.’  

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Well,’ Leme searched for the right phrase. ‘She embodied something I didn’t 

know existed.’  

‘Which was?’ 

‘Hope, I suppose. No,’ he paused, ‘that sounds dramatic. I mean here was a 

young, intelligent woman given an opportunity. An opportunity that seemed golden. 

And so what if she were only one of millions? It was a start, right? But look what 

happened to her. They couldn’t allow even one poor woman a step up. And she paid 

for it.’ 

‘I don’t know about that,’ Aline said.  

‘No, you don’t.’ Leme smiled. ‘And I’m not going to tell you. It wouldn’t be 

right. Let’s just say she was a victim of circumstance.’ 

‘Aren’t we all?’ Aline said. 

Leme sniffed. Smiled. ‘It’s been a character-building experience, right?’ 

Aline laughed a grim laugh. ‘Querido,’ she said, ‘life is a character-building 

experience.’ 

 

When he got home, Leme opened up his laptop. He studied the photos of the painting 

that Ana had taken. Perhaps it wasn’t a trick of the light. He took the clearest from the 

group of three and measured it exactly against the last photo. He tried to overlap them 

on the screen, connect them. He realised how amateurish he was being. Tomorrow 

morning he’d speak to his IT guy. He looked again and shook his head, couldn’t see 

it. 

He stood up and poured himself a whiskey.  

Why had Aline mentioned the painting earlier? Yes, there was a sort of 

relevance, they’d even talked about it in Mendes’s office, but … she hadn’t wanted 
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him to photograph it, had been adamant in fact. She had stopped short of actually 

telling him off, but she’d been embarrassed about the way Mendes was talking to her.  

But why was it such a big deal?  

He looked again. Too dark. He turned on all the lights in his living room, the 

standing lamps and the spotlights. He sat back down. 

He played around with the computer’s brightness, angled the screen, lifted it to 

the light.  

Then he saw it. 

They had been taken in different places. He was sure of that now. 
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‘What is it about this woman that you keep accepting her invitations, eh?’ 

Leme sat with his feet up on Antonia’s bed watching as she changed. She had a 

mirror on the inside door of her wardrobe and she held dresses up against her and 

tilted her head, pouted at them while she spoke, discarding them one after the other, 

piling them on a chair like a mound of twisted, spent corpses.  

‘I mean, you’re a fundamentalist, right?’ she went on. ‘For you, everything is 

essentially reduced to one idea, one idea that you believe in. Thing is,’ she stretched 

out a purple, cotton dress, frowned and tossed it aside, ‘you have different principles 

for different people, different situations. Entendeu?’ 

Leme smiled. ‘Not really,’ he said. 

He couldn’t tell her what he now thought about Aline, about what she might 

have done. It was a suspicion that needed confirmation and Antonia was not going to 

give him that. He had to see Aline and talk it out with her. He had arranged this 

meeting, but to avoid any difficult questions, he’d told Antonia that Aline had invited 

him. 

‘I’d say I was pretty consistent,’ he added. 

She ignored him. ‘So, what I want to know is, what is the idea about this woman 

that you believe in?’ 

Leme laughed. ‘I think you may be giving me too much credit, querida.’ 

She ignored him again. ‘What you’ve got is hidden depths.’ She measured the 

length of a pastel-yellow dress. Nodded at her reflection. Pulled it over her head. 

Flicked out her hair with the backs of her fingers. Gave him a look: see? ‘And the 

thing about hidden depths is that they are never that well hidden. From people who 

know you, that is.’ 

Leme smiled again. Renata had said that to tell someone you know them is a 

tricky thing: it’s never that simple. Saying that means you want something. And you’d 

better know what it is that you want when you say it. 
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He was beginning to understand why Antonia and Renata never quite became 

the friends they might have. His phone rang. The car Aline had sent for him was 

downstairs. 

He kissed Antonia and looked forward to seeing her later.  

He went downstairs to the car that Aline had sent. It was a Jaguar. He smiled 

appreciatively as he sunk back into the leather seat. Depending on how the 

conversation went, he might not be travelling back in such style. 

 

Aline lived in a two-floor penthouse apartment close to the university, where she’d 

been since her husband left her. Kicked her out, Leme had heard.  

It was vast and minimalist, he supposed. Barely any furniture. What happens 

when you have to move quickly, he assumed. A man – a butler? Christ, he thought – 

handed him a whiskey and he stood on the lower level gawping through the floor-to-

ceiling windows, an enormous goldfish bowl in the sky. The pollution seemed to 

stagnate in front of his eyes, like the dank, slow-moving water of the fat river far 

below.  

The city crept up towards Avenida Paulista, tower blocks flanking the low-rise 

houses of Jardims. Through the other window: down to the river and Leme’s own 

home. He could see Parque Burle Max and smiled at the memory of his and Lisboa’s 

one attempt at exercise.  

Aline swept down a circular staircase in the corner, drink in hand.  

‘Sorry to keep you,’ she smiled. Let Leme kiss her on both cheeks, chin raised. 

He felt her make up crack, soft powder on his lips. 

They stood in silence, Leme slightly uncomfortable, rarely in a social situation 

without close friends or drunken neighbours.  

‘So,’ Aline began, ‘everything has changed. I’m glad we met those conditions. 

It’s established things.’ 

Leme nodded. ‘Well,’ he said, ‘in a sense, right? Things remain.’ 

‘We have to continue with what was planned.’ Aline tilted her head. ‘Now we 

have the chance to do so … ethically.’ 

‘That’s what you’re doing?’ 

‘It’s what we’ve been trying to do since we came on board.’ 

‘You might have tried harder.’ 
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Aline nodded vigorously. ‘I’m aware of that. But you know why it took some 

time. Why I’m here, in this apartment, and why my son is … not.’ 

It was too easy, Leme thought, to forget the perspective that is a consequence of 

the death of a loved one. That little else really matters. He felt the warm, light touch 

of empathy.  

‘I should give you the tour,’ she said, brighter. Flashed a smile. ‘Upstairs, first. 

Apologies though. I haven’t had a chance to really, you know, decorate. My things are 

… elsewhere.’ She smiled. ‘Upstairs then,’ she said. 

Christ, Leme thought, bedrooms. He pressed his lips together and caught the 

faint taste of make up. I didn’t sign up for this … 

He followed her up the staircase. Tried not to examine her hips. Fucking power 

of suggestion. And grief can be a potent aphrodisiac, though it wasn’t for him. 

Uncertainty flickered. He took a slug of whiskey. 

‘Bedroom, bedroom, bedroom,’ she trilled. She was pointing and looking back 

over her shoulder. ‘All guest. This one,’ she said, pushing the door, ‘is mine.’ 

Leme edged his nose around to look inside.  

‘Lovely,’ he said. Took a step back. 

‘You should see the view from the balcony.’ 

She pulled open the sliding doors with a flourish. Ta dah!  

Bloody hell, Leme thought. Up there, the reality of São Paulo was brought into 

clear focus: a plague of twenty million rats sniffing and scavenging. Ground zero. It’s 

a wonder the rich ever descend into it at all. 

He murmured something complimentary and she smiled. That middle-distance 

look of the privileged. Never sure what or who it is aimed at.  

‘It’s a comfort,’ she began and was cut off by a buzzing noise inside the room. 

‘Sorry. Need to get that.’ 

Leme looked at his glass. He was going to need another one. He stepped to the 

edge of the balcony and felt the dust of the railing, rubbed it between his finger and 

thumb. 

Aline reappeared at the door. ‘Really sorry. Something important. I’m going to 

have to take it in the office. Ten minutes?’ She gave him a look. Gestured at the city. 

‘Stay here. Enjoy the view.’ 

Leme smiled and watched her disappear through the door. He felt the urge to 

pee and stepped back into the bedroom. This was a chance. 
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Two doors led from it. One of them had to be a bathroom. He picked the closest 

and tried to open it. It was locked. He crossed the room and turned the handle of the 

other door. Also locked. Fuck. He really needed to piss. He looked again at the door. 

One of those bars across the middle. Bolts at the top. Odd. He unlatched them and 

pulled at it. They were on the wrong side. To keep the door locked from the outside. 

On a side table next to the door was a small, elegant box He lifted the latch and inside 

was a key. Bingo. He placed it in the lock, and the door opened with a click. 

It was a bedroom annexe, small but elegantly furnished in white, like a hotel. He 

ran his hand over the crisp bed sheets; saw a television bolted high on the wall 

opposite, thought of a hospital room. A bathroom to the side. He went in and pissed. 

Something didn’t make sense. He rinsed his hands under the tap and went back into 

the room.  

There were drooping flowers, spotting pollen on the white doilies, either side of 

the bed. A book, which he picked up and examined. Machado de Assis. Raised an 

eyebrow. Someone still reads the classics. He dropped it back on the bedside table. 

Then he saw it … 

The painting. Off Duty Militias, cased in glass.  

He was expecting this, but not here. He remembered the photo and nudged the 

glass. It opened and in the corner, the edge of a white bottle – the difference between 

Ana’s photos. This is where she was when she went missing.  

He went back to the door. No sign of her. 

He stood in front of the painting. The glass case was not quite attached to the 

wall. That had created the odd angle in the photo. Leme pressed his nose almost 

against it. He nudged the edge of the frame again and it swung towards him.  

Behind it was a shallow cupboard, two shelves like a medicine cabinet. Rows of 

bottles and syringes.  

Ana had taken the photo alone. He had intended to confront Aline tonight. He 

had known when she mentioned the painting again. But he was not expecting to be 

brought to the scene itself. 

He took out his phone and opened the map application. He swiped ‘current 

location’. He looked at the door. He was starting to feel hot, panicky. The map kicked 

in and the blue circle tightened to where he was. He tapped ‘share’, then ‘message’.  
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Leme took a handkerchief from his pocket and wiped where he had touched the 

painting. He breathed out and frowned. Fuck. His head swam. He felt hot, prickly 

behind the eyes, under the skin. 

He looked at his phone. The map was loaded and ready. He tapped L-I-S-B-O-A 

and stopped, brought his hand to his forehead. 

He looked at the door.  

He looked at his phone. 

He edged back through the door into the main bedroom. 

The balcony was still unlocked. 

He slipped outside. 

He checked the signal. 

The message had been sent. 

There was that criss-crossed safety netting across the balcony. 

He edged his phone through one of the gaps. 

He watched it drop down into the city below. 

He went back into the annexe. 

He relaxed into a hot feeling of confusion. 

He sat down on the bed, a sudden headache pushing against his temples.  

He looked at his glass. 

Fuck. There was a white residue gathering in the bottom.  

He rubbed and massaged his head.  

He lay back and dropped his drink. 
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He came to with a hot, sticky lurch.  

Aline stood in front of the painting. The man who had given him the drink stood 

by the door. 

He felt all his strength evaporate, his limbs like water. He tried to sit up, but he 

could only lift his head a few inches from the bed. He moved his hand to scratch at his 

head. It didn’t get far. The headache pulsed. The feeling oozed back into his legs.  

‘How long was I out?’ he asked. 

‘Twenty minutes.’ 

‘Where am I? What is this?’ 

‘We’ve … restrained you.’ Aline poked at his leg.  

Leme looked down and to the left and right. He was manacled to the corners of 

the bed. Loose enough to move a little. Soft leather around handcuffs.  

She gave a thin smile and pushed the picture frame back into place with a click. 

‘This doesn’t make any difference,’ she said. 

‘Where am I?’ Leme repeated.  

‘Ana was here, as you know.’  

‘Why was she here? What is this place?’ 

‘She was … self-medicating. We needed to keep an eye on her.’ 

‘We?’ 

‘Me. Mendes. He’d told her the truth about what she was doing, the idiot. 

Mensalão payments. She was shocked, confused. It jeopardised everything.’ 

‘For you?’ 

‘Of course.’ She sat down next to him on the bed.  

Leme thought about Ana’s apartment. ‘This is one of those flats, isn’t it?’ he 

said. ‘Podemos, ne? Empty flats. Whitewashed soon, too, I suppose.’ 

Aline ignored the question. ‘My husband found out about my … private life,’ 

she said. ‘The foundation and its assets were transferred to his name. It had been a 

condition when we married over thirty years ago. Nothing I could do. And Mendes 
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knew that, hence the threat.’ She paused. Looked down and then back at Leme. ‘And 

there was something else, too, that I had to protect. My reputation.’ 

Leme wiped his forehead, ran his heavy tongue around his mouth now furry and 

tart. He let his head fall back against the white sheets. 

She continued. ‘I made my reputation with the work I did on the Singapore 

Project. The recovery. We all knew the buildings wouldn’t last. I made some deals. 

We were guaranteed the rebuilding long before it was done. We looked very good as a 

result.’ 

‘And got very rich,’ Leme added. 

She ignored him. ‘This project is the only way I can live, and it became quickly 

clear that the project itself can only survive with the money from the monthly 

payments.’ 

‘So, what, Ana was sacrificed?’ 

Aline pouted, her eyes flashed. ‘My son is dead.’ 

‘Because he was worried about her.’ 

‘Yes. He came to me. I told Mendes to have him followed, to keep him out of 

Paraisópolis. The accident was my fault.’ 

‘It wasn’t an accident.’ 

Aline gave him a sharp look. ‘His car crashed,’ she said, ‘after he’d had a 

scare.’ 

Leme barked a grim laugh. ‘No,’ he said. ‘There was more to it. The men in 

Paraisópolis, whoever they were, probably fucking Militars, they did more than scare 

your son. They shot him.’ 

Aline stood. ‘You’re serious?’ 

‘I was there.’ 

Her face twitched. Her hands came up to her neck. She breathed uneasily. 

‘It’s done,’ Leme said. ‘One way or another, it was an accident, right?’ 

She flashed him a look. A look that said: not now.  

‘And Ana?’ Leme asked. 

Aline regained her composure. ‘She was malleable,’ she said. ‘It was 

straightforward. We were only hiding her, at first. After Leo … was killed, I made the 

decision. There are … discreet people. Always will be in São Paulo.’  

The man behind her smiled.  

‘And this makes no difference?’ 
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Aline smiled. ‘You’re a liability. Funny what you can get away with, right? 

Mendes is dead. My son is dead.’  

Leme shook his head. ‘Why did you tell me where I could find the Mensalão list 

in the site office?’ he asked. 

‘Because I knew that you were after Mendes. I had nothing to do with that – it 

was before I became involved. It was a risk, certainly, but one I thought worthwhile. 

It proved to be.’ 

‘Why have you told me all of this?’ 

‘What exactly have I told you?’ 

Leme coughed, laughed. ‘It’s like you taught Ana,’ he said. ‘The system exists 

to protect those in power. And it’s better for you all if it stays that way. I’ve never 

seen it so clear as these last few months. You killed Ana.’ 

‘She died. Not the same thing.’ 

Leme shook his head. ‘No. I suppose it isn’t. And now it’s my turn.’ 

Aline looked at the man and back at Leme. ‘We’ll speak again,’ she said. 
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Leme pitched forward, felt his head snap back and then vomited. Bitter, thick bile 

spilled down his chin. His stomach heaved and he retched again. This time he 

managed to bend his head to the right and through glazed eyes he watched a white-

yellow liquid spatter the sheets and slap against the washing-up bowl that was close 

by. 

‘Ah, meu,’ the man said. ‘Use the fucking bowl, eh?’ He smirked. 

Leme’s brain seemed to slop back and forward inside his head, in time with his 

heart. He groped with his arms but they too snapped back into place. He had no 

strength. He tried to speak but couldn’t. 

‘It’ll get easier,’ the man said. ‘First couple of times always make you puke. 

You’ll get used to it.’ He smiled and nodded at the syringe in his hand, tilted it back 

and forth, watching the brown-red sludge slip up and down inside. 

Leme reached towards the man in a desperate lunge. He was under water, 

pawing at the man, seeing him through the lens of a camera whose shutter opened and 

closed in rapid shots. Staggered, slow motion – click, click, click, click, click. Time 

stopped. Turned. Rushed back up inside him. He gasped and coughed an anguished 

cry filled with bitter, liquid chunks. A thick, toxic soup. 

His lips were coated and cracked. 

His head rocked back.  

‘You’ll enjoy it the next time,’ the man said. 

Leme’s eyes opened and closed. He breathed heavily, which felt like a relief. In 

the corner of his eye he saw the man leave, heard the door click shut.  

He scanned his body from head to toe. It shuddered and settled in relief. He 

almost smiled. Yes, he thought. Yes. Yes.  

He slept. 
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Hours passed. Or so it felt. He was pulled in and out of sleep, barely noticed when he 

slipped into consciousness. Thoughts were dragged though his mind like an anchor 

through sand. Where …? What …? Who …? He couldn’t finish them, didn’t want to. 

His eyes rolled back in his head. Liquid gargled in his throat. He tasted blood, a 

metallic tang. His tongue lolled forward in a protracted stab. He gagged and black 

spots dotted the sheets. His mouth formed the letter ‘O’, contracted, formed it again, 

like a newly landed fish on a river bank, teeth speckled red.  

His dreams drifted through him in distinct episodes, fragmented conversations, 

whispered words. Renata, but in a different shape. She came to him as his mother, as 

Antonia, as Aline, as her ex-boyfriend, even. As herself. A white background, sheets 

like waves of water lapping against him, sticky, damp. He felt the toxins oozing out of 

him and he shivered in pleasure.  

Leme was pulled awake by what felt like a violent orgasm. He gasped, eyes 

wide, heart racing. Aline stood in front of him. 

He said nothing at first. His throat cracked with thirst, the roof of his mouth sore 

with ulcers. He coughed and nodded at a glass of water on the table. 

Aline picked it up and dripped some into his mouth. He choked and spluttered 

and felt the relief of water, and not blood, escaping between his teeth. 

He lay back. ‘I’m trying to understand why this is the right thing to do,’ he 

croaked. 

‘We can’t change what’s happened,’ she said, ‘but we can control what happens 

next. It’s an exciting opportunity, it really is. And we’ll share it with the city. The 

whole city.’ 

Leme’s eyes widened. ‘I’m talking about this,’ he said, nodding at his arms and 

legs. About me.’ 

Aline nodded. ‘Like I said, you’ve become a liability. It’s a risk, but all big 

decisions are.’ 

Leme tried to laugh, but it hurt. ‘What are you doing to me?’ he asked. 
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‘I think you know,’ Aline said. She pointed at the painting and the cabinet 

behind it. ‘You now know what happened to Ana but no one else does. When they 

find you, they’ll also find the same drugs in your apartment, money, too. And your 

connection with Ana, of course. That you were seen with her. That’ll help.’ 

‘And meanwhile you’ll carry on.’ 

‘That’s right,’ she said. ‘I will. We will. This influx of money, this building, all 

this … preparation. Some of the benefits will filter down.’ 

Leme was confused. ‘You keep talking about the good you’re doing,’ he said. 

‘Who are you trying to convince?’ 

‘Look,’ Aline said. ‘We’re doing a lot of good. Like Mendes said, there is some 

collateral damage, but that’s inevitable in São Paulo. We’re engaging the start-ups 

that my foundation has been sponsoring and we’re finding more. There’s been a 

stranglehold on construction in this city, and that’s something I have been involved in. 

It’s important to start to redress this. That’s what I’m doing. Building brings work – 

it’s is a stimulus. It’s always been this way. I’m sorry that you can’t see that.’ 

This time Leme laughed. ‘It’s a little hard to see that from my position,’ he said. 

He thought about what Alex had told him, what Aline had basically confirmed. 

About her role in the Singapore Project, in the secret contract she had brokered. And 

now she was taking steps to atone? It seemed like she really felt she was. 

‘We’re on the edge of a precipice,’ she said. ‘We can turn back, keep things as 

they are, or plunge into something new and exciting.’ She smiled. ‘Like I said, I’m 

sorry.’ 

‘I have to ask,’ Leme said. ‘How is Mendes’s family?’ 

Aline looked grave. ‘I don’t know,’ she answered. ‘Money? Things? They’ll be 

fine. He had a son. He had a wife. I don’t know. They kept their distance with … Leo. 

And I’ll keep my mine now.’ 

‘How long is this going to last?’ 

‘This? Oh, you mean you.’ Aline smiled. ‘You came on a Friday. Not long.’ 

‘My … my girlfriend knows I went to meet you,’ Leme said. 

Aline nodded. ‘But she doesn’t know where. I’ve been seen out and about, had 

meetings. By the time anyone looks for you … well,’ she said, gesturing at the room, 

‘this won’t exist, effectively.’ 

Leme grunted. He wanted to tell her that she wasn’t going to get away with it, 

but it felt futile, stupid. The city had won. She was a part of that city. A different part 
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from the one that killed Mendes, a stronger part, a better part. A secure part, like she 

had taught Ana, like she was explaining now to him. 

She had won. 

‘I need to go now,’ she said. ‘You’re not going to see me again, which is for the 

best. For both of us.’ 

Leme said nothing. He lay back and watched her leave. 

He waited for the door to open again. 
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Leme felt worthless, vapid, cold. To give up, or not. It made little difference. He was 

too weak to think. Moments of euphoria, then plunged into blackness and terror. The 

man came three times. Leme’s arms pricked and tingled from the syringe marks. ‘No 

need to worry where these holes go,’ the man had said. ‘You’re a grown man, not 

some favela pretinha slut like that Ana girl.’ He’d laughed. 

The dosage was being upped, slowly. For how long, Leme didn’t know, 

couldn’t work out the time he’d spent there already. Felt like days. Felt like his whole 

life. And then, eventually, there’d only be one more dose, and it would all be over. In 

the moments when the injections wore off – and they were only moments – he didn’t 

even have the motivation, or the courage, to feel frightened of what was next. He was 

flat, excavated: a greying corpse.  

The man visited again. The drugs coursed through Leme in a rush of relief and 

terror. The man laughed as Leme stretched out to him. 

He writhed, groaned. Renata lay next to him, smiled. A flash of gold teeth 

darkened by patches of blood. The teeth fell one by one and her smile widened into an 

empty chasm. He turned, screamed. Ana carrying a dead baby, its stitches opening, 

thread by thread, small plastic bags of crack dropping, disappearing in smoke. Ana’s 

head turned and smiled. Her face melted and set in a mask. 

He heard the thump, thump of a dead body hit with chair legs, like a carpet 

beaten clean. Thump, thump. His eyes opened then closed. Thump. The body puffed 

dust, contracted, shrunk, grew. Thump, thump. 

Air escaped from Leme in shallow breaths. The thumping got louder, more 

insistent. Hardened. A crack. 

Leme rolled, sweated. The noise was sharper. Crack became splinter. Crack. A 

great rip and a bang. Leme’s eyes opened. 

‘Mario,’ someone said.  

‘Mario.’  

Leme tried to nod, to speak. 

‘Mario. Look at me. Mario.’ 
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Leme swallowed, his stomach knotted, then pulled free. 

He felt a deep pit of nothingness at his core. 

‘Mario, it’s me, Ricardo. Lisboa, you idiot.’ 

He felt hands on his face, pulling at his legs.  

‘Cut the thing, porra,’ he heard Lisboa say. 

He felt his arms and legs come loose and he floated up and looked down, saw 

himself, wretched and alone. 
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Three months later 

 

Leme leaned back on his chair, adjusted his sunglasses and took another mouthful of 

chopp. He watched the horses in the paddock, some frisky, others placid, some proud. 

It was an early race and the crowd in the bar that faced the finish line was filling 

slowly. Dressed in slacks and hats and dresses, drinking champagne and cocktails. 

They think they’re in Europe, Leme joked to himself. Can’t they see the buildings on 

the other side of the river? The traffic? 

He hadn't been in hospital long. The first couple of days he was on a drip 

because he couldn’t take any solids. He threw up frequently until they managed to get 

his blood sugar levels back to something close to normality. The dosage had never 

reached a level that threatened his life, but it wreaked havoc with his insides, his 

mind. He was drained, almost literally, according to the doctors. It was like he had 

been flushed out. 

The crack had been the door splintering, kicked in by Lisboa. Leme had been 

gone over three days before anyone looked into it. Before they even thought there was 

a possibility he was missing at all. When Antonia eventually called Lisboa on the 

Monday morning, almost seventy-two hours after the meeting with Aline had been 

scheduled, he was furious.  

‘Why the fuck didn't you call before?’ he’d shouted at her. 

She apologised. Later she’d tell Leme that she hadn’t told anyone that he hadn’t 

come home as she was jealous, paranoid, convinced Leme had done something he 

shouldn’t have. With Aline, she supposed. Lisboa had said it himself: Aline Alencar 

fancied Leme. Antonia had been angry and hurt. She had been devastated, actually, 

and it was a surprise. She hoped that Leme could forgive her stupidity.  

Of course he could. No damage done. And he smiled. He winced as he did, the 

insides of his cheeks raw, landscape ripped apart, ridges of ulcers.  

Lisboa knew immediately that something was wrong. He hadn’t contacted Leme 

himself that weekend, which was a first, mainly as he had wanted to give him some 
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space for Antonia. She understood that Lisboa took responsibility and thought no 

more of him shouting at her. Transference, she told Leme one morning when he was 

still propped up by hospital pillows. But Lisboa had received the message, the shared 

location. He’d ignored it, thinking it was some kind of dirty joke. 

Lisboa was jump-started into life, energised. The energy had remained. He was 

at the apartment within an hour of his conversation with Antonia. Leme had been a 

clever fucker, Lisboa said, chucking his phone off the balcony.  

Their IT guy managed to recover the photos and data: nothing lost. 

When they discovered him, Leme was sprawled on the mattress, wearing only a 

shirt and underwear, all the sheets gone. The apartment was stripped bare when they 

arrived, no sign of anything – save the fixtures – or anyone at all, like its contents had 

disappeared into a tornado and were spat back out in another part of the city. Lisboa 

didn’t care. It didn’t matter if they never caught anyone; they had come to find Leme. 

Leme took a careful swig of beer. The Jockey Club had long been a favourite 

Saturday afternoon escape. Drinks and snacks, girls coming round to the tables to take 

your bets. All very civilised and easy. A tenner a race and you’re likely to win at least 

one or two if you bet the favourite every time. Covers it, at least. More like dog 

racing, the course is so short. 

The question was what they could do next. Leme’s word that Aline was at least 

partially responsible for Ana's death was not enough, and the evidence no longer 

existed. Aline had left the country. She was spending time on other projects in Europe 

and overseeing the work in the Centro remotely, through the foundation. The rumours 

were that she was doing no such thing, really, that her husband Milton had basically 

taken over, and no one was unhappy about that. 

He waited for Eleanor. She had done well. It hadn’t been too hard to talk her 

editor round. Another one taking a risk. And Silva, too. The report and accompanying 

article was almost ready and there was international press interested, thanks to 

Eleanor’s boss. But they may yet simply use it all as a bargaining tool. The only way 

they had to bring Aline and anyone else to justice was to go outside of the system: to 

force their hands through external pressure. The truth should be enough, but in São 

Paulo it didn’t always work like that. 

He thought a better position might await him and Lisboa if this all came off. 

That they might head up a division, even. Leme was optimistic, but cautious. There 

was a long way to go, yet. But at least they were doing it, all four of them. Together. 
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He saw Eleanor and Lisboa snaking through the bar laughing. They waved. He 

smiled and waved back. Antonia would be joining them soon. 

As he waited, anticipated the day ahead, he realised something, and his chest 

flooded with emotion.  

He smiled. 

He hadn’t heard any whispering for a long time. 
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0. Introduction 

 
Peace’s novels cover fictionalized, real crime events in city contexts. The Tokyo Trilogy 

recreates occupied, post-war Tokyo and explores problems of identity, struggle and 

defeat. The Red Riding Quartet addresses the notorious crimes of the Yorkshire Ripper 

and the endemic corruption of the Yorkshire Police and the consequential societal 

trauma. Peace has spoken of his belief that crime fiction is, in essence, political 

writing, can interrogate society’s anxieties at all social levels. His work, as Charles 

posits, ‘through its elaboration of an extreme form of human experience…becomes a 

history of its time, and specifically of its location.’1 

 

In Peace’s work, time and place are hugely important; indeed, the examination of 

time and place is, perhaps, even more significant than the crimes (or plot) that he 

dissects and fictionalises. As he states: ‘I strongly believe that crimes happen at a 

particular time, in a particular place to a particular person for very, very, very 

particular reasons.’2 He focuses as much on the reasons for the crime – social, political, 

economic – as on the crime itself and the mystery and suspense that an unfolding 

crime narrative encompasses.  

 

The aim of this critical commentary is to combine a theoretical framework in terms of 

place, transnational ideas, and detective fiction, with close engagement with Peace’s 

work. I identify four areas of investigation; I will outline these here, and they make 

up the four chapters of the commentary, while each connects to a different focus of 

the close reading of the texts. 

 

                                                
1 Alec Charles, ‘”Pictures at an Atrocity Exhibition”: Modernism and Dystopian Realism in 
David Peace’s Red Riding Quartet’, in Shaw, Katy, ed., Analysing David Peace, (Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, Newcastle upon Tyne, 2011) p. 61 
2 David Peace, ‘The Red Riding Quartet’, Crimetime, 
http://www.crimetime.co.uk/features/davidpeace.php (Accessed 20/05/14) 
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1) Time and place: this introductory chapter sets out the importance of time and 

place in Peace’s work, establishing that its interrogation is the key starting point in 

any investigation of his work. I will examine how Peace addresses the question of 

why a crime happens where it does – politically, socially, and economically. I contend 

that this is a significant literary choice; Peace does not write classic whodunits and 

this chapter seeks to show, and understand, his alternative. 

 

2) The anti-crime novel: this chapter takes as its prompt a note that Peace had tacked 

above his desk while writing his Tokyo novels. The note stated: ‘anti-crime’, and 

Peace used this as a reminder that he was writing against the traditional, commercial 

thriller or crime novel, one driven by market concerns or industry predictions and 

sales. This was, arguably, nothing more than a minor, writerly tick, but I contend that 

the approach – and with it an attempt to establish, albeit unintentionally, a new sub-

genre, ‘anti-crime’ – influences all aspects of his work. Peace identifies exploitative 

fiction, fiction that aims for thrills and entertainment alone, as representing this 

model. Indeed, he sees his own first novel as being one that should be written 

against. Clearly, there are many subjectivities when dealing with a statement like this 

– and many people will disagree with his earnest appraisal of the purpose or 

responsibility of crime fiction – but, it remains an excellent means to enter the world of 

Peace’s ideas and finished works. 

 

3) The transnational writer: Peace’s biography is another means to interrogating his 

work. He wrote The Red Riding Quartet while living in Japan, and claimed he needed 

this distance to address in his fiction the Yorkshire of the 1970’s. Transnationalism 

provides a theoretical basis to questions concerning movement and ideas on what 

constitutes home, what makes a writer international. Many questions raised by it, 

however, are speculative, but in looking at appropriation, at the feeling of being an 

insider/outsider, and the sense of writing as a means of crossing borders, it is a 

valuable consideration. Peace is, I believe, a transnational writer, which is something 
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I have felt in my own experience of writing about São Paulo – a home for ten years – 

at the remove of London, where I was born.  

 

4) The city voice: as a practitioner, it is how Peace constructs his literary city that is 

perhaps of most benefit in terms of a close examination of his work. In this chapter, I 

show that his prose style – his paragraphs and sentences – reflects his wider 

approach as a fiction writer. It is the intensity of his prose that creates the trauma-

ridden cities of 1970’s and 1980’s Leeds and post-war Tokyo. In my own novel, I 

attempt to resurrect – a term I have used as a means of constructing a fictional 

version of a real city – the city of São Paulo, and the claustrophobia and tension and 

political and economic gulf between its inhabitants has something in common with 

the cities Peace writes. Not in terms of context, of course, but in the sense of cities at 

breaking point, cities that have broken free of constraint and seethe and live by rules 

beyond the legislature of their inhabitants. The chapter explores how stylistic 

decisions impose the atmosphere of a city on a work; I look – throughout the paper 

but specifically here in this concluding chapter – at how Peace channels the intensity 

of his prose, through repetition, experimentation, and an innovative use of structure, 

to this end. 

 

In terms of the critical framework for these chapters, I have based my research 

around three principal areas. Firstly, underpinning discussion of place includes, but 

is not limited to, established work by Eudora Welty and Lawrence Buell3. My initial 

investigation into the transnational paradigm begins with an assessment of Rebecca 

Walkowitz and Susan Stanford Friedman.4 The contextualisation of crime fiction is 

based on Tzvetan Todorov’s essay on the topography of detective fiction, with key 

                                                
3 Eudora Welty, On Writing, (Modern Library, 2002); Lawrence Buell, ‘Place’, Modern Criticism 
and Theory – A reader (3rd edition), ed. David Lodge and Nigel Wood (Edinburgh: Pearson, 
2008), pp. 667-691 
4 Rebecca L. Walkowitz, ed., Immigrant Fictions: Contemporary Literature in an Age of 
Globalization, (The University of Wisconsin Press, Wisconsin, 2006); Susan Stanford Friedman, 
‘Migrations, Diasporas and Borders’, Introduction to Scholarship in Modern Languages and 
Literatures, Ed. David Nicholls, New York: MLA, 2006, 899-941 
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appraisal of Malcah Effron.5 Secondly, much of this paper owes its investigation to 

work done by Katy Shaw, both as editor and author of the first critical texts 

produced on David Peace.6 Thirdly, I assess detailed reviews and work produced on 

Peace in literary publications by the likes of James Meek, Andy Beckett, Terry 

Eagleton, and Evelyn Toynton, amongst others7. This critical commentary represents 

an attempt to fuse traditional theory with the kind of current, innovative scholarship 

that exists regarding a contemporary author like David Peace. 

 

My own close engagement with Peace’s work starts with Todorov’s ‘Second Story 

Principle’ and Peace’s political intentions, mapped out in interviews, and in the 

alignment of his interests with Jean-Patrick Manchette and Dashiel Hammett as 

articulated in Peace’s foreword to Manchette’s Fatale.8 Peace’s two crime series 

address systems of power, and struggle and conflict within those systems. It is 

through literary conflict, thematic and technical, that Peace addresses the actual 

conflict he unravels in the societies he depicts. He achieves this at a character level in 

terms of versions of truth; at a structural level in terms of fractured narratives; at a 

sentence level in terms of repetition and unorthodox use of grammar and neologism; 

and a genre level in terms of confounding expectation. I identify three areas or 

categories within Peace’s work to examine his depiction of place (which follows 

                                                
5 Tzvetan Todorov, ‘The Typology of Detective Fiction’, Modern Criticism and Theory – A reader 
(3rd edition), ed. David Lodge and Nigel Wood (Edinburgh: Pearson, 2008), pp. 226-232; Malcah 
Effron, ‘Fictional Murders in Real “Mean Streets”: Detective Narratives and Authentic Urban 
Geographies’, Journal of Narrative Theory, Vol. 39, No. 3, Fall 2009, pp. 330-346 
6 Katy Shaw, ed., Analysing David Peace, (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, 2011); Katy Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, (Sussex Academic Press, 
Brighton/Eastbourne, 2011) 
7 James Meek, ‘Polly the Bleeding Parrot: Occupied City’, London Review of Books, Vol. 31, 
No. 15, August 6, 2009, http://www.lrb.co.uk/v31/n15/james-meek/polly-the-bleeding-
parrot (Accessed 20/05/14);  
Andy Beckett, ‘Political Gothic: GB84’, London Review of Books, Vol. 26, No. 18, 23 
September, 2004, http://www.lrb.co.uk/v26/n18/andy-beckett/political-gothic (Accessed 
20/05/14);  
Terry Eagleton, ‘At the Coal Face’, The Guardian, 06/03/2004, 
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2004/mar/06/featuresreviews.guardianreview20 
(Accessed 18/05/15); 
Evelyn Toynton, ‘Cultivated Hysteria: The Noir Novels of David Peace’, Harpers, Powells, 
May 28, 2010, http://www.powells.com/blog/review-a-day/cultivated-hysteria-the-noir-
novels-of-david-peace-by-review-a-day/ (Accessed 20/05/14) 
8 Peace, David, ‘Foreword to Fatale by Jean-Patrick Manchette’, Fatale, Serpent’s Tail, 
(London, 2015) 
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here). Structurally, I have connected these three areas with three of the chapters 

already outlined. It works thus: the anti-crime chapter ends with a section on how 

Peace creates an anti-crime city, an anti-city, almost, based on his construction of a 

non- or liminal city space. The second piece of close reading involves the idea of a 

city in transition, of change, of a city stripped and damned, and I have brought this 

to the end of the transnational chapter, principally to act as a reflection on how 

authorial perspective affects the city’s creation. Finally, I have brought a discussion 

of the city as a story to bear on the concept of the city voice.  

 

The reasoning for this approach stems from the depiction of the cities in the two 

series, that Peace demonstrates how the story of the criminal investigation is the 

story of the crime, as both these stories are the story of the societies that produced the 

crimes, and, by association, the cities that hosted them. Peace uses three broad 

categories (alluded to above) in the fictional, novelistic construction or destruction of 

the cities he portrays. First, he explores the city as a non- or liminal space, or a space 

that lacks, whether that lack is physical – in terms of buildings or people – or more 

abstract, in terms of love or security. Second, he creates a city space that is stripped of 

morals, a city that is damned. The process of this evident, visible stripping, or active 

removal of layers, becomes a part of the city space Peace creates. Third, he denotes 

narrative qualities to the city space, so that the city becomes a story, or a vessel for a 

story, whether in terms of a new version of a previous incarnation, or by 

interweaving contemporary news and social concerns into the cityscape through 

radio reports, billboards, graffiti, or vandalism. The investigation of the city is 

achieved through an exploration of the city as the use of space: by uncovering the ways 

in which the city space is changed, or used, Peace uncovers the secrets or motivation 

behind this change, or use. In both series, the city is presented as an area of 

devastation, of rubble, defined by negative capability, an anti-city. Peace’s ‘anti-

crime’ novels rely on this ‘anti-city’ setting and context to provide the basis for the 

societal investigation, and the setting within which his characters act. 
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1. Why there? Why then? 

 

City Heights, Leeds. 
I locked the car under the white skies going grey with their threats of rain and never 
snow, thinking it must be all right round here in the summer. 
Clean sixties high-rise: flaking yellow and sky-blue paintwork, railings beginning to 
rust.  

(Nineteen Seventy Four, 234) 
 

The questions at the heart of David Peace’s fiction are ‘why there?’ and ‘why then?’ 

His city-based crime series The Red Riding Quartet and the Tokyo Trilogy are 

examinations of societies that produced appalling crimes. As Charles posits, Peace 

believes that ‘the crime novel is not simply about crime: through its elaboration of an 

extreme form of human experience, it becomes a history of its time, and specifically 

of its location.’9  

 

James Ellroy writing about Los Angeles offers a biographical starting point to an 

investigation of writing the city: 

 

A lot of it is simple biography. I lived here, so I was obsessed with my immediate 
environment. I am from Los Angeles truly, immutably. It’s the first thing you get in 
any author’s note: James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. I was hatched in the 
film-noir epicenter, at the height of the film-noir era. My parents and I lived near 
Hollywood. My father and mother had a tenuous connection to the film business. They 
were both uncommonly good-looking, which may be a hallmark of LA arrivistes, and 
they were of that generation of migrants who came because they were very poor and 
LA was a beautiful place. 
 
I grew up in a different world, a different America. You didn’t have to make a lot of 
dough to keep a roof over your head. There was a calmness that I recall too. I learned 
to amuse myself. I liked to read. I liked to look out the window.  
 
It’s rare for me to speak about LA epigrammatically. I don’t view it as a strange place, I 
don’t view it as a hot-pot of multiculturalism or weird sexuality. I have never studied it 
formally. There are big swathes of LA that I don’t even know my way around today. 
I’m not quite sure how you get to Torrance, Hermosa Beach, Long Beach. I don’t know 
LA on a valid historical level at all. But I have assimilated it in a deeper way. I had 
lived here for so long that when it became time to exploit my memory of the distant 
past, it was easy. 
 
Whatever power my books have derives from the fact that they are utterly steeped in 
the eras that I describe. LA of that period is mine and nobody else’s. If you wrote about 
this period before me, I have taken it away from you.10 

 

                                                
9 Charles, ‘”Pictures at an Atrocity Exhibition”, p. 61 
10 James Ellroy, The Art of Fiction no. 201, The Paris Review, Fall 2009, No. 190 
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The compulsion to write about a specific place due to biography, being from that 

place ‘immutably’, is one Peace will no doubt understand. He explains: ‘to be honest, 

I think the single biggest influence upon me was growing up when and where I 

did.’11 He has written of how it took a move to Turkey and then Japan to enable the 

perspective – or distance – to approach the project that became The Red Riding 

Quartet, four novels all of which were ‘steeped in the eras’ they document, an era in 

which Peace himself might be said to be steeped.12 He recognises that travelling far 

from the setting of the novel – in terms of place and time, effectively – ‘probably 

helped, [as] for the most part, I have Yorkshire as was, not as is, in my head.’13	
Ellroy’s swagger too – ‘If you wrote about this period before me, I have taken it away 

from you.’ – characterises something of this compulsion: a desire to somehow write 

the definitive, the absolute, version of the real life events that define the society of that 

time and that place. Peace identifies Ellroy as a landmark for quality crime fiction: ‘I 

discovered James Ellroy. His novel White Jazz was the Sex Pistols for me. It 

reinvented crime writing and I realised that, if you want to write the best crime book, 

then you have to write better than Ellroy ’14 This compulsion to write about place 

connects too to Peace’s understanding of what fiction can and, perhaps, should do. 

His conception of place is bound up with time, and his alternative – his occult – 

histories of Yorkshire and Tokyo are highly stylised, fictional versions of events in 

works, as Charles identifies, that ‘[translate] the crime genre into a postmodern 

idiom radically informed by the anxieties and strategies of literary and artistic 

modernism.’15 A combination of these factors or characteristics of Peace’s style and 

approach form a mission statement, capturing something, in fact, of Eagleton’s 

concept of the ‘ideology of the aesthetic.’16 (Though, as in other literary genres 

                                                
11 Peace, ‘The Red Riding Quartet’ 
12 Email correspondence between Joe Thomas and David Peace 
13 Nicholas Wroe, “The History Man.” The Guardian, May 10, 2008, 
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2008/may/10/fiction (Accessed 18/04/16)  
14 Ibid. 
15 Charles, ‘”Pictures at an Atrocity Exhibition”, p. 61 
16 See Terry Eagleton, The Ideology of the Aesthetic (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990) 
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outside of Literary Fiction, there is the sense of an apologia, something I contend is 

misplaced.) As Peace says: 

 

Ian Rankin has written a modern history of Edinburgh that has been a huge 
achievement and a fantastic body of work. If people are put off by him being called a 
crime writer, that is their loss. But, considering his sales, not many seem to be put off. I 
suppose I don't really have that great an imagination, and there is so much from the 
real world that I just don't understand. Some of that involves crime of whatever scale 
or form, and in that case I don't see the point of making something up. The novel seems 
the perfect form to examine what has happened in real life, the things that have deeply 
affected ordinary people and reflected the times they lived in.17 

 

 

As discussed in the introduction, Peace wrote the first two books in his Tokyo 

Trilogy, Tokyo Year Zero and Occupied City, with a note pinned above his desk stating: 

‘anti-crime novel’. Charles extends his interpretation of place, establishing that Peace 

believes crime fiction to be ‘a means of interrogating troubled social, political, and 

economic contexts.’18 Peace sees crime as a lens that ‘reveal[s] conflicts in the social 

order and explore[s] the ways in which society attempts to reinstate that order.’19 

Peace has written that: ‘Crime fiction has both the opportunity and the obligation to 

be the most political of any writing or any media, crime itself being the most 

manifest example of the politics of the time.’20 The word ‘obligation’ here 

demonstrates something of Peace’s conviction, yet why should a crime writer be 

obliged in this way? It raises a pertinent issue when approaching contemporary 

practitioners; it is tempting to take their words as incontestable, as they are 

accessible. More significant is to find further sense of Peace’s idea of this obligation. 

In terms of intention, Peace reveals an affinity with Jean-Patrick Manchette. In his 

forward to Manchette’s Roman Noir, Fatale, Peace offers – through Manchette’s ideas 

– a distinction between types of crime fiction, or, as Manchette puts it, the difference 

                                                
17 Wroe, “The History Man.” 
18 Katy Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, (Sussex Academic Press, Brighton/Eastbourne, 
2011), p. 64 
19 Ibid. 
20 Peace, ‘The Red Riding Quartet’ 
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between ‘”entertainment”’ and ‘”revolutionary thought.”’21 Manchette, in a 

‘Memento about my intentions and my job as a writer’, states that: ‘”the expression 

of revolutionary thought has to be Unitarian.”’22 He expresses here a sense of 

indivisibility, of union in approach, not separation in terms of text – the crime story – 

and political intent. He continues, in something of a precursor to Peace’s ‘obligation’, 

stating: ‘”The mystery novel is the great moral literature of our era.”’23 Peace 

identifies Manchette as ‘someone who had seen the political potential of the “crime 

story” and then actually fulfilled that potential, while never once compromising his 

stories or his style for manifestos and theories. And it is this quality, this union, 

which still serves as a constant inspiration.’24 Peace’s statement here shows the 

political intent of his writing – a Unitarian approach in which the telling of the story 

reveals a political goal or purpose. This purpose is the articulation of conflict and 

struggle, as Peace quotes Manchette: ‘”The Roman Noir never hoped to clean up 

society. For this it is necessary that men set themselves in motion.”’25 

 

Peace, connected to this stated intention, occupies an ambiguous position within the 

crime genre. Crime fiction is often a hugely commercial proposition, and detective 

fiction – which Peace loosely inhabits across his two major crime series – both 

popular and the subject of research.26 While Peace has spoken of his pride at being 

grouped with writers like Ellroy and Rankin, and understands the literary potential 

of the form, he is also wary of exploitative aspects of the most popular crime fiction, 

of shock and darkness for its own sake, as pure entertainment, and of the connected, 

material desire of publishers to find the next big success. The question of value and 

how it is denoted, or otherwise, in Peace’s conception can be linked to Manchette’s 

appraisal. Manchette writes: ‘”the culture market…valorises everything…Detective 
                                                
21 Peace, Foreword to Fatale, vi 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid., ix 
24 Ibid., xi 
25 Ibid. 
26 A recent Forbes list of the top ten authors was almost entirely made of authors of thrillers, 
or similar. Source: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/aug/03/girl-on-the-train-
carries-paula-hawkins-into-list-of-worlds-richest-authors  
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novels, Walt Disney, paintings by madmen and a thousand other things are touted 

with equal promotional enthusiasm, under the imprudent pretext of consoling the 

oppressed creature.’”27 Manchette identifies Hammett as ‘”delivering a negative 

judgement on literature and the entire society of its times.”’28 Peace’s citing of this 

suggests his ‘anti-crime’ approach – writing against and, through the story, 

articulating political conflict – to, as Manchette states in terms of his own intention: 

‘”desiccate the crime thriller…by applying to my subject matter a very carefully 

crafted “Marxist” architecture.”’29 

 

Peace though, must inevitably make his distinction outside of whether or not a writer 

uses real events. The question of whether using real crime, as a basis for fiction, is 

more exploitative than pure invention is complex: the nature of the novel is enough 

to pass judgement on its exploitative nature. Genre is a word loaded with 

connotations, many of them disparaging. (It would be difficult, I suspect, to find 

literary defenders of many of the most commercially popular writers, according to 

Forbes’ list.) Yet genre relies much for its perceived success – and therefore value; the 

terms, in a commercial sense, might be conflated – on its tropes, on its rules. Readers 

in general, if commercial research tells us anything, and by that I mean sales, like 

their expectations to be met, to know what they are getting. As Todorov outlines in 

his seminal discussion of detective fiction: 

 

We write either about literature in general or about a single work, and it is a tacit 
convention that to classify several works in a genre is to devalue them. There is a good 
historical explanation for this attitude…a work was judged poor if it did not 
sufficiently obey the rule of its genre.30 
 

Peace differs though in his ‘anti-crime’ approach. By using the genre to interrogate 

society, to be political, he establishes that ‘entertainment’, which these readers’ 

                                                
27 Peace, Forword to Fatale, x 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid., vii 
30 Tzvetan Todorov, ‘The Typology of Detective Fiction’, Modern Criticism and Theory – A 
reader (3rd edition), ed. David Lodge and Nigel Wood (Edinburgh: Pearson, 2008), pp. 226 
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expectations form a tangible part, is not of great artistic concern. But what does he 

mean by ‘entertainment’? The use of factual material is a part of this and with Ellroy 

before him Peace develops a new sub-genre. (It may not be helpful to use the term 

‘genre’, but, today, fiction is tied up with publishing, writing and art, with marketing 

and publicity. It is hard to ignore.) To extend Todorov’s argument to Peace: ‘One 

might say that every great book establishes the existence of two genres, the reality of 

two norms: that of the genre it transgresses, which dominated the preceding 

literature, and that of the genre it creates.’31 Whether Peace has created a new genre is 

perhaps immaterial, but it becomes clear that he transgresses the norms of the 

whodunit by introducing the question of why, which is bound up with questions of 

place. Todorov writes of the duality of detective fiction, identifying two stories that 

run in each example of this novelistic form: ‘the story of the crime and the story of 

the investigation. In their purest form, these stories have no point in common.’32 In 

Peace’s fiction, this point of duality meets, overlaps: the story of the investigation is 

the story of the crime, as both are the story of the society – the time, the place – that 

produced the crime: the specificity of where, when that forms the basis of his 

interrogation.  

 

Does Peace transgress the crime genre? Are there rules he should follow? Does 

having a crime at the heart of a novel – or series of novels – make that novel a crime 

novel, having a detective protagonist make it a detective novel? Todorov continues: 

 

Detective fiction has its norms: to “develop” them is also to disappoint them: to 
“improve upon” detective fiction is to write “literature”, not detective fiction. The 
whodunit par excellence is not the one that transgresses the rules of the genre, but the 
one which conforms to them.33 

 

Though often oblique, and sometimes even outright confusing, Peace’s endings 

achieve a form of resolution – there are answers; the nature of basing fiction on fact, 

                                                
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. p.227 
33 Todorov, ‘The Typology of Detective Fiction’, p. 227 
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to an extent, ensures this: we know, ultimately, what happened – so that the 

ideological norms of the genre are conformed to as well as disrupted, which suggests 

Todorov’s definition of ‘”literature”’. Peace aims for truth, a goal that is encapsulated 

by, and reflected in, his choice of subject matter: real crimes and the societies that 

produced them. This is an earnest goal, and Peace has been criticised for 

humourlessness, for an overtly serious approach. The claim to ‘truth’ is one fraught 

with complications and it is worth noting Eco’s words: ‘Scholars have widely 

discussed what it means for an assertion to be “true” in a fictional framework. The 

most reasonable answer is that fictional statements are true within the framework of 

the possible world of a given story.’34 To create a fictional world that interrogates a 

society we recognise based on events we know to have happened, it is an important 

reminder that we inhabit a ‘possible world’ and a ‘given story.’ 

* 

 

Charles applies to Peace’s work Baudrillard’s concept of the simulacrum35 and its 

‘unequivocally mediated reality…so hyperreal that it has lost touch with any 

requirement to be true.’36 The application concerns Peace’s stylistic preoccupation 

with repetition, a sentence-by-sentence, phrase by phrase, word-by-word 

embodiment of his approach. Repetition is haunting, uncanny, providing a sense of 

the eternal return, of Nietzsche’s concept of ‘amor fati,’ that: ‘one wants nothing to be 

different, not forward, not backward, not in all eternity. Not merely bear what is 

necessary, still less conceal it—all idealism is mendacity in the face of what is 

necessary—but love it.’37 Repetition, for Peace, is ‘infinite recurrence [which] is not a 

blessing but a curse: it does not lead towards eternal being but rather recalls the 

                                                
34 Umberto Eco, Six Walks in Fictional Woods, (Harvard University Press, 1994), p. 88 
35 See Jean Baudrillard, ‘Simulacra and Simulations,’ Modern Criticism and Theory – A reader (3rd 
edition), ed. David Lodge and Nigel Wood (Edinburgh: Pearson, 2008), pp. 423-430 
36 Charles, ‘”Pictures at an Atrocity Exhibition”, p. 68 
37 Friedrich Nietzsche, “Why I Am So Clever”, Ecce Homo, Section 10, Basic Writings of 
Nietzsche, translated and edited by Walter Kaufmann (1967), (London: Random House, 2001), 
p. 714 
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inevitability of death.’38 Charles understands that writing fiction is an act of 

repetition39, and I assert that it is so on a number of levels: the repetitive nature of 

writing itself; the repetition of plot and story; the repetition of themes and ideas; the 

repetitive nature of documentation – something happens, and then it is written down. 

Fiction based on repetition of the same events recreated from a number of 

perspectives – perspectives embodied by distinct characters and articulated through 

distinct voices – is an act of unfolding conflict. Peace’s stylistic choice suggests a 

significant aspect of his approach: death itself cannot be solved; death cannot be 

repeated. Peace’s work does not set out solve a death – a murder – but to account for 

it. The unavoidable, impossible-to-repeat fact of death is tacitly acknowledged in 

sophisticated crime fiction; while there is a mendacious act at play in the less 

sophisticated parts of the genre: the idea that a murder can be solved. Peace 

demonstrates the irredeemable nature of crime, and specifically murder; this is part of 

the ‘anti-crime’ approach, writing against exploitation of the victims of crime. The 

repetitive style is grounded in a conscious choice that takes in the entire approach, 

not simply at a sentence or paragraph level. 

 

Interrogation of the causes of crime, of crime as a product or consequence of society 

dictates that there is naturalness to this repetition in Peace’s prose. Charles posits: 

‘history repeats itself as fiction since…fiction is quite literally an act of repetition.’40 

Peace sets out to repeat history – or at least articulate an occult version of history, an 

alternative fictional version of what happened, a repetition that interrogates; the 

multiple, competing narrative voices in Occupied City are something of an apotheosis 

of this – and the hyperreality that Baudrillard unpacks, Charles identifies as ‘an apt 

emblem for Peace’s fictional world whose own fictionality dissolves, or exposes the 

incoherence of, the integrity of the reality upon which it was founded.’41 Peace’s 

                                                
38 Charles, ‘”Pictures at an Atrocity Exhibition”, p. 68 
39 Ibid. p. 67 
40 Ibid. p. 67 
41 Ibid. p. 68 
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stylistic act of repetition – the work – and the factual repetition, the use of history and 

the occult interpretation of it – the approach – are at the heart of the two series. 
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2. The ‘anti crime’ novel 

 

Things never change. There are wars and there are restorations. Things never change. 
There are wars and there are victories. Things never change. There are wars and there 
are defeats. Things never change. There are occupations and there are elections. Things 
never change. Because there is always a second meeting. Things never change. There is 
always a second meeting to discuss the first – 
Never change. Never change. Never change…  

(Tokyo Year Zero, 205) 
 

Peace, as stated, wrote the first two books in his Tokyo Trilogy, Tokyo Year Zero and 

Occupied City, with a note pinned above his desk stating: ‘anti-crime novel’42. In this 

chapter, I posit that the significance of this note runs deeper than an example of a 

writer’s attempt at self-motivation. This involves investigation into: the significance 

of fiction based on fact and how this feeds into an ‘anti-crime’ approach; the 

importance of place within this approach, and the stylistic creation of an ‘anti-city’; 

and how questions of place and foreign setting raise issues of appropriation and how 

Peace’s work addresses these.  

 

Peace’s novels are fictionalised accounts of real life events, and using this form, 

achieve Shaw’s analysis that: ‘Peace highlights the criminality of ordinary people 

through the modes and motifs of genre fiction.’43 Shaw develops this, demonstrating 

that through addressing historical events – be those in Yorkshire or Tokyo – Peace 

‘offers readers a world in which the past is subject to the politics of the present 

and…history is presented as a highly significant, if deeply elusive, informing 

presence.’44  

 

Peace’s reading habits offer some indication of what he believes to be the key 

purpose of crime fiction, indeed fiction in general: 

 

                                                
42 Email correspondence 
43 Katy Shaw, ed., Analysing David Peace, (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, 2011), p. 6 
44 Ibid. 
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I want to read fictions torn from facts that use those fictions to illuminate the 
truth. I read because I want to learn; I want to learn because I want answers. I 
don’t want mystery and suspense because I’ve got that everywhere I look, I 
want truth and answers not the “sickest psycho since Hannibal the 
Cannibal”.45 

 

It is this search for truth that propels Peace’s fiction: for Peace, the crime novel is an 

exercise in social and political cross-examination, within which the trauma of crime 

must be revered. He writes: 

 

Crime is brutal, harrowing and devastating for everyone involved, and crime 
fiction should be every bit as brutal, harrowing and devastating as the 
violence of the reality it seeks to document. Anything less at best sanitises 
crime and its effects, at worst trivialises it. Anything more exploits other 
people’s misery as purely vicarious entertainment.46 

 

Peace does not address in this comment the extent to which as a writer of ‘fictions 

torn from facts’ he has more responsibility to the victims than a writer who invents 

every aspect of his/her novel. This though is his point, as high-handed in its 

articulation as it might appear: crime exists outside of fiction, and to trivialise crime 

by disregarding its awful consequences, in a work that is simply titillation, Peace 

feels is exploitative, whether fictional or otherwise. The alignment of his thinking 

with Manchette – and by association, Hammett – is clear.  

 

I believe the crime writer, by their choice of genre, is obligated to document these times 
and their crimes, and the writer who chooses to ignore this responsibility is then 
simply exploiting, for his or her own financial or personal gratification, a genre that is 
itself nothing more than an entertainment industry constructed upon the sudden, 
violent deaths of other, innocent people and the unending, suffering of their 
families…So are we just the written equivalent of a game of Cluedo or are we trying to 
say something more?47 

 

This connects with Manchette’s idea of the ‘culture market’, and Peace’s ‘obligation’ 

sets out a similarly political purpose. Other crime writers will disagree with this, and 

publishers too, as the pushing of the recent genre ‘Cosy Crime’ attests, a genre which 

seems to be exactly the written equivalent of a game of Cluedo. Peace’s position is 

                                                
45 Peace, ‘The Red Riding Quartet’ 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. 
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earnest and apparently dismissive of literature as pure escapism – again, the idea of 

obligation or responsibility feels prescriptive – but, I agree with his stance – or 

approach – and my own work is an attempt to explore the ‘truth’ of São Paulo within 

a fictional framework. My plot is invented, but the key structural and political 

aspects that form the city are not, and it is the interrogation of these that interest me, 

as a reader, student, and writer. 

 

Peace’s work has a unity in its approach and execution, and this is reflected in the 

fractured structures and narratives he employs. Reading Peace is intense and 

consuming and this intensity is in part due to what Shaw identifies as ‘the 

splintering of narratives as moral and physical terrains become damaged by events’48 

and in part due to his ‘escaping the straightjacket of linear chronometric narrative 

[as] time is experienced diversely as a product of memory and a multilayered 

construction.’49 The fragmentation of Peace’s narratives occur at every level of the 

text; it is not simply a case of using multiple narrators, nor splitting the narrative 

consciousness amongst his cast of characters: it takes place at sentence and 

paragraph level. ‘Trauma is reflected in the physical composition of the texts, their 

tortured and fragmented states demanding a reconfiguration of past time in present 

space.’50 In terms of his sentence construction, the repetition and stark, referential 

prose-poetic structure, a ‘pattern of allusions and rhythmical associations between 

the individual and the social, the national and the international’51 is created. 

Reflecting on a ‘wilfully botched investigation into the first of series of child 

murders’52 in Nineteen Eighty Three, a corrupt detective muses: 

 

July 1969: 
All across the UK, they’re staring at the sun, waiting for the moon – 
Ann Jones, Biafra, the Rivers of Blood. 

                                                
48 Shaw, Analysing David Peace, p. 6 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Rebecca L. Walkowitz, ed., Immigrant Fictions: Contemporary Literature in an Age of 
Globalization, (The University of Wisconsin Press, Wisconsin, 2006), p. 548 
52 Ibid. 
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Brian Jones, Free Wales, the Dock Strikes, 
Marianne Faithfull and Harvey Smith, 
Ulster. 
But here’s the news today, oh boy – 
Memo from Maurice: 
Jeanette Garland, 8, missing Castleford. 

(Nineteen Eighty Three, 79) 
 

The connections made between national and personal ‘news’ establishes the principle 

that ‘Jeanette Garland’ is merely the most recent. That Peace sustains both this 

principle of societal examination with the formal stylisation across two series in 

wholly different places is remarkable. Peace reflects the concept of Todorov’s second 

story, which develops his interrogation of society, of place. Todorov states: ‘We might 

further characterise these two stories [the story of the crime and the story of the 

investigation] by saying that the first – the story of the crime – tells “what really 

happened,” whereas the second – the story of the investigation – explains “how the 

reader (or the narrator) has come to know about it.”’53 Indeed, in his second Tokyo 

novel, Occupied City, the very structure and narrative of the novel is relayed through 

Todorov’s definition of the second story. Peace employs a literal device in Occupied 

City, a literal intermediary, a ‘writer-investigator’ whose fractured narratives frame 

each chapter, introducing the reader to one narrator after another, and channelling 

their stories, communicating them to us. As the epigraph to the novel states: 

 

Tokyo 
OCCUPIED CITY 

- And what the writer found there 
  

 
 

This emphasis on investigation above crime is connected to the distinction the 

Russian formalists make between story and plot. These are ‘two points of view about 

the same thing…the first [story, of the crime] is in fact a story of an absence: its most 

accurate characteristic is that it cannot be immediately present in the book.’54 An 

intermediary is required to transmit the conversations and actions of those 

                                                
53 Todorov, ‘The Typology of Detective Fiction’, p. 228 
54 Ibid. 
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implicated; in Occupied City, the crime takes place and is described to us, by multiple, 

interrelated characters after the event. To refer again to publishing (rather than 

fiction), the crime is detailed on the jacket of the novel, telling us immediately of this 

absence. Peace, to use Todorov’s terminology, foregrounds the second story: 

 

The status of the second story…is just as excessive; it is a story which has no 
importance in itself, which serves only as a mediator between the reader and the story 
of the crime. Theoreticians of detective fiction have always agreed that style, in this 
type of literature, must be perfectly transparent, imperceptible; the only requirement it 
obeys is to be simple, clear, direct.55  

 

Here lies another point of comparison with Peace, who eschews irony and humour in 

a style that can be unremittingly bleak. Peace quotes Manchette on the nature of 

prose style: ‘”non-stop mystery and violence, no stylistic references except to 

American Noir fiction, the formulas of which are so systematically anti-literary.”’56 

Peace’s engagement with style as an ideological choice connects these ideas. Todorov 

and Manchette offer differing readings of Peace’s work – Todorov’s second story as 

the basis of a form of alternative crime fiction, separate from, and yet conforming to, 

the expectations of the genre, similar to Peace’s insistence on his ‘anti-crime’ 

approach; Manchette’s ‘anti-literary’ nature of stylistic decision-making. 

 

* 

 

Peace is an intensely moral writer and this is revealed through his close examination 

of the specificity of the reasons for crime in society, and it is this specificity that 

‘crime fiction should be documenting, these despatches from the front; because we 

are constantly at war and there are some very, very bad people on the rise.’57 Indeed, 

as Shaw states: ‘Recognition that the “victims are everywhere” [Nineteen Seventy 

Seven, 72] fuels this broader consciousness of crime as a pervasive social and political 

                                                
55 Ibid. 
56 Peace, Foreword to Fatale, xiii 
57 Todorov, ‘The Typology of Detective Fiction’, p. 228 
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problem.’58 However, and this in the context of Peace as a critically acclaimed 

novelist perceived as transcending the crime fiction genre, he establishes the canon in 

a stout defence: 

 

Dostoyevsky wrote crime; Kafka wrote crime; Brecht wrote crime; Orwell 
wrote crime. Dickens. Greene. Dos Passos. Delillo […] The best work is always 
done in the margins and the genres: Burroughs and Ballard in Science Fiction; 
Iain Sinclair and Alan Moore; and I’m proud to share the same section of a 
shop as Ellroy, Mosley, Pelecanos and Rankin.59 

 

What is distinctive about Peace’s approach is the way that he cleaves to it regardless 

of the topic of the novel, be it the Yorkshire Ripper and Police corruption, the Miners’ 

Strike, Post-war Tokyo, or Brian Clough and Bill Shankly. The visceral, staccato and 

uncompromising nature of The Red Riding Quartet characterises it as an exciting and 

terrifying example of crime fiction (though Peace has said that he is slightly ashamed 

of the first book in the quartet, Nineteen Seventy Four, believing that he may have 

made the sorts of sensational decisions that he later would condemn as betraying his 

own ideas about fiction, that the book ‘wallows in the viciousness of the of the 

crimes’) and these qualities are later developed in the Tokyo Trilogy.60 While 

interviewing Peace, Hart provides an analysis of The Red Riding Quartet, positing that 

Peace’s: 

 

Foregrounding [of] the bold and violently nightmarish nature of non-descript 
backdrops…draw[s] attention to the socio-economic and political 
circumstances that function to perpetuate the conditions necessary for 
expressions of deviance. The Red Riding Quartet provides a damning analysis 
of the conditions that conspire to produce specific crimes.61 

 

Peace states: ‘the basic question [at the heart of the quartet] [was] why these crimes 

happened in this place at this time to these people…[this] I hope stops[s] the books 

from simply trafficking in human misery.’62 It is this approach that is developed in 

                                                
58 Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, p. 65 
59 Ibid. 
60 Walkowitz, Immigrant Fictions: Contemporary Literature in an Age of Globalization, p. 559 
61 Ibid. 
62 Ibid. p. 661 
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the Tokyo Trilogy and Peace develops alongside his political specificity of time and 

place, a sense of the universal horror of male power. He seems, in the Tokyo novels 

to begin to look outward. The themes of occupation and defeat are perhaps even 

more explicit than in The Red Riding Quartet, as Shaw states: ‘the trilogy interrogates 

social, political and economic manifestations of defeat and occupation, employing 

extremes of time and place to document the rise of Tokyo from post-war ruin…to a 

city “regained” in 1964.’63 The themes run through the first two books of the trilogy 

and the crimes that are depicted and unravelled are representations of a society that 

is struggling both physically and spiritually in terms of the city’s rebuilding. They 

serve almost as metonyms for the society and city that the novels ‘resurrect’.64 

 

If you’ve never been defeated, never lost – 
If you’ve never been beaten before – 
Then you don’t know the pain – 
The pain of surrender – 
Of occupation… 

(TYZ, 70) 
 

This idea of resurrection is prominent throughout both books, and it is a resurrection 

that is literal and physical and also spiritual and figurative. In the period of 

rebuilding in Tokyo after the devastation of total war, the city’s ‘subjects [are] 

materially, physically and mentally broken by [its] legacy’65. Peace connects and 

explores the true crimes that drive the two novels within this atmosphere of despair 

and defeat. This is an atmosphere informed by the almost universal disdain in which 

Peace holds both the American occupying forces, and the Tokyo police. As in The Red 

Riding Quartet, in the Tokyo novels Peace associates the crimes and investigations 

that he details with the political architecture of the cities in which they occur, and, 

interrogates the political systems that enable the crimes. The opening of Tokyo Year 

Zero defines Peace’s intentions in the creation of a ‘post-apocalyptic world of 

                                                
63 Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, p. 108 
64 Email correspondence 
65 Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, p. 110 
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despair.’66 A sense that the trauma of defeat is public and visible is established. 

Detective Minami – the protagonist – recalls people ‘howling, now prostrate upon 

the floor in lamentation, weeping in the dust’ (TYZ, 23). Peace adds further layers, 

producing a sonic backdrop of despondence: ‘sounds of one hundred million 

weeping, howling, wounded people borne on a wind across a nation ending’ (TYZ, 

23). This image of a defeated and broken people is enhanced by the physical 

description of the cityscape, which contributes to a ruinous atmosphere and a 

morally insolvent, diseased population in which physical decay infects all aspects of 

life.  

 

Buildings of which nothing remains but their front walls; now only sky where 
their windows and their ceilings should be […] Bomb after bomb, fire after 
fire, building after building, neighbourhood after neighbourhood until there 
are no buildings, there are no neighbourhoods and there is no city, no Tokyo  

(TYZ, 6) 
 

Peace creates an anonymous, negative space, or ‘non-space marked by absence and 

loss [in which] defeat is literally in the air.’67 Through his repetition and thematic 

insistence on defeat, Peace creates a setting which is unrecognisable to a reader 

familiar with neither contemporary Japan nor representations of the post-war period 

depicted. By decimating the physical landscape – both literally in the description of it 

and figuratively through the visceral and harrowing effects of the language – Peace 

‘question[s] the status of those surviving as “the lucky ones” (TYZ, 38)’.68 Minami 

himself, in fact, acts as a measure of the value, or precisely the lack of value, of being 

a survivor during a period of defeat. Occupation, essentially, in both Tokyo Year Zero 

and Occupied City, is an ongoing period of war. As Shaw points out: ‘The miracle of 

their survival is consequently set against the horrific reality of living in the shadows 

of “The defeat and the capitulation. The surrender and the and the occupation. The 

ghosts all here today (TYZ, 33).”’ By establishing the survivors as ‘ghosts’, Peace 

equates their mental and emotional condition with the ghostly non-space of the city 
                                                
66 Ibid. p. 111 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. p. 112 
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they inhabit. The past surrounds them in the broken and reduced form of the city 

and the inability to physically disassociate the pervading atmosphere of defeat: ‘post-

war Tokyo is quickly established as a place in which the living and the dead coexist 

on a transitory plain.’69  

 

* 

 

The ‘anti-crime’ idea is prevalent in the way Peace sets up his cities. By creating a 

setting that is both physically and spiritually marked by an utterly downbeat and 

unremitting negativity, Peace constructs for the reader a city experience that is in 

contrast to the city-based crime novels of Ian Rankin in which the use of recognisable 

city features adds a sense of verisimilitude and, by extension, authenticate the 

fictional crimes that are narrated.70 This, in the sense that Peace prioritises the city as 

a space experienced by the characters rather than one that relates to the reader’s 

reality of the city, contributes to this idea of an ‘anti-crime’ novel. Rankin, an author 

Peace admires, has stated that: ‘the underlying principles behind his switch from 

using fictionalised street names to real street names in his Rebus series [were] 

because “if [the readers] know these things are real, they start to suspend disbelief” 

(interview).’71 72 Effron proposes that this shift is representative of a move in 

contemporary crime fiction that builds on, and yet subverts, Barthes’ principle of ‘the 

reality effect.’73 Barthes’ essay establishes the superfluity of detail in terms of 

recognisable objects – lamps, sofas etc – in nineteenth century fiction.74  

 

Barthes defines the reality effect to account for “notations [descriptive details] 
which no function (not even the most indirect) will allow us to justify” (11, 
emphasis original). He interprets these seemingly superfluous details as 

                                                
69 Ibid. 
70 Malcah Effron, ‘Fictional Murders in Real “Mean Streets”: Detective Narratives and 
Authentic Urban Geographies’, Journal of Narrative Theory, Vol. 39, No. 3, Fall 2009, p. 331 
71 Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, p. 65 
72 Effron, ‘Fictional Murders in Real “Mean Streets”: Detective Narratives and Authentic 
Urban Geographies’, p. 331 
73 Ibid. p. 332 
74 Ibid. p. 331 
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“interwoven with the ‘imperatives’ of realism,’ as if exactitude of 
reference…commanded and justified description of the referent” (14).75 

 

Barthes identifies that these referents build an artificial sense that the fictional story 

is one that actually happened, or one that might actually have happened. The reality 

effect is in a distinction between: ‘details that...can only ever effect reality since they 

denote types of objects that exist in extratextual reality rather than refer directly to an 

object that exists in extratextual reality (emphasis added).’76  

 

For Barthes, the essence of the details that form the effect is precisely (and 
exclusively) that they create an effect: the perception of the situation as an 
event in extratextual reality. The details cease to represent that which they 
describe…and instead only represent the believability of the situation.77 

 

This is the crux of Effron’s argument: the difference between the ‘authentication’ of 

the fictional narrative through a ‘believable’ setting, and the superfluous purpose of 

the details, in terms of the narrative thrust, that attempt exactly that function. Effron 

connects Barthes’ identification of objects as superfluous detail in nineteenth century 

fiction with the use of real street names in Rankin and yet establishes a key 

distinction: on the surface, everything in a crime novel acts as a ‘potential 

clue…however, the topographic details provided in the detective narratives that 

describe real city settings do not participate in the narrative level of the “potential 

clue,” as the streets…help articulate neither the problem nor the solution.’78 For 

Effron, the distinction remains at the level of ‘realistic’ and ‘real’: in crime fiction 

there is often a ‘real’ setting to assist a ‘realistic’ representation, which conflates 

‘notions of authenticity with notions of reality.’79 This idea is complicated by Peace’s 

decision to write about real crimes in a fictional context. How to create an authentic 

sense of place while dealing in a real crime in terms of story? Authentic, for Peace, is 

place depicted from the perspective of his fictional characters, place as their sense-

                                                
75 Ibid. p. 332 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid. 
78 Ibid. 
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impressions, rather than an objectively real city, of which readers may have their own 

understanding. In Peace’s novels, Tokyo is ‘resurrect[ed]’80, physically broken; it is 

largely a ‘non-space’ existing in Peace’s work in the despondent perspective and 

vision of its defeated inhabitants. Peace has written about Yorkshire in the ‘70’s 

about something he describes as the ‘Blue Nun syndrome’ in which specific socio-

historical details – Blue Nun was a type of locally made fortified wine made popular 

with the region’s youth by its attractive price-to-potential-drunkenness ratio – are 

dropped into the text but which, at best, add little more than a superficial 

verisimilitude and provide within the text an essential distraction. Peace prefers to 

resurrect the city, and a good deal of this resurrection is achieved through the 

depiction of place through character-impression, and through the literary-liminal 

space in the mind where the foreign and the familiar intersect: we might not know 

these cities, Tokyo or Leeds, but we know the cities Peace creates, cities defined as 

much by the themes that governs them as by their physical boundaries. Place is a 

means of connection for an author; in the same way Peace resurrects Tokyo on the 

page, he also resurrects the city in our minds, as ‘fiction is all bound up in the 

local…feelings are bound up in place.’81 This is how place works, and especially in 

Peace, as we interpret the recognisable qualities of a city in the novels, though cities 

suffering from trauma and defeat with which it must be almost impossible to 

empathise. There is a connection with the real, plus an understanding of the 

imagination, exactly how a fictional version of a real place must be constructed. 

Welty establishes this aspect of place in simple terms: ‘The human mind is a mass of 

associations.’82 Further, Buell offers an assessment of how place is approached by 

both reader and writer in this way: 

 

Place is related to complacency psychologically as well as etymologically; we reassure 
ourselves by converting abstract space into familiar place and subsisting in the 
unconscious of its familiarity. We thus face the constant challenge of keeping the 
familiar fresh, so that we do not reach a level of complacency where place-sense 

                                                
80 Email correspondence 
81 Eudora Welty, On Writing, (Modern Library, 2002), p. 41 
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dwindles into a caricature of itself. This is true for both writer and reader. Therefore, 
rather than concentrate on place’s role in holding psyche and society together by 
supplying a deeply satisfying sense of home base and home range, I want instead to 
take this for granted as an important dimension of many human lives and artistic 
works and concentrate instead on the more delicate issue of how the sense of place can 
be kept alert and sensitive rather than left to lapse into dogmatic slumber in some cosy 
ethnocentric alcove.83 

 

This desire to avoid ‘dogmatic slumber’ and the idea of ‘place-sense’ is evident in 

Peace through the relationship between place and character: character leads the 

reader to the place he inhabits. Buell, though referencing environmental texts, uses a 

term – restorationism – that smacks of resurrection and construction and alludes to 

the means of fiction and story enabled by character: ‘Environmental texts, then, 

practice restorationism by calling places into being, that is, not just naming objects 

but by dramatising in the process how they matter.’84 Peace explores the place-sense 

of his novels as Buell articulates: ‘In the process of perceiving this place-sense for 

himself, the speaker creates it for the reader also.’85 Here, ‘speaker’ can mean, I think, 

writer, narrator, and, crucially, character too. In this way, the cities are resurrected 

through, or, via, the characters in the novels. In a novel’s literary construction, the 

place we know as real is used by the author to enact this resurrection: ‘In reality, 

fictional worlds are parasites of the actual one, but they are in effect “small worlds” 

which bracket most of our competence of the actual world and allow us to 

concentrate on a finite, enclosed world, very similar to ours but ontologically 

poorer.’86 The contention that Peace creates the place-sense in his novels through his 

characters assumes much of this ‘finite, enclosed world’, a familiar one; the foreign, 

the other – ‘ontologically poorer’ – does the world of fiction a disservice.  

 

Welty posits that place is a means by which an author demonstrates a ‘goodness’ 

through his engagement with it. ‘First, with the goodness – validity – in the raw 

material of writing. Second, with the goodness in the writing itself – the achieved 

                                                
83 Lawrence Buell, ‘Place’, Modern Criticism and Theory – A reader (3rd edition), ed. David Lodge 
and Nigel Wood (Edinburgh: Pearson, 2008), pp. 673 
84 Ibid. p. 678 
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world of appearance, through which the novelist has his whole say and puts his 

whole case…Third, with the goodness – the worth – in the writer himself: place is 

where he has his roots, place is where he stands; in his experience out of which he 

writes, it provides the base of reference; in his work, the point of view.’87 The way in 

which Peace stitches together the cities in his series, his literary method, his 

fragmented, multi-voiced narratives, is a replication of the manner in which place is 

given life in the reader’s mind. ‘Impressionism [Monet et al] brought not the 

likeness-to-life but the mystery of place onto canvas; it was the method, not the 

subject, that told this.’88 Occupied City has little description of place; it is the nature of 

the book to tell us place through the competing narratives so that its examination of 

the crime is, in essence, an examination of place. Peace’s dissection of the feeling of 

despair and defeat in occupied Tokyo is Tokyo, and, therefore, is place. ‘Place in 

fiction is the named, identified, concrete, exact and exacting, and therefore, credible, 

gathering spot of all that has been felt, is about to be experienced…Location pertains 

to feeling; feeling profoundly pertains to place; place in history partakes of feeling, as 

feeling about history partakes of place.’89 Peace’s belief that place is best examined 

through the reaction of his characters to it corresponds to this sense that Welty 

articulates: if ‘history partakes of place’, then, in Peace’s work, politics does too. Yet 

Welty’s conception of place is problematic when considering Peace as a transnational 

writer. Welty asserts that: ‘point of view is a sort of burning-glass, a product of 

personal experience and time.’90 To what extent does this seemingly contradict the 

developing tradition of migrant fictions to which Peace belongs, explored in the 

following chapter? Personal experience is limited; does this mean that understanding 

of place is too? Welty appears to identify that an author’s great conjuring trick is ‘to 

                                                
87 Welty, On Writing, p. 40 
88 Ibid. p. 42 
89 Ibid. pp. 46-47 
90 Ibid. p. 49 
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make the reader see only one of the pictures – the author’s – under the pleasing 

illusion that it is the world’s.’91  

 

* 

 

In terms of the ‘anti-crime’ idea and the relationship between place and Peace’s 

approach, Peace explains in an email exchange that the principle he seeks in crime 

fiction is that it owes a political duty to the society it depicts and the perpetrators and 

victims of crime – whether fictional or true – it confronts: ‘the continued presence of 

the victim.’92 Peace states clearly his intentions for the ‘anti-crime’ novel: ‘The “book I 

am writing against” is the crime novel that simply exploits crime – actual or 

imagined – for entertainment. With no compassion, with no honesty. A book like 

Nineteen Seventy Four [the first of The Red Riding Quartet], for example.’93 The stylistic, 

character-based impression of Tokyo that is built in Tokyo Year Zero comes from a 

direct desire to create an ‘honest’ city, one which may not be topographically 

mapped as such, but communicates to the reader the sense of a city space that 

surrounds and envelopes in a natural, sensorial fashion rather than signposts the city 

experience and ‘realistic’ setting through the use of real street names. The means by 

which Peace resurrects the city and creates its fractured portrayal is through the 

characters that populate it. The city, he asserts, should ‘”exist”’94 as the characters 

experience it. This may appear self-evident, but the emphasis Peace lays on the books 

being ‘lived and visceral experiences’95 is significant as this is achieved – he sets out – 

through the city existing solely through his character’s experiences of it, with the 

intention to create a more natural sense of place. Conventional description of setting 

is eschewed for the impressions of his protagonists of the city. This marks a shift 

from The Red Riding Quartet; Peace grew up in Yorkshire in the 1970’s and can draw 

                                                
91 Ibid. p. 50 
92 Email correspondence. 
93 Ibid. 
94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid. 
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on his own experience to an extent to fashion the place, the Tokyo novels rely heavily 

on an intense research process, as he explains: 

 

I was very conscious when I began to write the Tokyo Trilogy that, for the first 
time, I was writing about a place and a time, Tokyo from 1945 – 1951, I had 
not personally experienced, even as a child. And so the amount and types of 
research before writing were quite different; for example, I read much more 
fiction set in Tokyo during the US Occupation than I had read fiction set in the 
Yorkshire of the 1970s or 80s. A lot of poetry, too. As well as the newspapers 
of the time (which I always do). I really wanted to “resurrect” the city, so that 
it would possible to almost hear or smell it and to make the books very lived 
and visceral experiences. And I suppose, in doing that, then Tokyo did 
become a bit like a character (but I share your reservation with the use of that 
term to describe a city). I agree, though, when you say the city has to almost 
disappear; I think it should “appear” or “exist” only as it is experienced by the 
characters who are living and existing within it. I think then, hopefully, the 
city appears more natural, less signposted etc.96 

 

The foreign setting necessitates the approach that Peace has taken. For readers, a city 

can be universally experienced if the focus of the prose is on how the city is lived by 

the characters within it. We may not understand the associations of a particular street 

or neighbourhood name beyond the linguistic, sonic, or visual, but we can 

experience the ‘visceral’ Peace describes. It is a landscape that is both smelt and 

heard. Shaw identifies the sensual nature of Peace’s writing: 

 

Peace employs the evocative “smells of rotten apricots” [TYZ, 79] and the 
noises of the occupation to create a powerful sonic landscape. From the “Chik-
taku. Chiku-taku. Chiku-taku…” [TYZ, 29] of a ticking watch and the incanted 
prayer ‘Namu-amida-butsu. Namu-amida-butsu. Namu-amida-butsu.” [TYZ, 
32] to the “Potsu-potsu” of continuously falling rain [TYZ, 364], an auditory 
dimension layers experience of time and space.97 

 

* 

 

Writing about place in any form raises the question of cultural appropriation, which 

is connected to the immigrant writer in the sense to the extent to which moving 

nations and assuming even a second nationality may not ever allow ‘insider’ status, 
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Peace demonstrates that an accusation of this can come from within a writer’s own 

‘home’ nation, as well as an entirely foreign cultural context.  

 

Joe Thomas: Do you ever question your ‘right’ to write about Japan and create 
Japanese characters?  
 
David Peace: Yes, I did / do, Joe. And these are also questions I have had to 
face from other people, too. And it is a contentious and complex debate / 
issue. But whatever or whoever you are writing about, and particularly in the 
Crime genre, I think it is always important to ask yourself why you are 
writing about this crime or that person, using this or that voice. And if then 
you are also setting your work in a foreign country, and using foreign 
characters, obviously you then have to be very careful, too, about pandering 
to or reinforcing national or racial stereotypes. Or simply making mistakes 
through ignorance. But, as I say, that degree of diligence and rigor should 
apply to anything and anyone you write about. But the idea that, for example, 
only a “Japanese” person can or should write about “the Japanese” seems 
deeply flawed and stinks to me of “blood and soil”. But equally, closer to 
home, I was also accused of appropriating the voices of striking miners in 
GB84.98  

 

This criticism levelled at Peace regarding the miners was not in evidence when 

writing in a single voice as Brian Clough in The Damned United and Bill Shankly in 

Red or Dead. Is the idea of cultural appropriation redundant when writing about – or 

taking on the voice of – an individual, but significant when addressing an entire 

group? This contradicts Peace’s sense of the importance of the specificity of place 

when determining events. He talks of it in terms of the crimes on the 1970’s – as he 

has said: ‘there was no Cornish Ripper’ – and while this is different to the formation 

of a single character – a football manager – there is some connection. In the same way 

that E.H. Carr attributes the political and social context of a historian as a partial, at 

least, cause of his historical perspective, personality, if Peace’s idea of place defining 

events and actions, is influenced by the time and place of its formative years.99 In Red 

or Dead, the city is present as an almost constant backdrop – and not just the city, but 

a sense of a city-philosophy, created by and through the people who live there – and 

yet there is very little description of the physical aspects of Liverpool, despite the 

book’s considerable length. As Peace explains: 

 
                                                
98 Email correspondence 
99 E.H. Carr, What is History?, (Penguin Books, London: 1987), pp. 7-22 
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However, Liverpool in Red or Dead was different again; again, it was a place 
and time I had not lived in. But for me, and I think Bill Shankly, Liverpool the 
city was less important than Anfield the ground. Anfield took on almost 
mythical qualities to Shankly, which I tried to capture, as well as the idea of it 
being almost “a city with a city”.100 
 

 

Welty’s criticism of the term ‘regional’ is one that Peace would no doubt agree with 

following his comment of the ‘blood and soil’ attitude he sees in accusations of 

appropriation: ‘”Regional”…is a careless term, as well as a condescending one, 

because what it does is fail to differentiate between the localised raw material of life 

and its outcome as art…as far as he [the writer] knows, he is simply writing about 

life.’101 The accusation of appropriation is a troubling one in that arguments for or 

against are freighted with issues of the right to document experience of any sort. 

Welty appears to dismiss this in terms of place, demonstrating that it is not the 

setting, not the writing of place to which an accusation may be levelled: ‘What can 

place not give? Theme…place is forever illustrative: it is a picture of what man has 

done and imagined, it is his visible past, result.’ This fits neatly into the atmosphere 

of Red Riding and the Tokyo novels, the idea of place as result. ‘Human life is 

fiction’s only theme.’102  

 

It is worth citing Rushdie for a sensible evocation of this right to create art from 

experience, wherever – or from whomever – that experience is derived: 

 

Literature is self-validating. That is to say, a book, is not justified by its author’s 
worthiness to write it, but by the quality of what has been written. There are terrible 
books that arise directly out of experience, and extraordinary imaginative feats dealing 
with themes which the author has been obliged to approach from the outside. 
Literature is not in the business of copyrighting certain themes for certain groups. And 
as for risk: the real risks of any artist are taken in the work, in pushing the work to the 
limits of what it is possible to think. Books become good when they go to this edge and 
risk falling over it – when they endanger the artist by reason of what he has, or has not, 
artistically, dared.103 

 

                                                
100 Email correspondence 
101 Welty, On Writing, pp. 58-59 
102 Ibid. p. 54 
103 Salman Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands: Essays and Criticism 1981-1991, Granta Books in 
association with Penguin Books, New York: 1992, pp. 14-15 
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Though as valuable as it might be to cite Rushdie as practitioner, it is worth noting 

Eagleton’s apparent opposition from a theoretical perspective: ‘there is no such thing 

as a literary work or tradition which is valuable in itself, regardless of what anyone 

might have said or come to say about it.’104 The issue here rests not simply on 

Rushdie’s conception of ‘quality’ and Eagleton’s idea of an author’s adherence to an 

‘ideology of the aesthetic’; for this paper, it is the approach that I contend is what 

Rushdie understands by ‘self-validating’, and the execution, the work, that connects to 

Eagleton. As Boxall states: ‘it is only when we see that “’Value’ is a transitive 

term”…that we read literature as a critique of ideological forces, rather than simply a 

product of them…[the] rejection of the principle that literature enshrines value.’105 

This connects with Manchette’s idea of an anti-literary framework, discussed earlier. 

Manchette’s value lies in the purpose of his – and Hammett’s – work, his application 

of Marxist architecture to the crime story. Peace’s political approach, and his 

profound belief in it, in his cleaving to his particular aesthetic, is what denotes value 

to his work, and demonstrates an interesting overlap: his critique is twofold – of the 

ideological forces within the political realm of society, and those of literature, again 

aligning closely with Manchette’s understanding of the purpose of fiction, and, 

principally, the Roman Noir. 

 

The anti-crime idea that Peace adheres to in the creation of his politically motivated 

texts involves more than simply writing against exploitation. It involves an approach 

that ensures both place and character entwine with real crime to examine the society 

from which the crime originates as well as its causes and consequences. Peace states 

this consistent approach, from The Red Riding Quartet to the Tokyo books: 

 

Joe Thomas: My question is fairly simple, I think (!): Has your attitude 
changed at all since writing the Crime Time piece [in which the idea that it is 
an examination of society and a need not to sensationalise that must be 
prioritised in crime fiction] and, if so, might the content or setting of your 
books have affected it? 

                                                
104 Eagleton, The Ideology of the Aesthetic, p. 10 
105 Peter Boxall, The Value of the Novel, Cambridge University Press, (New York, 2015), p. 3 
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David Peace: In a word, no. But that piece is well over ten years old, and I do 
feel there is even less dissent now towards the idea of "art or culture" being 
anything other than only "an entertainment".   
 
Joe Thomas: I wondered if you experience anxiety regarding a need to tell the 
story balanced with the priority not to sensationalise, i.e. this anti-crime novel 
idea? 
 
David Peace: In a word, yes! This remains the greatest and hardest battle and 
worry for me in trying to use fiction to write about actual crimes; particularly 
in trying to insist on the continued presence of the victim(s). And you mention 
Eoin McNamee but, for me, Eoin is the example and inspiration of what you 
can achieve if you try.106   

 

 

2.1 The anti-crime city: the city as a non- or liminal space 

 

Shaw posits that Peace creates a ‘non-space’ in Tokyo Year Zero107. I contend that this 

is a key quality across both crime series – clear through a close engagement with the 

texts – and a significant part of his ‘anti-crime’ or city-crime approach.  

 

In Tokyo Year Zero, Peace quickly establishes this sense of the city as a non-space, a 

ruin taken to its furthest extension, a non-entity. 

 

Bomb after bomb, fire after fire, building after building, neighbourhood after 
neighbourhood until there are no buildings, there are no neighbourhoods and there is 
no city, no Tokyo – 
…Hiding under the rubble, living under the ruins, three or four families to a shack of 
rusted iron and salvaged wood, or in the railway or the subway stations – 
The lucky ones…  

(TYZ, 6) 
 

The repetitive clauses mimic the relentless nature of the bombardment – literal, 

figurative – while the hanging hyphens at the end of the sentences provide both a 

sense of uncertainty, and of a future without figurative destination in a city space 

devoid of physical destination. Peace uses the motif of a form of negative definition 

whereby recognisable facets of place are simply not. An alternative is not provided, 

nor a metaphor or possibility, instead: 
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There are flags falling to the ground, but these flags are no flags, these buildings are no 
buildings, these streets no streets – 
For this city is no city, this country no country –  
[…]Here, now – 
Ten minutes past noon on the fifteenth day of the eighth month of the twentieth year of 
the reign of the Emperor Shōwa – 
But this hour has no father, this year has no son – 
No mother, no daughter, no wife nor lover – 
For the hour is zero; the Year Zero – 
Tokyo Year Zero.  

(TYZ, 25-26) 
 
 

What is, or once was, no longer is not. The city becomes an anti-city, an opposite, a 

negative space. This part of the prologue to the novel sets up the relentless nature of 

Peace’s prose, in which the repetition of ‘no’ hammers home the sense of Tokyo as a 

non-space. ‘Flags’, ‘buildings’, ‘streets’ are all symbols of both a city space and of a 

city’s civilisation, and all of these are negated in the Tokyo Peace depicts. This 

relentless nature is an introduction of sorts to Minami, the protagonist, whose 

desolate, defeated outlook is manifest in this non-space. The twenty five pages of 

prologue serves to show us the crimes that are the heart of the novel’s investigation, 

two murdered women, and the context of the discovery of the mutilated corpses. It 

also establishes the context of the crime: Tokyo. This Tokyo, which is reduced, 

redacted, to a flattened, barely breathing simulacrum of the city, like Minami 

himself. Peace, in this prologue, establishes the two-way conceit of ‘Tokyo Year 

Zero’: place, and character. 

 

Here then is the first step in the novel to establishing that the story of the 

investigation is the story of the crime, which is the story of the city. The character 

inhabits the space, the city as the use of space, and both place and character become 

‘Zero’. The ploy is a straightforward one in some ways – it is not a great stretch to 

equate the destruction of the city with that of the protagonist – but it is effectiveness 

is in the style and manner in which this destruction, this negation, is rendered. The 

neutrality of the language, the lack of imagery beyond simple inversion – ‘this city is 

no city’ – creates an affectless canvas, a post-apocalyptic starting point. The map of 
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Tokyo that precedes the novel has some use, but is essentially hopeless in terms of 

recognition of place via the descriptions that Peace draws. As a practitioner, Peace’s 

approach in both sets of novels is of particular interest. Place, and commonly a city, 

is noted as featuring in a novel like a character, one that has, therefore, characteristics, 

one that can influence action and consequence in the same way as an actual (human 

or otherwise) character. To extend this idea, this place-character is rounded and drawn 

in the same way as a human (or otherwise), i.e., with recognisable traits, a mixture of 

qualities – positive and negative – and rendered in accessible, descriptive prose. 

Peace, though acknowledging that Tokyo did ‘become a character’108, appears to take 

a different approach. The non-space of the Tokyo of Tokyo Year Zero, the city razed 

and defeated, is the starting point towards the Tokyo regained of the forthcoming 

third novel in the trilogy. Rather than depict a city that breathes, thrives, inhabits a 

novel – as in the type I reference above – the ‘anti-city’ of Tokyo Year Zero is a barren 

arena for the crimes, facilitating them, yes, in terms of physical possibility within this 

arena, but definitely separate to the actual perpetrators of them. (This is an extension 

of the rendering of Leeds and the North of England in The Red Riding Quartet, which 

is depicted as a succession of boltholes and warrens, feral and bleak, connected by 

long, soulless motorways explored in my analysis of The Red Riding Quartet in later 

chapters.) In my own work, São Paulo provides the venue for crime – especially 

within the non- or liminal space of the favela slum communities – and yet this is in 

contrast with the affluence of the areas of the city inhabited by the wealthy, corrupt, 

political class that perpetrate crime. Peace’s Tokyo rubble, his neutral negation of the 

symbols that represent a city at its most recognisable, offers an effective way to 

conjure an atmosphere, or air, of desperation, menace and defeat.  

 

If Tokyo Year Zero introduces the sense of Tokyo as a non-space, then Occupied City 

develops this into the city as a liminal space. The city, post-war and some years into 

occupation, is in transition, leaving its inhabitants between, which is a key theme in 
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Occupied City, and employs, again, a relatively straightforward motif: the conflation 

of place and character.  

 

In this grey place, 
that is no place, 
we are struggling all the time, always and already – 
In this place, of no place, between two places. The places we once were, the place we 
will be – 
The deathly living, 
the living death – 
Between these two places, between these two cities: 
Between the Occupied City and the Dead City, here we dwell, between the Perplexed 
City and the Posthumous City –  

(OC, 5) 
 

This is taken from the beginning to ‘The First Candle – The Testimony of the Victims 

Weeping’ (OC, 5). Each ‘Candle’ represents a different voice involved in the crime. 

Here, we are introduced to those who died and Peace establishes the liminality of the 

condition of ‘the Weeping’. There is confusion, and a sense of contradiction, as we 

are placed in ‘no place’ but also ‘between two places’. The place of the ‘Occupied 

City’ is ‘of [my italics] no place’, and therefore both a non-space as in the Tokyo in 

Tokyo Year Zero, and one that transitions, is between. Equally, the phrase ‘of no place’ 

suggests provenance, that this place derives from a non-entity, a non-place of 

desolation and destruction, which references the previous novel, and Peace’s set up 

of the city context. The implication here goes beyond the setting of this ‘Occupied 

City’, and shows us the plight of the victims. Why Peace strikes the word through is 

a clue and establishes a significant motif of the novel: they are not yet victims though 

they are already dead; their voice is given life by the writer-narrator that frames each 

‘Candle’; until the crime is investigated, and until the investigation is investigated, 

‘the Weeping’ are between life and death, between what they once were while at the 

same time uncertain to what they are now. Peace’s invocation of ‘Perplexed City’, 

‘Posthumous City’, ‘Occupied City’ asserts this state: the victims are victims but of 

what, why, and of where? They are between while they wait for the crime to be 

solved, or wait for the writer-investigator to document what has happened to them. 

The chapter ends: 
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In the Perplexed City, the Posthumous City, in Caesura, always, already – 
You will not help us, will you, dear writer? 
The first candle blown out – 
Always, already, out – 
In-caesura, in-difference  

(OC, 16) 
 

The chapter communicates a form of literary cognitive dissonance, a place and voice 

with which we both are, as readers, and also are not. The uncertainty of the narration 

itself – the resurrection of the voice of ‘the Weeping’ through the writer-investigator 

– creates a dialogue with the form of the crime novel that the novel inhabits: what 

exactly is going on? Who has done what to whom? The chapter is bookended by the 

incantations of the sort quoted above, and in its middle section, in a five-page 

paragraph, the actions that occurred in the bank are detailed, including a list of the 

names of those who have died and the very real and fatal consequences of their 

taking the poison they were offered. In this, their new place, they are now beginning 

to try to understand what has happened to them as the writer-investigator sets about 

his task. They represent the reason for the writer-investigator’s document: if there are 

no victims, there is no crime. By foregrounding their voice, Peace shows again his 

dedication to a fiction that reveres, and pays due respect to those who are ‘the 

Victims, Weeping’. The novel is their story, and it is unravelled and articulated by 

the writer-investigator as he investigates and writes the story of what happened – the 

story of the crime – and the story of how it happened – the story of the investigation 

– which becomes the story of the city – Tokyo, in transition, between – the ‘Occupied 

City’ and, at the same time, the ‘Perplexed City’, ‘Posthumous City’. 

 

The sense of two places is defined, to an extent, by uncertainty, an uncertainty 

manifest in the victims themselves, and at odds with that which presently unfolds in 

the ‘Occupied City’: 

 

In the Occupied City, the minutes and the hours, the days and the weeks, the months 
and the years will pass. But in the Perplexed City, the Posthumous City, between two 
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places, the minutes and the hours, the days and the weeks, the months and the years 
will not pass.  

(OC, 15) 
 

Peace sets up the liminal nature of the Tokyo in Occupied City in terms of the victims: 

they, having passed on from the world of the crime and unsure as to what has 

happened – ‘Perplexed…Posthumous’ – reside in this space between the two places, 

waiting, needing the writer-investigator to explore quite what has happened before 

their voice settles. The last words of their chapter – ‘In-caesura, in-difference…’ (OC, 

16) – distils this in their sense of a break, a pause, and their ambivalence: ‘in-

different’ with its imposed, hyphened break suggests that the ‘Weeping’ are within 

something different – the city – while the conventional form of the word implies their 

fate may not be of great concern to the Occupied City that we, the readers, inhabit. 

 

The Yorkshire of The Red Riding Quartet is similarly shaped by the non- and liminal 

space motifs of the Tokyo novels. While Tokyo has been physically destroyed by 

war, the cities of Northern England – and especially Leeds – are presented as 

perhaps never having had the symbols of civilisation – at least the buildings, the 

landmarks. Time and again, characters find themselves in places – or spaces – 

marked by lack, or described in negative terms. In Nineteen Eighty Three the corrupt, 

despicable Maurice Jobson frames waking up, the first signs of his consciousness, the 

impressions that define the place he inhabits, in this way: 

 

I woke again after less than an hour and lay in the shadows and dead of the night, the 
house quiet and dark, listening for something, anything: animal or bird’s feet from 
below or above, a car in the street, a bottle on the step, the thud of paper on the mat, 
but there was nothing; only the silence, the shadows and the dead, remembering when 
it wasn’t always so, wasn’t always this way…  

(Nineteen Eighty Three, 36) 
 

It is a significant descriptive technique to depict something by what is not there. 

Jobson, in his increasing involvement with the criminal cases and internal politics 

and corruption that dominate the Quartet, and find their apotheosis in the coming 

together – both strand of plot and thematically – in Nineteen Eighty Three, finds that 
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the elements of place that before comforted, or at least anchored, him have gone. All 

that is left is the horror of what he is now unable to escape – the reality of the 

consequences of a near decade of crime.  

 

In Nineteen Eighty, the visiting Chief Constable from Manchester, Peter Hunter, 

arrives in Whitby to find: ‘sleet in the sea-spray, freezing gulls wheeling overhead, 

the wind screaming through a thousand empty shells.’ (Nineteen Eighty, 3) Later, 

after the initial meeting, he gets back into his car: 

 

There is blood on my windscreen, a dead gull on the lawn. 
I switch on the windscreen wipers and drive back alone across the M62, alone between 
the articulated lorries crawling slowly along, the weather stark, the landscape empty – 
Just murder and lies, lies and murder […] 
I am forty years old, Joan thirty-eight. 
We have no children.  

(Nineteen Eighty, 9) 
 

As with Jobson, Hunter sees emptiness outside of the pursuit of the Yorkshire Ripper 

and the devastation that his crimes cause. His worldview is reduced to the 

apocalyptic image of these great mechanical beasts, the ‘articulated lorries’, their 

function pure transportation, of movement between, ‘crawling along’ empty roads, 

the M62, that Pennine thoroughfare separating and yet connecting Yorkshire and 

Lancashire, and through an ‘empty landscape’, one devoid of anything beyond the 

investigation that Hunter now inhabits. This claustrophobia of the mind as place is 

evident at a sentence and diction level. The assonance of ‘sleet, sea, freezing, 

wheeling, screaming’ creates an atmosphere of high-pitched desperation: the 

language screeches at the desolation of the landscape, the ‘thousand empty shells’, 

representative of the empty homes and empty lives of the victims’ families. 

 

Place in The Red Riding Quartet is one to travel through, to act as a deadening 

backdrop – as in the two previous examples – and also as a means of escape, both 

figuratively and literally. BJ the rent boy and witness to the Strafford Pub Shootings 

in Nineteen Seventy Four, reappears in Nineteen Eighty Three as his story is taken up. 
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His narrative is one of escape: he flees one place, is found and then he flees that 

place, is found, and so on. He escapes cities, but takes refuge in the minutiae of the 

anonymous North; his escapes are across places that are recognisable, in the sense 

that they are created with recognisable neutral nouns, but are no-place in the lack of 

description, the lack of characteristics. Place, for BJ, who has none, is dead now: 

 

Over a fence and on top wasteland, tripping and falling on to ground on other 
side, bleeding and crying and praying, stumble across wasteland and into a 
playground, into playground and scrambling over another fence, over fence 
and into some allotments, drip blood through vegetable patches and over a 
wall and into a small street of terraces, down street and right into another 
street of terraces, turn left then right again –  

(Nineteen Eighty Three, 147) 

 

The city as a non-space, then, takes various forms. Each reflects something of the 

characters’ negative disposition – fear, despair, nihilism, anger – as they experience 

them, in their singular way. 
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3. Tokyo and the transnational writer 

 

Old Tojo, laughs Horie, he’s not important. He never was. He’s just a scapegoat. Maybe 
a martyr, the way things are going detectives are suspects, suspects are detectives ALL 
HEARTS ARE STONE I shake my head, I light a cigarette, I cough and cough criminals 
are judges, judges are criminals IN THE GORGON’S GAZE  

(OC, 198) 
 

Peace’s Tokyo novels explore identity, struggle and defeat and the crimes that are 

portrayed are representations of a society that is struggling both physically and 

spiritually in terms of the city’s rebuilding. With his tackling of what Hart defines as 

the ‘cultural dislocation faced by the émigré writer’109, Peace offers much for the 

transnational writer. Despite many years in Tokyo, Peace still feels ‘on the outside.’110 

Yet, he does not believe that this self-perception is a barrier to writing about a foreign 

culture and creating foreign characters. In this chapter, I examine the nature of Peace 

as a transnational writer, assessing: classification of the transnational writer; trauma 

and the transnational writer; the impact of migration and movement on the 

transnational writer. 

 

Peace’s classification as a transnational writer is related to both The Red Riding 

Quartet and the two Tokyo Novels. His Tokyo novels employ structural tropes and 

techniques used in Japanese folk stories, make use of the Japanese language, and 

depict true crimes as a means of examining Japanese culture. Peace’s emphasis on 

breaking down cultural and national paradigms to create a literature that is migrant 

in both its conception and outlook captures his process from the construction of The 

Red Riding Quartet set in his home country – though written in Japan – to his 

resurrection of Tokyo in Tokyo Year Zero and Occupied City.  

 

Peace’s second Tokyo novel, Occupied City, begins:  
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IN THE OCCUPIED CITY, you are a writer and you are running – 
In the wintertime, papers in your arms, through this January night, down these 

Tokyo streets, you are running from the scene of the crime; from the snow and from 
the mud, from the bank and from the bodies; running from the scene of the crime and 
from the words of the book; words that first enticed and entranced you, then deceived 
and defeated you, and now have left you in-snared and in-prisoned –  

(OC, 1) 
 

The opening establishes a shift from Tokyo Year Zero. Meek, reviewing the novel in the 

London Review of Books, makes the connection that ‘a writer who gives every sign, 

except the name of being David Peace’replaces the detective, Minami, in Tokyo Year 

Zero, as the investigative vessel both in terms of the crime the novel explores, and the 

framing device in which it is contextualized.111 By placing a writer-character at the 

heart of the real life crime that lies at the centre of the novel, by introducing this 

framing device that brings the past of Tokyo and the robbery of the bank in 1948 that 

acts as the plotted narrative in line with Peace’s present day research and work to re-

imagine the crime and resurrect the city, Peace establishes the text as one that is both 

transnational in scope and method. The writer character, in his oblique, desperate, 

and tense introduction, captures the essence of investigation and trauma that the 

migrant writer faces when uncovering and examining the foreign – both in terms of 

place and time – society that enabled the crime.  

 

Here you will hide – 
Hide! Hide! 
From this city, out of breath, from this city, out of time. This cursed city; city 
of riot and city of earthquake, city of assassination and city of coups, city of 
bombs and city of fire, city of disease and city of hunger, this city of defeat, 
defeat and surrender – 
This damned city; city of robbery and 
city of rape, city of murder, 
of murder and plague – 
These things you have witnessed, these things you have documented, in the 
ink you have spilt, on the papers you have spoiled.  

(OC, 2) 
 

The writer-character, in framing the testimonies (the twelve ‘Candles’ that title the 

discrete sections of the novel, each focused on separate protagonists – the ‘weeping’, 
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the ‘detective’, the ‘survivor’ and so on) with his own commentary on how they have 

been unearthed, established, and articulated, is both ‘pursuing the truth behind a 

real-life mystery…[and] confronting the mystery of real life.’112 This twin pursuit is at 

the novel’s core: that the crime is both factual and unsolved and the perpetrator’s 

identity is unknown and yet speculated upon is clear. Peace interrogates the 

circumstances and consequences – individual and societal – that surround the crime, 

and in documenting the process of doing so – despite, or because of, the fictional or 

even meta-fictional element of this – demonstrates that the novel, while 

acknowledging a desire to right the injustice of the man convicted of the crime, has a 

wider purpose in exploring the nature of fiction in its take on factual events. Peace 

identifies the accused, and his role in Peace’s novel and interrogation: 

 

for this is the man who brought you here – 
To the scene of this crime, to the words of this book; this book-to-come, that 
will not come here – 
Here beneath the Black Gate 
The man whose case inspired you, inspired you to write this book, this book-
to-come, this old man whose name you had hoped to exonerate and clear – 
Through your words, 
through your art, to bring him justice, to give him redemption, to bring you 
attention, 
recognition.  

(OC, 224) 
 

The structure of Occupied City builds on the narrative of Tokyo Year Zero and: ‘moves 

towards a broader awareness of the role of the past in authoring the present and 

future of twentieth-century Japan.’113 Peace’s Tokyo novels are concerned with the 

landscape of reconstruction, both in literal terms, after the material damage of the 

Second World War, and in terms of the ‘values and identity’114 of the Japanese people, 

and the impact of the values of the occupiers and the ‘legacy of total war.’115 Peace’s 

subject is the impact of trauma on the city and the uncertainty derived from the 

experience of occupation: 
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…subjects materially, physically and mentally broken by a legacy of total war. 
Trapped in a seemingly endless purgatory, a landscape scarred by death and 
retribution, expressions of compromise and desperation come to define the 
occupation period…United by a shared sense of loss, confusion and despair, 
characters inhabit a world shaped by dislocation and displacement. 
Foregrounding the ruin of the present, the weight of the past hangs heavy 
over the occupation period as an uncomfortable reminder of a city rebuilding 
itself.116 

 

How then does this approach connect Peace as a transnational writer or a writer of 

immigrant fictions? Walkowitz’s work in “Immigrant Fictions” helps focus and 

foreground the question.117 She cites Homi K. Bhabha as providing something of the 

background of the debate: ‘In The Location of Culture…Bhabha argued, “The very 

concepts of homogenous national cultures, the consensual or contigious transmission 

of historical traditions, or ‘organic’ ethnic communities – as the grounds of cultural 

comparativism – are in a profound process of redefinition.”’118 Walkowitz asserts 

(citing Damrosh, “What is World Literature”) that in the years following Bhabha’s 

principle (published in 1994), a homogenous understanding of national culture no 

longer exists in the same way and that now: ‘many scholars…emphasize “networks” 

of tradition and the social processes through which those networks are established.’119 

Indeed, the global nature of the publishing industry, which connect and form these 

networks for commercial as well as cultural-intellectual purposes, and the global 

reach of the academic community of literary studies, creates a need to consider the 

‘global writing of books…[as they] are no longer imagined to exist in a single literary 

system but may exist, now and in the future, in several literary systems, through 

various and uneven practices of world circulation.’120 Essentially – and this is where 

Peace fits in – the transnational book is one in which the migratory movement of 

writers and its effects on literary culture is embodied. In other words – and on this 

premise Peace is included in “Immigrant Fictions” – the question, ‘of what it means, 
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in terms of research and career, to produce strongly regional and historical novels 

about England while living in Japan,’ and subsequently to produce fiction set in the 

past of his adopted country.121  

 

Walkowitz asks the question ‘”Where is English literature produced?”’ which, she 

states, ‘asks us to consider that the location of literature depends not only on the 

places where books are written but also on the places where they are classified and 

given social purpose.’122 For Peace, who is published in the UK but sells rights to his 

work internationally, this is a classification that comes from his home but also his 

international readership. An email exchange reveals something of the difficulty of 

capturing the essence of a foreign city, despite many years of living within it.  

 

Joe Thomas: I lived in Sao Paulo for ten years and feel that I am both an 
insider and an outsider, which perhaps gives me a unique perspective on the 
city when writing fiction or otherwise, in the sense that I know the place like a 
native, but also have the ‘critical’ distance of someone looking in. I wonder if 
you feel the same way about Tokyo and, if so, if it affects the way you 
approach writing about the city?  
 
David Peace: Well, I’ve lived in Tokyo for almost twenty years now, and in the 
same area (‘the east end’), but I still feel very, very, very much on “the 
outside”, and “the foreigner”. And I think, perhaps, writing the Tokyo Trilogy 
was / is my attempt to “cross over”, particularly writing Tokyo Year Zero and 
using a first-person Japanese voice as a narrator. But given that I still feel very 
much on the outside, I obviously failed!123   

 

It is interesting that Peace still feels ‘on the outside.’ Yet, he clearly does not believe 

that this self-perception as an outsider prevents him, as noted at the opening of this 

chapter, writing about a foreign culture and creating foreign characters. It is in this 

sense that he is bracketed within the broad term ‘immigrating writers’124 by 

Walkowitz, whose understanding of the term though, perhaps differs from Peace’s 

perception of where he fits into Tokyo. She identifies immigrating writers as those: 

‘[writers] who have belonged or who continue to belong to more than one nation, 

region, or state and who now participate in a literary system that is different from the 
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system in which they were born, educated, or first published.’ The key word here is 

‘belong’. Peace’s belief that he ‘failed’ when attempting to ‘”cross over”’, 

demonstrates a clear sense of definitely not ‘belonging’. But what does it mean to 

‘belong’, and does it even matter? Walkowitz’s definition essentially means that a 

writer who moves countries and engages in some form of literary work (‘participate 

in a literary system’) is an immigrating writer. Peace clearly does ‘participate in [the] 

literary system’ of Tokyo and Japan, if for no other reason than the setting and 

subject of his Tokyo novels. Susan Stanford Friedman understands that the definition 

Walkowitz’s cites is representative of a move from the traditional cultural, nation-

based paradigm, to ‘transnational models emphasizing the global space of ongoing 

travel and transcontinental connection.’125 The idea of ‘belonging’ to a system – in this 

context – feels reductive and restrictive, and, as Walkowitz points out, in terms of 

participation in a system, ‘one does not necessarily give up past affiliations while 

forging new ones.’126 She goes on to establish that the ‘varieties and complexities of 

literary participation correspond to new ways of thinking about whose lives and 

which objects are transformed by migration.’127 The principle she draws out is that in 

a period of global connections and migration, the entire literary culture and tradition 

is affected, and ‘not simply the part of the system that involves books generated by 

immigrant populations.’128 Walkowitz cites Leslie Adelson’s term of art, ‘”the 

literature of migration’”, to establish that whether a criterion is based on ‘social 

contexts or literary content’no distinction is made in principle between immigrant 

and non-immigrant authors. Adelson, indeed, states: ‘the literature of migration is 

not written by migrants alone.’129 130  
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Peace fits into this overall conception in the very literal sense of moving from one 

country to another. However, it was from his Tokyo home that he wrote his first 

novels, The Red Riding Quartet, set in the Yorkshire of the 1970’s, thus was conversely 

contributing to migrant fictions about his home from a base on the other side of the 

world. (When Peace did return to live in Yorkshire, he struggled to write at all, 

suggesting that, somehow, and he was unable to exactly articulate exactly how, this 

transnational tension he felt was a condition he had to feel within him to produce 

prose of which he was happy. Or relatively happy. Peace communicates a sense of 

genuine discontent with much of his own work, which is not false modesty.)131 It is 

perhaps in the content and aesthetic decisions that Peace makes that distinguish him 

as a producer of migrant fiction, at least within Carine Madorassian’s definition. This 

is based on the contention that migrant literature is an aesthetic agenda and not a 

question of topic, or where it is originally produced, and this agenda is essentially a 

case of rejecting the ‘opposition between the modern and the traditional, the country 

of destination and the country of origin.’132 Peace’s anti-crime approach works well 

here with reference especially to Tokyo Year Zero and his ‘resurrection’ of the city. 

Peace dissolves issues of destination and origin in terms of his own positioning as 

author and his stated intention to use character as a lens to understanding place. The 

universality of his decision to ground Tokyo in terms of his characters fits 

Mardorossian’s idea that migrant literature is a ‘cosmopolitan, transnational, and 

hybrid vision of social life.’133 This captures Peace’s process from the construction of 

The Red Riding Quartet set in his home county to the immersion in research to 

resurrect Tokyo in both Tokyo Year Zero and Occupied City.  

 

Walkowitz identifies the key overlap in Adelson and Mardorossian’s arguments, 

namely that:  
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Both…assert that changes in thinking about migration require changes in 
thinking about belonging, community, and civic recognition. They reject two 
assumptions: that migrants move “between two worlds” that are distinct and 
coherent, and that migrants bring with them or enter into literary systems that 
are unique and strictly local…These arguments about migration suggest that 
literary classification might depend more on a book’s future than on a writer’s 
past. What has happened to the writer is less important, in these accounts, 
than what happens in the writing and in the reading, though the biography of 
the writer may influence the way that books are written and received.134 

 

Matthew Hart conducts an interview with Peace in Immigrant Fictions that takes 

biography as a starting point. It assesses Peace’s positioning within the framework of 

Transnationalism, and focuses on The Red Riding Quartet. Some of the interview – and 

this is a similarity with my own primary research in my correspondence with Peace – 

is speculative and even counter-factual in the sense of considering positive and 

negative factors in the process of writing as he has for the last decade or more that 

cannot be changed: there are no parallel novels that exist written by a Peace based in 

Yorkshire. This is the benefit of hearing from the practitioner himself reflecting on the 

processes of his work and undergoing the thought experiments that shed light on the 

creation of literary work while avoiding intentional fallacy. Quantifying research of 

this kind is problematic in that the counter-factual version can never be textually 

assessed – broaching a fundamental rule of literary criticism: we can not analyse what 

is not there – but the insights into the research and psychological approaches and 

literary techniques Peace uses to fashion prose that is both faithful to the period it 

depicts – interrogating society, politics, corruption – without being didactic, while a 

tense mystery narrative unfolds in what are classified reductively (at least in 

bookshops) as crime novels, help us to define Peace’s motives, why he writes, and 

connected to the stated ‘anti-crime’ aim. 

 

Uprooted from both the historical and literary Yorkshire tradition, and living in Japan 

while writing very specifically about regional England gives Peace: ‘an unusual slant 
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on the idea of “immigrant fictions.”135 Hart defines Peace’s “apartness”136, creating a 

method separate from, for example, Kazuo Ishiguro’s position as a Japanese-born 

novelist writing within an essentially – at times, quintessentially – English setting with 

the mannered, historical The Remains of the Day, the dystopian Never Let Me Go, and 

even the fantastical quest that provides the genre hook in his latest work, The Buried 

Giant. The method that Hart alludes to is key to Peace’s research techniques, which 

include “reading for a year and meticulous planning” before settling down to write 

the prose itself.137 By being apart from the area about which he is writing, i.e. in Japan, 

Peace is better able to immerse himself in the: ‘news and media of that time and place, 

almost to the exclusion of the here and now.’138 Peace has talked elsewhere about his 

belief that to properly examine a real life crime or event, or even aspects of society – 

politically, economically, as well as in cultural and social terms – there has to have 

elapsed a long enough period of time to enable it to settle provide the kinds of 

perspectives necessary in the pursuit of truth, even within a fictional context.139 Total 

immersion, using resources in a Tokyo library, in conjunction with the lived 

experience of both the period itself about which he is writing and the hindsight of the 

proceeding years, allows Peace a particular insight into the events and consequences 

than if had he written The Red Riding Quartet while living in England. This is 

speculative, but Peace’s own empirical and anecdotal evidence – though also 

speculative – suggests that his Yorkshire novels benefitted from isolating himself 

with the material, while physically apart from the setting. Peace states that while 

writing and researching GB84, the intensity and isolating principle of the process – 

the method Hart attributes to him – meant that his ‘marriage was lucky to survive it.’140 

Which raises a simple question, which is, paradoxically, impossible to answer with 

any certainty:  
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Do you feel it might have been easier – in terms of resources, opportunities for 
research, but also the collateral emotional advantages that it may have 
brought – to have written the book in England, or do you feel the work 
benefitted from the pressures and necessities of the method you undertook?  

 

* 

 

Hart identifies the extent to which Peace was removed from – his ‘sort of émigré 

alienation,’141 physically, geographically, temporally – from the subject he was 

researching and writing about: 

 

To write GB84 he had to travel in time as well as across continents, making 
imaginative connections with a cast of characters (many of them drawn from 
real life) who were estranged from him in time as in their location in a place 
called “home.” Though we tend to think of migration as primarily a 
geographic act, Peace reminds us that it is a temporal-spatial condition; in this 
sense it is a historical question and not simply a matter of resetting the Global 
Positioning System.142 

 

Peace’s concept of “home” is not inflected with nostalgia. For Peace, “home” is parts 

of the North of England where ‘random violence…stalks the streets.’143 Peace’s own 

small hometown was, he believes, settled in by outsiders from the larger cities that 

surround it precisely ‘because it’s predominantly white, which gives you an insight 

into the mentality.’144 Peace may have indicated in our correspondence that he 

remains, he feels, an outsider despite twenty years in Tokyo’s east end, yet he does 

not ‘miss [his] HP sauce.’145 Yet, Peace does identify an impact on his fiction by his 

migration: ‘I think the very distance of living so far from Yorkshire gave me the 

perspective and also the desire (homesickness? loneliness?) to try to write myself 

back there…and also because…there are so many things I lived through that I still do 

not understand – such as the Ripper and the strike.’146 This process of writing as a 

migrant – i.e. and put simply: about a place distant from where you were born – had 

a further impact, Peace believes, in his status as a Tokyo insider. As he states: 
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I have been here [Tokyo] for twelve years [now over twenty], and I am 
married to a Japanese woman, and we have two children, and I do speak and 
read some Japanese and so can interact, and for the first time since I came 
here, I have begun to write about Tokyo (albeit in 1946). So I feel a lot less of a 
“migrant” or “exile” than I did before.147 

 

However, when writing GB84, Peace’s absorption in the period and the task and the 

immersive nature of his methodology led to a perspective – and one that informs 

more than simply his literary decisions – in terms of his, to use Walkowitz’s 

definition, participation in Tokyo or Japan’s literary system: 

 

I began to think there was utterly no point in being here, that I’d lived in this 
country for, at that time, almost ten years but had spent all that time back in 
Yorkshire in the 1970’s and 1980s. It was a very, very low point.148 

 

In Hart’s interview, Peace indicates that beginning the Tokyo novels he has ‘felt much 

more connected to…Tokyo,’149 while, eight years later, Peace writes (and though 

quoted above, this bears repeating): 

 

Well, I’ve lived in Tokyo for almost twenty years now, and in the same area 
(‘the east end’), but I still feel very, very, very much on “the outside”, and “the 
foreigner”. And I think, perhaps, writing the Tokyo Trilogy was / is my 
attempt to “cross over”, particularly writing Tokyo Year Zero and using a first-
person Japanese voice as a narrator. But given that I still feel very much on the 
outside, I obviously failed!150    

 

Writing from a position of cultural distance does not excuse any less rigour in the 

approach, both in terms of research and literary execution, in the same way that 

writing from a distance of time – in the form of historical novels – or imagined reality 

– in science fiction – equally does not.  The key Transnational question, perhaps, is to 

consider the impact of migration on the writer, but to consider this from the work of 

that writer, i.e. based on a literary analysis, and not the sorts of speculative questions 

cited above that, while interesting and valuable, do not provide quantifiable answers. 
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Hart broadly examines the legacy of migration on Peace’s work in The Red Riding 

Quartet thus: 

 

…migration can stir the imagination, trouble ethno-national identity, or 
license an existing disaffection from one’s native spot. It often does all three at 
once. In Peace’s novels, however, we see more of the first and last qualities 
than of anything suited to the literary-theoretical discourse of self-exile, 
cultural hybridity, or deterritorialization.151  

 

* 

 

Peace’s work is marked by a consistent approach: an attempt – not always successful, 

he admits – to cleave to his method, and conviction that crime fiction is a political 

interrogation. The transnational, immigrating aspects of writing about Yorkshire 

while settled in Tokyo, and then about occupied Tokyo from half a century’s 

perspective, overlap in a perceptive insight that Hart gleans from his interview with 

Peace. Peace, in the context of the July 2005 bombings, voices: 

 

…concerns about the role of religious schools in a politics of “being” that 
degrades the sense of commonwealth embodied in institutions like the system 
of secular state education. And…this attitude continues into the…Tokyo 
trilogy, which concerns how a sovereign state deals with the messy business 
of military defeat, foreign occupation, and national renewal. Not all 
immigrant fictions remain so focused on the matter at hand – rooting 
narratives of cultural identity in messy bureaucratic histories and ethical 
questions of institutional address, thousands of miles away, years in the 
past.152 

 

Hart then sees Peace’s deconstruction of societies suffering under the spectre of 

trauma and crime as logically engaging in a similar approach. Peace emphasises the 

sensorial aspects of research, which requires something of an imaginative leap to 

understand when on the other side of the world, thirty years later:  

 

It’s easy to get wrong, and the only was to avoid it [overburden the story with 
references] is to actually be as far back in that time and place as you can 
possibly be, so you see it, hear it, smell it – because finally, and most 
importantly, all these “learned” pieces of research will hopefully act as 
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triggers or prompts so my own memories and impressions of that time and 
that place are reawakened.153 

 

Peace, given the temporal if not geographical difference, adds: ‘Of course, all this 

went out the window with “Tokyo Year Zero.”’154 

 

The research methods clearly differed then from one series to the next, and this is 

unsurprising given the different time periods, and the physical difference of 

researching Japanese history while in Japan. (This is significant at least in terms of 

how practical considerations may have altered Peace’s research methodology in some 

ways, they did not affect the manner in which he approaches his fiction.) It is a 

thematic consistency which is borne out across both series of books, and one which, 

within the context of the immigrating writer, fits into the idea of Peace’s work as an 

anti-crime writer, initially discussed in the previous chapter. Toynton sets out this 

argument largely through a comparative (against ‘traditional’155 British crime fiction) 

analysis of Peace’s protagonists, specifically Minami in Tokyo Year Zero and the police 

officers depicted in The Red Riding Quartet.  

 

[After Miss Marple] There was still a whiff of gentility about the most famous 
of them [fictional sleuths] – the opera-loving Morse, the poetry-writing 
Dalgliesh…the policemen created by… P.D. James and Colin Dexter and Ruth 
Rendell were always, reliably, figures of honour… Rankin’s Inspector Rebus 
may be surly, alcoholic, and steeped in general Scottish gloom…but [even he 
is] fundamentally moral.156 

 

In The Riding Quartet, however, the policemen are invariably portrayed as corrupt and 

incompetent, as rapists and torturers, who, rather than attempt to actually solve 

crime: ‘[frame] the innocent to protect the vicious: the corrupt businessmen and 

unscrupulous politicians and paedophiliac clergymen with whom they are in 
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league.’157 It is not that Peace is writing against the character-types that these other 

authors create, more that his notion of crime fiction itself is in the examination of the 

causes and settings of crime – why a specific crime; why a specific place – rather than 

creating a mystery for the detective to solve with ingenious reasoning or the kinds of 

everyman instinct based on the inherently moral compass that the detective appears 

to have embedded within him. (In a recent opinion piece for The Guardian in the run 

up to the General Election, Val McDermid articulated a simplistic and reductive 

analysis in which she states that, politically: ‘crime novel[s]…lean to the 

left…[whereas] the thriller tends towards to the conservative.’158 It is fascinating to 

think what Peace would make of such an assertion.) Yet – and it is worth 

remembering that, in the world of genre fiction, publishers’ interest in the commercial 

potential of a novel has made other considerations almost redundant, leaving few 

experimental exponents beyond established novelists such as Ellroy and Peace – 

Meek points out that a fifth of the way into Tokyo Year Zero: 

 

Peace’s terse paragraphs seem to have set his detective impossible multiple 
tasks of the sort that commercially successful sleuths handle regularly (deal 
with your secret past, find the serial killer, solve the gangland slayings, break 
up with your wife, make it right with your lover) and to be offering his 
publishers a valuable franchise.159 

 

Peace’s preoccupation though, rather than undertake to bring the investigation(s) 

through a series of steps until the detective-protagonist proves his moral and 

intellectual worth, is to explore the nature of violent crime and to assess what violent 

crime even means in a society that has been dehumanised and brutalised by the 

trauma of past defeat and present occupation. It is this preoccupation that is 

embodied in the character of Minami, the novel brutalising and dehumanising his 

own understanding of the world in which he operates, as Meek attests: ‘we realise 

that Minami is clinging to the murder investigation as a kind of mimetic rite, play-
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acting a part form the vanished, perhaps imaginary, order of justice and law that 

existed before darkness fell on Tokyo, and on his soul.’160 When Minami’s department 

bring in a suspect of the murders and acts of rape, instead of treating him with 

disgusted contempt and torturing him as planned, they: ‘find themselves 

congratulating him…for having bayoneted six Chinese soldiers to death in the service 

of the emperor.’161 It is this technique of providing a conventional narrative set-up 

only to use it in the interrogation of society and of the bleak disintegration of the 

values of the protagonists, rather than as a framework in which the protagonist seeks 

and attains redemption through his agency in the resolution of the crime, that 

supports Toynton’s second observation on Peace’s place in the crime fiction 

pantheon: 

 

The view of the world presented in these novels [Red Riding and, by 
implication, the Tokyo novels] seems more akin to that of certain 
contemporary Swedish crime writers than to Ellroy’s; the stench of decay, the 
despairing bleakness, is reminiscent of the novels of Henning Mankell. Instead 
of Ellroy’s anarchic glee, and the underlying romanticism of his early books, 
there is a feeling of nausea and disgust with the sheer iniquity of the world.162 

 

Peace’s depiction of this world in the Tokyo novels is unrelenting, merciless. He 

depicts Minami witnessing an American soldier defiling a young girl, ‘no older than 

14’ (TYZ, 166), a prostitute, in a brothel set up based on the ‘historically real 

idea…that if they gave the Americans some women, they wouldn’t rape the rest.’163  

 

She stares down the long, long corridor at Nishi and I with tears running 
down her cheeks, down her cheeks and into her mouth, saying: ‘Oh very good 
Joe. Thank you, Joe. Oh, very good Joe. Thank you, Joe. Oh, oh Joe… 
 
She is better off dead. I am better off dead… 
 
This is America. This is Japan. This is democracy. This is defeat. I don’t have a 
country any more. On her knees or on her back, blood and come down her 
thighs. I don’t have a heart any more… 

(TYZ, 166) 
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Yet only a few pages on from this, Minami: ‘uses the power of his badge to force her 

[a street prostitute] to submit to his demands without payment and does to her 

exactly what he saw the Victor doing.’164  

 

Meek praises Peace’s ‘visceral evocation of the miserable, bomb-trampled capital,’ 

describes scenes as ‘moving’and yet asserts that Peace holds a cultural position that 

undermines, and perhaps even devalues, Peace’s literary representation of the 

occupied city, but equally, it appears, the criticism is formed from the perspective of 

an accusation of appropriation, or at least a questioning of Peace’s right to write.   

 

Were Tokyo Year Zero the only Peace I’d read, I would still chide him for 
bringing to his imagining of Tokyo in the 1940s a certain rich-world 
sensibility, like the full-spectrum pity we tend to radiate towards the citizens 
of famine-prone, dictator-cursed lands. Those poor, hopeless people: how they 
are suffering; they must all be feeling rotten, all the time.165 

 

Meek, however, acknowledges that Peace applies a similarly ‘dark worldview, 

running deep’ in both The Red Riding Quartet as in the Tokyo novels and applauds, to 

an extent, his high-aiming approach. Yet beyond simply the question of taste, there is 

criticism: explicitly of the ‘grotesque melodrama’of the two series, and, implicitly, 

within the context of transnational writing, citing a perceived inflexibility in Peace’s 

approach to writing fiction.  

 

The last episode of the first sequence was published five years before the first 
episode of the second. Yet the thematic and stylistic ties between the two 
crime series are strong. A writer may write about crooked cops in a putrid, 
corrupt and sinister 1970s Leeds; he may write about crooked cops in a putrid, 
corrupt and sinister 1940s Tokyo. But when he writes about both in such a 
similar way, one a city that hasn’t been flattened by aerial warfare and one 
that has, one occupied by a foreign power and one not, it speaks of a dark 
worldview, running deep. 166 

 

Meek refers the reader to Peace’s comparison of St James’s Hospital in Leeds to 

Dachau: ‘I don’t suppose the now closed Stanley Road Mental Hospital in Wakefield 
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was a merry place in 1980, but was it really, as Peace described it in Red Riding, “an 

Auschwitz, a Belson”?’167 Peace establishes that in his mind the crime novel is an 

interrogation of society, an exploration of what underpins a place and the people that 

live in that place and why that place is the scene of a very specific crime, or series of 

crimes. The comparison Peace makes to the death camps of Nazi Germany is to 

demonstrate exactly this sense of societal examination; it is neither a straightforward 

nor even-handed comparison, and deliberately so. Crime defines a time and place, 

and the Yorkshire of Red Riding is defined by Peace in terms of these great 

monuments to the depths of human depravity to cement the potency of a symbol; the 

words Dachau, Auschwitz, Belson imbued with horror and ugliness which reach far 

beyond their functions as proper nouns. And they are, of course, references to other 

specific, horrific crimes that grew from a specific time and place. Peace writes ‘there 

was no Cornish Ripper’, but there was no Leeds Auschwitz either, and therefore this 

contradiction, in terms of Peace’s ideology, should be noted, and understood in these 

symbolic, literary terms, while also connecting to Meek’s idea of a ‘dark [if 

superficially contradictory] worldview running deep’. 

 

Toynton is critical of Peace’s perceived humourlessness and portentous analogous 

style. Referring to GB84, he states: 

 

A little of this [style], you might think, is already too much (Peace is strangely 
lacking in that sense of irony that is usually the hallmark of the British writer), 
especially when a strained analogy is made between minors and Holocaust 
victims…one feels that Peace has earned his hysteria; one might even say that, 
like Baudelaire, he has cultivated it.168 

 

This idea of a ‘cultivated hysteria’ parallels Meek’s accusation of ‘grotesque 

melodrama.’ Both Meek and Toynton certainly have grounds on literary terms to 

consider Peace’s work unremittingly bleak and discovering new depths of darkness 

in terms of the symbols applied. There is a questionable aspect to citing the death 
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camps. From GB84: ‘And they shave our heads, Send us to the showers – Put us on 

their trains.’ However, in employing these comparisons, by creating the ‘nightmarish 

urgency of some of these passages’ in this way, Peace is jettisoning any possibility of 

nostalgia.169 The crimes were despicable, bleak, horrific; therefore to depict them 

respectfully – to render them faithfully, or appropriate them even, in which a sense of 

permission needs to be requested – the prose needs to capture that same 

despicability, bleakness, and horror. This permission, therefore, is present in the text, 

and simultaneously answered by the text. Avoiding any sense of nostalgia helps to 

ensure this principle is adhered to across hundreds of thousands of words. Terry 

Eagleton, in his review for The Guardian of GB84, describes the novel as ‘the literary 

equal’ of the minors’ strike, ‘a showdown that history, or at least the shift to a post-

industrial Britain, was going to stage sooner or later.’170 Peace has been successful in 

his representation of time and place and Eagleton makes an interesting distinction, 

which relates to the question of overblown historical comparison mentioned above: 

 

This is an epic novel rather than a heroic one. It is too close to the dirt of the 
strike, both literal and metaphorical, to romanticise it. Scargill looms up as a 
remote presence, talking like a rule book in prim bureaucratese. He is the 
president, the Yorkshire Stalin, the Communist Caesar, Adolf Scargill, Old 
King Coal. The novel hasn't much affection for him, but its satire of the miners 
pales before its deadly portrait of a ruling class in full-frontal aggressive 
mode, prepared to maim, frame and bribe to achieve its goals.171 

 

At this sentence level – in terms of diction, choice of metaphor – it was a conscious 

decision: ‘I very deliberately…from Nineteen Seventy Seven onwards, tried to take the 

“entertainment” out of my crime writing. There is little humour and no irony in it.’172 

Peace talks of the obligation of the crime writer and it was during the writing of 

Nineteen Seventy Seven that he properly first understood this. 
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If you refuse the obligation to examine the causes and consequences of 
crime…you are simply exploiting for personal financial gain and 
entertainment the deaths of other people (even if you fictionalise those 
deaths), because murder is a fact…All that said, the essence of the crime genre 
is mystery – that is, who did what and to whom and why – and that adds a 
very, very powerful narrative drive to any piece of writing.173  

 

Peace alludes to one subtle shift, though, in his approach when writing the Tokyo 

novels, which both Meek and Toynton – perhaps inadvertently – have identified. 

Peace explores the limits of the crime genre in the Tokyo novels in a more explicit 

fashion than in Red Riding. Both Tokyo Year Zero and Occupied City contain passages 

that comment on the possibilities of fiction and the act of writing itself. As Meek 

identifies:  

 

In the final confused pages of Tokyo Year Zero…a great shredding of 
certainties, identities and conclusions takes place. The wildness with which 
Peace takes an axe to his novel’s structure hints at his own frustration at the 
expressive constraints of the crime thriller, even an impatience with the limits 
of fiction itself.174 

 

This feeds into the concept of an ‘anti-crime’ novel, through writing against the type 

of exploitative mystery novel Peace himself feels he wrote with Nineteen Seventy Four. 

In Occupied City, the opening focuses on a writer fleeing, desperate, aware of his 

inability to capture and distil the essence of the story he must tell: 

 

‘We are here because of you,’ they whisper. ‘Because of you, our dear sweet, 
sweet writer dear, because of you… 

(OC, 4) 
 

Peace is involved in the mystery of what happens to his characters, to his cities, not 

what happens. In Occupied City, ‘not only are we deprived of the reassuring figure of 

the detective; we are even, at times, denied the comfort of knowing what the hell is 

going on. In place of suspense, we get confusion.’175 It is a dissection of the nature of 

storytelling and the fragmentary reality of a series of narrators remembering – giving 
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testimony – to a crime. Meek noted the five year gap between the last of Red Riding 

and Tokyo Year Zero. Peace, revealingly, prefers to mark the time differently: 

 

It [the narrative drive] is…the genre itself and what it can do /say /be in 
political or historical terms – and that is demonstrated in, I hope, the striking 
contrast between Tokyo Year Zero and Nineteen Seventy Four, written ten years 
apart.176 

 

Peace again aligns his vision with Manchette’s; the unifying political purpose 

of crime fiction, and shows understanding of how his own ficition has 

developed. 

* 

 

The stylistic and experimental ticks that mark many of the testimonies in Occupied 

City – the lack of conventional punctuation, the crossings out, the shifts in register, 

the apparently random capitalisation of words or even letters, the prose-poetic lists 

and so on – demonstrate a key idea within the novel, namely, that this fragmented 

narrative, and fragmented both at a supra-structural and sentence level, is revealing 

of the fractured and flawed nature of investigation and, indeed, the concept of bearing 

witness. This is an extension of sorts and development of an overarching stylistic 

approach begun in Tokyo Year Zero. Meek compares the two novels in terms of this 

development: ‘The chaotic, incoherent ending of Tokyo Year Zero presages, it turns 

out, a dissatisfaction not just with the form of narrative fiction but its medium, 

language.’177 There is a sense that it is in the presentation of the testimonies 

themselves in Occupied City, their language and form, that shapes the investigation 

distinctly from the police procedural of Tokyo Year Zero. That the writer-investigator: 

‘wrestles with…the unreliability of language as the medium for…truth, and the 

inadequacy of language to do justice to the dead.’178 In choosing to frame the mystery 

within a writer’s investigation, and a mystery, indeed, which runs beyond the realm 
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of a whodunit, the writer-investigator interrogates the witnesses through their 

testimonies and through their articulation. Peace has turned a crime, and a critique of 

occupation, defeat and corruption, into a symbol for the writer’s struggle. To quote 

the opening: 

 

Tokyo 
OCCUPIED CITY 

- And what the writer found there… 
 

 

The novel supports the idea of the investigation as one principally concerned with the 

nature of language and testimony ahead of the more conventional or traditional focus 

of crime fiction on the perpetrator of the crime. The testimonies are: ‘channelled 

through a medium engaged in a traditional Japanese storytelling ritual: after each tale 

is told, one of the twelve candles in the medium’s room is snuffed out. The thirteenth 

voice…is that of a writer struggling to make sense of the story.’179 This struggle is 

communicated to the reader both in literal terms, as well as the figurative struggle 

with the meaning of the acts that the writer-investigator transcribes. After the 

extinguishing of the eighth candle, the medium appears to taunt the writer: ‘”See,” 

the medium laughs, “manuscripts do burn…”’ (OC, 186) The implication here is the 

futility of the writer’s task, that, ultimately, his manuscript too will burn. The sense of 

the writer as investigator, as culpable for the testimonies, both as scribe and in terms of 

revealing the solution to the mystery, becomes apparent, and is depicted through his 

increasing confusion and desperation, his inability to decipher the codes of the 

testimonies and therefore uncover the truth behind the crime, much like Peace’s own 

struggle to construct his version of this city, this time, within the medium and 

language of fiction. 

 

Tarnished, rusted and corroded by the tears-that-will-not-come, the book-that-
will-not-come, in this place-of-no-tears, this place-of-no-book, only these 
words, on your head are these dead, 
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these words you have heard before, on your head are these dead, words you 
have heard twice now, on your head, 

are these dead, on your head 
are these dead…  
(OC, 186) 

 

The writer-investigator takes responsibility for the words he records. Peace 

interrogates the idea through the very form and language of Occupied City, suggesting 

his wrangling with the purpose of his and the fiction of others. By documenting the 

trauma of crime as he does in Occupied City, and providing the framework via a 

writer’s struggle to come to terms with it, Peace explores the idea of the ‘anti-crime 

novel’ within an anti-crime novel. Toynton reveals this in his review, outlining the 

difficulty of placing Peace within the context of detective fiction: 

 

Very few passages offer straightforward accounts of the crime or the 
investigation that follows; instead, they tend to be jumbled outpourings of 
terror and guilt and desperation and wrath, stream-of-consciousness riffs with 
occasional mystical overtones (and, again, much obsessive repetition)…Not 
only are we deprived of the reassuring figure of the detective; we are even, at 
times, denied the comfort of knowing what the hell is going on. In place of 
suspense, we get confusion.180 

 

Though this confusion is a depiction of exactly that: confusion caused by an inability 

to fathom quite what has happened. The portrayal of uncertainty, of disillusion and, 

effectively, the deep division in the society Peace resurrects: ‘suggest[s] connections 

between the causes [and consequences] of crime and the condition of occupation.’181 

The structure and style of Occupied City are mimetic both of the process of the writer 

and the state in which the victims and collateral victims find themselves, as Shaw 

indicates: ‘The modus operandi of the crime is offered as a statement in itself, a warning 

from disgruntled members of the old Japanese biological research Unit 731 who felt 

abandoned in a post-war period of reconstruction.’182   

 

Part of the confusion that Toynton disparages stems from the overlapping narratives, 
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which ‘contradict and reinforce each other,’183 reminiscent of the rigidity of Italo 

Calvino, and in the same way enables a multi-faceted view of the city. In both If on a 

Winter’s Night a Traveller and Invisible Cities, Calvino’s layering of staccato narratives 

produces a broad, fictionalised space. Peace does something similar in Occupied City, 

in the sense that he explores a multitude of characters to create a multitude of cities 

within Tokyo: ‘the Occupied City, the Occult City, the Posthumous City.’184 The crime 

on which Occupied City is based is one riddled with conspiracy and corruption, which 

itself is grown out of the spectre of defeat and occupation. Meek states: the narratives 

‘contradict and reinforce each other,’ a phrase which cleverly captures the heart of 

Peace’s depiction of both complicity and conflict.185 ‘Peace’s narratives attempt to 

reflect this [conspiracy, complicity, the trauma of occupation] through their spectrum 

of competing truths and lies told by a collection of contradictory witnesses.’186 Peace 

himself identifies the key phrase: ‘I wanted to show competing versions of the 

truth.’187 

 

This aim provides the basis and means for the virtuosity of the structure, and the 

impetus for the stylistic techniques employed to communicate the experience of 

despair, or madness, or confusion, or fear. The testimony of the second detective, The 

Ninth Candle, represents something of the ways in which the disjointed 

consciousness of trauma can be communicated through the use of different typefaces 

and unconventional grammatical layout: 

 

1. The city is a wound the city is a wound THIS CITY IS A WOUND In the half-
burnt pages of my half-destroyed notebooks in the half-said whispers of the half-
heard voices IN THESE HALF-REMEMBERED MEMORIES OF THIS HALF-
FORGOTTEN DETECTIVE In the Occupied City in the Occupied City IN THE 
OCCUPIED CITY We uncover the murders of 169 new-born babies in a 
maternity home in Shinjuku they parade the guilt of 28 soon-dead men in a court 
house in Ichigaya THEY WILL FIND YOU GUILTY AND THEY WILL HANG 
YOU, UNTIL YOUR BLADDER EMPTIES AND YOUR NECK BREAKS  
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(OC, 188) 
 

Peace captures here, and throughout the chapter, the torment of thinking with an 

urgency and intensity that communicates the despair of occupation and the futility 

felt by those in some kind of desperate authority to investigate wrongs and maintain 

a semblance of civic society. The detective is powerless against: ‘the shriek and echo 

of unanswerable questions [which] threaten to drown out everything else.’188 The 

language is violent, a lexicon of destruction. This is both physical and, in the sense of 

a draining, anti-empathy, emotional, spiritual. The horrors Peace alludes to are 

unspeakable, unimaginable, and are therefore ‘half-destroyed, half-remembered.’ The 

‘wound’ of the city festers and is definitively over only when ‘YOUR BLADDER 

EMPTIES AND YOUR NECK BREAKS.’ The loss of humane control, of bodily 

function and, by extension, dignity, at the point of death, is a symbol of the level of 

defeat and trauma Peace recognises during the period of occupation. The state as 

biological entity, as extension of the Aristotelian political household, no longer has 

corporeal control. This developing symbol of wound extended to brutal death is an 

exorcism of the voices of the dead Peace resurrects throughout Occupied City.  

 

It is within this context that the formal experimentation of the novel is examined. 

Peace, as Shaw elucidates, proceeds: ‘drawing on his own intertextual occupation of 

the established traditions of Japanese narrative structures to interrogate forms of 

political, social, historical and cultural occupation in post-war Japanese society.’189 The 

structure is in place in part to address the question at the heart of all of Peace’s crime 

novels: why this place, at this time? It achieves this as the overlapping cacophony of 

voices, the competing versions of the truth, act as a platform to present, and an 

exploration of, the conspiracy and corruption that underpins the society that 

produced the crime. Shaw goes on to show that Peace: ‘reveals the key role played by 

the condition of defeat in perpetuating an underlying paranoia and complicity in 
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crime demonstrated by both the occupiers and their occupied people.’190 Peace does 

not set out to solve the crime, rather explain where it comes from. This is a neat 

summation of the ‘anti-crime’ idea. Indeed, the Tokyo of Occupied City is defined in 

negative terms, the city an anti-city, as the crime novel is an anti-crime novel or, as 

Shaw articulates: ‘characters quickly realise that time and identity – once familiar 

anchors to truth and reality – have been occupied by new forces in a post-war 

world.’191  

 

the war is not over. A cup is not a cup. Medicine is not medicine. A friend is 
not a friend, a colleague is not a colleague. For a colleague here yesterday, sat 
in the seat at the counter beside me, that colleague is not here today. Because a 
doctor is not a doctor.  

(OC, 60) 
 

* 

 

Alongside this defining feature, Peace employs parallelism to particular effect in 

Occupied City. His novels are marked by ‘parallel perspective…parallel narratives’192 

and Occupied City extends the technique to a sentence and paragraph level so that the 

reader takes in the competing versions of the truth line by line, and while difficult, at 

times, to follow, Tonyton establishes that: it is a ‘powerful means of getting across the 

experience of madness…[and] achieve[s] exactly the kind of urgency and intensity he 

is aiming for.’193 

 

I turn the corner into my street what fine men, straight as trees I CAN HEAR 
HER VOICE, I CAN READ HER THOUGHTS I see my wife, her child 
strapped to her back, standing with her friend that one gave you a very friendly 
eye HER LASCIVIOUS, HER WANTON THOUGHTS…that child is not your 
child SKIN UPON SKIN, FLESH INTO FLESH What are you doing here, she 
asks, shouldn’t you be at work mist rises from under the ground, black smoke from 
their American ovens NOT SPEAKING, BUT MOANING I say, I was in the 
neighbourhood, why their fog follows, follows me to work, follows me back home 
AMERICAN SKIN UPON JAPANESE SKIN, AMERICAN FLESH INTO 
JAPANESE FLESH 

(OC, 190) 
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In this passage the capitalised clauses act as the dark thoughts, the violent, sexualised 

fears, of a narrator whose description of walking home is infected by the trauma and 

despair of occupation. Beyond that, even, the specific, and forceful, cultural 

imperialism, the ‘homogenisation of Japan by its occupiers becomes a…palpable 

threat.’194 Peace deals in a brutalised normality, which is especially evident in the 

treatment of women. The very prosaic fact of violence in the novels makes the 

concept of ‘violent crime’ a hard one to define. Occupation and defeat provide the 

spectre of violence, both signifier of it and signified; so that sexual violence acts as a 

symbol for and equivalent of occupation. Relatively early in Tokyo Year Zero, Minami 

approaches a prostitute in a dark street and rapes her: ‘I screw her cunt and then I 

come – ’ (TYO, 172). Despite the assonance, and poetic, syllabic balance of the metre 

of the line, the language is coarse, sneering, ugly, functional, blunt, like both the 

instrument and pain of occupation Minami has become in this moment. The 

separation, too, of the violent sexual act (‘I screw her cunt’) and his climax (‘and then 

I come’) adds to the brutality and the suggestion of casual disposability; the 

traditional satisfaction of the orgasm is in fact – semantically, grammatically, and 

therefore conceptually, in the sense of how the character narrates and records it – 

achieved after the act, so that the relationship appears correlative rather than causal. 

Any intimacy or escape that sex provides is destroyed by this act of violence, and, 

within the context of occupation, is brutality normalised by both action and language. 

 

* 

 

Peace has spoken of his ‘low opinion of men…There’s never any who-dunnit is there?  

It’s always a fucking man and the victims are always women and children.’195 In Tokyo 

Year Zero, as Lichtig posits: ‘everyone from the GIs to the Japanese street cleaners 
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[are] guilty of something. Every man, that is. Women are simply there to be abused, 

further implicating the men.’196 The violent treatment of women in crime fiction is 

problematic, a topic addressed in some depth in the media following the enormous 

success of Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy, the original title of which was Men Who 

Hate Women. The fetishisation of female victims, discovered naked, sexualised 

through ritualised torture, the disempowerment of victims who feel interchangeable 

across crime series the world over in best sellers is a worrying aspect of crime fiction. 

Indeed, at CrimeFest – an annual conference on the genre – there have been panels on 

murdered women and serial killers. It is exactly the type of crime fiction that Peace 

disapproves of and writes against and yet it is hard to consider the Tokyo Trilogy 

without addressing the issue. Shaw asserts, that: ‘the women…are savagely 

murdered like Kodaira’s victims, unrealistically idealised like Yuki, or nameless and 

subservient like Minami’s wife.’197 Shaw investigates this: 

 

The trilogy focuses on the things women are forced to do to survive in post-
war Japan and examines how this compounds their status as victims. 
Although this status is historically true of the crimes and times Peace 
interrogates, his novels nevertheless make the reader conscious of women as 
absent or marginal in these worlds.198  

 

Shaw identifies two female archetypes in Tokyo Year Zero, Minami’s wife – whose 

obedience and gratitude make him frustrated to the point of desiring to inflict 

physical punishment on her – and his lover, Yuki, who he: ‘comes to obsess about…as 

a means of escape from trauma and hopelessness…Minami becomes trapped between 

two very different women.’199 All three characters are victims, Peace asserts, of the 

generalised situation of occupation and defeat, and the specific problems of each of 

their inability to escape: their job, their husband, their fate. The women in his life 

compound the impossibility of solving the crimes he is investigating with any 
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purpose or clarity or even dignity, through skewering his judgement and leaving him 

vulnerable. The women in both the novels of the trilogy are used, it can feel, to 

emphasise the hierarchies of Japan, without providing them more than a cursory 

voice, and, more significantly, the hierarchies of occupation, America, which is 

everywhere, and which is represented, albeit in a slightly clumsy, not especially subtle 

way, by the level of sexual violence against the Japanese women. 

 

There is a girl in the corridor. There is a naked girl in the corridor. There is a 
naked girl in the corridor on all fours, no older than fourteen. There is a naked 
girl in the corridor on all fours, no older than fourteen, being penetrated up 
her backside by a Victor as she stares down the long, long corridor at Nishi 
and I with tears running down her cheeks, down her cheeks and into her 
mouth, saying, ‘Oh, very good Joe. Thank you, Joe. Oh, very good Joe. Thank 
you, Joe. Oh, oh, Joe…’ 

She is better off dead. I am better off dead… 
This is America, This is Japan. This is democracy. This is defeat. I don’t 
have a country anymore. On her knees or on her back, blood and come 
down her thighs. I don’t have a heart anymore… 

Her legs apart, her cunt swollen with pricks and pus – 
I don’t want a heart. I don’t want a heart… 
Thank you, Emperor MacArthur.  

(TYZ, 166) 
 

The image here is singularly shocking and represents, for Peace, ‘the whole point of 

the book. That girl is every girl, every woman and that GI is every man, 

everywhere.’200 In Occupied City, Peace creates a society where good and evil are set 

against each other in simplistic terms: ‘the underlying assumption…never questioned 

or given any nuance, never even inflected with irony, is that anyone in power, anyone 

with money, is necessarily a monster.’201 The novel provides the corruption and 

immoral backdrop, which allows the acts like those perpetrated against the girl in the 

corridor in Tokyo Year Zero to occur. Though, this does make an interesting contrast to 

the idea of specificity in terms of crime and place and time. There is universality to 

this worldview. There is subjugation evident throughout his work.  

 

This subjugation, Shaw posits, is about power and is refracted at sentence and 

language level. 
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In Peace’s work power is implicitly aligned to a mastery of language, asserted 
in competitive exchange and contested between dominant and marginal 
groups…his quartet mobilises socio-ideological discourses of gender, religion 
and temporality to interrogate heteroglossic exchange as a key site of 
contemporary social, political and cultural conflict.202 

 

The competition is not simply in versions of the truth, the competing narratives, but 

in the voices – distinctly male, hostile, frustrated, angry – and therefore the characters, 

and it is in the confinement of these characters in place that, in turn, contributes to the 

conflict. ‘His narrators…explore a series of exclusively male voices. As each character 

constructs their position narratively, they seek to impose order on inherently 

disorderly events, using a language that is “shot through with intentions and 

accents.” There are no neutral words in Peace’s work.’203 There is violence perpetrated 

against women throughout the two series. Peace’s understanding of the horror of this 

in part explains his belief that crime fiction must be harrowing, brutal, so as not to do 

disservice to the victims. Peace explains this during the writing of The Red Riding 

Quartet, and the reasoning can be applied to the Tokyo novels: 

 

Similarly, the sexuality in my books reflects the times in which they are set…Both 
Gordon Burn and Helen Ward Jouve in their excellent books on the Yorkshire Ripper 
have made the point before, but the Yorkshire of the 1970s was a hostile environment 
to be living in and especially for women.204 

 

The two worldviews – specificity of time and place; the universal unpleasantness of 

male power – appear incompatible. Peace’s comments on both create a self-

contradiction. How can one engage in a political examination of time and place and 

insist on the specificity of the root and cause of crime, and yet also rail at the 

universality of ‘every man, everywhere?’ Within the framework of his political 

intentions – as revealed through his engagement with Manchette – the systems, the 

Marxist architecture, are realised in the idea of specificity; the idea of maleness in this 

context best examined as a moral question. The Red Riding Quartet is an exploration of 

                                                
202 Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, p. 26 
203 Ibid. 
204 Peace, The Red Riding Quartet 
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power within the framework of the state. The policemen – Hunter, Jobson, Fraser – 

the journalists – Dunford, Whitehead – and the lawyer Big John Piggot, are corrupt 

and corruptible, and perform despicable acts themselves, yet they are all figures 

willing to act against and expose their superiors, to demonstrate the workings of state 

collusion. Peace outlines the potential for a political engagement, though not 

revolutionary, that involves a stance taken by bad men against the framework of 

power. Complicity as a form of political engagement.205 Here then, in terms of the 

structures of power, specificity is paramount. In the Tokyo of Tokyo Year Zero and 

Occupied City, the framework of power, the workings of the state, are in near collapse. 

Individual acts of depravity, as performed by the G.I. in the extract above, function 

and are sanctioned by the anarchy of the state, by its structural lack. The contradiction 

in Peace’s two worldviews might be resolved by looking at the two series from these 

two perspectives: that Peace has evolved in his political outlook over the course of his 

novels. 

 

* 

 

In a backroom, I am a politician. I wake. I rise. Floor by floor. I buy. I sell. I 
buy people and I sell people. I buy votes and I sell votes. I make deals and I 
sell deals…In my department stores and in my advertisements, in my 
newspaper columns and in my television shows, in my education acts and in 
my sound-trucks, in the history I teach you and the news I give you, in every 
piece of legislation, from every loudspeaker, I lie to you and I laugh at you, 
ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha – 
 
For my war machine rolls on, never stopping, never resting, never sleeping, 
always rising, always consuming, always devouring.  

(OC, 165) 
 

Peace’s examinations of Japan differ on a key point to those of The Red Riding Quartet. 

The Japan of the first two books of the Tokyo Trilogy is a Japan fractured and 

wracked by grief, ‘character after character broken by circumstance and cast adrift in 

a new order where all the allegiances and connections that once glued things together 

                                                
205 Dr Andrew Pepper, from Viva examination, January 26th, 2017 
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have been rendered meaningless.’206 Toynton suggests that Occupied City is a novel 

about ‘the sadness of the world as much as about the ugliness of the world.’207 The Red 

Riding Quartet deals less in grief than it does in anger, in rage, a narrative howling 

with frustration in its attempt to answer the question that underpins it: why there, 

why then? Peace’s Tokyo is a setting that, at least partially, is culpable by its own self-

evident existence for the crimes it witnesses. The Yorkshire of The Red Riding Quartet 

is an apocalyptic vision of the death of the city, framed in a novelistic past, but with a 

perspective from a present in which that apocalypse has not happened. Is this a 

paradox? A word used time and again to describe the history that infects and 

underpins Peace’s work is ‘occult’, the idea of an alternative, or a hidden history. This 

perhaps demonstrates the non-paradoxical aspect of writing about the past with an 

urgency and intensity that imagines an end that does not come. As Peace articulates: 

 

Cities become charged with meanings over time, and I definitely feel that in 
Tokyo. I wanted to go down through the layers, like an archaeological dig, to 
find the meaning of the place. What happened here has been concreted over, 
but the past reappears and grows between the cracks.208 

 

 

3.1 The city in transition: judgement and the transnational writer 

 

Part of the creation of this idea of a ‘non-space’ is the way Peace creates a city that is 

stripped away – exactly as he ‘go[es] down through the layers’ in a research and 

literary fashion – and is transformed, damned, becomes a city of hate. As Peace 

states, ‘cities become charged with meaning over time’, and the perspective of the 

transnational writer is significant. A close reading of both series bears this out. 

 

In Tokyo Year Zero, Peace connects this stripped city with the whereabouts of the 

discovery of the bodies in the Prologue.  

                                                
206 Peace, The Red Riding Quartet 
207 Ibid. 
208 Shaw, David Peace: Texts and Contexts, p. 128 
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This neighbourhood of factories and their dormitories, factories geared to the war 
effort, dormitories occupied by volunteer workers; the factories bombed and the 
dormitories evacuated, any buildings still standing now stained black and stripped 
empty – 

This is the scene of the crime…  
(TYZ, 11) 

 
The ambiguity of ‘This is the scene of the crime,’ indicates that the symbol of defeat, of 

destruction, of occupation is manifest in the discovery of the murder victim, in the 

victim’s body itself. Tokyo is both scene and victim. This is extended by the discovery 

of a second body some twenty pages later. At this point Minami curses the victim 

herself, as if her murder confirms his understanding of Tokyo as a damned city, 

stripped, nothing left but the bones. 

 

I curse her and I curse this place – 
[…] This place of silence. This place of death – 
In this place of defeat and capitulation. This place of surrender and occupation. This 

place of ghosts – 
The body now nothing but bones… 
In this place of no resistance.  
(TYZ, 37) 

 

Like the defenceless corpse, Tokyo itself can offer ‘no resistance’ to the crimes that 

are committed within her, and to her, hence the idea of Tokyo as both ‘the scene of 

the crime’ and also the victim. This form of synecdoche, in which the corpse, now 

‘nothing but bones’, stands in for Tokyo, is Tokyo in Minami’s eyes, and it is this act 

– of seeing victim, scene, and crime – as the same thing that leads to Minami’s 

unravelling as he investigates the crimes. Once again, through the depiction of 

Minami’s work, the way he invokes the three – victims, scene, crimes – the story of 

his investigation is the story of the crimes is the story of the city. 

 

In Occupied City, Peace sets out his writer-investigator’s view of the city as that of a 

city stripped and damned in the opening to the novel. The framing narrative of the 

novel can be confusing and ambiguous, and there is an almost meta sense that these 

strange, occult, incantatory passages that introduce us to the chapters (‘Candles’) and 
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the voices that narrate them, channelled through a medium and then the writer-

investigator, is Peace himself: his becomes the story of the investigation, literally. (On 

the very first page we learn: ‘In the night-stagger, your spectacles fall from your 

nose.’) However, in the opening, Peace makes it very clear as to the city space that 

the novel inhabits: 

 

From this city, out of breath, from this city, out of time. This cursed city; city of riot 
and city of earthquake, city of assassination and city of coups, city of bombs and city of 
fire, city of disease and city of hunger, this city of defeat, defeat and surrender – 

This damned city; city of robbery and 
city of rape, city of murder 
of murder and plague –  
(OC, 2) 

 

The repetition of ‘city’ is obvious thing to highlight, but it is important precisely as 

Peace explores the different versions of it within each of the narratives. This is a city 

of multiple views and multiple sins and a victim of multiple crimes. The actual 

victims of the poisoning of the bank (‘the victims Weeping’) are introduced in a place 

of purgatory, damned by the ignorance of the crime, of what happened, this, the story 

that the investigation, the writer-investigator, will unravel. Within ‘This damned 

city’, the ‘Weeping’ are: 

 

In our twelve cheap wooden coffins – 
In these twelve cheap wooden coffins, we lie. But we do not lie still. In these twelve 

cheap wooden coffins, we are struggling. Not in the dark, not in the light; in the grey, 
we are struggling; for here is only grey, here we are only struggling –  

(OC, 5) 
 

The struggle here represents the perdition of the damned, set within the damned 

city, and their struggle in these wooden coffins, these inadequate homes, emblematic 

of the trauma and struggle of defeat, of occupation. The city morphs into this 

purgatory, into a place that is sliding into an irrevocable non-space, damned and 

stripped. This transformation is indicated in ‘The Fourth Candle – The (Dead) Letters 

of an American’ (OC, 68) in which Dr. Murray Thompson outlines the corruption and 

mystery at the heart of the biological warfare units active at the end of the war and 
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beyond. His final letter is headed: ‘From the Diseased, Infected & Plagued City, In 

the Place and Hour of No God.’ (OC, 99)  

 

In The Red Riding Quartet, the city is set up as a place of hate, the damnation evident 

and expressed through the bile and anger and despair of the characters. They spit 

their hatred at the place, the society, the context of the crimes. This extended riff from 

journalist Eddie Dunford towards the end of Nineteen Seventy Four captures the 

stinging staccato style that runs throughout the quartet. Equally, it shows how the 

characters are constantly bombarded by information, and information that 

contributes to their hatred and heaps further damnation onto the place they inhabit.  

 

Hate Week. 
Dawn on Friday 20 December 1974. 
Awake on the floor of Room 27, covered in the ripped-up snow of a hundred sheets 

of red penned lists. 
Lists, I’d been writing lists since I’d left Paula’s. 
A big fat red felt-tip pen in my left hand, circles in my head, scrawling illegible lists 

across the backs of sheets of wallpaper. 
Lists of names. 
Lists of dates. 
Lists of places. 
Lists of girls. 
Lists of boys. 
Lists of the corrupt, the corrupted, and the corruptible. 
Lists of the police. 
Lists of the witnesses. 
Lists of the families. 
Lists of the missing. 
Lists of the accused. 
Lists of the dead. 
I was drowning in lists, drowning in information. 
[…] 
DON’T TELL ME I DON’T FUCKING CARE. 
On my back, thinking of lists of the women I’d fucked. 
[…] 
Hate Week.  
(Nineteen Seventy Four, 201) 

 

This list of lists covers the entire framework of the quartet. These stories – 

represented by the lists – are exactly what the novels interrogate, depict, investigate. 

It is the gathering of information that makes up the story of the investigation, the 

crime. The abject expression of this information, this society, is Dunford himself, 

‘Awake on the floor…on my back’ – horrifically – conflating the list of his sexual 
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conquests with the missing girls in the case he pursues, which is a thoroughly 

damning juxtaposition. The phrase ‘the women I’d fucked’ resonant of the plight of 

the victims, the families, the profanity ‘fucked’ an apt adjective for all who inhabit 

this quartet, however unpleasant the connection. 

 

In Nineteen Seventy Seven, there are allusions to religion and, significantly, its absence, 

its lack, marking the non-space of the damned city. Jack Whitehead, the journalist 

mentor/nemesis to Eddie Dunford in Nineteen Seventy Four, observes how the very 

fabric of noise of the city is punctured with hate, a noise that drowns out the 

potential redemption of religious worship: 

 

My watch had stopped again and I strained to hear the Cathedral bells beneath the 
noise; the deafening music from each shop I passed, the car horns punched in anger, 
hot angry words on every corner. 

I looked for the spire in the sky, but there was only fire up there; the midday sun 
high and black across my brow.  

(Nineteen Seventy Seven, 31) 
 

The bleakness that pervades The Red Riding Quartet is built up through place and the 

description feels loaded with the emotional despair and nihilist outlook of the 

characters. In the Tokyo novels, the city reflects the characters’ dispositions; in the 

Yorkshire novels, the characters’ dispositions infect the city. In Nineteen Eighty Three, 

the lawyer John Piggot – a large man with large appetites, mainly involving alcohol, 

drugs, curry, and women – acts as a barometer for the moral failings of the North of 

England. The use of the second person narrative in Piggot’s sections provides a 

distance that allows the reader to witness the horror of the place at one remove and, 

at the same time, this distancing device enables Piggot to narrate his, principally, 

unpleasant and dissolute behaviour without taking full moral responsibility for it. It 

is his dead-eyed understanding of the world he inhabits that endows him with a 

certain dignity and purpose and he is – as the back jacket of the novel states – ‘as 

near as you get to a hero in Peace’s world.’ He describes the stripped and damned 

city as it is, highlighting spaces that have been reduced, changed, destroyed, again 
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focusing on transition, the movement between I explore earlier, and further implicitly 

ascribes the moral, societal causes for this degradation of place: 

 

You drive over one bridge and under another, past the boarded-up pubs and closed-
down shops, the burnt-out bus stops and the graffiti that hates everything, everywhere, 
but especially the IRA, Man United, and the Pakis –  

(Nineteen Eighty Three, 26) 
 

Here the hatred is as evident in the markings on the walls as the desperation of the 

depressed community – boarded-up, closed-down, burnt-out. The three groups 

represent versions of the other: the perceived, invasive, political – military – threat of 

the ‘IRA’ within the community, the football rivalry of ‘Man United’ representative 

of hatred on a local, perhaps trivial level, while the racial invective of ‘Pakis’ 

demonstrates the bigoted, intolerant, insular nature of the community in which those 

integrated and, by 1983, second generation immigrant families, remain persecuted 

and unwelcomed.  

 

Piggot’s narration of a Friday night out in Leeds takes on almost cartoonish levels of 

horror and depravity that might be comic were it not for the casual, misogynist 

violence in almost every paragraph, and implied rape when Piggot wakes and forces 

himself on a woman he has gone home with. When he leaves her, he:  

 

realise[s] this is Towngate –  
Towngate, Osset, where Michael Williams murdered his wife with a hammer and a 
twelve-inch nail back in 1974 or 75, the Exorcist killing –  
About the same time they must have nicked Michael Myshkin –  
About the same time Hazel Atkins was having her first birthday – 
[…] and you stare at her photon the front of their paper and wish you were not you –  

(Nineteen Eighty Three, 51) 
 

Peace conflates the actions of one of his investigators with those of the criminals he, 

Piggot – indirectly, here – seeks. The pursuit of justice has a moral foundation, but 

quite unlike the actors who undertake its pursuit. The night begins: 
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Back out in the puddles of blood, past the fish stalls, the tripe and the offal shop, up the 
side of the Fleece, behind the back of the Bullring…just in time for the afternoon 
stripper and that first pint of the weekend, Gareth moaning about the plastic 
glasses…and out traipses Tina, all tassels and tits, telling half the room to fuck off and 
forking anyone she’s missed, no wink today for John Piggot, solicitor to the strippers 
and the deejays…the spots on Tina’s back catching in the lights.  

(Nineteen Eighty Three, 45) 
 

The prevalent atmosphere of this passage – and the chapter itself – is primitive, 

animal, literally, in the remains and carcasses abandoned by butchers and 

fishmongers, the streets soaked in blood; more figuratively in terms of the instincts 

and desires of the men, Piggot and his friends. Both these aspects are captured in the 

place names: ‘the Fleece’ and ‘the Bullring’. ‘Fleece’ evokes the idea of the place 

stripped, in this case, skinned; the word too, has connotations of exploitation, of the 

clientele themselves ‘fleeced’, ripped off. The venue for this dark pub crawl – ‘Top of 

Westgate heaving…everyone stumbling around…people fighting and falling in the 

road.’ (Nineteen Eighty Three, 50) – is ‘the Bullring’, the name an echo of gladiatorial 

heroics, which is clearly ironic given the nature of the behaviour: ‘Fuck knows who 

said there are always a load of good-looking lasses in Evergreens.’ (Nineteen Eighty 

Three, 49.) In fact, Peace paints us a picture of a cattle market where the men drink 

and fight and puke and piss and take amphetamines to enable further drinking and 

fighting, and lewdly chase women who drink and cavort too, and who are: ‘better 

looking by the pint.’ (Nineteen Eighty Three, 48.) Piggot’s mindset is hopeless, driven 

by desire fuelled by his appetites for booze and drugs and the need for human, sexual 

contact, which stems from his loneliness as a ‘fat cunt like you’ (Nineteen Eighty Three, 

48), a spiralling pattern of compulsion and regret. It is his nihilism that views and 

monitors his place in this city, and it must be overcome if he is to find the 

wherewithal to attempt the investigation he knows he must. In this sense he differs 

from Minami in Tokyo Year Zero: Piggot knows by what he is surrounded and must 

reject his part in it to move forward; Minami’s desperate sense of trauma and defeat 

is revealed to him painfully in each desecrated neighbourhood, in each destroyed 

building, in each haunted family he encounters. The cities across both series are 

stripped, damned, layers worn away. 
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4. The City Voice 

 

You read the walls as you go: 
Wogs Out, Leeds, NF, Leeds, Kill a Paki, Leeds […] You turn one corner and 
there’s something dead in a plastic bag […] You turn the next and there’s a 
pile of human shit […] On the fourth floor you go along the open passageway, 
the bitter wind ripping your face raw […] You quicken past broken windows 
and paint-splattered doors – 
Doors banging in the wind, in the rain […] the lights are already going on 
across Leeds – 
But not here  

(Nineteen Eighty Three, 313) 
 

The relationship between place and character is defined throughout Peace’s work by 

claustrophobia, bleakness, and despair. His cities, Leeds and Tokyo, are products of 

the people that populate them, as much as the other way round. As Welty contends, 

in terms of this relationship: ‘Place…has the most delicate control over character: by 

confining character, it defines it.’209 Peace engages with competing visions of the city. 

Keyes identifies two, specifically: ‘a governmental and [an] ethical city in Peace’s 

work.’210 This is begun in the Red Riding Quartet and more fully realised in later 

novels: ‘while the Red Riding Quartet does not fully codify the social significance of 

its numerous decaying landscapes and dying cityscapes, it nevertheless anticipates 

the conflict between governmental and ethical cities that is central to, and concludes 

in, Peace’s fifth novel GB84.’211 This codification is more evident in the Tokyo of Tokyo 

Year Zero and Occupied City and is most obviously realised in the latter novel with its 

exploitation of Akutagawa’s narrative method, developed for such films as Rashomon. 

This conflict is sharpened by Peace’s use of repetition – in terms of the events in the 

narratives and the repeated narration of them by distinct voices – as Charles 

indicates: 

 

Peace’s narratives revisit the same events time and again but never afford a 
definitive version, straining to contain tensions between parallel perspectives 
in an effort to communicate the inconsistency of reality and its representation. 

                                                
209 Welty, On Writing, p. 46 
210 Jarred Keyes, ‘”No Redemption”: The Death of the City in the work of David Peace,’ in 
Shaw, Katy, ed., Analysing David Peace, (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, 2011) p. 19 
211 Ibid. p. 37 
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In doing so, they leave the role of textual negotiator open to the reader.212 
 

The conflict in Peace’s work then, finds its resolution through the act of reading, in 

the Barthesian sense of the ‘text’s unity [lying] not in its origin but in its 

destination.’213 This echoes Todorov’s duality of detective fiction and especially the 

story of the investigation, arguably, alongside Manchette’s political ideology of the 

crime story, the entire premise of Peace’s two crime series. Writing on The Red Riding 

Quartet, Charles identifies how the ‘voices contrast with and contradict one another, 

their diverse perspectives denying readers a coherent or comprehensive picture. 

Instead, they permit and require the reader to fill in the gaps, to cobble together 

coherence from inherently impossible narratives.’214 This idea of ‘inherently 

impossible narratives’ is an interesting one – what does it mean exactly? A narrative 

might be impossible due simply to the fact that it does not exist in isolation. A 

narrative that does, of course, has nothing to dispute its possibility – at least in the 

text, though perhaps not in its destination. The fractured nature as reflection of 

subject is what creates the impossibility and is a development of Todorov’s second 

story. It is about a key Peaceian theme: power.  

 

The construction of place in Peace’s work is through voice and, specifically, language, 

as Benson posits: ‘[language] is not only a tool to redefine a reality; it participates in 

the physical construction of this reality,’215 reinforcing the resurrection of the city 

through the depiction of sensorial detail. Writing on GB84, Beckett references ‘the 

pervasive sense of rottenness’216 at the core of The Red Riding Quartet. In Nineteen 

                                                
212 Charles, ‘”Pictures at an Atrocity Exhibition”’, p. 64 
213 Roland Barthes, ‘The Death of the Author,’ Modern Criticism and Theory – A reader (3rd 
edition), ed. David Lodge and Nigel Wood (Edinburgh: Pearson, 2008), p. 316 
214 Charles, ‘”Pictures at an Atrocity Exhibition”’, p. 63 
215 Stéphanie Benson, “The Strange Language of David Peace or The Exile from Yorkshire,” 
Europolar, February 11, 2009, 
http://www.europolar.eu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=66&lang=en 
(Accessed 20/04/16) 
216 Andy Beckett, ‘Political Gothic: GB84’, London Review of Books, Vol. 26, No. 18, 23 
September, 2004, http://www.lrb.co.uk/v26/n18/andy-beckett/political-gothic (Accessed 
20/05/14) 
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Seventy Seven, ‘a whole ecosystem of brutality’217 is uncovered in the manhunt for the 

Yorkshire Ripper. The phrase is apt and represents the morality that runs through 

Peace’s work: Police meaning bad, essentially, as Keyes explores in the aptly titled 

‘No Redemption’, a part of ‘a repressive state apparatus’218, a conduit for immorality, 

and illegality. What Peace considers good is much less clear. Peace constructs this 

ecosystem through the blunt, repetitive, incremental action of the scenes of 

interrogation. Characters are defined in simple terms, in the same way that places are 

named: this is enough, the language reduced as are the places and people described. 

This is the city voice of the Quartet. 

 

Gotcha – 
Dark night – 
Day 11: 
One in the morning – 
Sunday 22 May 1983: 
Yorkshire – 
Leeds – 
Millgarth Police Station: 
The Belly – 
Room 4: 
James Asworth, twenty-two, in police issue grey shirt and trousers, long, 

lank hair everywhere, slouched akimbo in his chair at our table, a cigarette 
burning down to a stub between the dirty black nails of his dirty yellow 
fingers – 

Jimmy James Ashworth, former friend and neighbour of Michael Myshkin, 
child killer – 

Jimmy Ashworth, the boy who found Claire Kemplay. 
I asked him: ‘For the thousandth fucking time Jimmy, what were you 

doing in Morley on Thursday?’ 
And for the thousandth fucking time he told me: ‘Nothing.’  
(Nineteen Eighty Three, p. 55) 
 

The next page opens with the same scenario, the same repetition – the same text – the 

same set-up, up to ‘Room 4.’ The investigation, the police work, is a structure that the 

prose both mimics, and yet follows. This is one of the three narrative voices in 

Nineteen Eighty Three: Jobson’s, which is narrated in the first person. Contributing to 

the construction of place through voice, Peace employs the second person in his 

rendering of Piggot, and the third person in the chapters narrated from the 

perspective of BJ. The construction of the narrative becomes the responsibility of the 

                                                
217 Ibid. 
218 Keyes, ‘”No Redemption”: The Death of the City in the work of David Peace,’ p. 28 
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reader because of the structure of the voices:  

 

Through this process of identification…the reader is pulled into Peace’s 
fictions as an interpretatively active participant, one who, like the novel’s 
fictive characters, cannot escape the author’s narrative web. Peace’s 
modernistic promises of Barthesian co-authorship thus assume a dystopian 
hue as participatory inclusivity and empowerment become the bait for textual 
imprisonment – once you’re in, you can’t get out.219 

 

Here is Welty’s concept realised: place confines character, and with Peace this 

transcends the setting, where he places his characters, and invokes a literary 

ecosystem in which characters, readers, and even writer, perhaps, are trapped, 

confined. Beckett describes the latter books of the Quartet as though including much 

‘exhilarating invention…there is [also] the sense of an author painting himself into a 

corner.’220 Here the Barthesian idea of destination is developed to include all the 

participants, as Riley suggests: ‘the idea of a contemporary literature is suggestive of 

writing composed in close proximity to that which it describes and/or the existence 

of a synchronicity between the production of the work and its consumption by 

readers and critics.’221 This is how Peace creates – or resurrects – the cities which he 

writes, the city voice he creates, through a sort of total immersion. Equally, this is 

how Peace extends the genre of crime and detective fiction, as Charles contends: ‘the 

detective novel, in its most traditional incarnation, does not allow the reader 

significant opportunities for interpretation or active participation. Instead, its clues 

daw upon a predetermined path through a hermeneutic labyrinth.’222 This echoes 

Todorov’s principle of the second story: by using the genre to look at the crimes on 

which the plot is geared as a vehicle for understanding them as a product of society, 

Peace writes in an anti-crime, city-based, factually-based fictional genre in the 

tradition of James Ellroy.  
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4.1 The city as a story 

 

Peace’s creation of a city voice is evident in the way he filters narratives, and stories, 

through the city itself, and not merely through his characters’ perceptions. The 

characters experience the city, but from its fabric – its buildings, its institutions – 

stories spring, and are then communicated: the characters become the vessel for the 

city.  

 

In Tokyo Year Zero the stripped city is being replaced and this change contributes to 

Minami’s state of mind. He deals in oppositions throughout the novel – ‘Day is night. 

Night is day. Day is night. Night is day. Day is…’ (TYZ, 169) becomes a refrain – and 

also monitors the changes that take place in the city: 

 

The New Oasis is a Korean-run shithole in the shadow of the original Oasis, down 
another Ginza backstreet, between another bombed-out shell and another mountain 
range of garbage…the New Oasis is not for the white Victors. The New Oasis is for the 
yellow ones, the Koreans and the Chinese.  

(TYZ, 169)  
 

Minami sees the change in his city in terms of defeat and victory, and, crucially, of 

occupation, in this case Japanese gangsters who cooperate with Korean and Chinese 

factions to extort Tokyo’s Japanese population. This is reflected in Minami’s 

understanding of what Tokyo was, and is now. He has become the story of the city: 

 

In another ruin, among another heap of rubble, with a last cigarette. Two stray dogs 
circle and watch me smoke, waiting for me to die…This ruin, this rubble, was once a 
grand house and ornate garden owned by a family of Satsuma Samurai stock  

(TYZ, 261) 
 

The implication is that Minami is like the house, the garden, formerly of some 

distinction or dignity, now merely a potentially scavengeable meal for a couple of 

wild dogs. The city collapses with him. 
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In Occupied City, the city as a story is foregrounded more explicitly. The framing 

device of Peace’s writer-investigator is perhaps the most obvious example of this, 

and Peace uses it to reveal the ways in which versions of events on a micro level 

mirror the occult nature of his history. Peace’s anti-crime approach is also explored 

in the framing. In the frame of the Tenth Candle, which narrates the story of the 

accused or ‘condemned man’, Peace appears to engage directly with aspects of the 

crime novel form and his motivation to turn its traditional principles on its head: 

 

No more mysteries no more mysteries 
NO MORE MYSTERIES – 
No more whodunnit contests, no more cash prizes, 
no more solutions sealed in envelopes, 
no more puzzles, no more games, 
here fragments, only fragments 
in the candlelight… 
no books; no book-to-come –  

(OC, 223) 
 

On a plot level, Peace here establishes that we are to hear from the condemned man. 

Yet, it would be churlish not to acknowledge that Peace appears to capture 

something of the purpose of his novel in this brief fragment. Is it a conscious 

criticism of commercial crime fiction and its reliance on tricks and literary slight-of-

hands? It is unlikely that a writer would set himself apart with an attack like that 

framed as a key part of the fictional world itself. More likely, this is the logical 

extension of ‘The Sixth Candle – The Stories of a Journalist’ (OC, 115), in which the 

idea of the city as a story is most obviously established. The narrative is disrupted 

with examples of articles, drafts, and stories through which the sense of the journalist 

as a writer of fiction, as living in a landscape of his own creation, playing a game, 

almost, is clearly defined by his closing line: ‘In this city made of paper, this city 

made of print – In this Fictional City, let’s pretend…’ (OC, 152) The city in Occupied 

City is being written as we read it through the versions and voices we encounter. 

Peace demonstrates that the act of acknowledgement of this, while at the same time 

undertaking the task, can come together in a character who makes us aware of the 
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fluidity of print, of paper, in terms of truth, narrative, but is also complicit in its very 

fluidity. As the character narrates: 

 

The city is a story, so many tales for her to tell, so many chronicles for me to 
chronicle…And for every story there are two sides, two sides at least, for the city is 
always, already a fiction, this city made of paper, this city made of print –  

(OC, 115) 
 

Whereas in Occupied City the city as a story is built through the narratives of the 

characters, in The Red Riding Quartet, new stories act as a backdrop, often via the 

radio – on, as it is, in cars or kitchens or press rooms or police stations – to give us a 

sense of the contemporary setting, of the contrast that occurs in the specifically 

Northern cities the quartet examines with the rest of the country as portrayed in pop 

songs and national news bulletins. The city is full of stories separate to the story of 

the crime, of the investigation. In Nineteen Seventy Seven, Bob Frazer, – ‘Bobby the 

bobby’ (Nineteen Seventy Seven, 13) – in love with a Chapeltown prostitute, is part of 

the Ripper inquiry. His narrative flips between the procedural aspects of the 

investigation, despair at his feelings, and a blank, observational eye which helps 

shape our understanding of the setting. 

 

I am in the phone box two down from the Azad Rank, watching a couple of Paki kids 
bowling at each other. Ellis is sleeping off his Sunday lunch in the car: two cans of 
bitter and a fat cheese sandwich. There’s Sunday cricket on the radio, more heat 
forecast, birds singing, lilting bass and sax from a terrace. 

It can’t last.  
(Nineteen Seventy Seven, 13) 

 

There is a laconic rhythm in the prose, a mixture of idyll and invective. There is a 

sense of irony, especially in the ‘Sunday lunch’ of two beers and a sandwich. 

Summer invades Fraser’s consciousness and the balanced syllables in the clauses 

‘heat forecast, birds singing, lilting bass’ conjures a soporific, suburban scene. Even 

the racial invective is somehow affectionate, juxtaposed as it is with ‘kids bowling at 

each other’, an activity no doubt Fraser himself thinks back on nostalgically, before 

the cases he now works. Each clause tells a story within the city, but outside of the 
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story of the investigation. Yet, despite the hint of nostalgia, we are never quite sure if 

Fraser invokes something positive, or is sneering, hopelessly, aware of the clichés he 

thinks in. The jagged, hard syllables of the closing line pull us back to the sense of 

impending doom that Fraser has identified: this is just the start, the beginning of the 

pursuit of a serial killer. 

 

In Nineteen Eighty, Peter Hunter, another policeman, comes to Yorkshire from 

Manchester and provides an outsider’s perspective, which Peace employs so that we 

can view Leeds with distance. This is created through Hunter’s descriptions, which 

are peppered with news from elsewhere. This serves to reveal Hunter’s alienation: 

from the Yorkshire officers with whom he works; from the rest of the country 

regarding a perceived lack of awareness and concern with what he does; and within 

himself, struggling as a family man to come to terms with the crimes he investigates.  

 

Thursday 18 December 1980. 
Stanley Royd Hospital, Wakefield. 
I’m sitting in the car park, my back on fire – 
In flames, waiting for Hook, striking matches – 
The hum of pop tunes, Northern songs – 
Listening to the news: 
Civil Service strikes, air strikes, Ripper strikes, 
Maggie, Maggie, Maggie – 
Out, out, out. 
No mention of Douglas and his daughter –  
No mention of the war –  
The murder and the lies, the lies and the murder.  
(Nineteen Eighty, 147) 

 

Hunter, like so many characters in The Riding Quartet, finds himself in a maelstrom of 

information, misinformation, and a lack of information. With reference to the 

broader context, Peace anchors Hunter’s experience of the city, producing fixed 

points around which his fear, anxiety, and bitterness swirl un-tethered.  

 

Peace achieves something similar with BJ in Nineteen Eighty Three. BJ has been on the 

run since the conclusion of Nineteen Seventy Four, and as the final book concludes, we 
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find BJ once again moving between places. He sees stories in every concrete, 

recognisable aspect of the city that he encounters; stories that appear to threaten him. 

 

I walk down Wellington Street into City Square – 
There are voices from vans; 
Past two stone lions and Leeds City Station – 
There are posters on walls; 
Along Boar Lane, past Griffin Hotel – 
There are ghosts on every corner; 
[…] Through Market into Bus Station and Millgarth – 
A black winged gargoyle looming  
(Nineteen Eighty Three, 366) 

 

BJ sees signs of the other, uncertainty and fear, in the city he knows so well. While 

Hunter’s representation relies on contextualising Leeds within the country as a 

whole, BJ’s slow descent into paranoia reflects the descent into immorality that marks 

all four novels: BJ sees danger in the fabric of the buildings, the city; Peace shows us 

how this danger becomes manifest. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

An analysis of Peace’s body of work and his statements regarding that work brings a 

number of conclusions, and also a number of inconsistencies. The question of ‘why 

here? Why now?’ demands an analysis of specifically what this means in terms of 

Yorkshire and Occupied Tokyo, and whether he is right. However, if every historical 

event is, ultimately, a singular act, one that cannot exist separately from its context, 

one that has no actual counterpart or alternative, then he is, self-evidently, right in his 

approach. He writes fiction based on real events that happened in the places he sets 

that fiction: the specificity he interrogates is part of the event – if it were not, it would 

be another event. He talks about there not being a ‘Cornish Ripper’: this is a rhetorical 

means, I contend, of expressing his approach to writing fiction. These events 

happened where they did and so the fiction writer’s responsibility, if basing fiction 

upon them, is to think about and explore why. 

 

When a writer is still alive, the temptation to take his statements about his work as 

an incontestable truth, and deeply significant to an understanding of that work is 

clear. There is a possibility of intentional fallacy in doing so, however, and it is easy 

to forget that a practitioner’s words and thoughts on fiction are gathered and 

recorded in interviews and opinion pieces: contradictions or inconsistencies are 

inevitable in this context. Peace writes – in texts outside of his fiction – as a 

practitioner, and one whose ideas about fiction, its purpose, his approach, are liable 

to change over time. He is not producing academic articles, not defending positions 

beyond his justification or explanation for certain artistic choices. In this sense, the 

‘anti-crime’ approach I have extrapolated is one I cannot be sure Peace will agree 

with in its entirety, an agreement that, of course, is unimportant. Peace’s ideas about 

exploitation and entertainment in crime fiction have a subjective nature; it is 

important to allow conclusions drawn from them to retain this understanding. 
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My conclusions involve four areas: 1) the ‘anti-crime’ approach, 2) the question of 

specificity within the factual material on which the novels is based, 3) the city voice, 

and 4) the transnational writer. The unifying factor is Peace's understanding of 

the discourses of power, especially as that informs relationships between men and 

women, police and civilians, Americans and Japanese, and so on. The 

urban topographies of these novels, and their complex intertextual relationship to 

other crime writing (fiction and true-crime), are both strategies for articulating an 

ethics and an aesthetics that critiques power. 

 

1) To capture the sense of Peace’s ‘anti-crime’ approach – one based on his 

motivational note – is to understand that it involves: place and the creation or 

resurrection of the city; style, and, principally, a use of repetition that is both at an 

aesthetic, sentence and paragraph level, though also has deeper significance in the 

sense of fiction as an act of repetition in the context of death – and murder – which is, 

by definition, unrepeatable; Peace’s non-exploitative approach invokes Todorov’s 

principle of the second story, whereby it is the story of the investigation that is told. 

 

2) Specificity of place – of why there, why then – in Peace’s work is in the depiction of 

the city within an investigation of the investigation of the crime. This is the priority 

in terms of writing place, above simply creating an atmospheric setting in which the 

city may be considered a character. 

 

3) The city voice, and its creation, the resurrection of the city, is very much connected 

to the fact-based aspect of the novels. 

 

4) The idea of a transnational writer is helpful when considering the work in terms of 

the insight of an insider / outsider. Peace – and writers like him, myself included – 

has clearly found new perspective and understanding on place and city-setting once 

a degree of distance, in terms of time and place, has occurred. 
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Peace sets about his work with a seriousness that can feel forbidding; he is, I posit, 

most serious about the respectful and truthful way he approaches writing about 

trauma. The texts, in themselves, simultaneously ask for the permission to use – to 

appropriate – others’ trauma, while being granted it precisely through this approach. 
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